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INTRODUCTION

Our age o£ specialization produces an almost incrediWe amount
of monographic research in all fields of human knowledge. So great

is the mass of this material that even the professional scholar

cannot keep abreast of the contributions in anything but a re-

stricted part of his general subject. In all branches of learning the

need for intelligent synthesis is now more urgent than ever before,

and this need is felt by the layman even more acutely than by

the scholar. He cannot hope to read the products of microscopic

research or to keep up with the changing interpretations of ex-

perts, unless new knowledge and new viewpoints are made acces-

sible to him by those who make it their business to be informed

and who are competent to speak with authority.

These volumes, published under the general tide of The Rise of

Modem Europe^ are designed primarily to give the general reader

and student a reliable survey of European history written by ex-

perts in various branches of that vast subject. In consonance with

the current broad conceptions of the scope of history, they attempt

to go beyond a merely political-military narradv^ and to lay stress

upon social, economic, religious, scientific and artisdc develop-

ments. The minutely detailed, chronological approach is to some
extent sacrificed in the effort to emphasize the dominant factors

and to set forth their interreladonships. At the same time the

division of European history into nadonal histories has been aban-

doned and wherever possible attendon has been focused upon
larger forces common to the whole of European civilizadon. These

are the broad lines on which this history as a whole has been laid

out. The individual volumes are integral parts of the lar^ scheme,

but they are intended also to stand as independent units, each the

work of a scholar well qualified to treat the period covered by his

book. Each volume contains about fifty illustradons selected from
the mass of contemporary pictorial material. All non-contemporary

illustradons have excluded on principle. The bibliographical
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note appended to each volume is designed to facilitate further

study ^ special aspects touched upon in the te^ In general every

effort has been made to give the reader a clear idea of the main
movements in European history, to embody the monographic con-

tributions of research workers, and to present the material in a

forceful and vivid manner.
• • •

In this volume Professor Brinmn has essayed the difficult task

of presenting in limited scope at once the salient facts of the

French Revolution and the repercussions of that epoch-making

event upon European affairs at large. He has long b^n a student

of the period and has made some valuable contributions to our un-

derstanding of the stormy course of the great overturn. In keeping

with the spirit of this history he has tried to put the Revolu-

tion into its general European setting, and to take account of the

international aspects of revolutionary ideology and revolutionary

organization. While many short histories of the period bring the

narrative to a close with the downfall of Robespierre, this volume

continues the story to coup d'etat of Brumaire which put Napoleon

Bonaparte firmly in the saddle. It will be seen that Professor Brin-

ton looks upon the interlude of the Directory as in a sense the con-

summation of the Revolution and that he has a more favorable

impression than many other writers of the accomplishments of

that period. In general he has given a broad, fresh and incisive

analysis of forces and personalities, of movements of opinion and

of literary and artistic currents. Special attention may be called to

the illuminating discussion of various interpretations of the Revo-

lution, and to the author's general estimate of the period, in which

he attempts something like a reconciliauon between widely divergent

viewpoints.

WujLiAM L. Lanier
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Chapter One

THE MONARCHICAL EXPERIMENT: THE SETTING

!• INTRODUCTION

The French Revolution is one oi the few events of modern history

towards which, even today, a man may entertain a feeling of awe.

To the theological temperament the Revolution was, of course, proof

that neither God nor Satan had abandoned the heroic battleground

of this earth. But for the common man in the contemporary world

the scientist has taken the place of the theologian. Our undiminished

faith attaches itself to the hypotheses of science, and transforms them
into laws if not into dogmas. Our sense of awe, perhaps a trifle

weakened, invests these laws, these regularities, with a meaning

denied the particular, the accidental, the picturesque detail. Thus
the modern mind is attracted to the French Revolution, not by its

melodramatic variety of incident, but by the startling finality of

what seems to be its plan. That plan may be as obvious to the dram-

atist as to the sociologist, but in these days it is the sociologist who,

not altogether unwillingly, shoulders the responsibility for history.

Now for the sociological historian the French Revolution is almost

too tempting a field. Let him seek his analogy in human pathology:

the Revolution is a fever, with recognizable symptoms, a crisis,

a period of convalescence. Let him look to psychology: the Revolu-

tion exhibits to perfection the phenomena of mass delusion, religious

emotion, stereotypes, pressure groups, personal maladjustment. Let

him use more purely political terms: the Revolution is a series o£

shocks, each shock displacing power from Right to Left, from larger

groups to smaller and more determined groups, each shock taking

on more and more the aspect of a coup d^itaty less and less that of a
widespread, spontaneous outbreak of the people, until finally, in

a commonplace coup d’iua hardly worthy of a good operetta, power
a>mcs to rest in the hands of the dictator Bonaparte.

I
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Now the spirit ol an age^ the sum oiE its hopes and fashions, must

appear at all times a little ridiculous. But, for those who are its sub*

jects in space and time, it is a compelling h>rce; and through this

very compulsion it attains an elevation, almost a nd)ility. The man
who vmtes of past ages is subject to the spirit of his own age. No
one could now write of the French Revolution as did Carlyle, and

no wise man would try to write of it as did the late M. Aulard.

Sociological history must be written. But perhaps history will man*

age to survive this fashion, as it has surviv^ others. Perhaps, indeed,

t^e is something more fundamental than fashion. Women have

been lovdy in bukles, and hotels comfortaNe in Anglo-Venttian

Gothic.

One must, then, approach the study of the French Revolution

with certain definite questions not to be answered wholly by simple

narration. The first of these questions is an obvious one: why did

the constitutional monarchy, auspiciously begun by a revolution

hardly scandalous even to an Anglo-Saxon, fall after three short

years of experiment, and give place to a truly scandalous innova-

tion, a French republic? The answer is unfortunately fiir from

obvious.

n. ESTATES OR NATION?

At Versailles on May 5, 1789, the king formally opened Ae first

States-General called since 1614. BoA this ceremony and Ae re-

ligious ceremonies of Ae previous day went ofr most impressivdy

in Ae grand manner, wiA royal pageantry, processions, carpeted

streets, flowers, banners, Aoruses, lovely women, and gaping crowds.

Tliey seem to have produced in those who shared Aem an extracE:-

dinary exhilaration, a communion in hope and love, never wholly

to be lost by Ae elect in Ae bitterest days of Ae Terror. Thus at its

oiuset Ae French Revolution bore Ae unmistakable imprint of re-

ligious emotion. Ferri^res, deputy of the nobAty of Saumur, wrMe
in a letter which, since it was directed to his wife, ought at least

to be free from Ae more public kinds of insincerity: "My country,

my fellow citizens, Ae monarch, God himself, all became me. I

reked sweedy and peacefully on so many objects; Aey were dive

In me, I was dive in Aem. The same feelings penetrated every-
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one; and, far from weakening as they spread, acquired a strength

which could hardly be resisted.”^

Such sentiments, especially if they are genuine, are too exhausting

for daily use. Even during ihe formal opening of May 5 there were

minor diflGiculties. The commoners had not wholly enjoyed the con-

trast between the somberness of their official costume and the rda-

tive splendor of the nobles and the clergy. The ceremony did not

begin on time. The acoustics of the scdle des menus plaisirs were

very bad indeed; no one had heard a word of the speech of Baren-

tin, the Keeper of the Seals, and many had not been able to hear

the king and Nccker, the financial genius who was to save the

country. None of the speakers had been clear about the necessary

next step, the organization of the States-General according to proper

parliamentary procedure. Necker had taken three hours to explain

away most of the deficit, but had failed to dwell at length on the

exciting subject of constitutional reform. Naturally enough the

States soon became a warring ground of interests; but these inter-

ests, complex like all human interests, were under the circumstances

subject in an unusual degree to the transfiguring—or warping—
influence of ideas and emotions.

The essentials of the situation during the next six weeks are clear,

however obscure the intrigues of the court, however confused the

goings and comings of the deputies. It is a situation which will ap-

pear again and again during the Revolution. On one side there is

a hesitant, heterogeneous group, well-meaning, without organization

though not without guile, and desirous on the whole of keeping

things as they are; on the other side there is a determined group,

united at least for a given end, well-organized despite the surface

babel of its ranks, and desirous of achieving a new order.

On the hesitant, conservative side must be numbered the king

and court, most of the nobility and upper clergy, some of the

bankers and business men, a scattering of humbler men and women,

who do not always behave as the Marxians would have them. These

people thought the States-General had been called primarily to de-

vise a way to stop the deficit and avoid a state bankruptcy. Many
of them felt that there was a good deal wrong with France, and
^Marquis de Ferrises, Corrgspondanct inidite, ed. H. Carrd (Paris, xgsa), 44.
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that something might well be done about it, though preferably not

by the commons. But these people—headed by the king himself—

<fid not work out anything like a program. They failed even to

rally around a simple central issue—^the retention of the feudal

organization of the States-General—until after the meeting of May
5. The States-General had always deliberated and voted in three

separate bodies, clergy, nobles, and commons, and a measure passed

in two of these bodies was considered by the crown as approved.

With characteristic good intentions, and, it must be admitted, after

a good deal of pressure from the now quite vocal French public,

the king and Necker had decided that in the new States-General

the Third Estate, or commons, was to have a representation numeri-

cally equal to that of the other two orders combined. But no definite

provision was made, either for a new and radical meeting of the

three orders in a single body or for the old meeting in separate

bodies.

Barentin on May 5 announced that the king graciously allowed

the States themselves to settle that question. Naturally the nobles

and the clergy voted to continue separate meetings—^though thanks

to the popular sympathies of many of the lower clergy the vote of

the latter was close, 133 to 114. The commons resolutely refused to

consider the possibility of separate meetings, invited the other orders

to join them, and settled down to particularly empty, but in this

instance particularly useful, debates. The longer the commons did

nothing, the better for them. In the long run they wore down the

patience of the other orders. In the meantime, the king also did

mthing, with results hardly satisfactory to himself. Not until June

23 did he take a definite stand on an issue which stood out clearly

on the very first day. Pressed by Marie Antoinette and by his

brother, the Comte d’Artois, Louis decided in a critical royal coun-

cil of June 22, and against the advice of Necker and the majority

the ministry, to CHrder the commons to abandon their pretensions

and to accept the Mparate meeting of the three orders.*

The commons meanwhile had assumed, on June 17, the effective

title of ‘^National AssemUy” and, shut out by royal taedessness

•Necker, olferingr Wi resignation, was told by Artois, **No, Monsieur, we are ke^
ing you as a hostage/' J. Flammermont, **Le second minist^re de Necker," Revu§
Historiqu^ (1891), XLVI, 55.
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from their regular meeting place, had on June 20 reassembled in the

Tennis Court and taken their famous oath not to separate until

they had given France a constitution. These now powerful and

self-assured commons listened to the king in the royal session of

June 23 order them to abandon all that they had done towards

creating a National Assembly. With relatively few histrionics, they

refused. On the next day they met again, and were joined by a

majority of the clergy. On the day after, forty-seven nobles and

some more of the clergy came over. On June 27, Louis himself

wrote formally requesting the two upper houses to merge with the

lower to form a National Assembly.

This, rather more than the lurid later affair of the Bastille, was

a revolution. The men who made it were not altogether political

innocents. They undeniably represented the opinions and desires

of the majority of articulate Frenchmen at the time. For over a

generation Frenchmen had been talking and writing about politi-

cal ideas. Phrases like “law of nature,” “constitutional rights,” “sep-

aration of powers” had become the ordinary coin of conversation.

Men were organized in literary societies, smoking clubs. Masonic

lodges, where the remaking of human society was an accepted goal.

Finally, the actual elections to the States-General of 1789, especially

in the Third Estate, give surprising evidence of the existence of a

“reform” party with a [wretty definite platform and an almost preco-

cious aptitude for realistic methods of getting itself in power.’

The failure of the king to decide the question as to how the States-

General should be organized provided this reform party with an

invaluable rallying point, the demand for a single National Assem-

bly. But back of this demand lay the real point at issue between

the court party and the reformers: should these deputies, however

they might organize themselves, be limited to the task of filling the

treasury by devising new taxes, or should they take upon them-

selves ^e task of giving France a written constitution? Upon that

* See A. Cocbln, Les soeiHis de pensie et la RSvolutian en Bretagne (Paris, 1925)

»

and also the chapter ^'Comment furent dns les d^put^ aiuc Etats g^iratax** in ^
tame auUior's Les sociHSs de pensie et la dSmocratie (Paris, 19^1)* Cochin wat a
royalist. Republican historians have until very recently been unwilling to entertain

the thesis that the Revolution was in any sense ‘‘planned” or “prepared.” A great

advance in this respect is made in G. Martin, La franomagonnerie frangaise et la

preparation de la Bivolution (Paris, xpad).
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magic word “constitution” were centered the most varied, and even

contradictory, hopes. But there can be no doubt that, save for the

rdatively small group of nobles, higher clergy, and other privili^is,

most of France wanted a constitution. To no eighteenth-century

Frenchman could it have occurred that France already possessed

one. Conmtutions were imderstood to be written documents, pref-

erably like the excellent and up-to-date ones with which the thirteen

former British colonies had recendy provided themselves. Or at the

very worst, if a constitution were not in one document, at least it

must be capable of such clear statement as Montesquieu and De
Lolme had given the English constitudon. France was a constitu-

donless despodsm, definitely behind the times, and the real soludon

to her financial difBculdes lay in the radical r^orm of her gov-

ernment.

This reform party numbered pracdcally the whole of the 600

depudes of the Third Estate; well over 100 of the 300 depudes of

the clergy; over 50 of the 300 depudes of the nobility, led, at least

in public opinion, by the young paladin Lafayette. It had solid roots

in the populadon of France. When the depudes had been selected

in various local assemblies these assemblies, following feudal cus-

tom, had drawn up cahiers, statements of what they wished their

depudes to try to do. These cahiers exist in great numbers and

length.* Many of them are quite specific, even parochial, in their

grievances; and, though the peasants’ requests show little interest in

general ideas, any considerable reading in the general body of the

cahiers^ and especially in those from the urban areas, leaves the defi-

nite impression that there was a widespread popular demand for a

consdtudon. That demand was, inevittdily, couched in terms of the

natural rights {^losophy of the century. Here again at the very

outset is discernible a condition to be foimd throughout the Revolu-

tion : specific, worldly aims dictated by individual interests and

al^tites, and generalized, abstract political principles derived from

further ethical abstractions—^Nature, Righ^ Justice. The true study

of the Revolution, it would seem devious, is the study of the inter-

*A iBOBt useful and complete bibKograpfey of the cahiers^ both in print and in
ssanuscript, is Miss B. F. Hyslop’s recent Ripertoire critique de$ cahiers de dotiance

ptmr tes ginirawe de 17S9 (Paris, 1933)

•
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action of these concrete appetites and abstract principles. The Revo-

lution seen exclusively as Ae product of definite, worldly, realistic,

economic aims, or exclusively as a noble crusade to realize in France

a Utopia synthesized from the writings of the philosophesy is a pure

myth. Though history must indeed study mytihs, it ought to create

as few of them as possible.

By the end of June, then, the first great step in the Revolution

was achieved. The 1,200 deputies of the States^eneral were meet-

ing together in one great new body, the National Assembly, with

the avowed purpose of making France a limited monarchy by

giving her a written constitution. And this had come about with-

out bloodshed, without violence, with the full consent, even with

the blessing, of a Bourbon king. It is no wonder that Europe and

America were astounded, that men could speak only of the reforms

of Solon, of the best days of the Roman Republic. For two years

this assembly was to play a double role: first, as an ordinary parlia-

ment governing the country in collaboration with the executive;

second, as a constitutional convention—^it is often called the Con-

stituent Assembly—elaborating a definite constitution. For one year

the constitutional monarchy constructed by this assembly endured,

and then the monarchy collapsed, to give place to a new constitu-

tional convention which decreed France a republic. The explana-

tion of the failure of this experiment, so warmly acclaimed by all

the world in 1789, must, like all historical explanations, be clothed

ultimately in narrative form. But such a narrative will be clearer

and more satisfactory if it is preceded by a more analytic state-

ment of the underlying factors in the situation.

in. LEADERS

Only for certain dialectic structures like that of Marx are impor-

tant men unimportant. (Of course, in his own life men were singu-

larly important to Marx himself.) Common sense certainly rejects

the notion that the character of Louis XVI, for instance, had litde

to do with the course of the Revolution. The first step in an analysis

of the France of 1789 must be a consideration of the men in whom
the interests and aspirations of thousands of nameless, and perhaps

even insignificant Frenchmen were centerecL *‘Gods, what a theatre
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this Is for a first-rate character!”® wrote Gouverncur Morris, newly

arrived from America early in 1789. Morris himself never found

that character. Even Mirabeau asserted, with becoming modesty,

that “we live in a time of great events but little men.”® For Maistre

the most striking proof that God made the Revolution was the in-

significance of the men who seemed to have made it. At any rate, it

is clear that in 1789 France was ruled by a monarch incapable of

dominating the situation.

As to Louis XVI historians have been in rare agreement. Rc^alist

and republican alike assign to him the ordinary private Christian

virtues, and alike they grant that he was a poor king. He was fat,

awkward according to the standards of the minuet, slow-witted in

a way that showed not merely in his face, but in his gestures, in his

whole body. Yet he was not unkingly. He had, on the contrary, a

presence invaluable to a constitutional monarch. His manners and

his character gave dignity to his bulk. Indeed, bulk and stupidity,

properly corseted by etiquette and training, seem in some indefin-

able way assets for a purely ornamental royalty. Louis was loved

by his people, loved as the “Restorer of French Liberty,” loved

through the imprisonment, trial, and execution brought upon him

by a fanatical minority.^ In all the bitter mouthings against the

“tyrant” so fashionable during the Terror there is an added fury

of emptiness as if the speakers felt their rhetoric beating against a

reality for once simple. Yet Louis’s failings were obvious, and not

unrelated to his virtues. His emotions were the emotions of a just

man. He wished, in the plainest common sense of the phrase, al-

ways to do the right thing. But his advisers were numerous, and

each gave difierent advice, Louis thought slowly, took a long time

to sort conflicting evidence and arrive at a decision, and then, un-

true to the clidi6 whereby slow men, once they make up their

minds, hold fast to a decision, was perfectly capable of abandoning

that dedfion with disconcerting rapidity. Now it is true that will-

*G. Morris, Diary <md Letters CKew York, x888), I, 56.
< Correspondtmee entre le comte de Mirobeau eP le cemte de La March, td, Bacourit

(Paris, i8sx), I, 42$*
^ The Jacobins did nc^ dare accept the proposed plebescite on Louis’s fate in 1 793.

Saint-Just virtually admitted their reason: ^*We are asked to refer the matter to the

people; what other language would be used if it were wished to save the king?”
Salnt-Juat, <Mnvres con^lHes, ed. Vellay (Paris, 1908), 1, 397.
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ingncss to change one’s mind is sometimes taken to be the higher

mark o£ statesmanship. But throughout his life Louis always

changed his mind at the wrong time. He was one of those men
whom folk-wisdom singles out as especially unlucky, as always

backing the wrong horse, as born with two left hands, and so on.

Yet even folk-wisdom commonly doubts its own explanation of

such men.

Louis’s failure probably lay as much in this as in anything, that

he judged in accordance with the moral categories of Christianity

in a time of revolutionary stress when those categories have even

less than their customary validity. More simply, he did not under-

stand the character and motives of the men with whom he dealt.

Certainly Louis was unlucky to have been king of France during

so troubled an epoch; but there is little use in attempting history in

the subjunctive, and speculating on whether, had he been a stronger

and more intelligent man, the experiment of constitutional mon-
archy might not have succeeded. It is sufficient to state that Louis’s

weakness, and especially that weakness which lay in the failure of

his understanding, made it almost certain that the experiment could

not withstand a determined attack.

Of none of the other members of the court party may it be said

that their personalities played a decisive part in events. It is true

that the queen had a great influence upon her husband, and that

she certainly did not share his hesitations. But the direction in

which she pushed him was the direction in which his brothers

and, indeed, the whole of the court, were pushing him. Marie An-
toinette’s true importance lies rather in the fact that she formed an

excellent focus for anti-monarchical sentiment. The “Austrian bitch”

—^her enemies found even lower terms than that for her—^had never

been popular. Her Austrian origins could easily be reproached her

by patriots of the pro-Prussian school. And it was, of course, quite

obvious that she would not hesitate to betray France in case of

war. She certainly had no great social conscience, and never tried

to cultivate popularity among the common people. The famous

story of how, told that the people had no bread, she remarked ^let

them cat cake,” though presumably, like most such stories, a fabrica-

tion, docs-—again like most such stories—show how jpcoplc fdt
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about her and is therefore in a very real sense “true.” Finally, she

was a beautiful woman in a leisured and privileged society. That

is, she must clearly be an adulteress. There is a nice, and pretty

much unsolved, problem for social psychology in the attitude of

the masses towards the sex morals of their betters. French people

undoubtedly expected Versailles to be highly, even heroically, pro-

miscuous in matters of love, much as modern Americans expect

Hollywood to be promiscuous in such matters. Normally it would

seem that the people are pleased enough when concrete evidence

arises that their expectations have been realized. Normally a privi-

legal class would seem to exist partly for the spectacle it affords

to those condemned to duller lives. Yet even in normal times public

opinion will, for reasons difficult to state, occasioinally seize upon

one individual and damn him, pillory him for violations of sex

taboo, violations it finds amusing in others. Something like this

happened to Marie Antoinette even before the Revolution. The
affair of the diamond necklace showed that Frenchmen already

thought the worst of their queen. The Revolution found in the bril-

liant Marie Antoinette a source for effective anti-monarchical propa-

ganda wholly lacking in the stolid Louis.

The great man of the monarchical experiment was Mirabeau.

Yet even Mirabeau failed to mold events, and when he died on
April 2, 1791, the radical movement he had once led had far out-

run his control. “His destiny,” concludes a recent biographer, “was

inferior to his genius.”® It is worth while to try to find Ae reasons

for this failure, since Mirabeau’s is almost a test case for the rdle

of leaders in the French Revolution. He had many and great assets.

He was a large man, with a pockmarked face of compelling ugli-

ness, a grand pair of lungs, and abounding energy. He had the gift

of bringing all the forces of his personality to bear in externalizing,

so to speak, that personality so that it could captivate the common
man. He was an excellent orator, and, what was more important

in the confused early days of the Assembly, a good debater. One
example must suffice. The conunons were growing resdess during

Ae long stalonate over Ae question of organizing Ac Estates by
order. On May 18, Mirabeau rallied Ae doubtful in a speech full

Barth^ Mvr^ew (Paris^ 19^0), 315.
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of salient strokes like this: "Already peo|de are saying that it is

better to accept voting by order than to expose ourselves to a schism

(which amounts to saying, let us separate for fear of septara^oti)^

Mirabeau was a political realist. He knew the value as well as the

danger of abstraa terms in politics. There is no sign that he was

ever the dupe of the fashionable theories of the Rights of Man; but

he was aware that only by some concession to fashion could he at-

tain specific reforms. He was willing to have a Declaration of Rights

attached to the constitution, but only after the constitution had been

made. To build such a declaration out of thin air was dangerous.

It amounted to denying, as he later said, that France was “an old

nation,” that it had “a preexisting government, a preexisting king,

preexisting prejudices.”^® He saw very clearly, indeed, that the first

few months of the Revolution had swept away all the complicated

checks and balances of the old regime, its guilds and corporations,

its administrative hierarchy, its feudal limitations. He saw that some

group within the French state would fall heir to these powers. He
wished that heir to be the crown, governing in close alliance with

an enlightened bourgeoisie. He saw that, thanks to a natural dis-

trust of the executive produced by the very fact that the movement

was a movement against the crown, thanks also to the prestige of

Montesquieu’s theory of the separation of powers, the heir actually

was an unwieldy assembly of 1,200 men. Power finally, he feared,

would go to the most determined, the most ruthless, the most fanat-

ically democratic group represented in that assembly. To prevent

that, he wished by introducing ministerial responsibility to allow

executive and legislature to cooperate, to permit an able minister to

maintain the true balance of power between the central govern-

ment and local assemblies. This was a moderate program, and one

very close to what the average French bourgeois wanted.

I^rabeau’s liabilities are as clear as his assets. He had had a shady

career under the old regime. He had been a disobedient son—^al-

ways a most serious offense in a land where moral traces of the

Roman paterfamilias still exist—he had carried adultery to the un-

•P, Buchez ct P. Botuc, Histoire portemeniaire de la Rivolutum framg^e (Pans,

1834), I, 40a.
V Speech of August 17, 1789, Momtewr (^rUmpression) I, 338; Barthou,
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pardonable length of elopement, he had had suspicious relations

with the world of stock-jobbing and international finance, he was

known for his debts and his vices. In other times and places, all

this need not have hurt him. Fox was loved for some of the things

for which Mirabeau was distrusted. But the French Revolution

had from its start a Puritanical tinge. Mirabeau’s reputation as a

rake handicapped him at every stage. Again, though he was ob-

viously the natural leader, in die parliamentary sense, of the Na-

tional Assembly, that body was never willing to trust him. In spite

of his eloquent opposition, it decided in November, 1789, that the

functions of minister and deputy were incompatible. Nor could

Mirabeau find solid support in the king, to whom he later turned,

Louis secretly corresponded with Mirabeau, and paid him for his

advice. But he did not use it. Suspected by both sides, Mirabeau

dragged out the last few months of his life in a pretty complete

political impotence. His fate suggests the limitations, during so

unusual a time as that of the French Revolution, of even extraor-

dinary political sagacity. Had his moral reputation been better,

had his king been more intelligent and more determined, had La-

fayette and a few others been willing to cooperate, and had he

lived, Mirabeau might have saved France from the madness of

the Terror. Yet after all, the impression remains that Mirabeau

failed precisely because of his common sense. It is not always true

that in the kingdcmi of the blind the one-eyed man is king.

Only one other figure seemed for a time to be capable of sus-

taining the monarchical experiment. Yet Lafayette was to the

keenest of his contemporaries never more than a man of straw.

“He is on the other side of the line where one is marked an intel-

ligent man. In his desires and methods of distinguishing himself

there is something learned, acquired. What he does seems not to

belong to his true nature. He seems always to be following ad-

vice.”^^ His romantic American experience, his carefully cultivated

opposition to the court, his dignity and presence raised him high in

the eyes of the people. But he was no orator, and his influence in

the Assembly was slight Outside, his position as commander-in-

chief of the Parisian national guard gave him a moment of pres-

^Tall^yiaad, Mkmoiret^ ed. Bro^rHe (Paris, 1891), I, 69.
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dge. He had no very clear ideas as to his political goal, and was as

much lacking in power o£ decision as Louis himself. He had a

simple love of glory which his enemies called vanity. Witness the

curious letter he wrote Washington from Albany in 1778, complain-

ing bitterly, not that the failure of his Canadian expedition to ma-

terialize would hurt the American cause, but that all Europe would

laugh at him, ingloriously rusting away on the Hudson.^ Had he

been able to get along with Mirabeau, something might have been

done. Mirabeau’s brains and Lafayette’s prestige seem a combination

capable of altering the course even of so fatally mad a movement
as the French Revolution. Mirabeau was willing, and made ad-

vances. But Lafayette was probably envious of Mirabeau’s superior

powers; he himself asserts that he was shocked by Mirabcau’s

“immorality”^®

IV. PARTY ORGANIZATION

Neither king nor queen, Mirabeau nor Lafayette, nor any other

outstanding person dominated the situation in the early days of

the Revolution. What they were and what they did are important,

actually, only as indications of the failure of the constitutional mon-

archy. It remains to consider another element in the situation: the

National Assembly, its organization, its procedure, its parties. Be-

tween the nameless mass of Frenchmen and the few figures singled

out as conspicuous leaders, the deputies form a natural link. They
are not quite nameless, some, indeed, are well-known, and they are

direct participants in events, not mere spectators.

Much of what has been written about this Assembly is, of course,

true. The traditional view runs somewhat as follows: Its member-
ship of 1,200 was much too large for proper deUberations. Neither

at Versailles nor at Paris, whither it moved after the “October days,”

was it ideally housed cither for acoustical or for ceremonial pur-

poses. It was a noisy, disorderly body, disrespectful of its own
rules of procedure, and usually poorly presided over by a succes-

sion of presidents whose terms were too brief for them to learn their

job. It was the victim of the rule opening its galleries to the public.

** Quoted m B. Whitlock, Lafayette (New York, 19^9), I, 127-128,
^ X.a£a.yette, Mimoires (Paris, 1837), II, 365.
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to whom it permitted all kinds of manifestations of approval or

disapproval, and of its absurd patience with almost daily popular

delegations. Its debates were often no debates at all, but a mere

succession of dull speeches, prepared in advance and read by their

authors from a central pulpit. Its members were mostly lawyers,

at least so far as the Third Estate went, and educated in an appar-

ently futile dialectic based on the natural rights philosophy. All

of its members were soaked in that philosophy, and therefore in-

capacitated for hard, practical politics. All were inexperienced, for

the old regime had been governed, not by the people, but by a bu-

reaucracy. Finally, the assembly never succeeded in adapting itself

to the two-party system orthodox in England. Its party divisions

were numerous and unstable, their natural devdopment checked

but not prevented by the current philosophical notion that parties

are factions, and dangerous to the state.

There must, however, occur to a modern historian at least two

qualifying remarks which considerably alter the significance of the

traditional picture sketched above. First, it is pretty clear now that

parliamentary govermnent never really worked in the way hopeful

nineteenth-century political writers assumed that it worked. The
real work of government, under the parliamentary as under any

other system, is done in the direct contact of man and man, in

committee, in informal talk, in a hundred ways, and a hundred

{daces, not all of which are dignified. Through some variant of the

{)arty system, with caucuses, local committees and bosses this im-

mediacy of {personal government is {x>ssible over the wide area of

the modern state. The parliament itself is useful, first, as {>roviding

a means of deciding peacefully what group of men are to do the

actual governing, second, as the decorative, but none the less in-

dis{)ensable, medium by which the actions of the true governors

are dramatized, made part of the psychological reality which is

the general will. Now in the French Revolution parliaments com-

monly Edled to perform the first function. But the important rea-

sons for this failure are to be found largely outside the field of

of parliamentary organization. The second function they {Krformed

very well indeed, all the more because of the non-British features

of their {uocedure previously outlined. The real work the Con-
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stituent Assembly was not done in its formal sessions. These, with

their read speeches, delegations, perpetual hubbub gave just the

dramatic touch the French wanted. Abstract ideas expressed in the

Assembly were a happy complement to the quite concrete interests

which were struggling for the real government of France. No doubt

certain features of the organization of the Assembly—notably the

uncontrolled behavior of the public in its galleries—did contribute

to the failure of the monarchical experiment. But their importance

has been much exaggerated by historians who take parliamentary

government at its face value—^in English.

Secondly, the two-party system may nowi be seen to have been

an ideal generalization derived from certain dramatic moments of

English and American history—^the struggle between federalist and

anti-federalists, the followers of Gladstone and those of Disradi.

Even in Anglo-Saxon countries the ideal has been altered by “third

parties,” blocs, bolts and other variations. The almost immediate

adoption by the National Assembly of a rough organization accord-

ing to groups, and the subsequent recurrence of this method in most

countries under parliamentary rule, certainly suggest that the group

system is at least a viable one. It may well be argued that if the

main function of a parliament is not to govern, but to provide a

focus for public opinion for the guidance of the governors, then

the group system, since it frankly accepts existing diversity of

opinion, is better than a two-party system which tries to gloss over

such a diversity. It is true that the French revolutionists were always

condemning, while practicing, political organization by what they

called “faction”; but the real function of parties was almost as much
misunderstood by eighteenth<entury publicists in England and

America as in France.

Certainly if the National Assembly be r^arded as primarily a

body for discussion, there can be no point in calling it inexperienced.

Frenchmen had been discussing politics for years under the stimu-

lating irregularity of the inefficient despotism of the old regime.

Nor, if one considers the effective way in which dectiems to tlw

Third Estate were managed, the capable negotiations which brou^t
the clergy over to the commons, the successful defiance of the king,

the early organization of juropaganda, is one inclined to deny ^
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presence in the Assembly o£ many Willful practitioners of the art

of government. But in ihc National Assembly—and this is a fact

of great importance—<he most able organizers, the most practical

politicians, were either identical in person with the most extreme

and violent political theorists, or else worked with these theorists

in the same group. The great paradox of the French Revolution lies

here; That until the fall of Robespierre in 1794 the most tender-

minded were consistently the most hard-headol; the most doc-

trinaire;, the most pliable. Historians, as a class rightly distrustful

of paradox, have concluded, in spite of the evidence, that the com-

bination is impossible. Royalist historians in general conclude that

dw revolutionists were impractical theorist^ and fail to explain their

success, except as the accidental triumph of villainy; republican

historians conclude that the revolutionists were practical, far seeing

men, and fail to explain either their ideology or their failure in

1794, except that the latter is always attributable to the villainy of

their enmiies. A true explanation must accept the facts, even though

the facts are shocking to preconceived notions.

There is certainly litde trace of political acumen in the extreme

Right of the Assembly, and in the court party which it represented.

Its ablest orator was the Abbe Maury, son of a cobbler, conserva-

tive with the interests of a self-made man, a good fighter, but

utterly taedess and without any program. The Vicomte de Mira-

beau, from his corpulence called Barrel Mirabeau, was an able

c^structionist^ especially when interrupting his brilliant brother.

Outside the Assembly the queen, the king’s brothers, most of the

Versailles nobility formed a group with a definite aim: no con-

cestions. It was a group scornful of {»'opaganda, for the very reason

that it doiied public opinion, in the modern sense, any place in

government. It was, of course, destined to failure from the simple

fact that ptd>lic opinion was already in 1789 a factor in government.

Many of its members lived up to the middle-class notion of an

aristocrat; that is, they were proud, haughty, dissolute, contemptu-

ous those immediately beneath them in the social scale. But as

a dass they were hardly the vidous and irresponsible tyrants revo-

lutionary propaganda made them out. They were certainly among
die most int^ectual of aristocrades. It may well be argued dut
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part of their impotence lies here. Morally they were no dmibt as

willing to stoop to low tricks as their opponents, but intellectually

they could not degrade themselves to revolutionary tastes, could

not make their tricks effective, A glance at one of their new^pers
—^the Actes des Apdtres, for instance—is convincing. Clever, witty,

learned in an impedantic way, bitter, indecent, violent, but never

vulgar, it can have done the party nothing but harm and certainly

made no converts. An epigram never yet shook a conviction.”

A similar ineptness for practical politics nms through the next

parliamentary group, the advocates of a constitutional monarchy

on the English pattern, with a House of Lords and a House of

Commons, ministerial responsibility, a strong royal prerogative.

Composed chiefly of liberal noblemen like Clermont-Tonnerre, and

well-balanced, essentially reflective and critical bourgeois like

Mounier and Mallet du Pan, this small group lacked brilliance,

lacked roots in the country, and suffered from the accusation of

Anglomania, no longer a compliment in a nation becoming daily

more aware of its own civilizing mission. From this group have

come many of the soundest contemporary commentaries on the

revolution; but the comments were written from exile, and the

wisdom of the commentators was characteristically divorced from

action. Indeed, one consistent cause for the impotence of parlia-

mentary opposition during the whole course of the Revolution was

the emigration, at first, certainly, without the menace of the guil-

lotine, of many of the abler moderates. The Anglophil or “con-

stitutional” group suffered especially in this way, its ablest leader,

Mounier, emigrating in 1789.

The majority of the Assembly may be classed simply as the

patriotic party. At the start it formed a solid body against the court,

and won its aim; France was to have a new constitution. Very

shortly the Anglophil constitutionals broke away in opposition. The
patriots, however, were at least united in favor of a unicameral

government. But there is not much point in talking about a patri-

otic party in 1790 and 1791 as if it were a unified whole. That party

**The firtt ntHnber of the Aefes dfs Ap6tres 5s Kovember, 1789, tbe last Octoljer,

1791. The last numbers are more serious and less witty than the ihrst, and much very

aenthnental poetry about the queen, the old days, etc., has crept in. The romantic

kgend of the lost cause is already beginning.
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had at least three fairly clear subdivisions: a majority group of

prosperous, educated bourgeois, definitely children of the age (the

philosophical) but still cautious, moderate, by no means doctrinaire,

for it included men like Lanjuinais, Siey^, Lafayette, Talley-

rand; a smaller and more radical group, headed by the famous

triumvirate of Bamave, du Port, and Charles de Lam^; a left

wing group, not yet powerful, but with its mind made up, with

increasingly good connections with Paris municipal politicians,

a group containing men like Prieur (de la Marne), Dubois^ranc^

Petion, and Robespierre, already Jacobins in the making.

Now thanks to the work of the sociitis de pensSe and similar

dubs, there was already in existence a rudimentary political organi-

zation, covering most of the country, an organization which was

potentially a powerful political machine. The next two years saw

the capture of that organization by the above-mentioned left wing

of the Assembly, and its use to bring pressure on the Assembly

itself to secure radical legislation. This fact is one of the keys to the

failure of the monarchi(^ experiment.^® No other group succeeded

in building up sucfi organized support in the country at large. The
conservatives seem to have assumed that local*government would

continue in the hands of professional agents of the central govern-

ment, and therefore failed to see the necessity of building up an

organization independent of the government^ hierarchy. But this

hierarchy, like most of the old r^ime, was swept away in 1789,

and a very decentralized system of local government substituted.

Even had the Assembly tried to restore something like the old

professional centralized bureaucracy, real power must have gone,

for some time at least, to the only national organization existing

during die ineviuble hiatus—and that organization was the net-

work of political societies known as the Jacobin clubs, a network

which can be traced back to the sociitis de penUe. The conserva-

tives, then, were hardly aware of the necessity of using new methods

until it was too late. When they attonpted to organize, they failed

*T!ic late M. Matlilet, who always fdl into a fury at the aotion of a deliberately

fdaniied revohitiotiary campaign in 1789, yet admitted that the botirgeois took over ^
control of these local societies from the nobility of the Gown (members of the
Uments, judges) at that time. Annales IUAariqu4s dr la RipolaHan fraagaUi
Vm, 45**
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completely. WitneM the moderate Friends o£ Peace and similar

monarchical societies organized in 1791 to hold back the republican

movement All display excellent intentions and political ineptness.

The Paris Club attempted charitable distribution of bread during

a food shortage. They were accused of trying to corrupt the poor,

of “chucking bread down otu throats as if we were dogs.”^® Had
they not done this, they would have been accused of stony indif-

ference to the lot of the poor. All sorts of pressure were brought

to bear on the authorities, and most of these monarchical clubs were

closed by official order, often for “disturbing the peace.”

The Jacobin organization, then, was first in the field, and never

abandoned this dominating position until, with the fall of Robes-

pierre, the great experiment of the Revolution came to an end.

It will be necessary to recur to the role the Jacobins during the

Terror. Here it will suffice to consider them briefly as a pressure

group. The transition from the socUUs de pensSe to the Jacobin

machine was effected through the Club Breton, an informal caucus

of radical Breton deputies to the States-General, which soon absorbed

other radical deputies, began to take in outsiders, and when the

Assembly moved to Paris, joined with Parisian radicals to form the

Society of Friends of the Constitution, called the Jacobin club

because it met in the library of a Jacobin monastery. The Paris

Jacobins early b^an to correspond with literary societies in the

larger provincial towns, urging common action on the assignatSy on
the new religious laws, and so on. These provincial societies, anxious

to be as Parisian as possible, soon took over the tide of Friends of

the Constitution. New societies were founded, and the whole tied

together by formal affiliation, by correspondence, junketing trips,

and district meetings into an effective network over France, llie

Jacobins very soon displayed in actual practice many of the political

arts familiar to the twentieth century: highly efficient use of vari-

ous instruments of propaganda, the newspapers, the pamjflilet, the

pulpit, the theater, even ^e school; direct interference in elutions,

all the easier because the dectoral assemblies deliberated in public;

indirect pressure of all sorts directed towards influencing the wite

of the deputies in Paris and the members of local governing boards;

Aiil«rd» SodHi JacohitM de Peris (Fuis^ tB89«t897), II,
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use of violence especially in street manifestations, breaking windows

of monarchical clubs, luting obnoxious conservatives, and so on;

outright nullification of laws disagreeable to them, especially laws

protecting the Roman Catholic clergy; and other acts which will

be recognized by the student of the Anti-Corn Law League, the

Ku Klux Klan, and Tammany Hall.

The actual composition of these Jacobin clubs varied surprisingly

little, so far as the social strata from which they were recruited

goes, during the whole course of the Revolution. Variation as to

the individuals who made them up there was, though perhaps

rather less than is commonly thought. A kernel of some onc-third

to one-half of the membership of the average club .remained through

all the vicissitudes of monarchy and republic. The membership

over the whole period was consistendy middle class, with a sprin-

kling of nobles and clergy, and an increasingly large, but never

dominant, representation from the artisan class. These Jacobins, by

and large, were prosperous, educated, quite ordinary business and

professional men; a study of the amount they paid in direct taxes

under the old regime shows that they formed a body definitely

more wealthy than the average of their communities.”

What did these men want? To what end was this elaborate and

effective organization directed? The answer surely is, to the

creation of a French republic. Aulard, who as first professor of the

history of the Revolution to hold a chair at the Sorbonne gave a

decisive direction to the work of the “official” school, insisted all

his life that no one wanted a republic in France until the Bight of

the king in June, 1791, that the republic was not planned and

fought fiw by men brought up in the political philosophy of the

century, that, in fact, the republic was an accident, the outgrowth

of Liouis’s stupidity and the French failure in the war of 1792.

Obviously the emotions the oBicial historians are stron^^y, if to

an outsider rather inexplicably, bound up with this thesis, as though

an accidental republic were more pure, more desirable than a
republic achieved by political intrigue. The First Republic, accord-

ing to the freethinker Aulard, must enjoy the prestige of a virgin

birth. To one not sharing these emotions, the evidence of the words

Bri&ton» The Jaeohint (New York, 1930), Appendix H.
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and acts o£ the Jacobins does not sustain Aulard. Much, though not

all, of the quarrel here is a matter of words. Aulard himself admits

that the word “republican” was applied to all sorts of Frenchmen

long before 1789, and explains that “there had formed, among these

Frenchmen who did not want a Republic, a republican state of

mind, which was expressed in republican words and attitudes.”^

Doubtless few members of the Jacobin Clubs in 1790 were pre-

pared to overthrow the existing monarchy. Yet they already had a

program involving the elimination of all civil and political distinc-

tions, a lay state, lay education, legislative supremacy in govern-

ment, and most of the rest of what by 1848 passed as good

republican tradition. The point is that in 1790 their heads and

hearts were already filled with aims quite inconsistent with the

perpetuation in ofiSce of a monarch like Louis, reverently Catholic,

devoted to his proud and headstrong wife, determined at bottom, in

spite of his hesitancies, his indolence, his dislike of ceremony, his

very real sympathy for his people, to be a king. The monarchical

experiment did not fail solely because of the war, or Louis’s inde-

cisions, or the evil plots of the former privileged classes. The

experiment failed even more because a well-organized pressure

group very early decided that it could not get what it wanted undo:

the constitutional monarchy. Had Louis been willing to turn Vol-

tairean as regards the church, to accept the position of first citizen

of a land of equals, to repudiate his family and his friends, had he,

in short, turned Jacobin, the Jacobins might have accepted the

monarchy. In reality, the Jacobins were almost from the first work-

ing towards a republic.

V. THB PEOPLE

There still remains, in this brief sketch of the setting for the

monarchical experiment of 1789-1792, to consider the peojde at larger

the nameless millions t^dio made Franc*. What did Aey want?

How were their desires to influence the situation?“ From these

**A. Atiltrd, Hutoit0 potitiquf de la RivaluHtm francaise (Paris, 1901), 6,

»Thii chapter will not attempt a survey of the condition of France in 1789. That
will be done in the preceding v^ume of this series, dealing with the period 1:^3-1789*
The problem here is simply, bow far did the condition of France affect the sitnatioa

after the tuceessful formation of the Ka^onal Assembly?
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miHions ooe may subtract the 300,000 noblemen. As a class they

were no longer seriously to influence the Revolution from within

after the summer of 1789. They had had their moment of im-

portance. In the complex goings and comings, the negotiations of

all sorts which produced the National Assembly out of the States-

General, a critic^ factor had been the indifference of many of the

provincial noblemen towards the fate of their order. Throughout

the century the dislike of these country noblemen, most of them

poor and unknown, had been centered on the nobility of Versailles,

re^lendent and outwardly prosperous. Many of these poorer noble-

men came to fed that the domination of the Third Estate was no

W(H% than dtat of Versailles.^ Many such men acquiesced will-

ingly in the absorption of their order in the National Assembly.

But once absorbed, they were impotent.

The great majority of Frenchmen—from twenty to twenty-two

millions out of twenty-six millions—^were engaged in agriculture.®^

They arc commonly lumped together as “peasants”; but the word

should connote an occupation, not a class in the Marxian sense.

Some of the peasants were already capitalist landowners, to whom
the Revolution gave an exceUent chance for expansion. Nearly half

of them owned some land, though often an amount inadequate

to support themsdves. Such peasants supplemented their income by

cottage industry or by hiring themsdves out as laborers. At the

bottom of die social scale were a certain number of landless laborers.

There unthiubtedly existed a rural proletariat in France in 1789,

though it is doubtful whether it was rdadvdy as large as the

English rural proletariat of the time. Now in terms of purely

material aims,^ Revolution meant very different things to differ-

ent groups among the peasantry. To most peasants it meant the

abolidon of the annoying remnants of the feudal system. As the

news of du great Revoludon at Versailles seeped into the villages,

the event was universally interpreted as meaning the abolidon of

feudal oUigadons. A slunt, sharp rural revoludon followed in

Jufy, 1789, when in all parts of France isolated but somehow united

^One of tbem, a deputy, wrote, in «8, 1 prefer that Coffcaud (l.e., John Joaei)
fhotiid connder htmaell my equal, than to fee a great noble regard me hit inferior,

and aattmtiate me to the people he pays and feeds**’ Ferridret, Comspomdomcf, lao.
Leraaaenr, La papiUaiiam fta/agoUa (Paris, 1889), I, siy,^.
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risings of peasants burnt chiteaux, destroyed title deeds, shot feu**

merly protected game with a sense of joyful release. It is true that

the National Assembly, in setting the sanction of law on this aboli-

tion of feudal dues, distinguished between dues originating in vio-

lence done the individual, or personal dues, which were abolished

without compensation to the owner, and dues originating merely in

feudal land law, or red dues, which were abolished subject to

compensadon to the owner in a series of installment payments. But

here as elsewhere in the Revoludon, the important quesdon is, what

was actually done? The answer is that the law was usually dis-

regarded, diat the peasants simply did not pay.^ There were

sporadic rural uprisings in 1790 and 1791, some of which were

protests against this legislation. But on the whole it is safe to say

that rural discontent with respect to feudal dues was not a factor

in making the rural classes desire the downfall of the monarchy.

To some peasants the sale of the lands of the clergy, which were

confiscated by the Assembly to fill the deficit and put on the market

late in 1790, gave an opportunity to enrich themselves, to lift them-

selves to the level of the bourgeois. No doubt to many of these

peasants events like the flight of the king to Varennes, the bitter-

ness of the royalists against the extreme and increasingly successful

Jacobins brought the fear that even a moderate reacdon would

mean the loss of their new lands, that the only safe thing for them
was to follow the lead of the urban radicals. Yet, in the absence of

facts, of a study of the opinions of these rich peasants, the above is

a mere deduedon. It would be at least as safe to insist that these

men were grateful to the monarchical revolution for giving them

their chance, that they had no complaint as to the way the public

sales of these lands were run, that they would naturally distrust die

egalitarian aims of the extremists, that, unless they were very sure

indeed that only a republic could guarantee them their land^ they

would prefer a monarchy.

On the other hand, it is clear that the rural populations vm:e

almost closed to the world of ideas. Village cahiers almost wholly

eschew, not only metaphysics, but all general ideas; they demand

concrete, specific refiirms—abolition various dues, which tore

^S. Tk$ Fail pf F^ndalum France (London, x9ao), 175*
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named (almost never do they ask for the abolition of the feudal

system as a whole), abolition of game laws, monopolies, and so on.

The Jacobins of the towns were always talking of the necessity of

“enlightening” the countryside; during the Terror they felt obligol

to send “missionaries” to explain to tiic country people just what

the republic meant A special newspaper. La feuilh villageoise, was

devoted by certain Paris radicals to the task of awakening the peas-

ants. Its first number, in an address to the “virtuous people of the

countrysidci,” lists among the difficulties facing any such republican

missionary work “your lack of preliminary knowledge, which

obliged us to go back to the very elements of ideas and grammar.”®*

Not only was this peasantry, rich and poor alike, attached to old

habits, land hungry but not daring nor speculative; financially

cautious, saving, intellecnialiy torpid, but it was loyal to Roman
Catholic Christianity as seen in the parish church and the village

priest. The corruption of the upper clergy, which so scandalized the

radical, lito^te townsmen, was hardly known to the peasants. When
tithes were abolished with the rest of the feudal system—^and abol-

ished without compensation—the peasant had no longer any reason

to quarrel with his priest. For centuries the rites of the church had

touched with grace and eternity the brief moments of crisis in

peasant life—birth, marriage, death. Rural France was Christian,

not in any profound theological sense, nor at all heroically, but

Christian in the deep routine of unimportant things.®* The Jacobins

began very early to show their animosity towards the church, their

desire to destroy it. Here is an added reason why the peasantry

should not as a whole welcome further revolution after 1789. To
sum up, it may be concluded that the peasantry did not, as a

group, play an important part in the oversow of the monarchy.

By the sununer of 1789 they had secured their material aims; there

is no sign that they were capable of nourishing spiritual aims to-

wards a republic. In the long run, the peasantry was to exercise an

undoubted influence on nineteenth century France. But on the

; feniUe vittagecUe, no. I, September ig, 1791.
**P. dc la Gorcc, Hittoire religieuse de la Kivolution frangaU0 (1917-18), I, 41$ ft*

commoiily diamisaed by republican, anti-ctericai bistoriana with acmietbtnf
between a anew and an apology on the ground that its author U a Catholic. For theww ^t Christianity was but ahalkwly rooted among ^e peasantry, see A, Aulard»
CmrMamfy and the French Jtexfolutum, trans. IMy Fraser (London, 1907), 14.
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foundation of the Jacobin republic their influence was n^igible,

if not, indeed, negative.

The urban proletariat—the “working class”—was numerically in-

significanti either as compared with the peasantry of 1789 or with

the French urban proletariat of today. Industry was barely leav-

ing what Mr. Mumford calls the cotechnic stage. Important in-

dustries like that of silk at Lyons made no great use even of

the large workshop. Yet in many—perhaps most—industries there

was already in 1789 a gap between masters and men. Paris with

some ^0,000 inhabitants, Marseilles with 90,000, Bordeaux with

7^000, Rouen with 72,000, and some dozen other considerable

cities, numbered a proletarian population capable of making it-

self a force.®® Now these workingmen of the cities, though they

were perhaps almost as illiterate in a bookish way as their brothers

of the country, had at least the urban facility with catchwords

and fashions. They had that capacity for mass suggestion and

mass movement which seems especially high among French crowds.

They had, or were soon to have, a definite grievance against

the monarchical experiment. For in the name of liberty the old

guilds were destroyed, and, by the Lc Chapelier law of June 14,

1791, combinations of all kinds among workmen, and strikes, wo'c

prohibited. This law, put through in the spirit of nineteenth century

capitalism, had an ascertainable effect in creating a class-conscious

workers’ group hostile to the monarchy.®* These workers suffered

as a class more than any other from seasonal variations in employ-

ment and prices, from actual food shortages, from all the disloca-

tions of economic life, frequently enough in normal times, but

tremendously intensified by the uncertainties, and even by the plots

of the Revolution. They formed the necessary element in street-

risings and manifestations. But it is important to note that this

urban proletariat was not in itself an active, creative, guiding ele-

ment in the downfall of the monarchy. The republican leaders were
almost all bourgeois. Their aims were a middle-class republic resting

on free competition and natural rights, including the right of

private property. They ca-ganized the vrorkmen in various popular

• E. Levasseur, Population franfoUe, 228 and note i,
•• E. Soreau, “La Loi Lc Chapdier,** Annales historiques de la RivotuHan framqoMt

Vin> 3x0.
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societies, e^wcially in Paris, but they were careful to maintain the

distinction between their own Jacobin club, middle class and indeed

upper middle class in membership, and these clubs of hiunble folk.^^

Lattr on, the rSle of these workingmen becomes in part an active

one. But it is safe to conclude that, though they helped overthrow

the monarchy, the impulsion did not come from them, that their

condition is not in its^ an important element in the failure of the

monarchical experiment.

There remains only the bourgeoirie. Now the Revolution of 1789

was made by the middle class—aided, indeed, by members of the

upper classes converted to the new ideas. The writers and the talk-

ers of the literary societies, the deputies of the Third Estate, the

local leaders, all were working for a bourgeois domination, for

that triumph of natural rights over prescription which meant the

triumph of the business man over the gendeman. But surely by the

sununer of 1789 these men had all they could reasonably want, had

at least an immediate and peaceful prospect of such reasonable

sadsfacdon.^ Their pride need no longer suffer from their inferior

place in the hierarchy of classes. In the eyes of the law, there were

no longer nobles and commoners, but only Frenchmen. In eyes

more discerning of simple things than those of the law, a marquis

was no doubt still a marquis, though he were called Motier instead

of Lafayette, Riquetd instead of Mirabeau. Perhaps even the dis-

dncdon of citizen-king was an invidious one among freemen. If the

French middle class was to be moved to overthrow the limited

monarchy, it must be either through pressure of circumstances or

through some such modves as envy of the upper classes and the

monarch ch- attachment to abstract principles of equality and re-

publicanism. Certainly no crude economic modve is discernible.

The French middle class had already in 1789 secured the reality or

the promise of «onomic reforms sufficient to allow bxisiness to

expand freely: a uniform ^stem of taxadon; abolidon of the old

guilds, internal tariffs, and other survivals of medieval restraint of

trade; complete freedom dt competition in trade and industry

({Kktents and copyrights, of course, proteoing for a period tl»

IffttMee, **Marat phtt det toddtdf Annates RtvpinHoumiraa
» I, 66u
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results of medianical or literary invention) ; individual owner^p of

property, stocks and bonds as vi^ell as land, incorporated into the

metaphysical bases of the government in the shape of the Declara-

tion of the Rights of Man; and even so up-to-date a business man’s

appurtenance as a uniform protective tariff.*® By the time the Con-

stituent Assonbly had finished its work, it had elaborated a code

perfecdy suited to the modern business man, the economic man
of Adam Smith and Karl Marx.

To sum up what may be called a static view of the situation at

the outset of the monarchical experiment: there was a disgruntled

but ineffective minority of former nobles and other priviUgih, a

mass of land-hungry and ignorant peasants with no very defined

political aims, an irresponsible though numerically small group of

town laborers almost as ignorant politically as the peasants, but

far more easily organized, a middle class which had won the

peaceful revolution of May-June at Versailles, and which was about

to make over the kingdom in its own image. There would seem

every reason, in 1789, to predict the success of the monarchical

experiment. The first step, proverbially the most difficult, had not

been so hard after all. No supremely great leader, it is true, had

yet appeared; but that was perhaps a good sign—the Revolution

wanted no Cromwell. There were plenty of troublesome problems,

especially financial ones, but the whole country was behind its repre-

sentatives, willing to trust them to solve these problems. There was

in the early days of the Revolution an almost universal access of

hope, a communion of joy and optimism extending far down into

social strata quite ignorant of the reasons for their elation. The new
r^ime was starting with a tremendous fund of popular goodwill

to support it Inde^, at the time, foreign observers, who might be

supposed to possess a certain detachment, almost unanimously

agreed that the Revolution was over, that it had done its work.

Only Burke, very early indeed, prediaed otherwise. He thought

that certain men in France, men of political importance, had set

out to build a perfect republic on a plan deduced from abstract

principles of right and wrong, that these men were quite willing to
•This tariff of Mardi 15, 1791, of cottrao abrogated the apedal treaty of 178^

with Exigiand, which had acetned to Pitt an entering wedge for something like free
trade.
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wreck an imperfect but attainable limited monarchy for the sake

of a perfect and unattainable philosophic Utopia. Possibly Burke’s

reasons for his prediction were sound; possibly his prediction was
simply lucky. Certainly the only group in France that seemed both

discontented and competent in the sphere of politics was the

Jacobin group. They alone sconed capable of disturbing the bal-

ance of interests and institutions in the process of building a suc-

cessful constitutional monarchy.

But no static analysis can explain the fall of the monarchy. It

is necessary to consider the complicated pattern of the events of the

next three years, to trace the impact of ideas and interests on the

situation evolving out of the pacific revolutipn of Versailles, to

consider in detail the effect on the social equilibrium of certain

key measures passed by the National Assembly, finally, to weigh

the influence on events in France of events outside of France. For

France, unfortunately, was ultimately, indissolubly, bound to the

Western world. The great experiment, to the confusion of subse-

quent sociologists, was not to be made in isolation, was, indeed, quite

inextricably to mingle itself with older and unexperimental realities.



Chapter Two

THE MONARCHICAL EXPERIMENT

I. THE caasis OF 1789

By the first of July, 1789, the Statcs-Gcneral, now become by the

peaceful revolution of May-June the National Assembly, was ready

to give its undivided attention to the “regeneration” of France. Its

attention was soon distracted by the violence which culminated in

the fall of the Bastille. At the very outset of the monarchical ex-

periment something went wrong.

The facts are as clear as they will ever be. The wheat crop of

1788 had been poor—and wheat in France was the indispensable

food of the people, by no mere metaphor the stajBF of life. The
political uncertainties of the winter of 1788-89 had produced com-

mercial hesitations. By the summer of 1789 there was a shortage of

food over much of France, high prices, bewilderment, and in some

places active discontent at the prospect of complete freedom of the

grain trade. In July bread in Paris cost 4 sous the pound, double

what was considered the normal price. There is then a genuine

background of economic misery in 1789, affecting especially the

lower classes in the cities and towns. M. Lcfebvre regards this fact

as absolutely decisive. “If bread had been cheap, the brutal inter-

vention of the people, which was indispensable to assure the destruc-

tion of the old regime, would perhaps not have occurred, and the

bourgeoisie would have triumphed less easily.”^ Protests indeed had

already come from Paris. As early as April a riot had cost the life

of the manufacturer Reveillon.

It is also clear that an extraordinary concentration of troops was

going on about Paris and Versailles. By July 13 there had arrived in

the region some eighteen or twenty thousand men in excess of the

^ G. Lefebvre, DocumtnU relates d rhistoire ies suhsistanctf ... A Bgrpnes (Lille,

>9x4)* I#
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normal garrison of Paris,^ Many of these soldiers were foreigners,

little susceptible to revolutionary propaganda. This movement of

troops provoked the wildest alarm among the patriotic party. The
rumor spread that Louis was planning a military coup d*€tat to

dissolve the National Assembly. Good republican historians have

since fixed that rumor into their pattern of historical fact, and still

commonly assert that Louis intended violence against the Assembly

as a whole. On July 8, Mirabeau in the Assembly brought the rumor

into full political action by denouncing the troop movements and

requesting the king to stop them. The king replied that the mili-

tary measures were designed to protect the Assembly, not to menace

it. On July ii, Necker was summarily dismissed, and a new min-

istry constituted with such obviously court party men as Brcteuil

and Broglie.

The dismissal of Necker, unless Louis intended an immediate

coup d*6tat against the Assembly, was a blunder. Necker still sym-

bolized for the French people the hope of a new order. His dis-

missal, following on the concentration of troops in the region of

Paris, was taken by the agitated patriots to mean that the king was

determined to prevent by force the establishment of such an order.

Force was the reply evoked by the threat of force. For the next

few days Paris was pandemonium. On the 12th a great procession

carried crape-covered busts of Necker and of Orl&ns (the popular

duke was said to have been banished) through the streets to the

Place Louis XV, where the crowd jostled the reluctant soldiers of

BesenvaL Normal business was suspended. Crowds still rather ex-

cited than nasty in mood paraded up and down the streets, were

held up in little eddies of excited debate at caf& and public squares,

filled the garden of the Palais Royal, broke windows, jostled sedan

chairs, feted and cheered such soldiers as would declare against the

king. Hundreds of nameless but scarcely unpremeditated agitators

held forth wherever listeners could be got. The old feudal structure

of city government broke down. Police power there was none.

Someone started the tocsin, age-old signal of alarm, and soon all the

bell towers of Paris were repeating it. The dectors of Paris, the

•P, Caron. **141 tentative de contre^r^olntion de juin-jnittet 1789,** Kevute ^hiHoire
modeme (1906), VIII, 14* Some excitable s>atrioU at the time ettimated aa many
•a 8o,ooot
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oflScial college which had made final choice of Parisian deputies to

the Third Estate, met on their own initiative, and took revolution-

ary steps to form a bourgeois police force—the famous national

guard—^and a new city government But these steps could not be

effective until the existing crisis was over. Meanwhile the crowd

was milling about aimlessly, not too furiously, no doubt mostly to

its own great enjoyment. Somehow—^probably at the instigation of

the patriots at Versailles—^from the hundreds of cross-purposes and

no-purposes animating it there emerged a single dramatic aim: To
the Bastille!®

The Bastille, long used as a prison, was a feudal fortress on the

eastern edge of the city, between the old walls and the newer sub-

urbs. Popular imagination and philosophic propaganda had already

made it a symbol of royal tyranny. In its dungeons were supposed

to be languishing, consigned by lettres de cachet^ the virtuous de-

fenders of an oppressed people. On July 14 it was held by Governor

de Launay, with a garrison of eighty retired soldiers and thirty

Swiss. A crowd began gathering in the small square before its outer

gate early in the morning. Deputations passed to and fro. De
Launay consented to withdraw the cannon from the walls, now
manned only by troops with small arms. The crowd grew in num-
bers and in excitement. De Launay was on the point of surrender-

ing the fortress, and had there been an obvious authority at hand

—

had the provisional government of Paris been more enterprising-

bloodshed might have been avoided. But arms and munitions had
been procured by a raiding party at the Invalides. The whole quar-

ter was black with people pushing towards the great gate. Adven-

turous patriots climbed up and cut the chains to the drawbridge,

giving the attackers access to the outer court. The inner court, the

fortress itself, was still unforced, was, indeed, impregnable save to

heavy artillery, which the besiegers did not have. The defenders

apparendy first fired upon the crowd in the courtyard, and at-

tempted to hem them in by raising the drawbridge again. The
Bastille cannon came into play, and the crowd (a remarLibly able

*Tlie tdhoolbodc story of how Camille DtstaovilinM climbed to a table top in a cafd
In the Palais Royal» stuck a horse-chestnut leaf in his hat and cried la Bastille,**

has now gone the way of most such good old tales. Historians admit that tto one
knows who started the attack on the Bastille. R. Farge, Desmoulins an jardin dn
Palais royal/* AtmaUt Ctpia)# VZl, 646.
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crowd, for the rowards and the incompetent had fled by now)
sustained the attack from places of cover, and actually brought up

some small cannon. De Launay, despairing of relief consented to

parley with self-appointed leaders of the mob, and finally to sur-

render on terms of safe withdrawal for himself and his men. The
gates were opened, the attackers swe{« into the inner court, and,

uncontrolled by their leaders, seized dc Launay and shortly after-

wards murdered him. Some hundred of the attackers appear to

have been killed. The dungeon gave up seven victims of tyranny,

five ordinary criminals and two madmen. No patriotic men of let-

ters were to be found among the prisoners.

July 14, 1789, is a sacred day in the cnlt of the present republic.

But it is a little surprising to see how rapidly the consecration of

the attack on the Bastille came, how soon the somewhat sordid

facts were transmuted into heroic truths. Willing volunteers began

the demolition of the Bastille. Its stones were soon spread far and

wide over France, and indeed over Europe, in the shape of sou-

venirs. Thousands of heroes of the actual attack appeared before

the public in the Jacobin clubs, in electoral assemblies, in theatrical

representations of the Fall of the Bastille, in all the astonishingly

modern aspects of revolutionary ballyhoo. Songs, plays, pamphlets,

and orations poured forth in praise of this street-riot which had

brought about the fall of a fortress. July 14, 1790, the first anniver-

sary of the glorious day, was chosen for a national festivaL The
symbolism was complete.

Not only as a symbol was the fall of the Bastille important.

The coitfu^ Parisian risings of July 12-14 defeated the court party.

The king appeared in person before the assembly on the 15th and

promised to withdraw the troops. Necker was recalled, and the

king made a courageous expedition to Paris where he recognized

the revolutionary municipal government and national guard, and

appeared before the Parisians with Bailly, the new mayor, and

Lafayette, commander of the national guard. Louis had volun-

tarily accepted the union of the three orders in the National As-

sembly. He now publicly identified himself with the Revolution,

pledged himself to further its work. His vacillating will (so runs

the republican myth) had, under the urgings of the reactionaries.
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hit upon a military concentration and subsequent dissolution of the

Assembly as a means of maintaining the old regime. In the crisis

which his action had evoked, the people of Paris had risen in favor

of the threatened Revolution, had beaten the king at his own game,

and forced him to return to his former position as a supporter of

the new order, a position in which now again, under new advisers,

he was for the moment sincere.

Such at least is the account which has been built into the fabric

of French history as seen by republicans, an accoimt accepted in its

main outline from almost the day the Bastille fell. In one obvious

sense of the word, that account is therefore pragmatically “true,”

since many people have incorporated it into their lives. Yet the

historian who is curious about the technique of revolution must

push his inquiry a bit further. The official republican account makes

out the king the aggressor, the people the injured innocent. M.
Caron admits that there is no documentary evidence of a royal

plot, that “we are reduced to disengaging, among the different

plausible hypotheses^ the most likely one.”*

Now among these hypotheses there is a simple one worth a

moment’s notice: that the king was in earnest when he told the

Assembly that the troop movement was intended to preserve public

order, and therefore to protect, not to menace, the Assembly. The
revolutionists and their historians assumed kings to be, from nature

and office, liars, and the opponents of kings, equally ex officio, to be

honest men. Neither one assumption nor the other need have much
validity now. The dismissal of Necker accords badly with the

hypothesis of a royal plot: nothing was done to follow up the dis-

missal with a coup d'itat against the Assembly. And not even Louis

and his advisers were inept enough to have left so deliberate a gap

between the signal for an attack and the attack itself. Here again

the explanation may well be a simple one. Louis had realized that

Necker was a stuffed shirt rather sooner than the revolutionists

were to realize that truth. He dismissed him as he had dismissed

many a minister before, from Turgot on. This is perfectly con-

sistent with the hypothesis that Louis was persuaded to try a some-

what more conservative ministry, that he resented the extremists

*P. Caroa, Revute d’Hst<nfe modeme, VIII, 20.
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of the Assembly. Finally, the astonishing ease with which the Bastille

riot attained its goal is suspicious. If Louis really were armed to the

teeth, morally as well as physically, against his pojple, if he had

determined to use force against them, he missed an excellent oj^r*

tunity on July 14. As it was, he did not even try to use the famous

foreign regiments against rebellious Paris.

On the side of the innocent people, certain observations also must

be made. The July agitation in Paris was a genuinely popular agi-

tation. The manifestations of July 12-14 too extensive, too

aimless, too sporadic to be described as a plot. But it is not unlikely

that at first this excitement was aroused by the conscious efforts

of relatively few men who knew what they w,antcd. That agents (rf

die king’s cousin, the ambitious Due d’Orleans, were stirring up
trouble in a hundred ways in the hope that their masta might suc-

ceed to a genuinely “popular” throne, seems incontestable.® More
important, perhaps, hundreds of nameless Jacobins-to-b^ men who
had been following excitedly the course of events in Versailles,

men for whom Mirabcau was a demigod (and note that Mirabeau

in person had made the protest of July 8 against the troop move-

ments)—hundreds of these men fanned the excitement in Paris, led

the crowds, produced a movement spontaneous but not luinten-

tional. The simple maneuver by which the electoral college of Paris

turned itself into a revolutionary municipal government is further

proof that Paris was not politically a mere inchoate mass. The
Parisian uprising of July was a folk-movement, spontaneous only in

the sense that folk-music is spontaneous. In neither one case nor

the other do we know the authors; but we do know the results

could not have been jwoduced by the mere collective initiative of

thousands of men.

The net effect of the Parisian uprising was to make the break

with the old r%ime catastro{duc. The erection of the States-General

into die National Assembly had left intact the fabric oi local gov-

ernment; indeed, the Ass^bly had decreed that temporarily the

•N. Wdbster, The French Revolutim (London, *919), 9-19; 6o-99« Mn.
jndgm^ is not to be trusted. Sbe is as emotionally sure of the pJot tlieory as
reimUican historians are of the spontaneous rising theory. But she has assembled
under one cover most of previous literature on the so^ealled Orl^ns {dot, a literature

so exten^ve that one feels obliged, on ^ conunon>sense ground of tiie adage about
amohe and fire, to admit ^ 1ms a basb of truth.
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old tiuus and die old administradon were to continue as beCore.

Now Paris had given itself overnight an entirely new administra-

uve system directed by the same men who had engineered the choice

of the Paris delegadon to the Third Estate. Thus arose that sdf-

governing municipality which, as the Commune, was to play at

crucial moments a decisive part in swinging the national govern-

ment towards revolutionary extremes. In a similar fashion the

important cities of France now replaced their old machinery of

government with new; some cities, like Dijon, did this simultane-

ously with Paris, before they could possibly have heard the news

of the revolt of the capital.' Such identity of action in all parts of

France can plausibly be interpreted as an indication of widespread

organization of the revolutionary party—^not organization in the

sense of plotting, but political organization of an active minority

with a definite program.

Meanwhile in the countryside the only real agrarian movement

of the revolutionary period in France was running its brief and

successful course. There had been isolated peasant uprisings all

spring. Scarcity of grains had occasioned attacks on the great wagon-

trains of wheat which crossed the country in the days before the

railroads. In Provence, in the Cambr^is, in the llc-de-France peas-

ants anticipated the requests in their cahiers and went shooting

partridges, refused to pay dues, menaced the chateaux. But the news

of July 14 brought matters to a head. The trouble started in one of

the most extraordinary mass-delusions history records. At its root

seems to have been a widespread fear of a “counter-revolutionary

plot” nourished by the concentration of troops near Paris and by

the excited rumors produced in that disturbed city. Somehow, some-

where, violence was to be exerted to save feudal privilege. The
specific form taken by the rumor was that “the brigands” were

coming. No one knew who the brigands were, nor how they had
assembled in menacing numbers. Old France had on the whole

been an orderly country, well-policed and certainly not prey to

wholesale brigandage. It is difficult to escape the conclusion tiiat

the rumors had an interested origin, though the old account of how
the fear radiated from Paris in methodical waves has had to be
*B. MQlott comSiti ptrmament dg Disan (Dijon* 1925).
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abandoned in the face of recent detailed study. There were six or

dght independent centers of disturbance, and the fear was propa-

gated very irregularly, some regions escaping altogether.’

Whole villages went suddenly and completely crazy; that di-

urnal regularity of litde things on which civilization is based was

dissolved, and men were faced with chaos—not with the meta-

physical figure of speech usually implied by that word, but with

its psychological reality. A simple narrative is here worth a host

of generalizations. The scene is Creil, then a farming village, now
a railway junction some forty-five miles north of Paris; the nar-

rator is describing the “great fear” of h« childhood days: “They

rang the tocsin, beat the general alarm, took .up the stones in the

courtyards and filled the rooms with them, intending to hurl them

at the heads of the enemy. Some of the women began boiling oil,

other collecting ashes from the hearth to throw in the eyes of the

first to push into their houses. The men armed themselves with

scythes, pitchforks, hoes, and rushed about the surrounding coun-

try in squads, hunting for the enemy which each man, fleeing from

one hamlet to another, had sworn he had seen in his own. . . .

Suddenly there arose a great shout at the sight of some women and

children running from the direction of Pont Sainte-Maxence, six

miles away. They swore they had seen their husbands killed at their

feet . . . Mother gave the three of us girb a fifteen pound loaf of

bread and a quarter of Brie chnse, and barricaded us up in the

attic.” Next day the little girl was released. No enemy was ever

seen, and the women of Pont Sainte-Maxence returned to their

unharmed husbands.^

The Great Fear was but the start It was easy for the knowing

to profit from this senseless disorder, easy to direct the now aroused

peasantry against the tangible enemy, the owner of the chateau, the

seignem. Sometimes violence was not necessary. The seigneur

peacefully harangued his peasants, promised relief, gave up his

feudal titles. Brittany as a whole was unafiected by the movement
Sometimes the chiteau was burned, the hated records on whidi

the dues were based burned up with it As with all local move-
^ G. ta Grande Penr 1933).
•“Let souvenirs d*une femme du ptnplt, 1777*1803,** Sacidti . dr SenHs;

Campus Rendms at Mimokss (X935*a6), ttmt wttk$ I» 68*69.
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ments of the Revolution, there is the greatest possible divmity. The

impression left by Taine, of a countryside in flames, of a universal

and bloody Jacquerie, is misleading. Violence, and especially mur-

der, was the exception and not the rule. The peasants had a specific

concrete aim—the abolition of feudalism—^and when this had been

attained they were willing to quiet down. This concreteness of

aim, and also an obvious lack of organization, differentiate the

agrarian movement of 1789 from the Terror of 1793-94.

As news of these local troubles filtered into Versailles, the As-

sembly grew more and more alarmed. On the night of August 4,

it listened to Target report from committee a project for calming

the country by proclaiming that, until the Assembly had made

new laws, the old ones should be sacred. At once the Vicomte de

Noailles, who had served with Rochambeau in America, arose and

in a very practical, unrhetorical speech pointed out that in their

cahiers the peasants had asked for relief from specific grievances,

that these same peasants had now waited three months while the

Assembly continued to debate the public good, that for them, how-

ever, “the public good is, above all, the definite objects they de-

sire,” that the Assembly could calm them by giving them, not mere

words, but the legal abolition of the feudal system.® He was fol-

lowed by the Due d’Aiguillon, another liberal noble, who con-

curred in urging the voluntary abandonment of feudal revenues by

the privileged classes. So began the night of August 4; before it

was over dozens of deputies had appeared at the orator’s desk and

given up privilege after privilege—some of which, indeed, they had

hardly been authorized by their constituents to give up. When early

in the morning of the 5th the tired president succeeded in stopping

the flow of sacrifices, the old r^^me had been in principle destroyed,

equality of taxation and equality of opportunity had been in prin-

ciple established. In subsequent sessions specific decrees were passed

incorporating most of these g^eral i^rinciples. But feudal dues

seemed too much like economic rent not to be considered property,

and property the Assembly was unanimous in considering saaed.

Hence in the cold decrees into which the warmth of the night the

4th was translated, provision was made for compensation to ptop-

^Archhf§s parlemfntaires, VIII, 43.
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crty owners; the peasants were to buy their emancipation from

most of these feudal dues in a series of direa payments to their

former sagneurs}^

Significantly enough, the Assembly did not trouble to provide any

credit machinery for this transaction. Granted that the members

were full of Adam Smith and the Physiocrats, that they were

morally convinced of the virtues of self-help, it is none the less true

that the form this feudal legislation took is evidence that its spon-

sors thought the peasants were economically prosperous enough to

pay. Now the Assembly was by no means ignorant of local condi-

tion% and it had had ample time to sober down from the session

of August 4. Possibly the assumption that the peasants could pay

was not so far wrong. If, as actually happened, the peasants did

not pay, it is quite likely that their successful revolt in the summer
of 1789 encouraged them in the belief that they need not pay.

The last of the revolts which formed the crisis of 1789 was the

march on Versailles of October 4 and 5. Though the new grain

crop had been good, litde of it was yet on the market Unsettled

conditions in the provinces had kept the price up and made de-

liveries irregular. Paris suffered from a food shortage throughout

the summer and early autumn, and the bakeries had had to be

given police protection. Even the relatively moderate patriots dis-

tinguishoi in this shortage “the deliberate withholding of grains

by the great landed proprietors.”^ The popular orators of Paris

had no difficulty in discerning the hand of the court, especially

after a military banquet at Versailles had provided them with some

elective, if irrelevant, material. In the expansive tenderness induced

by good wines, officers had put on Bourbon white instead of revo-

lutionary red, tsdute and blue, had toasted the queen, had sung

O Richard, o mon rot. Finally, the king had not yet approved

the work of August 4, and the subsequent Declaration of the Rights

of Man; rumor had it that he would refuse to sanction these

measures.

On October 5 a crowd of women assembled at Paris, shouting

for bread. (Ibe rumor that they were men disguised as women
^ See p.

dg Font, Sepfteii^ber 1789.
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has never been wholly downed; yet it seems unlikdy that the a£f^

was quite so whole^ely epicene as that) At their head was a

certain Maillard, a man not without the somewhat specialized

talents, pardy those of an actor, partly those of an executive, re-

quired for leading revolutionary crowds. After a while the pro-

cession started towards Versailles to get bread from the king. A
crowd of curious and idle followed after them, and towards evening

Lafayette and his national guard set out, a trifle late, to preserve

order. At the very moment Lafayette was leaving Paris the head

of the column of women was marching in to Versailles, twelve

miles away, in the pouring rain. The women invaded the courtyard

of the Assembly, and conducted themselves very freely in word

and deed, being especially disrespectful towards die “whore” their

queen. Maillard and a deputation of women appeared before the

Assembly, and complained that the aristocrats were starving them.

The Assembly, gready disturbed, and indeed horrified—the women
were in no sense ladies—^hastily got rid of its guests by naming a

deputadon to accompany them to the palace to see the king. Louis

temporized, and courageously embraced the youngest of the delega-

tion, a seventeen-year-old ouvriire en sculffture, Louison Chabry.

More and more people crowded in to Versailles. Finally Lafayette

arrived, to the relief of the sober inhabitants of town and palace.

Louis, after much conferring, and some temptation to flight,

yielded completely, promising to take special measures to provision

Paris, to accept a b^yguard loyal to Ae new regime, to approve

the abolition of the feudal system and the Declaration of Rights.

All was apparently over, and everyone lay down to get a little rest

in what was left of the night At sunrise, and under mysterious

circumstances, rioting broke out at one of the gates, the palace

entrance was forced, the queen obliged to flee in haste, and the

whole royal family surrounded. The cry arose that the king must

come to Paris. Again he a>nsented, and accompanied by the

queen and the dauphin, took the road to Paris, his coach sur-

rounded by an ever-renewed crowd, still a bit damp, but very

cheerful and quite unrefined. They were bringing Iwick to Paris

“the baker, the baker’s wife, and the baker’s litde boy.” They were,

as a matter of fact, bringing t»ck even more important pr^. The
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Assembly, iH>t to be deserted in Versailles, voted to follow the king

to Paris. Whether king or assembly was sovereign, Paris possessed

them both.

Here, as with the Bastille ri<^ historians are agreed on the facts,

at complete odds as to the meaning of those facts. The aims of the

October rising seem to be singularly definite, the whole undertak-

ing to rest less in popular agitation ^han the July uprising. Much of

the groundwork, preparing public opinion, getting the idlers and

busybodies who followed after the women into the proper frame of

mind, was undoubtedly the work of the newspapers, which by this

time were in full blast. Orl&ms, now perhaps working through

Mirabeau, may have had a hand in organizing the march. Certainly

the original gathering of women was not accidental The Venetian

ambassador Capello wrote, “Lack of bread was the pretext and

not the true cause of this uprising.” The Cbnnmune of Paris itself

wrote the Assembly on October 5 that “this insurrection was pre-

meditated.” The march once started, a large part was left to acci-

dent, to the enthusiasm of the augmented crowd, to spontaneity.

But its b^nnings were planned, its development controlled as

much as possible, by radical journalists and leaders, Loustalot,

Fournio' I’Am&icain, Saint-Huruge, and others.^

n. THE coNsrmmoN in the making

The October Days dose the first period of revolutionary violence.

Not fi)r another three years was there a successful insurrection.

But the period was only superfidally one of quiet. The conflict of

jKuties grew more and more bitter. Violence in word and print

{Nesaged violence in deed. Memory of the successful violence of

the summ<T of 1789 was never far from the minds of the radicals.

Above aU, as the constitution was elaborated, it was put into effect

{necemeal, a measure at a time, entanglol with current legislation,

(^tain of these constitutional refiirms served to focus spedfic dis-

contents, to embroil group with group, to make the existing order

impossible. Six great measures may be angled out as summing up
in themsdves this aspect of the problem of the fall of the monarchy

^QuokatUm* from A. *'Lef journ^ det $ et 6 octobre 17B9,*’ Rgtma
Uf^99)» LXIX, 47*
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-Hhe Declaration of Rights; the royal veto; the su&'age; the new

system of local government; the attempted financial rehabilitation

by means of the assignats-, the civil constitution of the clergy. All

six in one form or another occupied the Assembly until its dis-

solution, and were inherited as unsolved |»oblcms by its successor.

The Assembly could hardly avoid issuing some kind of Bill of

Rights; English and American precedent worked here with over-

whelming insistence. Mirabeau, h^ouet, and a few other moderates

did, indeed, urge that such a Declaration of Rights must in the

France of 1789 promise more than could be achieved, that it might

well stir up, rather than calm, discontent. Gregoire, later the sturdy

upholder of the Constitutional Church, wished to declare the duties,

as well as the rights, of man. But the majority, in spite of a great

deal of debate and project-making, saw {he declaration throi^h

with surprising rapidity, and on August 27 it was passed in its

final form, waiting only the king’s approval to become law of the

land. This Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen in

seventeen brief articles and a preamble is a neat summary of

eighteenth-century political ideas. Its first article announces the fact

that “men arc born and remain free and equal in rights.” The rest

of the declaration, after a preliminary narrowing of rights to “lib-

erty, property, security and resistance to oppression,” proceeds to

define them so abstractly that the declaration as a whole has seemed

to some men to deliver the individual completely into the hands of

the state, and to others to cripple the state by giving the individual

irresponsible and anarchic fireedom. The truth is that the declara-

tion, though historically explicable as first of all a gesture of de-

fiance against the existing feudal, monarchic society, has beemne

simply a piece of semi-religious symbolism, a sort of nineteenth-

century bourgeois credo. Notably the rights of property and security

have proved in practice a perfectly adequate conservative ballast

The document as a whole is not revolutionary in the sense of acting

as a dissolvent upon social equilibrium. Jefferson, to(^ asserted

certain self-evident truths which sound remarkably like the words

of the French Assembly, and which so far have not made American

society notably unstable. The “natural” right of property, but-

nessed by Sup’eme Court traditions, is still, in spite of recent
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decision^ de^ly rooto! in American life. Equality is, of course, a

dangerous wor^ and to Marx might mean something it did not

mean to Jefferson or to Lafayette, Barnave, and Si^y^ But the

eighteenth century did not invent the word. Christ would seem to

have uKd it not infrequently. His Church, however, proved to be a

quite reasonably conservative institution.

The question of the royal veto over l^islation had occupied the

Assembly from the very first. To those in favor of a strong execu*

five the veto seemed indispensable. English precedent and the more

recent work of the American Constitutional Convention concurred

in giving the executive this power. Mirabeau eloquently and cour-

ageously defended the absolute veto, a step which lost him much
of his popular following. On the other hand, to the patriotic the

veto meant the return of the old regime. The triumvirate—Barnave,

du Port, Lameth—united with Lafayette to procure a compromise

which was really no compromise at all. On September ii a sus-

pensive veto was granted the king. His refusd would block a

measure for the duration of two legislatures—four years. The third

legislature might pass the measure over his head by a majority

vote. The whole debate had been conducted in the press, the clubs,

and in Paris as much as in the assembly. The royal office itself was

attacked. King and queen were christened M. et Mme. Veto,

names which clung to them to the end. Yet with ail this damaging

publicity, the king received a power which amounted to nothing

but the power to annoy his opponents. Given his strong, simple

conscience, Louis was bound to use the veto, especially in matters

of religious legislation. The veto could postpone everything but

setde nothing.

The suffrage jnovisions of the new constitution show clearly the

moderate clwaaer of the majority in the Assembly. All male

Frenchmen over twenty-five were citizens. Those who paid no di-

rect taxes, or direct taxes less than the value of three days’ wa^ iff

unskilled labor in their district, or who were servants or banl^pts,

were “passive” citizens, and though enjoying civil and natural

rights, might not vote. Those who paid such taxes to the amount
o£ at least three days’ wages, and were neither servants nor bank-

rupts, were “active” citizens, and could vom in the primary a&<
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%mblies. For eligibility to the secondary assemblies which SKrtually

elected deputies, and to all local offices in general an active citizen

had to pay direct taxes to the amount of ten days’ wages. Finally,

for eligibility to Ae national assembly itself, an active citizen must

pay a tax of fifty days’ wages—Ae so-called silver mark—and ptw-

sess landed property. This was a suffrage wiA property qualifica-

tions a typical middle<lass system of Ae kind that was to work

well enough at later periods in French history. But Ae Assembly

had freshly jwoclaimed in its Declaration of Rights Aat “men are

born and remain equal in respect to Aeir rights.” Now it sorted

adult Frenchmen into some 4,000,000 whose income made Aem full

citizens and 2,000,000 whose lack of income made Aem incomplete

citizens.^* The new legislature would actually be elected by a suf-

frage less universal Aan Aat by which Ae deputies of Ae Third

Estate had been chosen in 178^ Skillful exegesis could, and later

did, reconcile Ac contraAction; but many Frenchmen in 1790 were

still in such matters in Ae literal-minded state of converts to a new
faith. For Ae true believers Ais artificial distinction between active

and passive citizens was a most shocking evasion of Ae Word.

The uprisings of July had destroyed Ae old machinery of urban

governmens and replaced it wiA a number of autonomous, alf-

chosen bourgeois governments. The night of August 4 wiped out

feudalism in private relations. The old framework of local govern-

ment, developed Arectly out of feudalism, could harAy be main-

tained in the face of other changes. The Assembly set to work to

provide France wiA a complete, rational, and simple administra-

tive framework. Geographicadly, all Ae old, varied and frequendy

overlapping subdivisions from provinces to seigneuries, were legally

abolished, to live on in tradition and tourists’ handbooks. In Aeir

place an ordered series of subAvisions was carved out. First came
Ae eighty-Aree departments, named from rivers, mountains or

oAer natiual features pieced togeAer Aiefly wiA this in mind,

Aat Ae capital at Ae center of eaA department Aould be ac(£s-

sible from any point in Ae de|mtment in one day’s travel. EaA
department was Avided into Astricts—usually five or six—nuA
^Fiirurei from P. Stgnac, Hisioirg d0 France contemporainCt ed. £. lAvisse (Pifii*

igao), I, 165.
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district into cantons, each canton into communes. The canton was
never a very important unit. If it be omitted, the hierarchy of

dcpartment-district-commune is, on a smaller scale, very much
like the American hierarchy of state-county-town. There is no

doubt that the Assembly set up these tradition-free subdivisions

partly because it distrusted local patriotism, Norman, Breton, Pro-

vencal, and wished to make all Frenchmen as much alike as pos-

sible. But for these men who had tried to get things done under

the incredibly entangled local jurisdictions of the old regime, the

main motive was to provide France with a single series of coordi-

nated local subdivisions.

These artificial units were endowed with almost complete self-

government.^* Hatred of the old regime and admiration for English

and American practice determined the Assembly to strike out on

new lines. Each commune was to elect a municipal council, a

procureur, and a mayor; each district a council, an executive direc-

tory, and a procureur gSniral syndic^ each department a similar

council and directory, and a procureur gineroi syndic. The procu-

reurs were not genuine executives like American governors; the

ideal executive was significantly enough considered as always in

commission. The procureurs were presidents of their councils, and

something like solicitors-general for their jurisdictions. All these

officials were elected by the active citizens of municipality, district

or department from those who paid at least the value of ten days*

wages in direct taxes.

In the letter of the law, there was a regular subordination of

commune to district, of district to department, of department to the

central government at Paris, This sort of subordination had under

the old r^ime been roughly—more roughly, indeed, than most

nineteenth-century historians thought—achieved by the royal bu-

reaucracy centering around the appointed intendant. Under the

new regime the bureaucracy was suddenly swept away, and a series

of elective councils substituted. Tied together by no bonds of ex-

perience and personal subordination, tied together only by the

bonds of interest, so curiously fragile in this Revolution, these local

^At the very bottom of the scale the 44.000 coimaimes, from Paris to the tiniest

hamlet, were not artificial, but very dd indeed.
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units soon fell apart. Broadly speaking, it may be said that the

village governments possessed hardly any political life. When the

new priest at Chaulgnes took his oath the report bore only his

signature and the remark “the mayor, the municipal council and the

procureur of the conunune don’t know how to sign their names.”“

Now an illiterate peasant might have been a wise peasant about

many matters but he was sure to have been hopelessly lost among
the phrases indispensable to the new governance of France. The
larger towns and the cities, however, exhibited a very active po-

litical life. Since they lived among their constituents, and since

the power of the working class was greatest in the towns, the

municipal officers in such places tended to be fairly radical. The
district governments also leaned towards the popular side. The de-

partment governments, chosen in 1790 at a peaceful time, com-

posed of better-known, wealthier men, more removed from their

constituents, were a conservative force during the monarchical

experiment. The tactics of the Jacobins was to set municipal and

departmental governments to quarreling, to back up the municipal

government noisily, and thus discredit the more conservative depart-

ment. When the Assembly refused Mirabcau’s plan of ministerial

responsibility, it virtually emasculated any ministry of tire interior,

the natural arbiter of such disputes. If a department did appeal to

the ministry, the recalcitrant municipality simply appeal^ to the

National Assembly, and usually won its case. But the various gov-

ernments showed a tendency to quarrel without outside aid. The
vanity of new men, the bursting confidence of emancipated men,

the love of intrigue common to all men, were brought to play

upon this excellent structure devised by the Assembly and com-

pletely warped it. In the partial paralysis resulting from the conflict

of authority, the excellent Jacobin organization could work steadily

to promote the democratic republic. With the destruction of the old

governmental hierarchy, and the failure of the new goveriunental

machinery, the Jacobin organization became the only nation-wide,

centrally-administered group in France. The transformation of the

whole Jacobin organization into the government of republican

France was therefore a simple, and indeed inevitable, thing.

^Bulletin dt la Saciiti mvemaise (1908), XXll, $ia.
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The National Assembly failed utterly to improve the financial

situation of the government. Its attempted solution of the finan>

cial problem led straight to a religious schism which finally broke

down the monarchical experiment. The historian cannot in fair-

ness blame the Assembly after the manner of Taine, and assert that

a cocksure rationalism, a shallow faith in planning, led to bad

measures and financial ruin. It is extremely difficult, even with

the wisdom of after the event, to see what else the Assembly could

have done. Certainly no historian writing in the 1930’s should afiect

virtuous horror at the spectacle of the assignats, or reproach the

Assembly with failure to maintain an even price-level.

The cahiers had been full of protests against the many and irregu-

lar taxes of the old regime. TTie disorders of 1789 gave taxpayers

everywhere the opportunity to refuse to pay their taxes. The As-

sembly was faced with a definite condition: the old taxes were

unpopular and were not to be collected. A new system was essen-

tial The Assembly, after much debate, concluded in March, 1790,

to suppress most of the old indirect taxes, gabelle, octroi, and so on,

and not to supplant them with new indirect taxes. It is all very

well to remark that indirect taxes are the easiest to collect, since

the taxpayer rarely knows he is paying them, and that the Assembly

should have maintained them. But public opinion was very roused,

indeed, against indirect taxes because in the past they had been

farmed out, and the tax farmers had got very rich. To have revived

them in 1790, even under good disguise, would simply have given

the Jacobins another hold. In place of the old direct taxes, faille,

capitation, vingtiime, a single direct tax was imposed of which 240

millions was to be laid on income from land, 60 millions on income

from other sources, judged by the amount paid for rent. The tax

was eventually to be partitioned among the departments according

to their wealth and population. Until adequate statistics could be

drawn up, it was apportioned according to direct taxes paid by each

deparunent under the old regime. This apportioning was done very

sbwly indeed by the departments and the municipalities. Many
an ignmant peasant really thought the Revolutbn meant no more
taxes; many less ignorant citizens all over France simply acted as

thmigh taxes i^ed no bnger be paid. The result was a steadily
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increasing deficit in the national treasury. The gap between the did

taws and the new was hardly completely bridged until the time o£

the Directory. By the end of 1792, taxes due in 1791 were only

one-third paid up.“

A pathetic scries of efforts to fill the treasury was made in 1789.

Nccker appealed to the country for “patriotic loans,” at 4V2 and 5

per cent interest. But capital was actually leaving the country for

safer homes abroad, a phenomenon familiar enough in the twentieth

century. The loans were complete failures. A “patriotic tax” was

next voted, a sort of voluntary capital levy, each individual giving

one-quarter of a year’s income, payments to be spread over three

years. Without any provision for governmental inquiry or com-

pulsion, this failed also. Finally, amid public manifestations before

the Assembly, ladies brought earrings or other golden trinkets to

be melted, gendemen brought shoe-buckles, all sorts of people

brought all sorts of things, not as a rule anonymously. But the sum
total of these strange “patriotic gifts” was as nothing compared with

the needs of the government.

Obviously the government had to have money quickly. It could

not, in the existing state of the country, raise great sums by taxa-

tion; it could not, born of revolution as it was, expect to entice

great sums from the kind of people normally willing and able to

lend money to governments. It could not admit bankruptcy, for the

people who composed it, the respectable bourgeois of the Assembly,

had been trained in a school of morals which r^ards bankruptcy

as a last disgrace. It might, of course, and eventually did, inflate

the currency by issuing inconvertible paper money. It mig^t simply

confiscate certain riches, for the country itself was far firom poor.

But the government dared not offend its creators of the Third

Estate by confiscating private property, had, indeed, declared such

property sacred. Perhaps, however, a kind of property could be

found ^t was not sacred, that did not conform to the economist’s

definition of property. Such was at hand, the property of the church,

a fictitious person, a corporation, and hence not protected by the

guaranty of property afforded the individual by the Declaration of

Sagaftc, ffufotrg Fnmct e&memfioraine, I, tsS.
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Rights.^^ Sudi, a bit later, was the property of die professed enemies

of the new state, the imigris. Taken together, the property of the

clergy and of the imigris amounted to no inconsiderable part of

the French national wealth. This property was almost wholly in

land and buildings, since tithes and feudal dues had been abolished.

In the department of the Nord such clerical and aristocratic prop-

erty amounted to nearly one-quarter of the land of the department.

At the other extreme, in the district of Saint-Gaudens, it amounted

to but 3.5 per cent of the whole.“ Averaging together the scattered

statistical studies hitherto made, one may hazard the assertion that

from all France such property must have been not less than 12 per

cent of the national wealth, and not more than 20 per cent.

Land is not, of course, in itself a medium of exchange. Having

decided on November 2, 1789, that the gooda of the clergy were

at the disposition of the nation (subject, of course, to the nation’s

supporting the daily expenses of officiating priests), the Assembly

had to devise a way to pay the government’s bills with these immov-
able goods. This is the origin of the assignat, the paper money of

the Revolution. At first only 400 million francs were issued, bearing

4 per cent interest and having certain privileges in the purchase of

church lands. These first assignats were not legal tender. As the

treasury remained empty, and the debt continued pressing, this

issue was not enough. In August, 1790, the decisive step was taken.

The amount was carried to 1,200 million francs, and the notes

ceased to bear interest and became legal tender. They were still

supported by the value of the confiscated lands, however, and were

to be burned as they came back to the treasury in payment for these

lands. Since most historians of finance have Ixen rentiers, the

assignats have been commonly considered as one of the great mis-

steps of the revolution, as the inevitable start of a senseless and dis-

honest inflation. As a matter of fact, the assignats hardly merit

these strictures. The dnirch lands were adequate security. The de-

mand fot land in France was so surprisingly great, the confidence

engencte^d in this uiKUthodox tying of land and paper money to-

gether so considerable, the whole financial device so thorot^ghly

^ Speech of Thouret, Momtfur, IT, S5.

^ G, Lefebvre, **Reclierchee relativeft i la veote des btetu nattonaux,^ M0PU0
mod^me (ipaS), 111, *07,
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worked into the fabric of revolutionary hopes and fears, that the

assignat was at first an unqualified success.’^*

If later, in the hands of a desperate government fighting off for-

eign and domestic foes, it became a mere instrument of inflation,

even then it served the cause of the Revolution. For the buyer of

national lands who paid in assignats got credit for their face value

though he had acquired them at their depreciated value, and ought

certainly to have been correspondingly grateful to the Revolution.

The assignats permitted the new regime to liquidate the old. In-

flation injured the quiet, the sedentary, the possessors of fixed

incomes and limited ambitions; it benefited the lively, the enter-

prising, the innovating, the business man of the new era—surely an

end quite consistent with the Revolution?

The creation of the assignats and their subsequent administration

strengthened, rather than weakened, the constitutional monarchy.

But the creation of the assignats led the Assembly to another step

which did seriously injure the monarchy. The capital wealth of the

church had been confiscated to secure Ae assignats. How were the

daily expenses of the cult to be met? What might seem now the

simple solution, to let the contributions of the faithful support

priests and maintain churches, was then probably impossible. In the

first plac^ the Assembly was troubled in conscience over its seizure

of sacred property—sacred not because it was Christian, but be-

cause it was property—and had insisted that the nation be respon-

sible for the maintenance of the cult. Secondly, the idea of a com-

plete separation of church and state was still a startlingly new
one, an idea with no precedents in French history. Therefore, the

Assembly proceeded to bind church and state together in the Civil

Constitution of the Clergy, completed July 12, 1790. The monastic

clergy had previously been disposed of by a law providing that exist-

ing monastic vows had no dvil standing, that such vows could not

be taken at all in the future, that monks and nuns who wished to

repudiate their vows might return to private life on a state pension,

that those who wished to continue monastic life should be segre-

gated into a few monasteries, that most of the monasteries and
their lands be sold as national property.

E. Harris, Th9 Assignats (Cambridge, Mass*, 1930), 90.
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The Civ3 Constitution of the Clergy provided for the election of

die parish priest by the electoral assembly of the district, that

of the bidiop by the electoral assembly of the department. The old

dioceses were abolished, and the new ones were made to coincide

with the departments. The pope was to have no jurisdiction in

France; newly elected bishops were simply to notify the pope of

their el^on. Bishops and priests were to be paid by the state like

any other civil servants, 50,000 francs per year for the bishop of

Paris, 20,000 to 12,000 francs for other bishops, ^,000 to 1,200 for

the parish priests. The bureaucratic note appears time and again.

No priest is to absent himself from his cure for more than fifteen

days in a year, save with written authorization from the depart*

mental directory. Dogma the Assembly considered had not been

touched by these provisions; that was the affair of the faithful

In all this the Assembly had not deigned to negotiate direcdy with

the pope. The king, through the French ambassador at Rome,
Bernis, had sought counsel of Pius VI, and throughout the summer

of 1790 complicated negotiations took place. Of course, no successor

trf St. Peter could possibly have accepted the Civil Constitution as

actually voted, but Pius probably, and Louis certainly, hoped that

accommodations could be made. Meanwhile the Assembly was get-

ting impatient, and on November 27 decided to exact from every

public servant an oath of fidelity to the constitution, including the

Civil Constitution of the Clergy, and to go ahead with the election

of new [»iests if the old ones refused the oath. Very reluctantly, and

after much torturing of his upright and orthodox conscience, Louis

signed this decree—and promised himself to escape from the badger-

ings of the Assembly as soon as possible, even though escape meant

fli^t When in March and April next the pope ofBcially condemned

die |»inciples of the Revolution and the Civil Constitution, Louis,

like all g(^ Catholics of the realm, was given the choice of abao-

doning either the Revolution or his faith.

The Qvil Constitution of the Clergy thus drove Louis to flee to

Varennes, and Varetm^ made the monarchy impossible. But the

religious legislation of the Assembly had far deeper edects, effects

Kill evident in twentieth-century France. The Civil Constitution of

dw Clergy made it impossible fm an orthodox Catholic to accept
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the Revolution. The new church was indeed inaugurated and,

thanks to Talleyrand, bishop of Autun under the old regime, who
consecrated bishops under the new regime, it might even claim

apostolic succession. But all over France priests refused the oath,

quietly resigned their official cures, and retired to the more effective

post of martyr.^

The goveriuncnt supported the new church against the old, the

“constitutional” priest against the “refractory” priest. But the peo-

ple, and especially the womenfolk, were in many a parish bitterly

resentful of the “intruded” priest brought them by Parisian legisla-

tion. In a thousand parishes a tangible, vivid, real quarrel arose,

with all the bitterness of an immediate, family quarrel, where

previously men had but languidly disputed over philosophical

abstractions, or struggled decently over material interests. In sup-

port of the new church, the Assembly and its successor were forced

into a series of measures hostile to the non-juring priests and to

freedom of worship, until finally the orthodox Catholics were a

proscribed sect, its priests hunted down, exiled and murdered, its

ceremonies banished to woods and cellars. It is impossible, above

all if one keeps in mind the attitude of the French eighteenth-

century thought to organized Christianity, not to feel that this

result was consciously desired by certain men of the Assembly.

Yet doubtless the majority who put through the Civil Constitution

had no such desires, foresaw no such result. Many were good pious

Christians, who really thought they were restoring the church to its

primitive simplicity; many were Gallicans, seizing the opportunity

to free the church of France from what they regarded as papal

usurpation; some were Jansenists, avenging themselves and their

God on the old regime; most were simply unimaginative, well-

intentioned gentlemen of the middle class caught sufficiently in the

fashionable irreligion of the day not to be able to realize how pro-

foundly religious they themselves were. Time, indeed, was to

teach them better. The nineteenth-century bourgeois was usually

quite able to reconcile himself to the Catholic Church. Those who
*®Thougti local variations were great—some regions accepting the new dttirch pretty

completely, others rejecting it—a fair estimate for all France is that 5a to 55 per cent
of the secular clergy refused the oath. P. de la Gorce, Histoire religieuse, I, 3^9.
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could not became sectaries of a new religion, a modified Jacobin

faith born out of the conflict of the French Revolution.

Of the last few mondis of the National Assembly but two events

need be singled out, both of which contributed to undermining its

work. On June 20, 1791, the royal family, aided by the romantic

Swedish Count Fersen, succeeded in escaping from the closely

guarded Tuileries, and started out in a coach for the eastern frontier,

where were the loyal troops of Bouill^ and, a bit farther, in Luxem-
burg, the sure Austrians of the queen’s brother, the l^peror Leo-

pold. They were recognized at Sainte-Mcnehould, and brought back

from Varennes in the Argonne, almost within sight of safety. The
Assembly had carefully built up its scheme of limited monarchy;

opposition to that monarchy was growing more and more radical

in tone, seemed even to threaten measures to promote economic

equality. The moderates who had made the constitution simply

dared not turn over the government to the radicals, and they were

convinced that a republican form of government would involve

just such a step. A most amusing fiction was adopted, that the king

had been kidnapped against his will, and the new constitution

promulgated as if there had never been a Varennes. A radical meet-

ing held in the Champ de Mars to demand that Louis be held to

have abandoned the throne, and that a new executive be chosen, was

broken up by force, and enough of the radicals shot to provide the

party with an excellent grievance. The Jacobins now became for

the most part out-and-out republicans, no longer mere republicans

of the salon and of Plutarch. They abandoned their vague and

inconsistent ideal of a monarchical republic with Louis as a Jacobin

citizen-king. Exhausting all one’s ingenuity in the service of history-

as-it-might-have-been, one cannot conceive, after Varennes, a suc-

cessful constitutional monarchy in France. Varennes made the re-

public certain.

Finally, the Assembly executed a grand gesture in die best style

of the copy-books. In order to prove its disinterestedness, to show

that men of virtue are not bitten with the love of power, to give an

illustration of the democratic virtues of rotation in office, the As-

sembly decreed that none of its members should be eligible to sit

in the new assembly. This self-denying ordinance has often been
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taken as irrefutable proof that the members of the Constituent were

impractical idealists living in an unreal Utopia. In some measure

the charge is true. But the Assembly was liable to sudden gusts of

foolishness. Its whole career is har^y to be judged by the above

ordinance. Nor were the practical consequences of the self-denying

rule as serious as some historians have made out. At any rate, if

one agrees with Taine that the men of the Assembly were a pack of

fools, one certainly ought not in the next breath to explain that their

absence from the new assembly was a great loss in accumulated

wisdom. But the whole elaborate constitution, the product of

three years’ labor, was already condemned. The self-denying ordi-

nance was not a major influence in French history.

in. THE NEW LEGISLATURE

The new Assembly, known in history as the Legislative, met on
October i, 1791. Its brief career of less than a twelvemonth is hardly

more than a prolongation of the legislative career of the Constitu-

ent Assembly. The extreme Right of the older body, mosdy re-

cruited from the former Estates of nobles and clergy, could hardly

perpetuate itself in the new. No successor to the Abbe Maury, to

Barrel Mirabeau or even to the competent monarchist Cazal^, could

have braved the public elections of 1791. All of the 745 new legis-

lators would have been listed as “patriots” in 1789. The new Right,

sincerely attached to the monarchical experiment, represented the

perpetuation of the Lafayette-triumvirate coalition, and had recendy

left the Jacobin club to form a schismatic club of their own, the

Feuillants. A brief war of pamphlets, correspondence, and personal

intrigue for the control of the Jacobin network of afiiliated clubs

had resulted in a clear victory for the “mother society.” The Feu-

illants, without a machine remained a mere parliamentary caucus.

The new Left was the Jacobin group, already determined to make
an end of the monarchy. Neither Left nor Right could count on
300 determined votes; the bulk of the Legislative, like the bulk

of the famous Convendon which was to follow, was composed of a

hesitating mass of deputies, usually elected with the support of die

Jacobins of their constituencies, and hence far from royalist, but

also usually representing districts where revolutionary passions had
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lUtf devdoped, and hence not decisivdy republican, no^ as the

phrase went, “up to the height of circumstances.” This Center, or

Plain, or Marsh as it was derisivdy called during the Convention,

would vote in a crisis with the minority it feared most, the minority

best organized to make political pressure effective. That minority,

for three more years, was to sit on the Left.

The members of the Legislative were local leaders who had car-

ried on in the provinces the work initiated by the National Assem-

bly. They were apprentices, but apprentices of several years’ training,

and generally respectful of their masters. Thanks to the Jacobin

organization, such former members of the National Assembly as

Robespierre, Petion, and Buzot were able to hand on the reality

as well as the tradition of revolutionary methods. On the other

hand, Lafayette and his group, without such an organization, were

to a much less degree influential in the politics of 1791-92. Certain

new reputations were made in the Legislative, but none that are not

better to be considered as decisive faaors under the Convention.

In general it is enough to say that the Legislative pursued a policy

much like that of the Constituent Assembly in respect to the exas-

perating problems which were dividing Frenchmen into groups

too hostile to endure a common political organization. The Legisla-

tive continued to have its hands full adjusting quarrels between local

governmental units, and it continued to adjust such quarrels in

favor of the unit which could best rally to its support the press,

the professional troublemakers of the clubs, the lobbyists, and the

poliddans. It continued to issue assignats, and at the beginning of

1792 the first real depreciation began. The depreciation was not yet

great—perhaps 15 per cent before war was declared in April, 30

po: cent afterwards; moreover, in a country where communication

was still slow and financial centralization hardly begun, the degree

ol depredation varied enormously, and in some regions the assignat

remained nearly at its old levd in terms of purchasing power. A
definite improvement in the tax-yield set in early in 1792, and

continued tiuou^iout the year.^^

The religious policy of the Legislative continued that of the Con-

stituent. llie latter had granted the “refractory” Roman Catholics

Harris, The Aeeiffnats, V, and pp* 43-49*
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the right to lease jMoperty and hold services, provided the premises

were duly marked and no attacks were made on the new regime

during the services. Attempts to hold such services were made in

Paris, and provoked disorders as the radicals crowded around the

chapels and jostled the worshipers. Sardonic anti-clericals were

delighted at the spectacle of the Church of Rome appealing to the

doctrine of religious toleration, at phrases like the following from

a petition of the conservative department of Paris: “Can then an

entire century of philosophy but have led us back to the religious

intolerance of the sixteenth century, and by the very road of lib-

erty itself?”®^ By a law of November 29, 1791, the Legislative re-

quired non-juring priests to take a civic oath of allegiance or else

subject themselves to the danger of being expelled from their place

of residence as intriguers. Louis vetoed this law, but it was com-

monly enforced by local authorities, and even by Jacobin clubs. So

clearly by the beginning of 1792 had the government at Paris lost

control of the country.

One very important matter did, indeed, come to a head imder the

Legislative. The war, certainly a major factor in the downfall of the

monarchy, was the great contribution of this assembly to the revo-

lutionary cause. There will hardly be need here to state that the

war guilt of 1792 falls on no one party. In so far as the war was a

product of high European politics, it will be considered in a sub-

sequent chapter. Here it can be treated briefly as a part of French

internal politics. On May 22, 1790, in the course of a debate as to

whether king or assembly should have the right to declare war, the

Constituent formally renounced in the name of the French nation

all wars of conquest, and promised never to employ French forces

against the liberty of a people. The tone of this declaration is already

a bit self-righteous, and there is an obvious loophole for employing

French forces for the liberty of a people. From this declaration to

the famous decree of November 19, 1793, whereby the Convention

promised French aid to all peoples wishing to regain their natural

liberty, there is a steady development of the crusading spirit among
the French revolutionaries. By the spring of 1792 this spirit had

already developed so strongly that it must be regarded as an im-

^M<fniteur, X, $71,
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pcHtant element in the war. Moreover, the a£Eairs of Avignon offered

an early test of French pacifism. Avignon with the Comtat Venais-

sin was the center of a papal enclave in French territory, an enclave

wholly French by rao, language, and geography. In June, 1790, the

radicab of Avignon voted themselves annexed to France. The

matter was complicated by the fact that part of the papal territory,

and especially the city of Carpentras, was much less radical than

Avignon, and did not wish annexation. The whole enclave, like

France itself, was divided by partisan quarrels. The Constituent

Assembly hesitated, debated, tried various solutions, and finally,

after some especially atrocious massacres in the Comtat, annexed it

to France in September, 1791. The new France had made its first

conquest, which was, of course, but the peaceful reunion of true

Frenchmen with the mother country.

The spirit of {»oselytism did not long remain a vague, general

sentiment. It became part of a deliberate party program, and as such

was directed towards a specific end: war with Austria and Prussia.

The party more particularly associated with the war policy now
first appears in revolutionary politics as an organized group. The
Girondins were not, of course, organized as efficiently as a modern

party. They first appear as a group within the Jacobin societies

and only after the fall of the monarchy do they split away from the

Jacobins. Historians are now pretty universally agreed that the

Girondins, once the mild, gentlemanly, almost English liberals of

Lamartine’s fancy, deliberately egged the French people on to war.

No doubt the Girondins, now the dominant group in the Legisla*

rive, and powerful in the Jacobin dub, were sincere in their repub-

lican zcaL “You embrace the cause of other peoples in embracing

your own; ’ris for them too that the Declaration of Rights is written.

... No danger should make the French nation forget that the law

of equality should be universal.”®* Genuine hypocrisy, always a rare

thing, is espedally rare in the French Revolution. The Girondins

beheved th^ were heralds and missionaries of a new world-order.

They were also convinced that war would consolidate their own
position in French politics, enable diem to dominate both ministry

••Vergniaud, Condorcet, reported in Rivohaumt dr PaHs, Jannarj 7, 179a, XI,
9, *a.
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and assembly, to supervise closely, or even to get rid of, the king.

For months they egged the Assembly on towards war, and won
their end against the opposition of Robespierre and the nascent ex-

tremist group which was to make the Terror.

The Girondins had more than mere words to work upon; there

were two quite concrete quarrels capable in the long run of produc-

ing a war without much fanning. First, there was the question of

the imigris. Thousands of members of the old court party had left

France and were scattered over Europe. Their chief center, how-

ever, was Coblenz, a Rhenish town dependent on the Archbishop

(Elector) of Trier, which was a sort of capital for the king’s brothers

and their retinues. Many of the imigrSs were intriguing with most

of the.courts of Europe. The king and queen were suspected of

negotiating with the emperor, of being hand-in-hand with the

imigris. The former suspicion was quite justified, the latter not at

all. The exaggerated claims of the imigris undoubtedly harmed the

king at home. The whole situation was a dangerous one and was

played up to the hilt by the Girondins. Second, there was the prob-

lem of Ae lands possessed by German princes in Alsace. This

highly complicated legal question might possibly have been solved

on juridical principles, but in essentx it was a quarrel over things,

and was solved by force. Many German princes held Alsatian lands

as feudal seigneurs. The legislation abolishing Ae feudal system

ap[Aed to Aese lands. But Ae German prmces were not French

citizens, and held Aese lands under guaranties renewed m Ae
Treaty of Westphalia. The Assembly was willing to compensate

Aem, as it was willing to compensate French feudal owners under

Ac same circumstances. Perhaps the Germans feared Ais willing-

ness would never be translated into cash. At any rate some of Aem
refused compensation, and insisted on Aeir rights. The subject was,

therefore, kept alive and served as one of Ae pretexts for Ae actual

declaration of war.

IV. THE FALL OF THE MONARCHY

On April 20 the Legislative Assembly almost unanimously de-

clared war on Austria and Aercby hastened its own end. Prussia at

on« came in on Ae side of its Austrian ally. It seems probable that
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internal stress would have destroyed the constitution of 1791 in a

fairly short time. The external stress of the war was far more than

the constitution could bear. In a military way France was unpre-

pared. The application of the principles of Liberty, Equality, and

Fraternity to the old professional army had disrupted it. Many of

its officers had emigrated. Those who stayed were distrusted by

their men. The enemy had an easy time in the first encounter when,

on April 28, French troops under Dillon broke and fled at the sight

of Austrians. All the hatreds nourished for years by the extreme

revolutionaries were now concentrated in the cry of treason. The
whole work of the Revolution was in jeopardy, the king was treason-

ably egging on the enemy, the aristocrats at home were stabbing

the patriots in the back. On June 20 a crowd invaded the Tuilcries,

swarmed into the royal apartments, forced Louis XVI to wear a

red liberty cap, but did him no violence. This curious episode re-

mains a mystery. Was it an uprising intended to destroy the mon-

archy, and did it therefore fail? Was it merely a sort of dress re-

hearsal for the final “day,” and therefore rather a success? The
former seems the likelier hypothesis.

The war continued to go badly. The Duke of Brunswick, com-

manding the Prussian contingent, had been charged with what then

seemed the easy task of marching straight on Paris from the east.

In July the duke was persuaded to sign the manifesto which goes

by his name, a proclamation asserting that the Allies intended to

restore Louis to full liberty and threatening vengeance on the city

of Paris if harm came to any of the royal family. The news of this

manifesto helped those who were plotting to bring about precisely

such an end. A badly managed return to Paris of Lafayette, now a

general on the eastern front, had previously provided the Jacobins

with a chance to stir up excitement. Bad news from the front had

drawn from the Assembly the decree that the fatherland was in

danger. To all this Brunswick’s manifesto came as a final touch. A
Prussian army marching steadily on Paris; a French general ap-

{»rently rehearsing for the r61c of Cromwell; a French king be-

traying his people; priests and aristocrats lurking about ready to

strike down patriots, seize their goods, restore t^ old order; fistf
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money decreasing in value almost daily; general financial un>

certainty; and finally, a governing body which was doing nothing,

but saying a great deal, and very excitedly—here were elements

sufficient to maintain in Paris that extraordinary state of collective

tension in which almost anything might happen. For the first time

ginfg July 14, 1789, thousands of normally quiet, respectable Pa-

risians were stirred out of the daily round of private lives into an

apprehensive participation in the common thing, an apprehcnsive-

ness which success might make vengeful.

Yet mere popular excitement would never have brought the faH

of the monarchy. The events of August 10 were carefully planned

and admirably carried out. No one man can be singled out as an

archplotter. Danton certainly acquired at the time a reputation as

the “man of August 10” and seems in perspective, in spite of

Mathicz’s attacks on him, to have borne a leading role in crucial

moments of the insurrection. The monarchy was overthrown by a

group of Parisian politicians working through the peculiar local

machinery of government in that city. Thanks to Jacobin propa-

ganda, which had prepared people in advance, and to the general

state of patriotic fervor produced by the invasion, this act of Pari-

sian politicians was accepted, welcomed, by existing organs of

government and of public opinion. The action itself was planned

and executed by a minority of Parisians—to that extent it may even

be called a plot. But it was an action which, successful, commended
itself to those articulate, propertied, middle-class Frenchmen who
ultimately determined French politics.

Paris was divided into forty-eight sections^ or wards, in each of

which a popular assembly of the “active” citizens met to elect rep-

resentatives to the city council, and to administer the affairs of the

ward. Paris, in other words, was governed by forty-eight groups of

men assembling in something like New England town meetings.

Now most citizens were too busy with private matters, or too bored

v/ith politics, or too lazy to attend these meetings, especially after

their novelty wore off. Gradually the assemblies of the sections

became mere political clubs, and the same men, chiefly small mer-

chants or political adventurers, turned up day after day. The ad-
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venturers, who had nothing to lose, usuaUjr drew the merchants into

radical courses.®*

Once a section had acquired a firm radical tone, it became almost

impossible for the conservatives, even though in a majority, to

recapture it. By a hundred devices, many of which would be fa-

miliar to small-town New Englanders, dte group in power held

control of the section. Republican propaganda spread rapidly here,

especially in the poorer quarters of the city. By the spring of 1792

it was clear that the leaders of the sections were determined on

action. June 20, for some reason, was a failure. No slips were made
on August 10. The process was simple enough. Danton’s own sec-

tion, that of the Th^tre Fran^ais, declared on July 30 that it had

abolished the legal distinction between “active" and “passive” citi-

zens. Other sections followed suit, and by this concession were able

to rally the popular forces necessary to make the insurrection a

success. Few workmen actually debated in the sections, or took part

in the higher politics of the insurrection, which was wholly bour-

geois in leadership and inspiration. On July 31 the Mauconseil sec-

tion decreed that it would transport itself in a body on Sunday,

August 5, to the hall of the Legislature^ and declare that it no longer

recognized Louis XVI. Other sections were invited to join in this

action. Petion, mayor of Paris, actually appeared before the Assem-

bly and requested that Louis be suspended from his functions.

Meanwhile in each section delegates had been chosen to form a

revolutionary central government, or Commune, for the whole of

Paris. On the night of August 9, after the tocsin had been sounded

and the national guard assembled, this revolutionary committee met

at the Paris city haU in a room next to the one in which the legal

Commune was meeting. The cnix of the matter now, of course, was

control of the national guard. Its commander. Mandat, taking orders

from the legal Commune, prepared to defend the king and queen

in the Tuileries. After several hours of confusion and talking at the

dty hall, the revolutionary Commune invaded the hall where the

le^ Commune was sitting, ejected its members by force, sent for

loyal hkndat, removed him, and put in his place the brewer San-

terre, one of the very group of Parisian politicians who were en-

Braet^y ta commune 4u jo 0o4t (Faria, 19x1), H, 7a.
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ginccring the msurrcction. The national guard, reinforced wth the

pick of provincial radicals who had come up to Paris to celebrate

the “federation” of July 14, and who had remained about, armed

and supported by the Jacobins, for just such an emergency, were

now directed to the attack on the Tuileries instead of to its defense.

To this semi-military force of guards and jidSris was added an

unstable mass of patriots, idlers, adventurers, men of much the

same stamp as those who had attacked the Bastille, Against them

were only the Swiss guard of the palace, and the king’s gentlemen.

Louis decided not to resist, took refuge with the Assembly, and

ordered the Swiss to withdraw. But firing had commenced, and

the Swiss had no choice. They fought bravely, but were beaten back,

and the palace taken and ransacked. The invaders, now become

a mob, ran wild, butchering the Swiss, aristocrats, suspects, even,

it is claimed, certain porters simply because in eighteenth-century

Paris they were known as “suisses.”

The monarchy had fallen. No more hedging, as after the flight

to Varennes, was possible. The frightened Assembly set up a pro-

visional executive, in which Danton appears as the strong man, and

ordered the election, by universal manhood suflErage, of a new
assembly to provide a new constitution. This was the famous

Convention.

v. SUMMARY

Louis, taking refuge with the Assembly, had for the moment
saved his life; but he had lost his throne. The “Restorer of French

Liberty” was a prisoner of those whose liberties he had restored. The
monarchical experiment had failed. No simple economic motive

lay behind the discontents that found action on August 10. There

is ample evidence that the fiscal situation was actually improving

in 1792. No downtrodden and oppressed class rose on August 10

against intolerable conditions of life. The constitution of 1791 was
made for the economic man of the current classical economics. No
simple explanation of any sort is available for the downfall of the

monarchy. But the elements of such an explanation are dear. Louis

was too undecided and too virtuous—the adjectives are perhaps not

qmte synonymous—^to stamp out opposition by force, too unintelli-
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gent to convert it to his own ends. He gambled on the flight to

Varennes, and lost. The Civil Constitution of the Clergy, the prod-

uct, not of idealists, but of men too practical to understand the

illusions of their fellows, yet not practical enough to understand

their own, made a rift in French life which could be closed only by

force. And the only organized force in France in 1792 was the

Jacobin machine, already directed towards realizing on earth the

“heavenly city of the eighteenth century philosophers.”®® The war,

opening disastrously for France, unquestionably set the stage for

August 10, unquestionably made that insurrection popular in Paris

and acceptable in the provinces. But the monarchy did not fall

simply because it was unlucky in war. The republic was no accident,

unless all history is accident. The desires and the interests of a

relatively small number of politically active men, known to history

as the Jacobins, ripened amid the confusions of 1792 into the

ephemeral and enduring First French Republic.

That republic was, then, willed, planned, intrigued for, even,

in the end, fought for, by men whose scale of values ranged into

heights or depths—^at any rate into extremes—^most uncomfortable,

indeed, quite uninhabitable, for ordinary men. Yet these heroes,

or demons, attained power only because moderate men failed to

hold it. Some sociological law making the failure of the moderates

inevitable in time of revolution would be very convenient here. Al-

though such a law has plausibility, as well as convenience, it can

hardly be invoked by the historian to answer a challenge to his com-

mon sense. Perhaps the men who made the monarchical experiment

were not really moderates after all. They had the social position, the

wealth, the manners, and Anglo-Saxon notions to the contrary

notwithstanding, the experience of this world of political animals,

which normally make a moderate. They had moderate desires,

moderate temperaments, yet much of their work—their plan of

local sdf-government, their religious measures, their jealous separa-

tion <rf the powers—bears, if not the crazily aspiring touch of the

true fanatic, at least the steady yet curiously unreliable hand of the

doctrinaire. For in the persoiu of the patriots of the Constituent

**C Becker, The HeavmUy City cf the Bighteeieth Centwry Philotephers (New Haven,

t93^)f dl* IV,
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Assembly is to be discerned a milder form of that extraordinary

gap between interests and ideas which was to appear at its fullest

with the Montagnards, and which has always seemed an impos-

sible, and therefore non-existent, gap to men of little imagination

or of strong faith—^that is, to the majority of historians. The interests

of the patriots of this first Assembly were the interests of moderate

men; their ideas were largely the ideas of immoderate men,

of men determined once and for all to bring to earth those fair

abstractions of Justice and Happiness, so dear to the race, so

distant, so unattainable, so essential, so inevitable. Their ideas, fit-

fully but unmistakably, triumphed over their interests, made their

constitutional monarchy impossible, and prepared for the first

republic. The conduct of these patriots was, then, because of the

lack of equilibrium between their ideas and their interests, more
revolutionary than they possibly could have intended. Normally

when men say one thing and intend another, word and intention

are in a working, if illogical, agreement, and something approxi-

mating the intention gets itself realized. When, however, the word
perversely prevails over, and distorts, the intention, then you have

a revolution. This, and not the confusion and bloodshed, is the

true horror of revolutions, that they put a stop, for a while, to the

comforting cheats which alone make life long endurable.



Chapter Three

EXJROPE AND THE REVOLUTION: PEACE

I. GENERALIZATIONS

Europe in the eighteenth century is more than a geographical ex-

pression; it is a universal. Now though philosophers still dispute,

even in the latest terminologies, over the, problem of universals, the

historian may perha{» here be permitted to fall back on common
sense. To men who wrote and talked about philosophy, science,

art, and politics in the eighteenth century the words “European'*

and “Europe** suggested certain patterns which could be woven

satisfactorily in with the general pattern of their thought. Europe

was not a state, but it was certainly a state of mind. Nor is this com-

mon-sense notion of Europe as a whole at all a denial of the separate

existences of European societies, of the widest variations in the con-

ditions of life wi^n Europe. Europe is as real, within its proper

conceptual frameworl(, as Prussia is within its proper conceptual

framework. The historian ought not “emphasize the national point

of view,** or the European, as the case may be; he should simply

keep them decently apart.

Some such preface is peculiarly necessary in a study of Europe

between 1789 and 1799. In sheer dramatic looming up, in what may
crudely be called publicity value, the French Revolution crowds

out everything else in the period. No doubt life in Bradford, in

Helsingfors, in Belgrade, even in Berlin, went on much as it always

had, though a king of France died on the scaffold. No doubt in

England, in Russia, in Germany, in other coimtries, these ten years

saw the slow growth ot institutions, measures, habits, fashions,

deeply rooted in the national past. Yet it is difficult to assign to

these precise ten years any exact part of the development of such

important elements of European life as the industrial revolution,

for instance, or the romantic movement. Inevitably a history of

Europe durii^ the French Revolution must be centered on the in*

64
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flucnce of the French Revolution in Europe. Such a centering need

not lead to false simplification, nor to an exaggerated estimate of

the r61e of France. Sometimes the influence of die French Revolu-

tion will be a positive one, as in the building up of a new Rhineland

from the feudal patchwork of the left bank; sometimes it will be a

negative one, the product of a recoil from things French, as in the

fixatbn of Tory ride in England. Sometimes, indeed, the influence

of the French Revolution will be but slight, or at any rate inade-

quate for purposes of explanation, as in the marked decline of

Prussia under Frederick William II.

The European war which began in 1792 and which was to last

until 1815 is in one sense a successor to previous great wars, a prod-

uct of rivalries and tensions of long standing. Yet even here the

French Revolution brought something new. Though the govern-

ments who made the first coalitions against France were seeking

simply to manipubte the balance of power in their own favor,

they came to regard themselves as defending a European order, a

social system based on the continuing power of the successors to the

warrior and priesdy classes of the Middle Ages. Talleyrand later

found them a word fijr it—Legiumacy. France was not only trying

to upset the balance of power, to gain her “natural frontiers”; she

was freeing the peoples of Europe from kings, priests, and nobles,

preparing them for self-government. Almost from the beginning

of ^at struggle, there began to be visible on both sides an intensi-

fication of popular feeling, a more widely spread patriodsm, the

complex phenomena now so familiar as “nationalism.” The wars of

the French Revolution involved almost every European country.

The old appetites and interests of the men who fought these wars

were sharpened, twisted, exalted into something almost new by the

abstractions born of that Revolution. The history of no European

country at this period, then, can be written in terms of its own
peculiar social and political structure, and in ne^ect of die gen-

eralizations of European politics.

n. THE FIKST NEWS

“One of the greatest nations in the world, the greatest in general

culture, has at last thrown off the yoke of tyranny. . . . Without
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doubt God’s angels in heaven have sung a Te Deum.”^ The iirst

news the French Revolution brought joy to thousands of homes

throughout Europe, a joy reflected in many familiar quotations from

literary sources, Fox’s “how much the greatest event that has ever

happened in the world, and how much the best,” Wordsworth’s

“Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive . . . Goethe’s

Denn wer leugnet es wohl, dass hoch sich das Herz ihm erhoben,

Ihm die frcierc Brust mit reineren Pulscn geschlagcn,

Als sich der erstc Gianz der ncucn Sonne hcranhob,

Als man horte vom Rechtc der Menschcn. . . .

Perhaps most impressive, since least literary, is the description

Steifens gives of how his father came home one night in Copen-

hagen, gathered his sons about him, and with tears of joy told them

that the Bastille had fallen, that a new era had begun, that if they

were failures in life they must blame themselves, for henceforth

“poverty would vanish, the lowliest would begin the struggles of

hfe on equal terms with the mightiest, with equal arms, on equal

ground,”^ In the quiet Danish capital the gospel was received with

no less fervor than in Paris.

It is almost impossible for the twentieth century to realize the

stir the French Revolution made in the eighteenth-century world.

For one thing, sensations of all kinds are now too easily produced

and spread. It would seem that even the Russian Revolution, though

it may ultimately have results even more important than the French,

has not yet impressed itself so thoroughly on the Western conscious-

ness as dfld the French. English and German newspapers reported at

length the proceedings of French parliamentary bodies. The terms

of Frendi politics—Feuillant, Jacobin, Brissotin, veto, refractory

prie^ and such like—had surprising currency outside France.

Among the literate classes of western and central Europe, one

loathed or worshiped the Revolution; the indifferent were few, the

wholly ignorant almost none.

The reasons for this widespread, direct interest in the Revolution

are not far to seek, and they help throw light on the whole process

^Sditdzcr, quoted in A. Stern, Dir Emfiuu dir Framtdsischin RivoliUion mif dot
deutsdte GHttaMnn (Stuttgart, iqaS), 4.

<H. Stedfen*, Was ich ifitbti (Bradan, 1840), 1, 38$,
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of change in late eighteenth-century Europe. France was still, in

spite of her military defeats under Louis 2^, “la grande nation”;

her language and arts were still imitated through most of Europe.

The middle classes in England, in much of urban Germany and in

the Rhineland, in northern Italy, in Holland, Belgium, Switzerland,

in much of Scandinavia had already worked out a way of life simi-

lar to that of the French middle class, and above all had similar

ambitions and interests, similar grievances against the privileged

classes. The climate of opinion, the ideology of the philosophes, of

the Auf\larung, of the deists was almost uniform in western and

central Europe. Interests and ideas blended curiously, but almost

identically, in the different countries. Witness the mixture of benevo-

lence and bourgeois aggressiveness in the above-quoted encourag-

ment of the elder Steffens to his boys. Finally—^and this is an

important distinction from the Russian Revolution—the French

Revolution began in hope, in a country economically prosperous, in

a Europe which had been reasonably long at peace, or at any rate

without major international wars, in an atmosphere of confidence

rare in the history of revolution.

The French Revolution, then, must be studied as a European

phenomenon. But such a study must, in dealing with modern Eu-

rope, accept the framework of the only society which is also a state—

the nation-state.*

m. GREAT BRITAIN

The English Channel is by no means impassable. There is, how-
ever, enough truth in the notion that the peoples of Great Britain

are not quite like the peoples of the Continent so that one shotdd

take care not to bury the truth in exaggerations. English writers,

notably during the last century, were apt to delict overmuch in

what they regarded as the isolation of England. The Channel was
never a cordon sanitaire against the infection of foreign ideas. Many
an English writer rather perversely insisted on dressing his ideas

—

or his desires—in good hmnely En^sh dress, and then damned the

^ Again it must be noted that this is simfdy a study of the imiiact of the Revolution
open European^ states. For a general view of the condition of Europe on the eve
of the Revolution, see the preccKiing volume in this series, dealing with the period
*763*1789,
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same ideas and desires in foreign dress. Bentham supported demo>

cratic institutions in the name of “utility,” and attacked those same

institutions when they were supported in the name of “natural

rights.” So, too, nineteenth-century Englishmen were unduly com-

placent over the stability of their state, over the absence of revolu-

tionary violence from their annals. They passed hastily over the be-

heading of one king and the ejection of another in the seventeenth

century, a long series of riots and mob violences in the eighteenth.

Yet in 1789, England had the reputation for political instability

which France had acquired by 1889. M. Hal^vy can write that

during the whole eighteenth century England was regarded as “the

classical country of political insurrection.”*

The real and valid difference between England and France in

1789 is just this: thanks to the English political revolutions of the

seventeenth century, to the defeat of George III by Wilkes and

Washington, to the growth of commercial enterprise, England en-

joyed in 1789 most of what France gained by her first revolution, by

the monarchical experiment. Since the ruling classes of England,

the VTiig oligarchy, the London bankers, the middle-class entrepre-

neurs, had had ample time to consolidate their positions, England

could withstand the drive of the democratic republicans, c»uld

oppose her stability to the idealistic, religious crusade of the French

Revolution in its second phase. England had had her 1789 so long

ago that she did not fear 1793-94. She had, indeed, her republicans—

Thomas Paine produced in his Rights of Man one of the best

q>itomes of that movement But social, political, and economic con-

ditions in England were against Paine and his fellows. The Chan-

nd and English common sense may have contributed to the main-

tenance of English stability, but they were not the sole, nor even

the most important factors in that stability.

Neglecting for a moment the influence of die French Revolution,

one may say that the last decade of the century witnessed four major

devefo|Hnaits in England: enclosure, the transition to the factory

syoem, the transidon to modern business enterprise, the reform

movonent All had b^un well before 1789, and all were to continue

after 1799. The decade is not of prime importance in the under-

* £. Hutoire fiuph on XlXm skdi (Farif» 1983)^ I* 14a.
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standing o£ any of them. The reform movement, indeed, was virtu-

ally arrested for a time in 1794 by the reaction to events in France.

A few words, however, must be said on each.

Enclosure was the process of securing through act of Parliament

the partition of commons, pastures, waste lands, bogs, and similar

rural areas owned in common into a series of enclosed fields owned

in severalty. These new fields usually made up fair-sized farms

capable of exploitation by improved capitalistic methods. Those

who had possessed relatively small and unimportant rights in the

old commons were pretty generally compensated in sums too small

to allow them to set up for themselves. The net result of the en-

closure movement was no doubt to increase the yield per acre culti-

vated, but also to throw a large part of the English peasantry into

a wage-economy, to create a large landless rural proletariat. Par-

liamentary enclosures which under George II had averaged 7 a year,

averaged 47 a year between 1760 and 1765, and 78 a year between

1794 and 1804, so that the last decade of the century represents a

perceptible speeding up of the process.® At the very time when the

French Revolution "was insuring the persistence and strengthening

in France of a large class of small peasant proprietors—

a

yeomanry,

England was witnessing the last steps in the extinction of her own
yeomanry. That most English word ceased to describe an English

thing.

This agrarian revolution did not help produce the industrial

revolution by providing a large class of unemployed available as

cheap labor. Silesia in the eightanth century had a large “surplus”

population, but no industrial revolution. Unlike fifteenth-century

enclosures in England, which were for pasturage, these new en-

closures were for tillage, and actually made the land more produc-

tive, made it possible to employ more laborers and to support a

larger population. The agrarian revolution is, however, connected

with the industrial revolution in this way: as long as the Corn Laws
protected English agriculture, the improved capitalist methods

of cultivation, by increasing the yield of English farms, enabled

England to feed the workers who ran the mills, enabled her to build

up her industry in the early nineteenth century to a position so com*

D. Qemie, Sfiffkmd m Tftmsitum (London* S9Si)t nS*
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TTianHing that she could abandon the Com Laws and import most

of her foodstuff.

The factory system and the British money market grew together

in this period each one dependent on the other, and by the end of

the Napoleonic Wars, England was economically a modern nation.

Details, as usual in economic history, are abundant and confusing.

Here it is possible only to indicate certain symptoms of this modern-

ization of England. Textile factories, run by water power, had for

some time been springing up in the North and Midlands. Samuel

Oldknow at Mellow employed 418 workmen in his spinning mill in

1798, and used a method of cost accounting definitely modern, with

provisions for what is now called “overhead.” He was at all times

in dose dependence on his bankers, and during the crisis of 1793,

finding his assets thoroughly frozen, resorted to scrip to pay his

employees.* Pitt’s policy of paying war expenses by borrowing

added greater to the rentier dass. There was already a Stock Ex-

change, a class of merchant-bankers, a certain solidarity in the

“City”—in brief, the dements of a money market. In this situation

the war acted on the whole as a stimulus both to industrial produc-

tion and to the credit system. The almost complete economic free-

dom of English life no doubt made this expansion possible. This

same freedom also brought with it the accentuation of commercial

crises, of which there were two in the decade, one in 1793, the other

in 1797. The business men and bankers who grew rich under these

conditions were gradually absorbed into that elastic group known
in England as the “ruling dasscs.” “Rentier and squire were assimi-

lated to their finandal intermediaries in a new social and political

alignment The City gave its complexion to the New Toryism. And
policy which had guided the price of the funds now sought its

orders from them.”^

Reform in England could not be made the dramatic cause it was
in France. The English middle dass had too much economic free-

dom to worry overmuch about the exact status of parliamentary

representation. Yet there were two strong native reform movements,

both of which were well developed before 1789. There was a move-
•G. Unwin, “The Transition to the Factory System,” English Historical Review

(1922), xxxviu 395-397.
H. Jenks, The Migration pf British Capital to 1875 (New York, tgay), 19.
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meat to reform Parliament—that is, to extend the franchise and

to equalize, at least roughly, the constituencies. The House of Com-
mons actually, of course, was chosen in a great majority on a nar-

row, if varying, franchise, and from borough and county constitu-

encies of varied areas and populations. The most spectacular target

for the reformers was the “rotten borough,” a somewdrat loose term

used to designate boroughs where the constituency was so small

that its members could be returned by one man. A Society for Pro-

moting Constitutional Information had been founded in 1780, and

wider the leadership of such men as Major John Cartwright, Sir

William Jones, John Jebb, the Duke of Richmond, sought to agitate

for reform of Parliament. Major Cartwright, brother of the inventor

of the power loom, was a single-minded English gendeman, who
sincerely believed that his program of annual Parliaments, universal

suffrage, secret ballot, equal electoral districts, and payment of mem-
bers was a reflection of the historical liberties of England and the

native democracy of the Anglo-Saxons. The society as a whole, how-

ever, was much less radical, hopeful only of destroying the more

shocking inequalities of representation. Pitt himself began as a

reformer, and in 1785 introduced a mild scheme of reform involv-

ing compensation to borough owners. It was defeated by seventy

votes, but since Pitt had not made it a party matter, he did not

resign. Pitt did not, however, drop notions of improving the mech-

anism of English government. He turned to fiscal matters and in

1786 procured a treaty with France which foreshadowed the Free

Trade of Cobden.

A second strong current of reform was directed towards humani-

tarian channels and, as so often in modern England, numbered
many political conservatives. The Society for the Abolition of the

Slave Trade was founded in 1787, supported by such sober, re-

spectable men as WiUberforcc and the Wedgwoods, fired by en-

thusiasts like Clarkson, and soon launched itself into the campaign

which was to culminate in victory in 1807. The society made notable

use of the methods of modern pressure groups. Their propaganda

was extremdy varied—broadsides, pampMets, public meetings, de-

bates. Cowper wrote a ballad, “The Negro’s Complaint,” which
was set to music and sung in the streets. Wedgwood produced a
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cameo bearing the seal of the society—a suppliant negro. Clarkson

claimed that at one time 300,000 people were boycotting West India

sugar.® Similar efforts, similar energies were engaged in prison re-

form, the prevention of cruelty to animals, the care of orphans, in

all the great variety of what has since been called social work.

Already there is distinguishable that paradox of English civilization

which has especially puzzled foreigners: energetic and ruthless pur-

suit of self-interest in business, equally energetic and ruthless regu-

lation of certain moral aspects of group-life.

In this expanding, generally prosperous England the French Rev-

olution appeared at first but an interesting spectacle. To the political

reformers, to the dissenters still legally exriuded from full political

life by the Test Act, to the humanitarians and to the hopeful, it

was a welcome earnest of better things to come. “Look up! look up!

O citizen of London, enlarge thy countenance! O Jew, leave count-

ing gold! return to thy oil and wine. O African! black African! Go;

winged thought, widen his forehead!”® Dissenters formed the

greater part of the audience when Dr. Price gave his memorable ad-

dress before the Revolution Society in November, 1789. Price, Uni-

tarian minister and economist, welcomed the French Revolution

as the natural successor of the Glorious Revolution of 1688, as an-

noimcing once more the right of resistance to oppression. This ad-

dress called out in refutation Burke’s Reflections on the Revolution

in Prance^ the first widely read attack on the work of the National

Assembly.

The next two years witness the gradual formation of two groups

in English public opinion, an anti-revolutionary group centered on
Burke, and a much less homogeneous group friendly to the prin-

ciples of the Revolution. This latter group included the parliamen-

tary Whigs, Fox and his younger allies. Grey, Lambton, Whitbread

and others, who in 1792 organized a Society of Friends of the

People to spread their views; the old reformers, who now, under

the leadership of Horne Tooke, revived the rather somnolent So-

ciety for Promoting Constitutional Information; a new and signifi-

cant group of workingmen, who under the cobbler Thomas Hardy
•W. L, Mathiesem, England in Transition, tyBg-igaz (London, 1920), 68-70.

*B!ake, *‘A Song of Liberty" (i79«)» qnot^ in P. A. Brown, The French Revaln^
tion in English History (London, 1923}$ 35*
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founded the London Corresponding Society, which soon gathered

filiate societies in the provinces into an organization something like

that of the French Jacobins. Fox and Burke broke dramatically over

the French Revolution in 1791 during a parliamentary debate on a

Canadian question. A war of pamphleteers went on, in which

Mackintosh, Mary WoUstonecraft and Thomas Paine kept up a

running fire on Burke. But not until after the fall of the monarchy

in France did the debate in England come to a head in action.

Throughout these years of the monarchical experiment in France,

the actual government of England maintained a strict neutrality.

As a son of the enlightenment, Pitt was willing to agree that the

Revolution was justified; as a British statesman, he was glad to see a

state traditionally hostile now for a time disabled by internal diffi-

culties. England in 1789 was allied with Prussia and Holland, an

alliance directed primarily against France and Austria. Nothing

seemed to Pitt to threaten war for England. He had abandoned

his aggressive policy against Russia, had decided to let the Near

Eastern and Polish questions be settled among the powers most im-

mediately concerned. Not yet was it possible to alarm a British

Parliament over the expansion of Russia. Even after the declaration

of war between the German powers and France Pitt hoped that

England could remain neutral. Certainly the realistic Pitt was not

going to engage England in a romantic crusade to restore the glories

of Versailles.

IV. THE GERMANIES

There are for the student of the decade 1789-1799 three Germanies
—^Austria, Prussia, and the Rhineland, The remaining German
states, although they frequently display interesting local variations,

can be brought easily enough into the orbits of Austria or Prussia.

For the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation this was to

be the last decade. As an institution it was no doubt already dead,

and certainly, in the opinion of literary men, buried. Yet it has some

claim to be considered a real Germany, a Germany which provided

even in the late eighteenth century some sort of focus for patriotic

feelings. The Revolution was to destroy the empire as an institution:

the nineteenth century was to build up a German nation-state on a
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pattern quite as modern as that of England and France, Yet the

romantic nationalism through which this was achieved *‘had found

in many a place a spiritual ground prepared for it by the old impe-

rial patriotism.”^® Modern Germany was not wholly a product of

blood, iron, and romanticism; it owed something to the inefficient

common sense of the eighteenth century.

The Rhineland—and especially the left bank—must be consid-

ered somewhat apart from the rest of Germany. It was as com-

pletely subdivided into little independent units as was southern

or central Germany. The electorate of Mainz is a good example

of a Rhenish KleinstaaU Technically an archbishopric, and as such

one of the three spiritual electorates in the empire, it was admin-

istered quite untheocratically by the elector Friedrich Karl von

ErthaL Its 350,000 inhabitants were mostly peasants, small land-

holders, paying feudal dues similar to those paid by French peas-

ants. In the capital was a miniature court, a university, a bench

and bar, an army of 2,200 infantry, 120 artillerymen, fifty hussars,

one field marshal, twelve generals, one Hof\riegsrats-prdsident and

six HofJ{riegsrdte. By the cannon on the ramparts were piled neat

pyramids of cannonballs, which, when the French republican armies

approached in 1792, were found to be of the wrong bore.^^ It is

quite the Germany of comic opera.

Now this region—the archbishoprics of Mainz, Trier, and Co-

logne, the Rhenish palatinate, the duchy of Zweibriicken, and many
other small states—^was influenced first by its very contiguity with

France. Even more than the rest of Germany, it had been subjected

during the eighteenth century to French cultural and economic

penetration. Even before the end of 1792, it had suffered a French

invasion and had felt French republican propaganda spread by

French soldiers. Mainz provided an excellent center for such propa-

ganda. From its university, merchant, and official circles a Jacobin

club was recruited and organized under French supervision, and

led by the distinguished savant Georg Forster. This club did much
to pave the way for the annexation of the left bank to France, for

Berney, ^'Reichstraditlotieii tmd Nationalstaatsgedanke, 1789-1815,” Historiseke

Zeitschrift (1929), CXL, 66.

“K. T. Heigd, Deutsche Geschichte vom Tode Friederichs d. Gr, bis sur Aufibsunff
dcs aUm Reiches (19x1), II, 53-5$.
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the introduction of civil equality and the abolition of feudaUmi.

Finally, this whole region was a region of peasant proprietorship,

of small farms and vineyards, saddled like France with feudal sur-

vivals, but not like eastern and central Germany subject to pretty

complete medieval serfdom. “The fate of the Rhenish peasant re-

sembles that of the French peasant. He is a landowner and has

enough civil liberty to wish more. The feudal system is sufficiently

weakened so that it is possible to conceive of its total abolition.”^^

Nor, of course, were those peasants patriotically loyal Germans in

the nineteenth-century sense. They welcomed emancipation, even

under French auspices and French armies. The Rhineland under-

went earlier the influence of the French Revolution, and was more

permanently marked by it, than any other part of Germany.

Prussia in 1789 was a kingdom of some 76,000 square miles and

5,500,000 population, of which slightly less than half, both of area

and population, was included in the Holy Roman Empire.^®^ It

had been, under Frederick the Great, the model state of the philo-

sophes. After the victories of the Seven Years’ War, it enjoyed a

reputation in some respects similar to that won by Japan after the

Russo-Japanese War. Frederick died in 1786, and the next decade

witnessed the disastrous retreat of the admired Prussian army from

Valmy, the embarrassment and disorganization of Prussian finances,

and abundant signs of the coming collapse of the Prussian state after

Jena. The problem of the decline of Prussia is by all odds the out-

standing one of German history in this decade.

For one thing, some part of this decline is more apparent than

real. Prussia never had quite been able to live up to its Frederician

reputation. Still a poor state, with great estates inefficiently run by

serf labor, without much industrial development, save in the newly

acquired Silesia, Prussia had had to tax itself to the limit to main-

tain its recently acquired status as a great power. Frederick’s parsi-

mony had in his later years gone so far that certain departments of

government were starved, and his successor was bound to increase

expenses. Moreover, the beautifully organized bureaucracy of the

Prussian state was wholly centered on Frederick. ‘‘L’etat e’est moi,”
“A. Sorel, L*B%rope et la Revolution frangaise (Paris, 1885), I, 432.
“A. Himly, Histoire de la formation territoriale des Hats de tEurope centrals

(Paris, i894)» I, dk, IV.
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quite false as applied to Louis XIV, is as near true as possible when
applied to Frederick. Everything depended on his successor. Now
Frederick William II was, unlike his uncle, a good man in the

modern and sentimental connotation of the phrase. He wanted

people to be happy, wanted to be happy himself in a simple, pious,

earAy way. His chief delight was in the pleasures of the bed—not

by any means limited to the marriage bed—^in which he apparently

developed considerable skill and endurance. It is perhaps an un-

profitable trespass on the none too solid ground of psychology to

speculate on whether there is a connection between Frederick

William’s sensuality and his religious mysticism; but it must be

noted that he was by upbringing a good Christian, that organized

Christianity frowns with Pauline severity on the pleasures of sex,

and that therefore his piety may have been strengthened by his not

infrequent need for it. Certainly the slow, well-meaning young man
had come to dislike, as well as to admire, his brilliant uncle, and

made the latter’s death a signal for striking changes.

Frederick had patronized French art and science, wrote in French,

saw to it that French was the language of court and academy. Fred-

erick William disliked the French, and particularly the French in

Prussia, as a lot of shallow and immoral atheists, incapable of true

feeling. He at once made the German language permissible in the

Academy of Sciences, appointed Germans to that body—^including

Wollner—of all men, encouraged German literature in the persons

of Gleim and Ramler, whom Frederick had never even noticed,

revived Bach chorals and patronized contemporary German musi-

cians in preference to foreign-born ones. An edict of July 9, 1788,

reinforced in December by a new censorship law, was direaed

against "Socinians, Deists and Naturalists,” and set up the Bible

again as part of the law of the land. The Prussian Auff^larung

was over.

Frederick William had, before his accession, joined under the

name of Brother Ormesus Magnus the order of Rosicrucians, one of

the numerous secret societies of the time, a society, unlike Free-

masons, Illuminati, and so on, highly devoted to Christianity. Here
he could give free play to his genius for mysticism and friendship.

Now Frederick the Great had had no friends, and his ministers
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were merely his servants. But they were good servants, and die

Prussian bureaucracy worked. Frederick William had favorites

—

his brother Rosicrucians Bischoffswerder and Wollner, his be-

loved Mme. Rietz. Bischoffswerder was a man of rather ordinary

capacity, somewhat out of his depth in diplomacy. Wollner seems

to have been a scoundrel and a hypocrite, and, entrusted by his

master with complete power over the general administration of

the kingdom, succeeded in a very short time in disrupting the

bureaucracy. Mme. Rietz, towards whom, according to Dampmar-
tin, Frederick William exhibited “the tenderness of a father, the

constancy of a friend, the passion of a lover,” was, in spite of being

the object of such unpleasant versatility, no Egeria.^^

The court of Berlin became conspicuous among European courts

as a center of intrigue and corruption. Inefficiency and laxness crept

into the government departments. Expenses increased, partly because

Frederick William’s kind heart would not consent to limiting gov-

ernmental social work—indeed, he notably expanded and improved

the common school system, in which the enlightened Frederick

had not been interested—^partly because of Prussian participation in

the war against France. TTie failure at Valmy did not increase the

harmony at Berlin. Indeed, however much one may attempt to

analyze the situation in Prussia, one is tempted to assert that here

the whole is clearly more than the sum of its parts, that Prussia’s

decline under Frederick William II is a decline in the efficiency,

the equilibrium, the smooth functioning of a complex organism.

Modern social science, distrustful of synthesis, has here no adequate

terminology; perhaps the nearest one can come to it is to say that

Prussian morale had broken down. Prussians collaborating in the

running of Prussia had begun to feel a lack of confidence in the

abstraction, Prussia.

There was little danger that the French Revolution might spread

to Prussia. The Pomeranian or East Prussian peasant had not, like

the French peasant, enough private property to want more. The

middle class was not so near the nobility in wealth, in culture,

morals, ambitions, that, like the French middle class, it could find

H, Dampmartin, Quelques traits de la vie privSe de Fridiric-Guillaume II

(Paris, 1811), 15.
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it worth while to fight for equality. The AufJ^drung had never,

as in France, penetrated from fashionable salons to the petty bour-

geoisie of provincial towns.^® The news of the fall of the Bastille was

greeted with rejoicing in the circle of the Allgemeine Deutsche

Bibliothek. But Nicolai and his friends were already under suspicion

as unbelievers, and Wollner’s censorship had little difficulty in sup-

pressing anything that looked like French propaganda. Kant, indeed,

who is reported by Nicolovius in 1794 as “a complete democrat,”

certainly welcomed the Revolution, but he was an old man and a

cautious one, and much too complete a metaphysician to worry a cen-

sor.^® It is true that Frederick William himself attempted in 1789-90

through his ambassador Goltz and a special agent, the mysterious

Jew Ephraim, to work through the revolutionary party in France

towards detaching France from Austria and bringing her into the

Triple Alliance. But that was European politics, and no more

showed Prussia to be influenced by the Revolution than Richelieu’s

policy in the Thirty Years’ War showed France to be influenced

by Lutheranism. As a matter of fact, Frederick William was sadly

deceived by his disingenuous ambassador as to the strength of the

pro-Prussian party among French radicals. Goltz’s reports have

been used by French historians to make both Petion and Barnave

Prussian agents, which they never were. Ephraim’s mission was a

failure from the start.^^ No doubt, however, Frederick William was

embittered by his failure, and the subsequent alliance with Austria

against revolutionary France made easier.

The Emperor Joseph II died in 1790, having failed in the attempt

to rule according to reason a state not constructed according to

reason. The hereditary possessions of the house of Hapsburg con-

tained some 256,000 square miles with 24,000,000 ij^bitants—

quantitatively at least a far stronger state than Prussia. Even if

Hungary and the other lands outside the empire are omitted, Aus-

tria stiU counted 10,500,000 people in 88,000 square miles.^® But the

Austrian state lacked racial, linguistic, institutional unity, and the

attempts of Joseph II to impose a unified administration resulted

i*Heigel, Deutsche Geschichte, I, 335.
“ Stem, Einfiuss der Frtmwdsitchen Reuolutum, 177*178.
”W. Ludtke, “Pretassen und Frankrcich vom Bastillesturm bis Reichenbach,” Por*

sekunffen xur hrandenburffischen und preusHschen Geschickte (1929), XLII, 261.
Formoiiom territoruUe, I, ch. IV.
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in disorganization and revolt, at the very time when his ambitious

foreign policy had produced an expensive and unsuccessful wzx.

His brother Leopold, who succeeded him, had had a long training

as Grand Duke of Tuscany, and had made his duchy one of the

most flourishing states in Italy. He was, like most of his contempo-

raries, fashionably enlightened; but he was also cautious, almost

timid, quite devoid of vanity as well as of principle, intelligent, a

sober judge of men and motives. Leopold determined from the first

to make foreign and domestic peace, to preserve intact the Haps^

burg territories by yielding gladly to unimportant demands, reluc-

tantly to important ones. Leopold’s two-year reign was too brief

to permit judgment of his statesmanship. It is just possible that,

being a sensible, unheroic, and unimaginative person, he could

not properly discern what was important and what unimportant

in the new nationalism among his subjects, and that therefore he

made the wrong concessions. At any rate he did what he set out

to do: he pacific a state which, on his accession, seemed about to

disintegrate.

Leopold found himself engaged in the war which Joseph and his

ally, Catherine of Russia, had begun in 1787 for the partition of

Turkey. The Austrian campaign against the Turks, at first a com-

plete failure, had taken a turn for the better in 1789, and Belgrade

had been occupied. But Constantinople was still far away, and

Austrian finances were incapable of supporting a longer war. More-

over, Prussia had allied herself with Turkey and Poland, mobilized

her army in Silesia, and threatened war with Austria. The Austrian

Netherlands were in open revolt, Hungary rather more than restive,

Bohemia waking at last from the long sleep which had followed

the batdc of the White Mountain. Prussian agents were stirring up
trouble everywhere. Revolutionary France had virtually dissolved

the Austrian alliance, and Russia had her own war with Turkey,

and another with Gustavus III of Sweden.

Leopold’s situation was almost melodramatically insecure. But
European diplomacy is, perhaps unfortunately, not quite melo-

drama, and Leopold escaped his enemies unharmed. In July, 1790,

Austria and Prussia at Rcichenbach signed an agreement by which
Austria was to make peace with Turkey on the basis of the status
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quOi and Prussian and Austrian armies were to be withdrawn from

tibc Silesian frontier. Peace was made between Austria and Turkey

at Sistova in 1791. Leopold had saved himself by accepting at the

apparent dictatorship of Prussia exactly what he had planned to do

himself. Frederick William and his minister Hertzberg had both

cherished complicated schemes for Prussian aggression, but they

could not, even in the eighteenth century, declare war on Austria

for the avowed purpose of despoiling her. Hertzberg’s plan in

particular has long been famous as a piece of diplomatic folly, of

“monstrous impracticability.”^® Briefly, he proposed that Turkey

cede what is now Rumania to Austria, Bessarabia and Ochakov to

Russia, and in return secure a European guaranty for the integrity

of Turkish domains south of the Danube; that Austria, in return

for her Turkish gains, retrocede Galicia to Poland; and that Poland

then cede Danzig and Thorn to Prussia. Prussia would thus have

something for nothing, and only Turkey, her ally, would be the

loser. But the Poles obstinately refused, and England and Holland

finally decided not to back up their ally Prussia, but to use their

influence to secure peace and the status quo. Pitt could hardly face

the prospect of an Austria completely eliminated from the European

balance of power. Deserted by his allies, and not quite strong

enough to force a war in the manner of Bismarck, Frederick Wil-

liam was obliged to offer Leopold what the latter wanted. Reichen-

bach was on the surface an Austrian defeat and a Prussian victory.

Acutally it permitted Leopold to pacify his dominions, and thereby

perhaps to save the Hapsburg power.

Discontent in Austria itself had not gone beyond grumbling and

protest from the Estates, and Leopold was able to restore quiet by

abandoning his brother’s attempts at religious reform. In Bohemia,

concessions such as the establishment of a chair in the Czech tongue

at the university in Prague, and a general confirmation of the privi-

l^es of the nobles proved sufficient. In Hungary, where the jeal-

ously independent counties, controlled by the landed gentry, were

in almost open rebellion, greater concessions were necessary. On
paper, at least, Leopold granted Hungary complete home rule. A
king of Hungary must in the future be crowned within six months,

^R. H. Lord, The Second PartiPion of Poland (Cambridge, Maas., 1915), 77.
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at Buda, with the holy crown—^thus making an abstention like that

of Joseph II impossible. As King of Hungary, he must consult

Magyar advisers. He may not enforce in Hungary the laws of the

rest of his dominions. The Diet must be called at least tricnnially.

It possesses full legislative power, and especially the power of the

purse. The Diet, of course was dominantly noble. What Leopold

did was to turn Hungary over to its upper classes. Finally, in the

Austrian Netherlands, revolt was complete. A popular uprising had

driven the Austrian troops from Brussels back into Luxemburg.

The neighboring bishopric of Liege had seen a similar uprising.

Delegates to a common meeting of the medieval Estates declared

Belgium independent under the name, obviously influenced by

American example, of the United Belgian States. Leopold waited

quiedy until the Belgians had quarreled amongst themselves, and

the new government had been proved pretty incompetent, when he

made very generous promises of reform and amnesty, and sent his

troops to recapture Brussels. By the beginning of 1791 Austrian rule

was restored in Belgium.

Several interesting remarks may be made about these internal

difiiculties of the Hapsburg monarchy. Joseph’s attempt to secure

uniformity produced the same sort of intense nationalism later called

forth in Spain and Germany by Napoleon’s aggression. In Hungary

one county actually voted to reject all Western civilization and to

return to the life of their “Scythian” ancestors.^ The old heroes of

the race, Arpad, Hunyadi Janos, Rikoezy were sung again, and the

Magyar language quite suddenly became universaL Again, though

the demands made to Leopold by the rebellious or half-rebellious

Estates in Hungary, Bohemia, Belgium were made by privileged

classes, and in general involved an extension of privilege^ a tighten-

ing of medieval survivals, these reactionary demands are almost

always couched in the language of the French Revolution. “The
Bohemian Estates in 1790 . . . looked only to their medieval past.

To them old Bohemia furnished a panacea for all ills. To this

ancient source of their political thought they added a few new ideas

such as Rousseau’s theory of compact government, but only as far

®E. Sayous, Histoire gSnirale des Hongrois (and ed. Budapest, 1900), 417.
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as it coacerned the sovereign and themsclves/*^^ A Bohemian noble

could say **the essence of a fundamental law, that is to say of a

a>ntract^ of an alliance between sovereign and people, is that it may
not be modified but by mutual consent,” but he meant only that

noblemen wanted no royal meddUng with their peasants. The
Moravian nobles in 1791 petitioned Leopold as follows: “As it is

certain . . • that all kinds of men, and especially the brutal masses

of peasants cannot always be brought to obey by kindness, . . . and

that the present insubordination of the rural population is provoked

by the numerous formalities exacted, . . . and that, finally, several

good blow^ inflicted at once, do more good than heavier punish-

ments too much postponed,” whipping at will should be restored.^^

Thanks to Leopold’s firmness, this power of punishment was not

restored to the nobles. So completely were the French revolutionists

themselves fooled by the reactionaries’ use of the orthodox eight-

eenth-century vocabulary of rebellion that, especially in the Bel-

gian revolution, they welcomed as sympathizers men whose aims

were wholly different. There was usually a minority in these

Hapsburg lands who really did understand revolution in the French

sense. They were almost all bourgeois, members of the lower clergy,

intellectuals. In Hungary the towns could choose certain members

of the Diet, and thanks partly to Leopold’s able support, bourgeois

interests were not completely overridden. In Belgium, naturally,

there was a fairly strong group, known from their leader as the

Vonckists, familiar with French radical literature and sympathetic

with the radicals of the Assembly. But the Vonckists were in a

minority, and were shortly driven into exile by the victorious

clerical-noble coalition. In none of these lands do the common
people ^m aroused by the Francophil party, at least not in its

favor. On the contrary, the lower classes not uncommonly sided

with the nobles. This is especially true in Belgium, where the

Vonckists were known as the “merchants* club,” and “considered

by the workmen of Brussels as a center of plotting against the people

and against the faith.”^

®R. J. Kemer, Bohemia in the Eighteenth Century (New York, 1933), 367.
*®E. Dents, La Boh^me depuis la Montague Blanche (New edition, Paris, 1930),

Sis, 619.

Pirenne, Hietoire de Ut Belgique {Brussels, igao), V, 4S3.
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V. THE BACKGROUND OF THE WAR

The news o£ the French Revolution spread all over Europe^

wherever men read or talked politics. But its major effects in Italy

are later than 1792, while neither Spain nor Russia was really

affected by French ideas in this decade. The history of Sweden and

its extraordinary king, Gustavus III, is interesting, but unfortunately

peripheral to the history of Europe as a whole. Gustavus in a bril'

liant and personally conducted coup d’itat in 1789 destroyed the

power of the Russian party in the Swedish Riddarhus, and was

thus free to carry on his war against Russia with great success in

the summer of 1790. This Swedish attack no doubt made the situa*

tion at ReichenWh simpler, and it certainly furthered Prussian

designs in Poland, since by it Catherine was pretty well kept out of

things for a while. Gustavus was a highly romantic, as well as a

very capable person, and after having made peace with Catherine

—^for prolonged war was cosdy to a poor and minor power like

Swcdenr—he became the chief royal opponent of the French Revo-

lution, and sought in every way to lead a crusade to relieve Louis

and his queen. The great powers obviously did not want a crusade,

especially since they would have to pay expenses, and Gustavus was

rebuffed. In March, 1792, he was assassinated by an agent of the

hostile Swedish nobility.

The truth is that, in spite of Burke’s pleadings, Gustavus’s energy,

Artois’s intrigues, the conservative powers of central Emope did not

want to go to war with France to restore legitimate monarchy and

repress the menace of a world-wide revolution. French rhetoric, at

the time and since^ coupled with the misleading analogy of the

Bolshevik Revolution, makes it easy today to consider the war as

from the first an attempt by European conservatives to stamp out a

social revolution that t^eatened to spread through all Europe. The
men in power in eighteenth<entuty Europe, however, had no sudi

prescience. To the Hertzbergs, the Kaunitzes, to the William Pitts

of a dozen states the French Revolution meant simply that for a

while at least France could be counted out of the game. Internal

difficulties, ran the axiom, incapacitate a country in foreign affairs.

The trouUes of the Stuarts, for instance, had made England a
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negligible factor in the politics of the Thirty Years* War. It is

unreasonable to expect these sensible, successful statesmen of routine

to realize what such distinguished historians as Aulard and Mathiez

have not yet realized, that the French Revolution was a religious

movement, that it aspired to universality, and that this aspiration

could be illogically centered on the geographical entity France to

make national France far more successfully aggressive than dynas-

tic France had ever been. These statesmen were used to the realities

of a struggle for power in which moral ideas were deliberately, and

usually without success, employed to deceive one’s opponent. They
were quite incapable of understanding the workings of democratic

nationalism, in which moral ideas enable private citi2xns as well

as statesmen very successfully to deceive themselves. Kaunitz, in

November, 1791, composed official “reflections on the pretended

dangers of contagion with which the new French constitution

menaces other sovereign states of Europe.”^^ Catherine, in 1792,

thought France so weakened that a corps of 10,000 men would be

sufficient to traverse it from one end to the other It is difficult to

get people to exert themselves against a danger they simply do not

see to be a danger.

The powers, then, were not to be moved by appeals to stamp out

the wicked Jacobins. Nor were they to be persuaded to intervene

in French affairs to protect the sacred persons of the king and

queen. The word “legitimacy” had not yet become a slogan, and as

Sorel has observed, nothing like a Holy Alliance was possible. “The
old Europe was incapable of it, and the French Revolution was

necessary to give it such a notion.”^® Leopold, brother of the en-

dangered queen, appealed to by the French royal family itself, by

the imigrSsy by the minority of intellectuals already alarmed, finally

decided, after Varennes, that at least a gesture was necessary. He
met the King of Prussia at Pillnitz in Saxony in August, 1791, and

the two sovereigns there issued a joint declaration. They declared

French affairs to be the common interest of all Europe, and asserted

their willingness to interfere to protect Louis if a common agree-

von Vivenot, Quellen jmr Geschichte 4er deutschen Kaiserpeditik Oesterreickd
(Vienna, 1873), I, ^85.

*C. de lAiiviire, Catherine IT et la Revolution frattfaw ^(Paris, 1895), 363.

A. Sorel, VEurope et la Revolution frangaise, I, 71.
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ment were obtained from all European powers. Such an agreement

was, of course, impossible, if only because England, as Leopold well

knew, would not in any case have signed it. Yet Leopold’s famous

qualifying //—“alors et dans ce cas”—^was a diplomatic subtlety too

great for ordinary Frenchmen. No better illustration of the new im-

portance of public opinion can be had than the reception of this

declaration in France. “Then and in that case” was completely

neglected by French agitators, and the declaration became for pur-

poses of propaganda an unmitigated threat by Austria and Prussia

to crush France. When Louis formally accepted the new constitu-

tion—a step which obviously did not alter the realities of the situa-

tion—^Leopold, alarmed by the belligerent reception of the Declara-

tion of Pillnitz in France, hastily notified the powers that now
everything was all right, and the !^ng of France a free man. Cath-

erine, indeed, began a verbal crusade against the “hydra with 1,200

heads” (The National Assembly) comparatively early; but she kept

her troops and her money at home for use against the Poles.

There was no concert of Europe in 1789, merely a rough balance

of power among competing dynastic groups. If the French Revo-

lution did not immediately arouse a concert of Europe to prevent

its spread, it did at least alter the balance of power. Certain areas in

Europe had come to be obvious pickings for the great powers of

France, Austria, Russia, Prussia (England taking hers outside Eu-

rope). Of these areas, Turkey had at the opening of this decade

fairly successfully defended herself from the joint attack of Austria

and Russia, and was on the point of making peace not altogether

without honor. Italy afforded at the moment no obvious openings.

There were left only Poland and the minor German states. To
these was now added, in the opinion of the central and eastern

powers, France. If these powers were unwilling to crusade to save

Louis XVI, they were quite prepared for an orthodox eighteenth-

century war to acquire French territory. An amazing series of plans

for territorial readjustments, of which Hertzberg’s Polish scheme is

merely the most notorious, went the rounds of the chancelleries.

Austria would exchange the Netherlands for Bavaria, or acquire

Alsace-Lorraine from France and exchange it for Bavaria. Prussia

would let Austria have Bavaria, compensating herself in Luxemburg
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and AlsatX'Lornune. The Hohenzollem possession o! Ansbach>

Baireuth had just been acquired by the royal Prussian branch of

the family; surely this meant compensation for someone some*

where?

In spite of the confusion of claims and counter-claims, the main
lines of diplomatic history are fairly clear. Catherine had already

set her heart on acquisitions, or at least a Russian protectorate, in

Poland, but wishing to have as free a hand in the matter as possible^

did everything in her power to divert the attention of Austria and

Prussia towards France. Frederick William, disgruntled by Reich-

enbach, balked of one chance to emulate his uncle at the head of his

army, hesitated between aggression at the expense of Poland and ag-

gression at the expense of France. In either case, he needed a Con-

tinental ally. Ephraim’s mission in France having failed, and ttertzr

berg, who like a good Frederician considered Austria the hereditary

enemy, out of the way, Frederick William came gradually, under

the influence of Bischoffswerder, to favor an alliance with Austria.

The notion of permanent, irreconcilable enmities among European

powers, like the notion of the biparty system, is a modem myth.

Even in the twentieth century, the way from Fashoda to the En-

tente of 1904 was brief. Under new men like Bischoffswerder,

Cobenzl, and Spielmann, the “permanent hatreds” of the Seven

Years’ War were converted into the Austro-Prussian alliance of

February 7, 17^ a defensive alliance into the making of which had

gone much discussion about Alsace-Lorraine, the Netherlands,

Julich and Bcrg.®^ Yet as long as Leopold lived, Austria was un-

likely to join voluntarily in an attack on France. Indeed, Leopold

did everything in his power to stave off the war, especially by urg-

ing the German princes affected by the legislation of August 4 to

negotiate for compensation. Bischoffswerder, sent to Vienna in

Fd>ruary, 1792 to hasten the declaration of war, found the Aus-

trians anxious to put him off in all possible ways. Then on March i,

Leopold died suddenly of an “inflammatory fever,” to be succeeded

by his twenty-four-year-old son Fraiuis II.

Meanwhile in France the conciliatory minister de Lessart had

been ovothrown by Girondin intrigue and oratory, and the king

^Heigd, Deutsche Gesckichte, X, 503.
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induced to accept Dumourlez as foreign minister. Dumouriez, like

his Girondin supporters, wanted war. No one in Austria now could

successfully oppose the drift to war. Kaunitz was still true to his

policy of non-interference in France, but with Leopold’s death he

lost ids last shred of influence. Francis, guided by Spielmann, who
had made the Prussian alliance on the Austrian side, waited not

without eagerness for the war to come. It came by the declaration

of the French Assembly on April 20. It was begun, like most wars,

with confidence and delight on both sides, with professions of in-

jured innocence on both sides. It is absolutely impossible, again as

with most wars, to apportion among the belligerents the responsi-

bility for its outbreak. French historians have commonly blamed

the Allies, German historians the French. Anglo-Saxon historians,

nourished in a love of freedom, have more often than not sided

with free France against despotic Austria and Prussia. Scientifically,

the problem is insoluble; morally, it is soluble by faith, and in such

matters it is well to be on the side of the angels. But even morally,

perhaps the most interesting thing is that, in this first great war of

peoples in the modern world, so much effort should be spent to

disavow aggressive motives. One is tempted to feel that the very

introduction of the issue of war guilt is a sign of progress, unless,

indeed, one recalls the stienuous efforts, involving appeals to his-

tory, with which the Athenians attempted to blame the Spartans,

and the Spartans the Athenians, for the Peloponnesian war.



Chapter Tour

THE REPUBLICAN EXPERIMENT

I. A FORETASTE OF TERROR

Three influences, at first sight disparate and even quite separate,

in reaUty, however, so entwined that the artificial analysis of the

historian appears to disintegrate them, fill the first months of the

French Republic with tragic promise. These are the September

Massacres, the preparations for the final partitions of Poland, and

the campaign of Valmy.

The cowed Legislative Assembly, with its entire Right and most

of its Center absent, set up after August lo a provisional govern-

ment of six ministers, Danton, Monge (the great mathematician),

Lc Brun, Roland, Servan, and Claviere, and ordered the election of

a constitutional convention. Until the Convention met on Septem-

ber 22, 1792 and declared France a republic, there was a troubled

interregnum of seven weeks when real power lay, if anywhere, with

the new revolutionary Commune of Paris. Early in September there

occurred in Paris a series of lynchings and jail deliveries known as

the September Massacres. The Prussian army was slowly but ap-

parently inexorably approaching the city. Longwy fell, then Verdun,

and rumor brought Ae Duke of Brunswick safely through the Ar-

gonne. Paris was still in an excited mood over the attack on the

Tuilcries, crying with true democratic fury for tenfold vengeance

on those who had there massacred the innocent people. With the

fall of the monarchy, royalists had become traitors, and political

arrests were of daily occurrence. Already the prisons were filled with

non-juring priests, long since made traitors by legislation in defi-

ance of the kingfs veto power. The city was trembling with rumors

of treason. Priests and aristocrats in the crowded prisons were said

to have hatched a grand plot to break out and attack the patriots

in the rear while Brunswick attacked in front. Yet, agitators claimed,

die impotent Assembly and its hardly more courageous Executive

88
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Council were doing notMng to foil this horrible plot Paris was

still housing a floating population come to destroy the monarchy.

Parisian slums were still Idled with hungry and excited men. For

the first time since the Bastille fell and the women marched on
Versailles, there was to be felt that nameless tension and excitement

in which crowds become mobs.

Yet the September Massacres display less spontaneity and more
organization than do the events of 1789. The movement was not

homogeneous, and at each prison a different set of agitators and

butchers seems to have been at work.^ Those who did the work
were, however, a small and compact group, and the populace as a

whole seems to have stood by with mixed feelings of horror, curi-

osity, and sadistic satisfaction. A wagonload of priests, non-juring

and suspect, was on September 2 held up on its way to one of the

prisons. A small crowd gathered, hauled out the priests and mur-

dered them. As if this were the signal, the massacres began, first at

the prison of the Abbaye (near the church of Saint-Germain-des-

Pr«), extending within the next few days to all the prisons, and

ending at the House of Correction at BicStre, a prison full of poor

proletarian devils hardly in a position to betray the r^ublic.

A fairly consistent pattern of action was followed in each prison.

The invaders formed themselves into an impromptu court. At the

Abbaye, Usher Maillard, who had led the march on Versailles, set

himself up as president of this popular tribunal. One by one pris-

oners were brought from their cells before this tribunal, sitting in

an inner court or hall, summarily charged and tried, and if found

guilty, pushed into the street or outer court, where they were killed

by a small group of chosen murderers. In a fury of virtue symp-

tomatic of much to come, men and women were tried not merely

for treason, but, in prisons like the Grand ChStelet, for thieving,

forging, even for prostitution. Death and acquittal were the sole

choices before these extraordinary courts.

Around these massacres legend and partisan history have played

in freedom, until objective truth is buried even beyond mono-

graphic recovery. History, lately at least a chastened muse, doubts

^G. Walter, Les massacres de septembre (Paris, 1932); review by G. Lefebvre^

Annafes historiques de la RSxfoPation fra$K»se (1933)* X, 84»
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the story of the courageous daughter who saved the life of her

aristocratic father by linking before her tormentors a glass of

human blood. The horrible mutilation of the body of the Princcsse

de Lamballe, maid of honor to the queen, and its parading before

the windows of the prison which held the royal family, is estab-

lished beyond power of skeptic or republican to deny. The men
who directed the massacres could occasionally display fits of senti-

mental mercy. The Abbe Sicard, known for his humane work
with deaf-mutes, was spared, as were the royalists Cazotte and

Sombreuii, and Maton de la Varenne, who wrote an excellent con-

temporary account of the massacres. Some thousand persons per-

ished during these September Days, almost all in or around the

prisons.^ Street-fighting and street-massacres were strangely absent,

a fact which reinforces the thesis that the massacres were not the

spontaneous product of popular action.

Reqx)nsibility for the September Days can never be fixed. His-

torians have blamed Danton, Marat, Robespierre, the whole Paris

Commune, the Jacobin Club, and, of course, the Due d’Orleans.

Clearly the Commune, especially its comitS de surveillance^ on
which were Marat, Deforgues, Panis, Sergent, and others, did much
to excite the people, to keep the national guard from intervening,

and possibly to egg the murderers on. At the time, the confusion

of charges and counter-charges was never cleared up, and served

chiefly to embitter the quarrel between Girondins and Monta-

gnards. The effect of the massacres on world affairs was critical

Reported in Europe and America in gory detail, commented upon

in hundreds of editorial chairs, they accomplished the final discredit

of the Revolution in the opinion of the Western world. From this

moment only the very doctrinaire would dare defend the conduct of

the "French cannibals.” With the September massacres, the Revolu-

tion in a very real sense enjoyed a foretaste of the Reign of Terror.

II. THB FINAL PARTITIONS OF POLAND

The Republic of Poland, once the most powerful of Slavic states

had already in 1772 been subjected to a partitioning among Russia,

* Maton lie la Varenne, Histoite particuUkre des Svknemewts * , , de juin, de juiUet,

^aoat et de septembre (Paris, xSo6), gives an alphabetical list ot x,o86 yictims.
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Prussia, and Austria, which reduced her by nearly oneriiird of her

territory and somewhat more than one-third of her population. The
loss of the poorly settled portions of White Russia had not been

serious, but Galicia and West Prussia had been vital parts of the

republic, the former a rich granary, the latter a last access to the

sea. Yet in territory, population, and wealth Poland was still an

important country.*

The Polish state was constitutionally an aristocratic republic, pre-

sided over by an official elected for life and enjoying the title, but

hardly the power, of king. Historically the Polish constitution is cer-

tainly not unique. It originated in a medieval Standestaat, or state

organized by social Orders, and even the famous liberum veto, by

which a single member of the Polish Diet (that is, the legislative

body) could stop its proceedings, has its medieval parallels in Ara-

gon and Catalonia.* But whereas in Western Europe the crown had

won out over the Orders, and even in Hapsburg lands like Bo-

hemia and Hungary could hold nobles and magnates in some sort

of control, in Poland the landed nobility, or szlachta, had won a

complete victory, and monopolized the machinery of government.

Local administration was in the hands of provincial diets, and when
the liberum veto too completely arrested national affairs there would

be arranged by some of these local diets a kind of organized and

almost legal coup d’itat called a Confederation, through which the

existing difficulty might be solved. The peasantry was everywhere

held in a feudal subjection such as France, for instance, had not

known for centuries. The bourgeois class, in the Middle Ages at

least well organized as an Order, had been forced to give way to the

szlachta, and had been excluded from the government This class,

in origin largely of German colonial stock, and the even more aHen

Jews, bore a relatively unimportant part in the life of eighteenth-

century Poland, almost wholly rural and agricultural. The Catholic

clergy had been reduced to the rSle of tame subservience to the

nobility and squirearchy. The fashions of Versailles and the phrase-

obgy and the Encyclopaedia penetrated into the nobiUty and into

•After the first partition, its population may be estimated at about 7,000,000, and
its area at x88,ooo square miles. Lord, Second Partition, aS* 54* The population
of Prussia at the time (1788) was be^een five and six millions. See above, p. 75#
^Lord, Second PaeinHcn, 8.
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the upper circles of the Warsaw bourgeois, but on the whole Poland

was economically and politically backward*

A country so poorly organized, without natural frontiers save

for the Carpathians, was an easy prey to her ambitious neighbors.

The disaster of 1772 stimulated the leaders of the nation, and in

1788 there met the famous Four Years’ Diet, under which a plan

for reform was ifinally matured. Not all Poland, nor even politically

articulate Poland, was behind these reforms. No doubt the final

tragic disaster of Poland’s extinction was brought about by the

deliberate will of the rulers of Russia, Prussia, and Austria; yet

many of the szlachta^ nobles like Felix Potocki and Branicki

as well as thousands of obscure, almost beggared “noblemen” of

the lower economic reaches of the class, really thought their anarchy

was liberty, and opposed all change until change came as annihila-

tion. In spite of opposition, in spite of the liberum veto^ the Four

Years’ Diet, encouraged by the king, Stanislas, a Pole and a patriot,

though somewhat indolent and weak-willed, set about the work
of giving Poland a government modeled on more modern lines.

In the meantime, Catherine, fearing a reborn Poland, encouraged

Polish malcontents with intrigue and even with money. Driven by

fear and hatred of Russia, the Poles, after much hesitation, con-

cluded an alliance with Prussia in March, 1790. The Reichenbach

agreement reconciled the governments of Austria, Prussia, and

Russia—so far at least as these jealous and grasping chancelleries

could be reconciled. Meanwhile in Poland real reform was under

way. Some French ideas penetrated into Warsaw, where at the

“Constitutional Club” in the Radziwill Palace “orators nightly

proclaimed the Rights of Man.”® The actual reformed constitution,

voted in an extraordinary access of generosity by the Diet on May
3, 1791, was a moderate document, hardly touched with Jacobinism.

It abolished the liberum veto, and set up an hereditary monarchy in

the Sa^mn lin^ a bicameral legislature based on representation of

the whole country, not of provincial diets, a cabinet at least poten-

tially subject to the principle of ministerial responsibility. Repre-

sentation was granted the cities, barriers between nobles and bour-

geois partially broken down, and the peasantry brought under

•Lord, Second Partition^ 193.
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national law. The Third of May i^omiscd to do for Poland what

the Fourth of August had done for France.

The prospect of a strong Poland alarmed neighboring great

powers. The very excellence of the work of the Four Years’ Diet

brought on the final partitions. Some reactionary Polish nobles,

most of them sincerely attached to the old aristocratic republic,

formed with Catherine’s aid the so^lled Confederation of Tar-

gowica in May, 1792 (really formed a month earlier at St. Peters-

burg), and with Russian troops commenced the occupation of

Poland. Frederick William, alarmed at the prospect of Catherine’s

reducing Poland to a Russian protectorate, yet not daring to attack

Russia at the very moment he was beginning a campaign in France,

finally repudiated his alliance with Poland and signed with Russia

a secret agreement for the partition of his recent ally. Prussian

troops, which might well have turned the balance against France,

were moved into the coveted region of Thorn and Posen (Poznan).

The Poles, deserted by everyone, fought courageously but quite use-

lessly. On September 23, 1793, the Polish Diet, surrounded by Rus-

sian troops, gave its consent in the famous “Dumb Session” to the

cession of large parts of Lithuania and Ruthenia to Russia, of

Thorn and Posen to Prussia. The Austrian government, which had

been not unsympathetic towards the Constitution of the Third of

May, was shut out from this partition, a fact which hardly con-

tributed to the smooth working of the Austro-Prussian alliance

against France.

In what was left of Poland—she was now reduced to less than half

her territory of 1773—^all the work of the Four Years’ Diet was

annulled, and the old regime, liberum veto and all, restored.

Against these indignities the Polish people now rebelled, and

brought on the third and final partition, a move which even popu-

lar acquiescence in the second partition could hardly have done

m<»e than postpone. In the courageous warfare of 1793-1^ the

Poles, led by Kosciuszko, gained isolated victories greatly to their

credit^ and very useful subsequently to their national self-esteem,

but the odds against them, isolated from any possible ally, were

hopeless, and the Allies were soon in military command of the

whole country. This time Austria was in at Ae kill, and in the
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third partition what was left of Poland was divided among the three

powers of the first. From the three partitions, Russia gained some

180,000 square miles and 6,000,000 people; Austria, 45,000 square

miles and 3,700,000 people; Prussia, 57,000 square miles and 2,500,-

000 people. Prussia had acquired Warsaw and its neighborhood,

which ^er tlie Napoleonic interlude of the Duchy of Warsaw
went to the Russian kingdom of Poland. Otherwise the broad lines

of the partitions stood until 1918.

A great state had been wiped off the map, a proceeding unique

in the history of a continent hardly ruled in practice by the pre-

cepts of its Savior. Even in the cynical world of eighteenth-century

international relations, the destruction of Poland appeared a shock-

ing thing, an example to the rising middle classes that kings had

litde respect for the Legitimacy and Order they preached. Worst

of all, a martyred nation had been created, a nation horribly con-

scious of its past failures and weaknesses, a nation brooding and

vengeful. Martyrdom breeds certain virtues, but not comfortable nor

peaceful ones. Twentieth-century Poland, restored, is not the Poland

of the Third of May. The final legacy of the eighteenth century

to the twentieth is the Polish Corridor.

To France, however, the troubles of Poland brought nothing but

relief. It was not wholly clear at the time, but we may now discern

that France was the chief gainer by the final partitions of Poland.

Just how true this apparent paradox is will appear presently.

m. THE WAR

The First French Republic never knew peace. The necessities of

war imdoubtedly contributed to the administrative centralization

which soon supplanted the agreeable anarchy of local government

under the monarchical experiment. The inhumanities of war un-

doubtedly heightened the inhumanities of the Terror. But the war

is no full solution of the problems confronting the historian of the

Revolution. The war did not make the dictator Napoleon inevitable,

for the republic had managed to beat off its enemies and consoli-

date its gains without his leadership. Nor did the war produce the

Terror, The war was an element in the Terror, perhaps even an

essential element, but not the characteristic, not the typical element
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War may indeed be, as Madison claimed, the mother of executive

aggrandizement, but not all executive powers thus aggrandized have

had the same ends. War powers exerted by Pericles did not lead to

the same goal as did war powers exerted by Cleon; under pressure

of war, both Lincoln and Wilson did extraordinary things, but

neither of them exactly imitated the French Committee of Public

Safety. It is not the machinery of the Terror that is important—or
unique—but the uses to which that machinery was put. The war,

for instance, only imperfeedy explains why the Terror was directed

against Danton, and not at all why it was directed against harlots

and gamblers.

If the war is not, then, a ready-made explanation of the Revolu-

tion, it is interesting and indeed enlightening in itself, as a good

large-scale war fought under modern conditions. Around this war
have grown up heroic legends, embroidered by military historians

who were also military men, and aware that modern armies fight

as much on their illusions as on their bellies. The war is, moreover,

a constant accompaniment to the events of the period. It certainly

played an important part in the overthrow of the Girondins and in

the failure of their experiment in moderate republicanism, and can

therefore best be treated in this place.

To many onlookers the events of 1792, as explained in the pre-

ceding chapter, were a prelude to a brief, decorous eighteenth-

century war and a profitable division of outlying French territories

among the other powers. The war of 1792, so Hghdy begun, was to

last, with many shiftings among the combatants, with a few ap-

propriate breathing-spaces, for a quarter of a century. It was not to

be a decently orthodox war. Quite apart from any specific effects on

tactics and on political events, two far-reaching innovations make
it a thoroughly modern one. Eighteenth-century wars had been

fought by relatively small professional standing armies, highly

trained, expensive, and not easily replaced. Generals made a point

of trying to win battles with a minimum loss of men, an endeavor

in which the fashionable humanitarianism of the age had perhaps

less part than had common sense and the need for economy. The
Revolution changed all this. First for France, then for her prot^g&

in the border countries, then, by repulsion, for her enemies, the war
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became a crusade, a common cause not to be entrusted to mere

hirelings. As early as December, 1789, Dubois-Crance had told the

Constituent Assembly ‘‘each citizen should be a soldier, and each

soldier a citizen, or we shall never have a constitution.”® In these

early days of hope and peace, the citizen-army was to be a volun-

teer army. In the first years of the war, a levy of 300,000 men was

raised by draft. On August 23, 1793, the Convention decreed the

portentous levie en masscy by which the whole resources of the

nation, human and material, were declared subject to use if neces-

sary to win the war, and by which unmarried men and widowers

between 18 and 25 years of age were made conscript at once. In ac-

tual practice this first wholesale conscription was much less complete

than it would appear to be on paper. Exemptions for one cause

or another were many. A considerable part of the French popula-

tion was hostile to the government, some of it in actual revolt.

The machinery of the Terror, was never, by modern standards,

really eflScient. Many men and much wealth escaped the net of the

levSe en masse. The precedent was set, however, for modern demo-

cratic national wars; the psychological atmosphere of 1792 is recog-

nizably like that of 1914. At just the moment in history when the

state was reluctantly abandoning the claim that citizen and Chris-

tian--or some special kind of Christian—are necessarily one, it set

up die hardly more gende claim that ddzen and soldier are neces-

sarily one.

A second innovadon is a bit less clearly an innovadon. Yet the

"concert of Europe,” hardly more than a phrase if applied to

eighteenth-century polidcs, came during the wars of the French

Revoludon to stand for a concern, fen* an order, half-legal, half-

tthical, and thanks to the diplomadc negodadons involved in form-

ing the various coalidons against France, not wholly unembodied in

the written word. This new concert of Europe, of course, made litde

attempt to apply the Sermon on the Mount to internadonal polidcs.

Though certain men were religiously exalted for a brief period

during the Toror, it is nonsense to regard the Revolution as a

moral revolution. Neither kings nor cobblers were, as classes or as

individuals, naorally altered between 1789 and 1799. If international

^ArckheM partemefiSuiret, Xf
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relations continued to be essentially a dog fight, the vaguc^ ethical

generalities used to disguise this fact came under the pressure of

maintaining national morale to be even vaguer and more ethical,

until they culminated in the Holy Alliance. But the Holy Alliance,

like the concert of Europe from which it emerged, was genuinely

concerned to protect from liberal contagion a Europe united at

least in fear of liberalism. Thus the revolutionary wars not only

contributed to the growth of nationalism; they also helped create

a new, if not very firm or very forward-looking, internationalism.

The course of the war cannot here be followed in detail. Military

history must always be the despair of the sociological historian, for

batdes are commonly perverse products of chance and confusbn, not

easily twisted into conformity with law. Rain, fog, the Argonne,

dysentery, the enterprising and lucky Dumouriez, the cautious and

unlucky Brunswick—this, and much else of Valmy, does not seem

to have much to do with the glorious certainties of the Declaration

of the Rights of Man and the Citizen, or even with the Industrial

Revolution. Yet if particular batdes appear the crossroads of chance,

the general situation of contending nations in a war seems subject

to rational analysis, and the final result of the conflict seems ex-

plicable. Certainly reasons enough have been advanced for the ulti-

mate triumph of revolutionary France over a Europe joined against

her. Two of these reasons, which have been incorporated into

modern democratic mythology, may here be dismissed at once.

First, the notion that revolutionary France stamped on the groimd

and produced a new army, totally independent of the corrupt army

of the old regime; second, the allied notion that this new army

won victories on patriotic enthusiasm alone, that its victories were

those of inspired citizen-soldiers over the stoUd mercenaries of

despots. Unfortunately both these explanations contain only a modi-

cum of truth—^just enough to make their falsity serious.

For the truth is that not French strength, but coalition weakness,

affords the best explanation for the military survival of the First

Republic in the critical years 1792 to 1794. The First Coalition was
not, indeed, comjfleted during the campaign of 1792, which was

waged against France by Prussia, with some aid from Austria. The
execution of Louis XVI in January, 1793, however, brought in Eng-
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land and Spain and by the summer of that year France was actively

at war with Austria, Prussia, the Empire, England, Holland, Spain,

Sardinia, and Tuscany—^with all Europe, in short, save Scandinavia,

Switzerland, Russia, Naples, and Turkey. Now the French, even

though gifted with a superhuman will to win in officers and men
alike, could not have held out against a united Europe. But Europe

was far from united. The concert of Europe was slowly and pain-

fully evolved, was, indeed, not really effective until 1813. The First

Coalition, founded on litde but a hope for plunder, succumbed

early to the mutual jealousies of its members.

In the crucial campaign of 1792, France was unquestionably saved

by the second partition of Poland. The possibility of rich gains in

Poland kept Catherine altogether out of the war against France,

save for an inexpensive—^and ineffective—series of verbal attacks,

and made Austria and Prussia reluctant to use their full resources

in the West. Had the two German powers been willing and able

to throw their whole miUtary and economic strength into the cam-

paign of 1792 against France, it is hard to sec how the French

army, shaken by desertions and rebellious to discipline, could have

withstood them. The fine Prussian troops which triumphandy oc-

cupied Thorn and Posen might under other circiunstances have

triiunphandy occupied Paris.

Still another German distraction helped save France. Modern
governments are habitually in financial difficulties, but there are

degrees of insolvency. In general, it may be said that the well-meant

efforts the enlightened despots all over Europe depending as they

did on the extension of the bureaucracies, cost governments more

than they brought in. Prussia, notably, had been brought by Fred-

erick the Great to a prestige incommensiurate with her real resources,

and soon felt the inroads of Frederick William’s extravagant favor-

ites. The central government of the Hapsburgs had never been

able to carry on war without Spanish, English, or French financial

aid. In the first, and in many ways crucial campaign against revo-

ludonary France, that of Valmy, England was not yet paymaster.

After England’s entry into the war in 1793, the question of sub-

sidies add^ to the hard feeling between Prussia and Austria, and

English fli^don that Prussia was using En^ish money to hold
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down the Poles (a very justifiable suspicion) was one o£ the reasons

for the break-up of the First Coalition.

Finally, the Prussian army which undertook this invasion of

France in 1792 was not, in spite of the enormous prestige it had
inherited from Frederick the Great, a good army. Its commander,

the Duke of Brunswick, was unenterprising, slow, completely a

creature of tradition. The Prussian army was thoroughly trained,

capable of undertaking most complex evolutions, always maintain-

ing a perfect dressing of its lines. These evolutions, however, took

a very long time to perform, were, indeed, commonly performed

the night before a battle, since it was impossible to deploy an army

into battle position on short notice. Its ofiScers, save in the fusileers,

the hussars, and the artillery, were wholly of the noble caste, mostly

good men and patriotic, educated in the superficialities of the En-

lightenment, but little capable of initiative. Perhaps in general the

criticism, made so often of the Germans in the late World War,

holds true of the Prussian army of 1792: its individual members

were not encouraged to think for themselves, were not used to

relying upon themselves, facing new situations on their own respon-

sibility. TTiough the cavalry was the best in the world, Prussian

artillery was not at all good. Frederick himself had neglected it,

and this branch of the army was not suflSciendy “ritterlich” to

attract ambitious young noblemen. Even the routine services of this

army, which ought to have been good, failed to cope with the diffi-

culties of the campaign. In 1792 the sanitary service broke down
completely in the face of mud and dysentery. When the army itsdf

was at Valmy in the Argonne, its bsJeeries were in Verdun and its

flour supplies in Trier!^

On the other hand, the French army possessed certain definite

advantages, especially in this campaign of 1792. It was fighting on

home ground, it had less serious worries over supplies, and it was

on the defensive. It was better commanded. It was fired with pa-

triotism, or ambition, or love of adventure—-it was, at any rate,

fired with something that made it an active body corporate, not a

herd. To explain French victories as wholly the product of some

beautiful emotional zeal is nonsense, but it is even greater nonsense

Dentsdte GeschiefUe, II, it*
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to deny that the republican armies early developed an initiative dis-

cernible in the group as well as in the individual, an initiative lack-

ing in their adversaries. “Fricasse, common soldier, in ’92 used to

pray God in this fashion: ‘God of all justice, take into Thy pro-

tection a generous nation which fights only for equality.’ ”® In the

army, that sense of consecration so obvious in civilian extremists

was tempered by the harsh practicalities of military Ufe into eflS-

dency. Finally, and most important, the French army of 1792 was,

with regard to the needs of actual warfare, a better trained army

than the Prussian, was, from the purely professional point of view,

thanks to reforms before the Revolution, potentially a very good

army.

This last statement will need defense. It is true that the emigra-

tion of some six thousand of the nine thousand officers of the old

royal army—^these hnigri officers were, of course, noblemen—^and

the spread of Jacobin propaganda among the rank and file had by

1792 combined to impair the disdpline of the army to a dangerous

degree. It is true that the new government distrusted the army,

created a new one of its own, and strove very hard to keep the two

separate. The old army of the line and the new one of volunteers

and conscripts were not officially amalgamated until 1794, by which

time the older elements were numerically swamped by the newer.

Revolutionists then, and revolutionary historians since, insisted that

the victorious armies of the republic owed nothing to the monarchy.

In truth, however, “the successful armies of the Republic were pro-

duced not by the invention of a new organi2Uition, but by reversion

to the old system.”*

After the low point of disorganization represented by the dis-

graceful flight of Dillon’s troops in a frontier skirmish with the

Austrians in AprU, 1792, the French army was gradually built up^

not on the principles of Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, but on the

{Manciples of Saint-Germain, Guibert, Gribeauval and the other re-

formers the early years of the reign of Louis XVI. The volun-

teers of 1791, organized in battalions named after their departments,

were on the whole an excellent lot, men who had chosen the mill-

•A. Chttfitiet, La premiere invasion prussienne (Paris, x886), 62.

•R. M. Phipps, The Armies of the First French Republic (Oxford, 1936), I, 39.
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tary career deliberately, from patriotism or ambition. Brigaded in

fact with the army of the line long before legal amalgamation,

these volunteers, if at first a trifle unruly, soon became excellent soL

diers, and, with the regulars, made a precious leaven among the

conscripts of later years. The places of the oflicers were filled

with patriots, most of them junior officers or non-commissioned

officers of the old army, and therefore men of experience. The career

open to talents never worked better than in the revolutionary

armies; but it was a career open to projessiond talent, not simply

to amateur enthusiasm. Of Napoleon’s marshals, nineteen belonged

to the old army, nine as officers, ten as non-commissioned officers or

privates, and only six were civilians before the revolution.^® The
artillery was untouched by the early revolutionary experiments, and

was in 1792 what it had been made by Gribeauvd, the best artillery

in Europe, with the fastest rate of fire, greatest range, greatest mo-
bility, and best trained officers. The cavalry, too, if not distinguished,

had been left pretty much alone by the revolutionists, and was in

a serviceable state in 1792. Finally, the French army had, under the

leadership of Guibert, adopted a method of drill and field opera-

tions far more suited to modern warfare than the ponderous method

of the Prussians.

Eightecnth<entury warfare, like eighteenth-century poetry, had

become a highly formalized art. Soldiers’ lives, as has b^n pointed

out already, were valuable, and it was cheaper to maneuver than

to charge. Yet when ail account is taken of rational motives for

eighteenth-century methods of war, there remains much that can

only be explained as an irrational adherence to form, custom, de-

cency, discipline, and a dozen other agreeable conventions. On the

actual batdefield, convention called for the attacking army to dis-

play neatly drawn up fines three ranks deep, composed of men
armed with flindock and bayonet, advancing sedately while volley-

ing, and charging with the bayonet only when very near the enemy.

The defending army was similarly drawn up, with its flanks

—

peculiarly exposed by the fine formation—^protected by nature or

by cavalry. Now an army cannot make long marches across the

^Possibly only four* since local report credited Lannes with a brief enlistment in
the regulars, and Mortier* by birth a gentleman, was offered a commission in the
narabiniers.
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country in line; it must march in columns. The great diflSculty was

to deploy from column formation to line formation on the field

of battle, and on that problem professional soldiers spent much
loving thought and drill. The Prussian army in particular could

maneuver in a plowed field or a rocky pasture with as perfect align-

ment as on a parade ground. The French army, drilled under

Guibert’s plan, abandoned this refined perfection, and sought speed

above all things., The line was still retained as the normal batde

formation, but columns were kept until the very last moment, and

the change from colximn to line was carried out roughly and hastily.

If a man got jostled into the wrong place in line he stayed there,

and made himself useful. As for parade dressing, that was a useless

luxury like overclean uniforms. Provisions were made to render

separate commands as sdf-sustaining as possible, and not too tied

down to a given base. The quality of the rank and file was im-

proved by careful recruiting and by attractive conditions for long

service. The general staff itself was carefully chosen and given real

power to unify operations. By 1792 there was already the nucleus

of an excellent army, self-reliant, willing to endure privations,

capable nf very rapid motion, ably officered by men amazingly open-

minded for professional soldiers, equipped with a matchless artil-

lery, endow^ with ample replacements and recruited cheaply

by means of universal service. All that was necessary was a com-

mander willing to abandon the delicate chesslike war of conven-

tional position, to attack where he was not expected, instead of

where good manners indicated, to follow the advice of strategists

like Saxe and Bourcet and make battle on ground most advanta-

geous to a rapidly moving army, to sacrifice men in the expensive

but, especially in surprise, effective attack by column, to adopt,

in Guibert’s words “la grande tactique, la tactique des mouvements,

ccIle qui fait gagner les combats.”^^ But even before Bonaparte,

Dumouriez, Jourdan, Hoche, and others gave proof that this new-

old army was a splendid instrument in capable hands.

The fost mondhs of the war were disastrous to France. The
steady, if extremely slow, march of the Prussians on Paris helped

make the overthrow of the monarchy possible. So slow was the

^Quoted by S. Wilkiiison, The French Army before Napoleon (Oxford, 1915)* 7A»
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Prussian advance, however, that Dumouriez, taken from the War
OflSce and given supreme command, was able to gather together an

army of some 60,000 to oppose Brunswick. That army was wholly

composed of regulars and the excellent, in large part experienced,

volunteers of 1791. Dumouriez, whatever his faults, was a good

organizer and a splendid exhortcr. From camp to camp he moved,

cheering the men, communicating to them his obvious confidence.

He had intended to hold the rough forested track of the Argonne,

which could be crossed with an army in but five passes {dejiUs).

With astonishing carelessness, he neglected one of these, that of La
Croix-aux-Bois to the north of his main position at Grandpr^ and

through this pass, seized a few days before by the Austrians, Bruns-

wick marched his army on September 18. The Argonne was turned,

and “Leonidas-Dumouriez” had apparently failed. The road to

Paris lay open before Brunswick. The next few days are remarkable,

even in military history, for the confusion and uncertainty that

prevailed in both armies and in both commanders. Brunswick kept

gingerly on towards Paris, and on the morning of September 20

his advance guard just barely sighted, to their south and east, the

French outposts on the hills of Valmy.

Dumouriez, after he had allowed his strong position in the Ar-

gonne to be turned, had sent for Kellermann, who was protecting

Chilons and the road to Paris, and fumbled with these reinforce-

ments into a rather weak position just west of Sainte-Menchould.

The two armies were at last face to face—or to be striedy accurate,

back to back. The famous batde of Valmy was no batde at all. There

was no charge, no bodily contact between troops. There was some

artillery exchange, and one Prussian shot struck some French am-

munition. The resultant explosion unnerved the nearby infantry,

but did not cause them to break. This, after the flight of Dillon’s

troops in April, was encouraging, and on the French side constitutes

the miracle of Valmy. Brunswick studied the ground thoroughly,

and finally muttered "Hier schlagen wir nicht.” Both armies drew

oflF to more orthodox positions, and waited. Dumouriez, though not

a patient man, found waiting easier than Brunswick. Rain and the

dysentery, uncertainty and lack of supplies, perhaps old age and

disgust, sent Brunswick into retreat France was saved, Dumouriez
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a hero, and Valmy a decisive batde. Actually, though the arresting

o£ Brunswick’s march was essential to the existence of the new
r^ublic, no single stroke of fate or genius, but attrition, stupidity,

and accident (so much less dramatic than fate) achieved that end.

Yet one need not begrudge the republic its Valmy. Valmy the myth

helped in a measure to breed victories that were not myths.

IV. NEW MEN

As the Revolution moved steadily to the Left, its old leaders were

stranded on what had now become the Right; and as the Revolution

could not admit a constitutional opposition, its old leaders faced

exile or the guillotine. Mirabeau, luckier than the others, died in his

bed, “of an inflammation of the bowels, caused by excesses.”^® New
men came to take the places of Mirabeau, Lafayette, du Port, the

Lameths. These new men were not wholly unknown in the days

of the monarchy, nor do they in any sense represent a suppressed

lower class. Noblemen, it is true, are rare among them. But they are

commonly men of education, even of property, trained for public

life in the clubs, in the local administrations, in the new and excit>

ing profession of journalism. No one of them seems now quite a

hero, no one seems to have mastered events. The twentieth century,

however, is hard on heroes. Two of its favorite superstitions, psy-

chology and the economic interpretation of history, are notably hos-

tile to the heroic.

In the early years of the Third French Republic, however, in the

seventies and eighties of the last century an urgent need was felt for

an adequate patron, preferably to be drawn from the great men of

the First. Robespierre’s reputation seemed hopelessly sullied by his

apparent leadership during the maddest wee^ of the Terror; fur-

thermore, he was an austere, rather priggish, person, with no Gallic

salt whatever. Danton seemed more promising material, and after a

femd of official historians, led by the late M. Aulard, had got to

work upon him, he appeared nicely refurbished, his statue faring
forth audacity and yet more audacity from a pedestal on the Boule-

vard Saint-Germain. Aulard’s successor and former disciple, the

late M. Mathiez, set to work to attack this new idol, and after

^DttmotH, Souvemrs sur Mir^ean, 308.
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twenty-four years of research and publishing of articles, has made it

pretty clear that Danton was unprincipled, venal, by no means an

ardent republican, implicated in what to a rigorous patriot must

seem treasonable negotiations with England, Prussia, and Austria,

and with all this, no very influential politician after all.^®

Needless to say, in spite of Mathiez’s work, Danton’s statue is

still firm on its pedestal, his reputation still clear in the school-

books of the Third Republic. Before the revolution Danton was a

briefless barrister at Paris, who had married the daughter of a pros-

perous restaurant-keeper. A large man, deep<hested, a ready orator,

easy and common in conunerce with his fellows, endowed with a

Rabelaisian feeling for the richness of sense-life, subject to un-

accountable fits of laziness, and undisturbed by a desire for justice,

his rise in politics was rapid. Half boss, half agitator, he made the

radical Club des Cordeliers a starting point for a career in munici-

pal politics, shared in the agitation which led to the insurrection of

August 10, and, thanks to the aid of moderates who wished to curb

the excesses of the victorious Paris Commune, found himself Min-

ister of Justice in the provisional government He was elected tri-

umphandy to the Convention, where he became a leading orator if

not an influential politician. Like Mirabeau, he did not care enough

about principles to maintain himself among men who were foolish

enough, or noble enough, to care so much about principles as to

do murder in their name. The Third Republic has apdy made
Danton great: in its disabused bourgeois comfort, among its Ferrys,

its Melines, its Poincares, he would have been quite at home. Morris,

who saw so much and so clearly, wrote in 1794 all that need be

said of him: “Danton always believed, and, what is worse as to

himself at least, always maintained, that a popular system of gov-

ernment for this country was absurd; that the people were too

ignorant, too inconstant, and too corrupt to support a legal admin-

istration; that, habituated to obey, they required a master. . . . His

conduct was in perfect unison with those principles when he acted;

but he was too voluptuous for his ambition, too indolent to acquire

^ Mathiez has conveniently said liis last word on Danton in a popular lecture, pub-
lished in his Girondins et Mon$agn»rds (Paris, 1930), 260-305.
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supreme power* Moreover, his object seems rather to have been

great wealth, than great fame.”^^

Brissot is, for the experiment in moderate republicanism, a more

important figure than Danton. He was the most conspicuous leader

of the moderate Right wing of the new assembly* Indeed, the name
Girondins by which that group is known to history was not their

contemporary name. To their enemies—until recently parties were

usually christened by their enemies—^they were known as Brissotins.

Brissot de Warville (the “W” to be pronounced in the elegant Eng-

lish manner) was a minor philosophcy a publicist or peddler of ideas,

who had the misfortune to live on into the revolution he had

preached* Not without vanity, envious of the nobility, a born in-

triguer, who could never quite admit to himself that he was an

intriguer, Brissot was yet a not unworthy man. In a time of great

opportunities for gaining dishonest wealth—^as Danton proved-4ie

lived and died a poor man.^® He wanted to make over France, and

through France the world, into a well-ordered society where the

natural superiors, the enlightened, tender-hearted men and women
should rule for the common good. He did not want to level off

society at quite as low a point as did Robespierre. The new world

had room for the decently rich. He early identified himself with

good causes, such as that of the oppressed negroes, was chosen to

die Legislative Assembly, and readily elected to the Convention.

Drawn by circumstances into partisan conflict, he showed himself

a good, unprincipled fighter, a capable party organizer. No great

orator, he left that side to the eloquent men of which his party

had, if anything, too many—^Vergniaud, Gensonn^ Guadet, Bar-

baroux. His newspaper, the Patriote fran^aisy was extremely influen-

tial, and set a model for personal journalism of opinion. Brissot’s

faults, like his virtues, are very much those of his party, and any

estimate of his position in French history depends on one’s estimate

of the Girondins.

If one holds that public opinion is the ultimate determining force

in politics, then Jean Paul Marat was a very important person in-

dted. His newspapers, the Ami du Peuplc and its continuation the

Sparks, Life of Gouvemeur Morris (Boston, 1832), 11, 424.
"E. EUery, Brissot de WorvUle (Boston, 1915), 424.
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Publiciste, enjoyed in this critical period of 1792-93 an unequaled

prestige, were, indeed, among the few papers never sold at cut prices

by the hawkers. His martyrdom at the hands of Charlotte Cotdxf
in the summer of 1793 gave his words still greater weight, and aU

through the Terror Marat lived on. Posterity—indeed, his repentant

contemporaries of 1795—^found in him a perfect scapegoat, and

he has ever since been subject to indiscriminate blackening and

occasional, rather more discriminating, whitewashing. To discuss

Marat without using evaluative terms is even more difficult than

with other men of the Revolution. If to call him mad seems to be

abusive, it may at least be pointed out that he displayed certain

eccentricities the possession of which normally makes a man some-

what trying to his companions. Thwarted in his ambitions to

figure as a great scientist, Marat came to the Revolution a middle-

aged, disappointed man nourishing a violent hatred of established

authority as represented by scientific academies, convinced that he

had been oppressed and persecuted. After a beginning as a reason-

ably moderate pamphleteer, he launched the Ami du Peuple in the

summer of 1789. From the first, that paper was shrilly extreme

vituperative, bloodthirsty, suspicious of everybody, clamorous for

revenge against the foes of the people—successively Constitutionnels,

Feuillants, Fayettists, Girondins. Marat’s program was simple and

imprecise. He wanted a democratic republic, where virtue would

triumph over vice. He did not lack cunning, and had a certain

sense for political maneuvering. He seemed to enjoy the fight for

the fight’s sake, to pour his diseased emotions into a mysticism of

hatred in which there was no peace. Only as the militant profes-

sional radical is Marat to be understood. To condemn him utterly

requires a somewhat robust faith in the finalities of this everyday

world.

To their contemporaries, it was not Danton nor Marat who stood

best for what the Revolution was trying to achieve, but Robespierre.

The nineteenth century, trying to forget that the origins of its

social order—even in England and Germany—^lay in the disrepu-

table confiscations of the great Revolution, preferred to neglect Robes-

pierre, or explain him as a bloodthirsty tyrant, an aberrant fanatic,

a malevolent freak of circumstances. Mathiez, who by temperament
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understood the Terror better than he understood twentieth-century

France sought to rehabilitate Robesperre, to make him, not Dan-

ton, the inspiration of modern uncorruped Frenchmen. Hitherto

the Robespierrists have not even achieved a statue for their hero

in Paris, a city not at all exacting in the matter of statues. Robes-

pierre before the Revolution was an inconspicuous, but not unsuc-

cessful, provincial lawyer, known as a philanthropist, a correct

young bachelor untouched by scandal, a dabbler in literature.

Rather surprisingly elected to the States-General by the commons
of his native Artois, he early took up a position of resolute radicalism

in that assembly. He made a point of speaking—or rather, of read-

ing an appropriate discourse—^as often as possible, and though at

first derided by an assembly much more jovially opportunist than

it is usually supposed to have been, he gradually won a hearing.

His real influence in these days, however, lay in the Jacobin Club,

where he early became the “Incorruptible” (not sea-green^ which is

a probably unwarranted invention of Carlyle’s). Shut out of the

L^slative Assembly by the self-denying ordinance, he managed

none the less to keep himself in the public eye, and was chosen to

represent Paris in the Convention. Here he became at once a leader

of the Mountain, and survived the bloody elimination of leaders

until, from April to July, 1794, he seemed to have attained a kind

of dictatorship.

Why did Robespierre so survive? The answer is, of course, the

clue to one’s interpretation of his character, and of such interpre-

tations there are, in spite of the objeaivity of modern history, a

very great many. Mathiez answered simply: because Robespierre

was the ablest, most practical, most farseeiug of his contemporaries.

This answer cannot here be accepted. Robespierre’s speeches, his

letters and reports are available for all to read, and from their

reading no such person as Mathiez imagined can be made out.

Robespierre survived because the Terror was in large part a religious

movement, and Robespierre had many of the qu:^ties of a second-

rate religious leader. His speeches were sermons, edifying to the

faithful, quite empty to the tmbeliever. His theology was an irreso-

lute theism, in which the Supreme Being reconciled the order of

science and the aspirations humanity aftar the cu^mary fash-
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ton of vulgar theologies with the problem of determinism and free

will. His churches were the Jacobin clubs, his congregations the few
who were “at the height of revolutionary circumstances.” To this

religious aspect of the Terror it will be necessary to return. Here it

need only be pointed out that Robespierre is less puzzling as a
preacher than as a statesman. Intolerant of opponents, very sure of

his own righteousness, his own prescience, rushing the forms of

ritual, neat, precise, ascetic, wrapj^ always in the soothing warmth
of words that evade definition, partially, and therefore fatally, in-

sulated by these words from the outside world, Robespierre in the

end exhibited that extreme inconsistency between thought and ac-

tion which, in men forced to act, is the mark either of the conscious

hypocrite or of the religious fanatic. There is no evidence that

Rc^espierre possessed cither the intelligence or the courage neces-

sary for such persistent and large-scale hypocrisy.

V. GIRONDINS AND MONTAGNARDS

In the Legislative Assembly, the Gironde had been the radical

party. The elections to the new assembly, held in September, 1792,

were, though technically free, subject to such pressure from Jacobin

clubs that none of the older conservative elements got a chance to

vote. A determined minority of convinced republicans alone voted

for members—some 750—of the Convention. In the new assembly,

then, the Gironde became naturally the conservative party, and a

new radical group, known from its position high up in the amphi-

theater as the Mountain, arose. The Gironde itself, anywhere else in

Europe, would have been a shockingly radical group. In fact, poor

Lafayette, become a reactionary in France, was clapped in prison

by the Austrians as a dangerous revolutionary when the Tenth of

August drove him into exile. Party lines had not, as has already

been remarked, anything like the rigor of modern parliamentary

practice. Yet these two groups are pretty clearly defined as to mem-
bership, their adherents met together outside the assembly, the

Girondins socially at various salons, the Montagnards more aus-

terely in the Jacobin dub, and they often voted pretty consistendy

on opposite sides of a ^ven question. Perhaps a hundred to a hun-
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drcd fifty more or less determined partisans are to be numbered on

each side. The remaining four hundred—a majority of the assembly

—is the familiar neutral^ irresolute group, to be swung by the more

aggressive minority, and known as the Plain, the Marsh, or more

scornfully yet, as the Belly.

As to the real issues between the Gironde and the Mountain,

historians are still at variance. To Aulard, the quarrel was largely

an unreal one, enflamed by bitter personal rivalries that ought never

to have arisen among virtuous republicans, and reducible solely to

the question as to whether Paris should rule France, or France

Paris.^® To Mathiez, on the other hand, the quarrel was the most

fundamental one in modern society, the class struggle between

bourgeois and proletariat. The Gironde, according to him, was the

party of the upper middle class, of the business men and bankers,

devoted to a dogmatic laissez-faire in economic life, anxious to

maintain a society stratified according to wealth, defenders of the

sacredness of private property, partisans of governmental decentrali-

zation because distrustful of governmental interference in business.

The Mountain, again according to Mathiez, though its parlia-

mentary membership was wholly bourgeois, was compelled by its

reliance on the common people, and especially on the common peo-

ple of Paris, to take up a position much nearer to modern socialism.

The Mountain stood for a strong centralized government able to

curb the imduly rich, for food-rationing, price-fixing, confiscation of

jM-operty, progressive taxation, recognition of the right of the indi-

vidual to the means of subsistence. What gave bitterness to the

struggle between the two parties was no mere rivalry of personali-

ties, but this fundamental antagonism of group interests. What
gave the Mountain its brief victory was not so much its skill at the

game of politics, as its alliance with a proletariat goaded to despera-

tion by war scarcity, and trained for direct political action by the

events of July 14, of October 5 and 6, of August 10.

If it cannot finally decide on this matter between Aulard and

Mathiez, modern history has at least destroyed for good and all

some of the myths attached to the Girondin party. Thanks largely

to the work of the poet Lamartine, the Gironde appeared to the

” Aulard, Histmre pclUique, 418.
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optimistic liberals o£ the Western world in the nineteenth century

as a group of high-minded idealists, doomed in a sordid world to

defeat through the very purity of their political lives. Actually the

Girondins were quite as unscrupulous as any other revolutionary

group. They were not too humane to shed blood; the war was

largely of their making. They were not above intrigue; they simply

intrigued with the wrong people. They had not always been mod-

erates; against the court, against the Feuillants, they and their jour-

nalists had used the language of extreme revolutionaries. They ac-

cepted the republic and they judged their king guilty of treason.

On the whole, Mathiez would seem to be right about the Giron-

dins. By the winter of 1792-93 they had got themselves identified

with the idea that the Revolution had gone far enough, that some-

how the attempt to level off all social differences, even those of

wealth, must stop. “Before August 10,” wrote Brissot in October,

1792, “the disorganizers were real revolutionists, because a republi-

can had to be a disorganizer. But the disorganizers of today are the

real counter-revolutionists. They are anarchists, levelers.”^*^

Once in this position, so evident in Brissot’s words, the Girondins

had to seek allies to the Right, even though the Right was pro-

scribed. Out of natural repulsion from the extremes of their oppo-

nents, they were more and more driven to what seemed a reac-

tionary position. The Girondins, wrote Michelet, “were so maladroit

that they finally got in a position where they seemed royalists

(which they were not).”^® They lost control of the Jacobin machine,

which after December, 1792, is almost wholly identified with the

Mountain. This meant that ultimately they lost not only Paris, but

even the provinces whose rights they claimed so ardently to defend,

and that their downfall was certain. They had not the stuff of revo-

lutionaries, though it is very difficult to put one’s finger on just what

they lacked. Luck, perhaps. Had the war gone a bit better in the

spring of 1793, had Danton been more consistently energetic, had he

been willing to work with them, then they might well have brought

the bourgeois republic safely through. Until the Gironde fell, there

was nothing inevitable about the Terror. But their luck did fail

Brissot, quoted in P. A. Kropotkin. The Great Revolution (New York, 1909). 35S.

^J. Michelet, Histoire de la Rivolutum frangaiset 3rd ed. (Paris, 1869), IV, asS.
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them. Face to face with unscrupulous opponents they lacked that

ultimate unscrupulousness which comes from very high ideals.

Lamartine was completely wrong; the Girondins failed, not because

they were too unpractical and unworldly, but because, in the rare

circumstance of 1793, they were too practical and worldly.

VI. THE FAILURE OF THE MODERATE REPUBLIC

The history of the first eight months of the new republic is the

history of the struggle between Gironde and Mountain. That strug-

gle is ceaseless, and takes on a hundred forms. It may easily be

quite confused among a host of details, and will appear more clearly,

and one hopes no less accurately, if it is seen centered on crucial

issues: the September Massacres, the trial of the king, the new con-

stitution, the conduct of the war, the prosecution of Marat, the

Commission of Twelve.

In domestic politics, the September Massacres profoundly affected

the quarrel between Gironde and Mountain just as it was coming

into the open. The quarrel had begun under the Legislative, when
the Gironde had been the war party, the Mountain the peace party.

Now the Gironde could seize upon the Massacres as a horrible ex-

ample of “anarchy,” and could blame the revolutionary Commune
of Paris for permitting, or rather, for promoting them. These tactics

drove the Mountain into defending the Commune, and therefore

the Massacres. Each side was further committed by its attitude

towards the Massacres, the one to deplore violence, the other to

extol it.

The trial of the king further separated the Girondins from the

revolutionists. For three months the Convention squabbled over

what was to be done with the royal family. The Mountain and its

Parisian allies were clear from the start. Louis was a traitor: docu-

ments discovered in an iron chest in the Tuileries after his fall

proved his correspondence with Mirabeau, with the Smigris^ his

desire to subvert the constitution. The excellent example of the

English revolutionists and Charles I showed how such kings should

be treated. The Girondins here made one of their great mistakes.

Never a well-disciplined party, they divided hopelessly on this issue.

Some of them urged clemency, others exiles others wished to refer
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the whole question to a plebiscite. What was perhaps worse, many
of them changed their minds, voting finally for the death penalty

after having aj^alcd for mercy. Their speeches are appeals to

reason, humanity, prudence, dignity, and other favorite abstractions

of the century. Their actual motive seems to have been a feeling

that the great majority of Frenchmen were still royalist, and that

therefore to execute the king would imperil the Revolution. They
were right enough in their primary assumption—^the majority of

Frenchmen were royalist. They were wrong in assuming that in

these early days of the Terror the majority counted. The trial itself,

before the full Convention as an impeaching body, was a mere for-

mality. Some of the many votes were close, but in the end the par-

liamentary discipline of the Mountain triumphed, and Louis was

condemned to death, 366 to 361, in a vote in which the question of

a possible delay complicates the estimate of a majority. A Girondin

move to postpone execution was beaten 380 to 310, which may well

be considered the decisive majority against the king. He was guil-

lotined on January 21, 1793, dying, as did most men and women
publicly executed during the Revolution, courageously.^®

The Convention had been called together, like the American con-

ventions from which it took its name, primarily to make a constitu-

tion for republican France. Actually it became, like its famous prede-

cessor the Constituent Assembly, a supreme governing body. It had,

however, at least to make a gesture towards a constitution. The
Girondins, masters of the Convention in its early days, secured a

majority on the constitutional committee, and on February 15, 1793,

Condorcet, their philosopher, presented before the Convention a

long and complicated project for a constitution. The document pro-

vided for a strong executive council, directly elected by the people,

and independent of the legislature, a unicameral legislatiure, elected

annually by a su&age universal, indeed, but extremely complicated

by provisions for what would now be called proportional representa-

tion, and a sort of national referendum on certain acts of the central

government. It is an interesting scheme; betraying a quite Jefer-

sonian distrust of the urban proletariat, and a desire to protect the

^Camille Desmoulsns and the dn Barry were striking exceptions; both died lamen-

tably.
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individual—and his property—from group-interference of any sort.

Its machinery and its phraseology are awkward, but the germs of

institutions highly popular until quite rccendy are there—^initiative,

referendum, rec^, proportional representation. Now the project

fell very flat indeed, and the whole subject of the constitution went

back to committee, where it was kept in the background until the

final victory of the Mountain. Condorcet’s failure shows how far

the Girondins’ majority had melted away by February. Their new
constitution subjected them to further effective attacks. Now more

than ever they could be pointed out as the party of the big proper-

tied interests.^

By this time the party struggle had, whatever its origins and its

wider implications, attained an intensity where personalities are at

least as important as principles, where intrigue counts more than

speeches, where the sole desire of the immediate participants is to

destroy their opponents. The war had gone nicely for some months

after Valmy. French armies had taken the offensive, Custine had

captured Mainz, and Dumouriez, after the victory of Jemappes, had

overrun Belgium. With the execution of the king, the occupation of

Belgium by France and the consequent opening of the river Scheldt

to world commerce, contrary to treaty, England, Holland, and Spain

entered the war against France. French conquests had been too

ambitious, and French armies were still incompletely consolidated.

Supply systems were inadequate, and recruiting by wholesale con-

scription had not yet brought results. Revolt broke out against the

levy of recruits in La Vend&, a rural section in the west where the

peasantry had remained loyal to church and king. French armies

were beaten in Belgium and the Rhineland. Dumouriez, badly de-

feated at Neerwinden, attempted in vain to persuade his army to

march on Paris and turn the squabbling lawyers out of office. With
a handful of officers, including the future king Louis Philippe, he
went over to the enemy.

Now Dumouriez had been a great friend of Brissot, and when
the news of Dumouriez’s treason came to Paris in March, the oppo-

sition jH-ess, headed by Marat, accused Brissot treason by proxy.

In an atmosphere of fear and suspicion much like that of the stun-

GiromUns and Montagnards, 93.
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mcr of 1792, the Gironde was held up in the Paris secUons, in the

Commune, in the Jacobin Club, in the debates in the Convention, as

conniving at allied victories, as wishing a royalist restoration, as

infamous “moderates” in a time when virtue must be white-hot.

The Gironde unluckily chose to strike back at Marat himself. In

a desperate effort they pulled together, with the aid of the Plain,

enough of their old majority to send him, though as deputy he en-

joyed parliamentary immunity, before the newly created Revolution-

ary Tribunal for having signed, as president of the Jacobin Club, a

circular calling on France to arise against a “counter-revolution.” The
Tribunal, recruited from the orthodox revolutionists of Paris, ac-

quitted Marat, and, crowned with oak leaves, he was carried back to

his seat in the Convention. The Gironde had blundered again. They

had added luster to the already brighdy shining martyr’s halo of

Marat. They had set a precedent for the abolition of the parlia-

mentary immunity enjoyed by members of the Convention.

The struggle had now gone beyond the possibility of a parlia-

mentary solution. The Girondins had set themselves against the well-

organized Jacobin minority, and had therefore to be disposed of as

other conservative groups in power had previously been disposed

of—by direct action. In sections and clubs, just as for the Tenth of

August, preparations for a rising began. On May 29 delegates from

33 of the more radical sections met together to arrange for the jfinal

stroke. The Gironde had provided their enemies with a splendid

target. On the suggestion of Barere, a peacemaker not perhaps wholly

sincere on this occasion, they had accepted the institution of an

extraordinary Commission of Twelve to investigate the activities of

the sections. The Commission, composed wholly of Girondins, was

at once accused of plotting a counter-revolution.

On May 31 a huge crowd, composed partly of the organized na-

tional guard, surrounded the meeting place of the Convention, and

sent in a delegation to demand the dissolution of the Commission of

Twelve, the arrest of the Girondin leaders, bread at 3 sous the pound,

taxes on the rich, and the creation of a revolutionary army. In spite of

this adroit mixture of political and social aims, the Convention

—

that is, the neutral Plain which determined the balance—refused to

act, limiting itself to a suppression of the Commission of Twelve.
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On June 2 a more efficiently organized mob, armed by the sections^

again surrounded the Tuileries, where the Convention met, and de-

manded the proscription of the Girondins. The Convention made a

pathetic attempt to assert its dignity and independence. Headed by

their president, Herault de S&helles, they marched out of the hall

and into the gardens. At the first gate they encountered a firm mass

of citizen-soldiers, well-armed and not to be impressed by the maj-

esty of the law. Trooping along after HA’ault, the helpless legislators

made the circuit of the gardens and were turned away at every gate.

To cries of “Vive la Montague!” and “A bas les traitres!” they went
back to their desks and voted the arrest of twenty-nine Girondin

deputies. The experiment in parliamentary government had failed.

France was under the dictatorship of the Mountain, and the Moun-
tain was under the dictatorship of the organized petty bourgeoisie

and artisanry of Paris.



Chapter Five

THE REVOLUTIONARY GOVERNMENT

I. THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE TERROR

The historian of the French Revolution may resolutely deny him*

self to melodrama, but he will not be able wholly to dismiss the

Reign of Terror. That tragedy stands proof against statistics. You
may, especially if you feel on the whole favorable to the Revolution,

point out that the twenty-odd thousand victims of guillotine, mitraiU

lades, and noyades would hardly equal the casualty list of a sound

Napoleonic victory, would be as nothing before the annual list of

victims of motor accidents in the modern world. The guillotine is

still the symbol of something darker, or brighter, and certainly more
moving, than the humble routine of war and chance. To the ene-

mies of the Revolution, as well as to the once numerous historians

with a taste for the dramatic, the Terror, of course, is the central

theme of the story. Even to the historian attempting to assume the

hopeful neutrality of retrospective sociology, the Terror acquires

an importance not to be measured by such simple quantitative tests

as the number of its victims. For in these few months of 1793-94 die

experiment begun in 1789 with confidence and almost with una-

nimity ended in the unconcealed dictatorship of a minority, in the

exaltation of the modest likes and dislikes of ordinary men into the

heroic loves and hates of men caught in the absurdities of a Cause.

The political overturn of 1789 had developed into the religious

movement perhaps miscalled the Reign of Terror.

The actual machinery of the Terror was known to its creators as

the ^‘gouvernement revolutionnaire,” the abnormal regime necessary

to preserve the Revolution from its enemies. This revolutionary

government, like the Terror of which it may be said to form the

purely political aspect, does not appear at a given moment, full-

formed and unprecedented. Just as the Great Fear and the Septem-
ber Massacres anticipate the violence of the Terror proper, so the
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growth of the Jacobin machine, the establishment of Danton’s pro-

visional government in 1792, and the increasing powers of certain

committees of the national assemblies anticipate the dictatorship

of the revolutionary government. From the establishment of the

first Committee of Public Safety in April, 1793, to the decree of

December 4 of that year, which codified the various laws creating

the new government, the machinery of the Terror was assembled bit

by bit.^ A chronological account of this process is hardly necessary

here, the more because the revolutionary government was not, save

in minor details, influenced by the accidents of its elaboration. Its six

months’ growth was not primarily dependent on party struggles, on

the clash of leaders nor on the introduction of ipovel and disturbing

factors.

Its defenders, then and since, insist that the revolutionary gov-

ernment is wholly explicable as the desperately centralized rule of

men threatened by treason at home and by military defeat abroad.

Some of the oudawed Girondins, it is true, escaped to the provinces

after June 2, and led abortive risings in Normandy, in Lyons,

Marseilles, and Bordeaux. Belgium and the left bank of the Rhine

had been evacuated, and midsummer found French armies backed

up against their own borders. Wholesale desertions had left the

actual fighting forces of the republic far below the numbers offi-

cially listed by the bureaucracy of the War Office. In the economi-

cally and culturally backward region known as La Vendee, south-

ward from Nantes, the attempt to enforce military conscription had

brought the rude and virtuous peasantry, all ignorant of their Rous-

seau, into open rebellion in support of church and king. Toulon,

the important Mediterranean naval base, was betrayed to the Eng-
lish by a royalist faction within the town.

The Girondins, however, were completely repressed by early

autumn, and their unsuccessful appeal to the provinces gave the

Mountain an oj^rtunity to damn all opponems, indeed, all critics,

of the revolutionary government with the epithet “federalist,” nowa-
days innocent and cobrless enough, but then charged with the fatal

rejM-oach of her«y. Henceforth any group-aetbn outside the new

^The ftteehanistie analogy i* no men metaplior. Carnot himself referred to tlie

revoitttimiary government as ^'cette machine politique.** Mom^ur^ XX, 114.
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revolutionary hierarchy could be stopped with a word: **Congresses

or joint meetings are forbidden you: they are traps into which the

federalist seduces the patriot”* The allies had been pushed back

from the frontier some months before the definite codification of the

revolutionary government Hoche and Pichegru had begun in No-
vember to clear the Alsatian frontier and drive the Austrians back

again towards Mainz. Even earlier, in September, Houchard at

Hondschoote had effectively stopped the Ajiglo-Austrian invasion

from the north, though there the French had not yet reassumed the

offensive. Toulon fell to the republicans in December, after a siege

in which all historians are obliged to mention the presence, on the

republican side, of artillery-captain “Buonaparte.” The Vend&ns
had made a courageous, if not very well coordinated effort to spread

their revolt. The “Catholic and royal army” was a loose aggregation

of peasants, priests, and country gentlemen, suffering from divided

leadership and a highly informal recruiting which made leaves of

absence wholly a matter of private convenience. Opposed at first by

stupid republican politician-generals and by raw troops, the Ven-

diens made some headway. In June, though for once in something

like their full strength, they were repulsed at Nantes with the loss

of their venerated leader, Cathelineau, the “wagoner of Pin-en-

Mauges.” (The objectives of the “class war” were apparently mis-

understood by the proletariat of La Vendee.) Though the war went

on throughout the Terror, with an abundance of heroism, savagery

and picturesqueness as hardy Vendeens were matched by trained

republican troops, the revolt ceased to have national importance. It

existed in the background, of course, and could always give material

for revolutionary oratory. But it was no longer, after the summer
of 1793, a serious menace to the existence of a government armed

and organized for ends neither Catholic nor royal.

All in all, the situation from which the revolutionary govern-

ment emerged was hardly worse than the situation in the summer
of 1792 had been: in a military way, things were far better than

just before Valmy; internal dissension was a bit more open, but

hardly greater; economic conditions, and especially the condition of
• Circulmre du Comiti de salut public aux comitSs de surveillance on rivoiutUmnt^s,

poftant insPtuctions pour Papplication du dicret du 14 frimaire, printed in P. "hSMOi^

tonchet, Le ffoutfemement rivoiutionnaire (Paris, 19 xa), 253.
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the poor, if slightly worse in the cities than in 1788-89^ were far

better than they were to be later under the comparatively lax and

unrevoludonary government of the Directory. But in the summer of

1792, the Gironde stood in the way of a centralized dictatorship of

the Mountain. Now the Gironde had been disposed of, the Moun-
tain could proceed to build up its dictatorship. The stress of cir-

cumstances was certainly a powerful argument in the mouths of

the organizers of the revolutionary government. But chiefly the

Pitts and Cobourgs, the fanatics, traitors, speculators, and federal-

ists—^all the bugbears of the Revolution—^have the unreal reality of

all personifications of evil, from Satan to the Money-Power. For the

government of the Terror, if originally directed against real enemies,

was in the end almost wholly directed against imaginary ones. That,

indeed, is what makes it a Terror instead of a mere government of

national defense. Against other men we may fight as men, may
Cfyon not fight against them; against devils we must fight as heroes

—

or devils.

n. THE MACHINERy OF THE TERROR

After the fall of the Girondins, the Mountain rushed through a

constitution of its own, with universal suffrage, an omnipotent uni-

cameral legislature, and a Bill of Rights rather more collectivist than

orthodox eighteenth-century Bills of Rights in Europe and America,

submitted this constitution to the people, who accepted it 1,801,908

to 11,610, and then, on October 10, 1793, finally suspended its ap-

plication until the end of the war. The govermnent of France was

to be openly and proudly revolutionary. No doubt this so-called

Constitution of 1^3 could have been m^e to accord with the aims

of the Mountain; it was a vigorously authoritarian document. But

its application would have meant a new election, and the Mountain,

even though they possessed in the Jacobin clubs an apparently in-

vincible machine for controlling votes, feared that anj^ing resem-

bling a free election would lead to the return of a moderate, and

perhaps royalist, legislature.® The revolutionary government, how-
ever, had a constitution of its own, a definite legal structure, resting

* MathicE lumself, tliottgli a toyal Moatagnard, admits tbis. Girondins st MontagnordSp
104-
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on the famous decree of December 4, 1793, and subsequent amend-

ments. This structure, far from arbitrary or shapeless, must now be

analyzed.

At its head were the two great committees of Public Safety and

General Security. Chosen by the Convention from its own mem-
bers, in theory responsible to it, holding their appointment for but

one month, the committees from their final constitution in the au-

tumn of 1793 became almost independent executive powers. Each

month their membership was automatically renewed, and though

they took care to report to the Convention from time to time, their

authority was not seriously challenged in open debate until the

collapse of the whole system with the fall of Robespierre.

Of the two, the Committee of Public Safety was the more im-

portant Its twelve members were all good Montagnards, radical

revolutionaries, educated middle-class men of respectable antece-

dents—^six lawyers, two army officers (both engineers), two men of

letters, a civil servant, and a Protestant minister. No one man—^and

certainly not Robespierre—ever assumed a predominant position

among them. The Committee of Public Safety was a sort of dicta-

torship in commission. So long as its members were held together

by that intangible but recognizable relation perhaps too litde digni-

fied as teamwork, the Committee was successful. When acute dis-

sensions broke out between the members—broadly speaking, be-

tween the ecstatically devout and the less exacting, more worldly

men of affairs—^the rule of the Great Committee was over. En-

trusted by decree of the Convention with complete administrative

powers, the Committee soon began to exercise a general supervision

over policy. It was at least as unanimous as a modern cabinet in

important matters of general concern. In some respects, however,

it was a more informal body than a modern cabinet. Each member
followed his own interests, took over certain fields, and within them

was pretty much his own master. The signature of a single member
was sufficient to validate a decree of the Committee, and many of its

acts have but one or two signatures, though really important meas-

ures were no doubt thoroughly discussed. Barere, a smooth, concilia-

tory speaker, a man thoroughly at home in parliamentary corridors,

commonly reported for the Conunittee, and served as its chief agent
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trf liaison with the Convention. Carnot and Prieur (de la C6te

d’Or), both ex-officers, busied themselves with military affiairs, from

recruiting men through the manufacture of arms and supplies to the

actual tactics of the batdefield. Carnot has emerged in history as the

great “Organizer of Victory.” Actually Prieur did the more valuable

work of organization, but Carnot seems to have had what in mod-

ern terms would be called a better publicity. Cambon took over

the finances. Jeanbon Saint-Andr4 Prieur (de la Marne), and Saint-

Just were frequently away on missions, extending the rule of the

Committee to the provinces, the armies, and the navy. Lindet did

much of the work of a Minister of the Interior. Robespierre dabbled

in most matters, and especially in foreign affairs, but always rather

above the level of mere technical knowledge or practical applica-

tion of details. There is little evidence, save the warm assurances of

M. Mathiez, that Robespierre was a great organizer, that like Calvin

or Bernard of Clairvaux, he combined spiritual gifts with practical

ones. One hardly risks exaggeration to say that during much of its

life Rerfjespierre was a sort of “front” for the Committee. The In-

corruptible enjoyed a great reputation among the faithful, and his

sermons were quite the most popubr ones delivered by revolution-

ary leaders. By an ironical turn not infrequently repeated in modern

politics, the maker of phrases survived, both in his own time and

with posterity, the makers of things.

The Committee of General Security formed the central adminis-

tration of the revolutionary police. Most great revolutions—includ-

ing most emfffiatically the present Russian Revolution—^have created

such groups, if only to cater to the popular demand for melodrama,

without which revolutions might be mere political changes. The
Committee of General Security supervised the police throughout

France, issued warrants of arrest unchecked by habeas corpus or

other limitations, had charge of prisons, administered “revolutionary

justice” through cotnitis de surveillance in the provinces. Its twelve

members lacked some the personal distinction of the members
of the Committee of PiAlic Safety. Neither the violent Amar nor

the cpiiedy envious Vadier was a personage of the first rank. Yet the

Committee of General Security always held itself to be an organ

coordinate with, ik% subemiinate to, the Committee of Public Sai^,
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and within its own elastic police functions certainly acted very

indepcndendy. At first the two committees cooperated, even meeting

together occasionally as one body. But as the Terror became more

and more a form of religious intoxication and less and less a gov*

emment of national defense, dissension broke out between the two

committees. The Qjmmittee of Public Safety set up its own “bu-

reau de police” to keep watch over the civil servants, later to enforce

the decrees of Vent6se.* The theoretical unity of the government^

never quite perfect in practice was visibly impaired by the spring

of 1794.

Under the two great committees, the ministries and the ordinary

committees of the convention were reduced to the position of derks.

So obviously usdess was the Executive Council of Ministers—^and

so hateful still to true republicans was the tide of minister—that

Carnot on April i obtained the suppression of the ministries, and

their replacement by twdve “commissions” composed wholly of

civil servants and completely without power over policy. Nor was

the great Convention itsdf in a much more powerful posidon. The
decree of December 4 had, indeed, announced that “the national

Convention is the unique center of governmental impulsion,” but

in practice the bulk of the Convention simply submitted to the dic-

tatorship of the Mountain. Parliamentary debates during the Terror

were perfunaory. The only striking sessions were those in which

reports of the great committees were read by Robespierre, Bar^e,

Amar, Billaud, Saint-Just, or another, and piously accepted. Many
of the more active and ambitious Conventionnds were absent for

long periods on executive mbsions and the milder members of the

Plain frequendy absented themsdves to avoid the painful sight

of their colleagues acting without benefit of jdulosophy. Attendance

was therefore small, not infrequendy falling below one hundred.

The Convention was still France, of course, still a symbol, and with

no Convention to listen ix> them the numerous popular delegations,

manifesters, and bbbyist groups might actually have annoyoi the

government

The indispensable links between this central government and the

* A. Ordise, Lf hurwm de Poike du amiti de Satut (Skrifter ixtgitt »
Det Norske Videnskap*—Akadmi i Oslo, Hitt—FHos. Klasse, 1910, no. 6), 188.
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local administrations were of two sorts: special agents on a definite

mission, and a permanent resident agent national. The special agents

were chiefly the reprSsentants en mission. Members, chosen by the

Committee of Public Safety and approved by the Convention, were

sent out to organize the new revolutionary government in the prov-

inces in accordance with the law of December 4, to supervise the

conscription of men and horses, to keep the armies in the field

efficient and their generals loyal, in short, to do a specific job. These

“proconsuls” were not, however, mere servants of the great commit-

tee. Nothing shows better than the great record assembled by Aulard

how technically inefficient, at least by modern bureaucratic stand-

ard% this revolutionary machine was, how far certain of the repre-

sentatives on mission set up momentary principalities of their own.®

Notably in the matter of “dechristianizadon,” representatives like

Fouch^ at Nemours went far beyond the wishes of the Committee

of Public Safety. The latter committee was never altogether con-

tented with this form of agency, preferring men without independ-

ent status. Occasionally it sent out such humbler men as confiden-

tial agents. But the spectacular work was always done by the

proconsuls. The best of them—the educator Lakan^, for instance

—

did very good work, rivaling the more benevolent intendants of

the old monarchy. What was done by the worst of them—a Carrier,

a Fouch^is pretty well known. As to their achievements with the

armies, civilian and military historians have ever since differed. To
the former, they were inspiring leaders, enemies of corrupdon,

spiritual mainstays of the common soldier who really wins the

batdes. To the latter, they were ignorant civilian meddlers, jealous

and incompetent.® As French armies were victorious both with

civilian meddling in 1794 and without it under Napoleon, history

can give no sati^ctory induedve reply.

The agents nationaux were permanent aj^indve agents of the

national government in each local circumscription, municipality

or district, charged with the “execution of the laws.” In reality,

their function was as old as the missi dominici of Charlemagne, and
is continued today in the prefect of the Third Republic They ware

*A. Aulard, Actes d% ComUS de Safut public, volt. (Farit, i889«i|^3).
^Piiippt, Armies of ike First Republic, I, s$-s7*
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simply the instruments o£ efficient government from Paris. The
monarchical experiment had set up eighty odd departments as litde

republics, and thousands of communes endowed with more than

Anglo-Saxon self-goveriunent. Against all this the agents nationaux

are a reaction towards the French tradition. Actually the revolution-

ary government lasted for too short a time, and was assembled too

rapidly, for this particular form of bureaucracy to reach its full

bloom. Notably the use of agents totally strangers in their districts

was impossible, and most of the agents were orthodox and even

violent local Jacobins who had called attention to themselves in

their clubs. A surprisingly large number of them were destined to

be respectable Napoleonic bureaucrats. Fire-eaters rarely consume

themselves.

The final stage in the purely administrative organization of the

revolutionary government is reached with the local units themselves.

The law of December 4 left the departments, always a bit less

warmly revolutionary than the smaller units, with no real powers,

and concentrated authority in the more radical districts and mu-
nicipalities. To each of these local units was attached an agent na-

tional, and the entire personnel of each was thoroughly “purified”

by the representatives on mission. These purifications, often pretty

drastic, were carried through with the advice of local politicians,

and resulted in the elimination of all recalcitrant elements. A suit-

able republican ceremony usually accompanied these arbitrary dis-

missals and replacements, lending to the whole transaction the

grace of the General Will. The local Jacobin club—^itself thoroughly

purified of priests, aristocrats, federalists, profiteers, lukewarm pa-

triots and other undesirables—^would be convoked, commonly in a

ci-devant church, listen to a few oration^ and finally to a list (tf

local officials worthy of retention, another of the unworthy, a third

of the new men suggested to suj^lant those cashiered. With ap-

propriate shouts and boos the sovereign people—rarely more than a

small fraction of the adult male population—woidd signify its

acquiescence.

llie Jacobin dubs, now usually called socUtis poptdaires, thus

formed the rather narrow base of the pyramid of revolutionary

government. Under the Terror they no longer seem like the tirdess
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and remorseless pressure group that destroyed the monarchy. The
victorious clubs could hardly attempt to undermine the government

they had created, whose leaders indeed were still leaders in the clubs.

The socUUs poptdaires served as centers for the new revolutionary

cult; they formed a reservoir from which the government could

draw civil servants; they managed to get done a certain amount of

cooperative work in aid of the beleaguered fatherland—collecting

saltpeter, assembling medical supplies, caring for wounded veterans,

distributing frod, and similar tasks familiar to those who have lived

through the last democratic war. But they were tame enough in their

relations with constituted authority, and their total active member>

ship was perhaps even smaller than in the days when they were in

opposition.

The disputatious course of the ordinary law could hardly suit

so convinced an admijoistration as that of the Terror. The judicial

organization of the revolutionary govermnent was developed on the

same footing as its ocecudve organization. Ordinary cases—even

during the Terror there were ordinary cases at law—went through

the courts as established by the G>nstituent Assembly. Any political

offense, however, any act, word, or even thought directed against

the omnipotent Mountain, came under the jurisdiction of “revolu-

tionary justice.” The Supreme Court of the system was the Revolu-

tionary Tribunal of Paris. Established as early as March, 1793, to

deal with the enemies of the Revolution more expeditiously than

ordinary courts could, this Tribunal took on its final form in Octo-

ber of fftat year. It had sixteen judges and sixty jurors, both paid

by the state; and was by the Law of 22 Prairial^ divided into four

sections to handle the press of constandy increasii^ business. At first

its proceedings were recognizably those of a court of law, with the

accused having die right to obtain counsel, to give evidence, to cross-

examine. As time weiU: on and men had fewer doubts as to the

adequacy of the inner light, the proceedings became mere ptdilic

pillorying of the already condemned. Death was the only sentence.

Occasionally a touch of sentiment—gray hairs, a sobbing daughter

Jacobins bad in October^ i 79t* introduced tbeir new calendar, freed from
Cbristian superstitions. See below p. 150 for an explanation of this type of dste. It

h really impossible to annd tbJa re^otknary nonMmclature, confusing It is.
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—^would win over the jury, but such touches were rare. Of the 2,559

condemnations pronounced before the Ninth Thermidor, Wallon

insists that “you cannot find ten, you caimot find two pronounced

for crimes punishable with death in the penal Code.”®

Similar tribunals were set up in certain provincial centers. Ordi*

nary courts were p)ermitted to try cases rSvolutionnairement, wiA-
out juries and without appeal. In the disturbed sections, La Vend^
the Lyonnais, the Gironde, special commissions applied what was
practically martial law even to non-belligerents. These tribunals and

courts were supplied with prisoners by the comitis de surveillance^

commonly known as revolutionary committees, set up in theory at

least in every commune, and working under the general direction

of the Committee of General Security at Paris. TTiese committees,

commonly voluntary in origin, formed by professional agitators and

sincere patriots to keep an eye on local enemies of the Revolution,

were regularized by the law of March 21, 1793, which ordered their

formation in every conunune and in every section of large towns and

entrusted them with the pursuit of “suspects.” They were the most

efficient agents of the Committee of General Security.® They were

the real shock troops of the Revolution, and in the closer study of

what is left of their papers—a study hitherto neglected—the infinite

variety of the Revolution in the provinces will doubtless become

more evident.

Now simply as a form of governmental machinery, this gouveme^

ment rivolutionnaire was far from perfectly designed to further un-

impeded centralization. For the separation of powers dear to the

theorists of the Constituent Assembly was substituted not a coordi-

nation, but a confusion of powers. The dictatorship in commission

depended on the steady agreement of twelve men. The functions

and mutual relations of the two great committees were never exactly

defined. The representative on mission were constantly exceeding

thdr instructions. There would seem justification for Mathiez’s

remark that “the dictatorship of the Mountain, individualistic in

its essence, was never a complete dictatorship, an organic dictator-

•H. Walloii, Histoire du Tribunal Rivotutumnaire de Paris (Paris, i88a), VI, 14$,
*G. BcUoni, Le comUi de snreii ginirale de la Contfention noHonale (Paris,
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ship.”*® Yet the incompleteness of the dictatorship was not very

evident to the victims of the guillotine, to the frightened moderates,

to the masses who could not maintain their customary indifierence

to politics. Only in the retrospect of history does the dictatorship

seem imperfect. We know now the dissensions which made the fall

of Robespierre inevitaUe. But for the few months of its height^ the

government of the Terror was far more effectively one than would

appear from an analysis of its institutions. The clue even to the

revolutionary government is not to be found in its machinery, but

in the temper of the men who ran it

ni. THE ORGANIZATION OF VICTORY

What did this revolutionary governihent do? For one thing, it

defeated the enemies of the republic. French patriotism reached

frantic heights in the famous decree of August 23, 1793, requisi>

tioning in principle every Frenchman and Frenchwoman until the

enemy were driven from the land: “Young men will go to the front;

married men will forge arms and transport foodstuffs; women will

make tents, clothes, will serve in the hospiuls; children will

tear rags into lint; old men will get themselves carried to public

places, there to stir up the courage of the warriors, hatred of kin^
and unity in the republic.”** The military conscription fell upon
unmarried men and childless widowers between 18 and 25 years

of age. No one was permitted to hire a substitute. Detailed provi-

sions organized the whole country as a vast camp. Modern demo-

cratic war had begim in earnest

The application of this decree lay with the revolutionary govern-

ment, first of all with Carnot and Prieur on the Committee of

Public Safety, Science and industry were jwessed into service.

Monge, Berdiollet, Hassenfratz and other distinguished scientists

a>lla^ated widi the committee to improve the qu^ty and quantity

of iron and steel poduction. Workmen were conscripted from other

trades and sent into government armories. Saltpeto*, indispensable

for the produetton gunpowder, and hitherto imported from

abroad, was secured in adequate amounts by a sort of saltpeter

Hatlues, ^La R^vOltitioii Aimalis ip la Riv^uOtm
0933), X, 18-

XVII, 47s.
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"drive.” Cdlars, walls and similar dark damp spots were scraped by

volunteers from the clubs, and hastily trained amateur chemists

a^embled these raw materials. At Paris alone, 258 fra'ges were

orected in the open air, producing some thousand gun barrels a day.

Shoes, uniforms, medical supplies in hitherto unheard-of quantities

—for armed forces of France now first exceed the million mark,

at least on paper—were obtained by means of large-scale business

organization.^^ Some scandal there wa% some profiteering, some

shoes made with paper soles instead of leather, some inefficiency

and delay, but on the whole the job was creditably and quickly

done. Patriotism would not stand for shirkers. Malingering youtlu

subject to the draft were reported to the authorities. To save leather

for the defenders of the fatherland, good citizens clumped to their

offices in wooden shoes. To feed the armies, patriots at home ab-

stained from wheaten bread, from sugar and other luxuries.

Under Carnot and Prieur was completed the long-delayed amdt-

game of the various elements of the French armies—professional

soldiers of the old royal army, volunteers of ’91 and ’92, conscripts

of ’93 and ’94. Under the Terror something like stability of discipline

was attained, and in all but the highest ranks security of conunand.

In these years the great Napoleonic officers received their training

as subalterns. For officers in supreme commands the Terror was,

indeed, far from a period of security. Supervised at every point by

representatives on mission, constandy hounded by the Committee

of Public Safety, subject to the merciless democratic p'essure for

victory, threatened with the guillotine if defeated, or even if stale-

mated, the generals in command of the armies of the republic were

in no enviable posidon. Carnot himself can hardly have been a

comfort m his generals. He was an impadent man, he lacked ex-

perience on the batdefield, and his plans were sometimes a bit too

complex for mere three^iimensiond batdes. “He was never able

to adapt his means to his end and to fill the abyss between con-

ception and execution.”** Yet he forms the necessary link between

^ThU emergency organka^oa of indiifttry lielped to lay tlie fotuuk^ms for tibe

ttiodern French economic aUtc, and leems, indeed, to have been planned partly from
the point of view of economic nationaliam. G. Ridmrd, Le comiii de saimt public et Us
fitbrications ds gntrrs (Parit, ipaa), 804.
^General Maugin in HistoUs de /a Hotipn fremgaise, ed. G. Hanotaux (Park*

' VIII,
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the ideas of Guibert and the practices of Napoleon. His instructions

to the generals insist that the new armies must always assume the

ofiensive, that they must attack in masses but always at certain

specific points, never along a whole line, that they must, if necessary,

run certain risks of dispersion in order to converge on the enemy
when he least expects them, that they must work swifdy towards

decisive victories, never stringing out a war of positions in the

eighteenth-century manner.

On the whole, the armies of 1794 achieved his alms. The autumn
of 1793, as has already been remarked, saw the advance of the

allied armies stopped at the frontiers. All during the bitterest

months of the Terror, French armies were fighting victoriously on
foreign soil, driving back the allies and spreading the new gospel

to conquered peoples. In May the English were thoroughly beaten

at Tourcoing, and in June the greatest revolutionary victory, at

Fleurus, cleared the way for the reconquest of Belgium. On the

Rhine the successes of the winter were continued in the spring.

By midsummer the whole left bank was again French, and the

Prussians, worried over Poland and facing a cessation of subsidies

from England, had made secret overtures for peace. In the Alps

and in the Pyrenees slight successes at least paved the way for

future French expansion.

Perhaps the Terror had made the victories possible; (%rtaiidy the

victories made the continuation of the Terror impossible. Yet there

is possUtly less connection between the Terror and the military

situation than the schod of Aulard has maintained. After all, most

of the phenomena of the great national requisition of 1793 are fa-

miliar enough to those who lived through the war of 1914-1918.

Centralization d power was evident enough then, even in the fed-

eral re{Miblic of the United States, yet there was no Terror. Some-

thing of the ac{rianation of the Terror, indeed, is to be found in the

war, but not all. The search must go beyond Aulard.

rv. THE ECONOMIC EXnJWATlON

Mathiia extended the search for an explanation of the Toror
from military circumstances to economic conditions. To him, the

revolutbnary government was a premature and incomjdete dictator-
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ship of the proletariat: premature since it had been quite inade-

quately prepared for by the essentially individualistic ideology of the

eighteenth century and since modern industrial society had scarcdy

yet begun to shape itself in France; incomplete, since it was led

and achieved, not by proletarians, but by the middle<lass Mountain.

An economic dictatorship it was, however, aiming through price-

fixing and redistribution of land at a democratic republic without

extremes of wealth or poverty.** The economic interpretation of

history was at its most fashionable peak when Mathiez wrote. The
prestige of the theory in its naked form has declined a litde, and

one may safely suggest that the Terror cannot wholly be explained

in terms of the Marxian class struggle as that struggle appeared

to most of the followers of Marx. The economic difficulties facing

the revolutionary government, however, if they do not explain the

Terror, are certainly part of the whole situation from which the

Terror grew, and they are sufficiently similar to modern economic

difficulties to be interesting today. A brief oudine of the economic

activities of the revolutionary government should, on the tradi-

tional precedence of induction over deduction, come before an at-

tempt to test the validity of Malhiez’s theories in this matter. These

may be summarized briefly under the assignats and sales of na-

tional goods, the maximum, and the decrees of Ventose, year ii.

The sale of the confiscated lands of the clergy had been conceived

by the Constituent Assembly as a financial measure, as a means

of securing the assignat, rather than as a means of distributing

wealth more evenly, of giving land to the landless peasants. That

assembly did indeed admit “the happy increase, above all among the

inhabitants of the countryside, of the number of landowners” as an

ideal to follow, but the conditions of the sales—competitive biddii^

sales in fairly large parcels of land, cash payment of a portion of

the purchase price—all favored the capitalist buyer.*® The Conven-

tion really altered these conditions very litde. When the goods dE

the imigris were confiscated and put on the market, an attempt

was made to serve the ends of social justice by making it possible for

the “poor sans-culottes” to acquire lands. Heads of families in ccmi-

** Mathiex*! ideas cm this stibject are best sammed up in Ws important La vU Mtm
s# U mouvement soM soum h Terror (Paris^ *9^7)*
*®M. Marion, La vanta dis Urns nctumams la R4voluiicn (Paris, xpoS), ts*
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mimes where no common lands existed were given the right to pre>

empt 500 livres’ worth of land without entering the auctions, and

given 20 years to pay for it. But very few landless peasants took

advantage of this provision.^* The whole operation served to benefit

chiefly die moneyed middle classes, who acquired all the urban

properties, and much of the rural properties of the church and emi*

grant nobles, and exploited these acquisitions as absentee landlords.

Where peasants did gain—and over the whole of France their acqui>

sitions were very omsiderable, exceeding those of the middle classes

in some departments—the gains went mostly to already prosperous

peasants, men of the middle class in all but manners, men converted

by their gains to an economic and political attitude essentially con*

servative. Division of commons among those who had rights in

them, revision of earlier eighteenth-century divisions which had

benefited the seigneur, above all resales in small lots by capitalists

who had bought in big lots, all aided in the process of dividing

French soil among small and middling proprietors, in creating the

agricultural France which even today contrasts so markedly with

industrial England and Germany.^^

If the sales of national goods, by helping build up a numerous

class of urban and rural capitalists, contributed eventually to the

stability of a capitalist France, they did not at the moment save

the currency, symbol of commercial int^ity. Taxes still came in

rather slowly, loans were quite impossible, and war expenses were

constandy mounting. The government could pay its bills in but one

way; it printed assignats, printed them without regard to the value

the nationalized lands. Prices rose rapidly, and wages followed

them much less rapidly. By the spring of 1793 the general dislocation

oi ecojHimic life had [woduced actual find shortages. The money
inccnnes of a large number of the working classes in town and

country alike were barely adequate to buy bread alone. A continued

unchedced rise of prices threatened such people with starvation.

^ MftHon* Venies d0s hient fut^onaux, ^04.

"Redierchef rdattvet i la r^te de# Metta nationattx/*
d*hisU>we mp^eme (t^aS), III, at4>i6. M, Lefebvre will not admit, however, that the
Revoltitum satiaiied die peatanta. They really wanted, he maintaina, some such divialoii

of great estates as has recently taken place in parts of Central Euro|»e. This the Con-
vention failed to give diem, and they therefore lost interest in the Revolution, abandon-

it to ^ bonrgeoiiue.
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Now QO modem government can prosecute a popular war with

citizen armies while permitting large numbers of civilians to starve.

The logic of the situation established by the decree of August 23,

requisitioning all France to beat the enemy, implied that deliberate

organization should be substituted for the haphazard play of supply

and demand. For months the discontented poor, led in Paris by the

party of the Emag^s, had been urging the leaders of the Mountain

to put a stop to speculation in money and in things, to monopolists

and war profiteers, to fix prices so that rich and poor alike could

povision themselves in the markets. In May a somewhat reluctant

Convention decreed a maximum of prices on certain grains. This

proved difficult of administration, and annoyed business men -with-

out appeasing the workers. After continued agitation, a law was

passed on September 23, 1793, setting up a general and consistent

maximum on all important commodity prices and on wages

throughout France. Commodity prices were to be determined in

each department on the basis of 1790 prices flus one-third\ allowance

was made for maximum profits for middlemen; wages were simi-

larly fixed at the 1790 level plus one-half. The economic dictatorship

of the Terror as finally evolved included also government requisi-

tion for military purposes at the official maximum^ municipal or

district requisitioning to feed civilians, with suitable apparatus of

bread-cards, meat-cards and so on, the establishment of a common
pain d’igaliti, a relatively coarse bread made from mixed flours, the

forbidding of fine white bread and patisserie^ closing of the Stock

Exchange, general supervision of foreign trade and foreign exchange

by the government at Paris, and a number of similar coUectivistic

measures. Superficially, at least, economic laissez-faire was ended.

Controversy over the results of this economic policy has been

fully up to the standard bitterness of historical writing on the

French Revolution.** The nineteenth century in particular was

horrified at the indewnt touches of socialism discernible in the

work of the Convention, at the scandalous concern of the govern-

ment for the incompetent poor. In these days of plentiful economic

planning one ought to be able to approach the maximum with a
“For a tiostile view, see M. Marion^ Histoire finenci^re de la France (Paris,

ni» i99*stti for a favorable view, see J. Jaor^, Hisioire socudisie 4e la

Rivolution fran^aise, ed. A. liaUuea (Paris, i9ss-t9S4)s VIII, 360-371*
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certain degree of detachment. Now the whole price-fixing program

was forced on the government by political pressure from the sans-

culottes of the larger cities, and especially by the organized Com-
mune of Paris and the party of the Enrages; it was never whole-

heartedly accepted by the bourgeois of the Mountain. In practice,

the maximum encountered all kinds of difficulties. An immense

amount of bureaucratic labor was necessary to produce the sched-

ules, as the slightest dip into the papers of the committees in charge

will show: “Papiers: Grand aigle, superfin double; Grand aigle, fin;

Grand aigle; Colombier superfin; Colombier; Chapelet; Grand-

J&us superfin; J&us; Grand raisin; Medien; Carre fin double;

Carre fin d’imprcssion; Lombard; Carre moyen; Carre buUe; Ecu;

Couronne; Telli^e; Romain; Pot; Bas i homme; Gris, pour en-

vdoppe; Raisin bleu; Raisin cn couleur; Carre bleu”—^and for each

of these in producing departments of France a cost price, a selling

price in all departments.^® Do this for dozens of commodities—the

textiles in particular are bewildering—and you will have a mass of

papers quite impossible of assimilation by so inexperienced a gov-

ernment as the hastily centralized gouvernement rivolutionnaire.

The maximum was simply not rigorously enforceable. Nothing

shows how completely modern commercial freedom had already

supplanted medieval notions of regulation, how thoroughly the es-

sential spirit and habit of laissez-faire had penetrated into eight-

eenth-century France than the widespread resistance to the maxi-

mum, Even the petty artisans—shoemakers, milliners, potters, and

such like—who had welcomed the maximum as a means of cheap-

ening their food, were deeply grieved at the necessity of selling

their own products at a fixed price. Secret sales above the maximum
were common, and the gossip and documents of the time are as full

of such violations of the law as was the America of the 1920’s of boot-

legging. The peasants were particularly aggrieved by the prohibi-

tion of special profits accruing to agriculture in war time. They

often refused to bring their products to market, stored them, even

destroyed them. The government was forced to requisition with

troops and special police, and to loosen the bonds of the maximum

**A. Codiin and C Charpeotier, Actfs du gmvrrnemmi rSvedutimnaire (IFart*,

»9ao), I, 469.
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for farmers. Local application of the various rules diSexed greatly

over France. The maximum of wages varied from commune to com-

mune, and occasioned much competition for labor between com-

munes, especially at harvest time. The more one studies local his-

tory, the more the efficient economic dictatorship of the government

of Paris is seen to be a myth.

Yet the maximum, viewed simply as an emergency measure of

war rationing, was undoubtedly a successful move in a crisis, and it

certainly was an interesting and courageous economic experiment.

Thanks to the maximum, the assignat was saved for the time, and

actually appreciated somewhat during the Terror, The very lowest

classes were able to buy food, were not thrown onto public charity.

The government was able to do its own buying in a market fairly

completely under its control. The great scandals of army purveying

do not date from the height of the Terror. How well, in spite of all

difficulties, the assignat and maximum combined to make possible

the success of the levie en masse is not fully apparent unless con-

trasted with the horrible misery of the winters of 1795 and 1796,

when with price-fixing abandoned and economic liberty restored

the assignat fell to one-four-hundredth of its face value, and old

misery and new wealth appeared in extremer forms on the streets

of Paris.

If the maximum was hardly more than a measure of war ration-

ing, comparable to similar measures in unsocialistic America of

1917-18, the decrees of Ventosc are unmistakably attempts to alter

the distribution of wealth in a permanent way. A series of decrees

passed on the 8, 13, and 23 Ventose, year ii, on the initiative of

Saint-Just and Robespierre, provided that the three himdred thou-

sand “suspects” should be tried as soon as possible by six spodal

popular commissions, that the communes should draw up lists of

indigent sans-cutottes, that the Committee of Public Safety, fur-

nished with lists of the guilty suspects and the iimocent poor, should

supervise the distribution of the property of the former among the

latter. The government therefore, proposed to attain by ffirect

interference with the distribution of wealth a greater dcgr«; of

economic equality among its citizens. This has been sufficient to

secure for Robespierre praise or blame as a precursor of socialism.
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Mathicz is not far from attributing Robespierre’s fall to this bold,

farsighted, but unhappily premature attempt to found a socialist

commonwealth, A coalition of injured capitalist interests brought

about the Ninth Thermidor,^

The decrees themselves never got much beyond formal enactment.

Only two of the popular commissions were set up, and the bureau-

cracy had barely got to work on the lists of eligible sans-culottes^

when the fall of Robespierre brought an end to the Terror and to

Utopia. Public opinion—that is, the opinion of the Jacobins, the only

group allowed to express an opinion—^seems on the whole to have

been in favor of these decrees.*^ Yet the Jacobins themselves were

middle-class property owners. They would certainly not be socialists

today. The truth is that they were not socialists then. The French

Revolution did confiscate private property and it did fix prices.

But it fixed prices largely as a measure of war rationing in the first

great modern war to involve civilian as well as military organiza-

tion; and from the first confiscation of church property in 1789 right

through the decrees of Ventose, its leaders were careful to explain

that they were not infringing the sacred right of property. “The
revolution brings us to recognize this principle, that he who has

shown himself the enemy of his country cannot be allowed to own
land . . , the property of patriots is sacred, but the goods of con-

spirators are available for the unfortunate poor,”^ Priests, nobles,

federalists, ostentatiously rich men, gamblers, adulterers, misanthro-

pists, men indifferent to politics—these and many others were not

members of the French Republic, were, indeed, its enemies, and

their property was subject to confiscation just as enemy property

is subject to confiscation in war time. The economic ideal of Robes-

pierre and fellows was a sort of greengrocer’s paradise, a society

of small shopkeepers and landowners, where no one would be very

rich and no one be very poor. This rough equality was to be attained

^A. Matblez, Cirondtnt et Montagnards, M. Lefebvre, on whom Mstbtex’t

mantle has apparently fallen^ thinks that the master exaggerated the importance of

these decrees of Ventbae. See a review by L. Jacob, Anmkt historiques d§ ta RivotuHon
franqoise Oqss), X, tyS.

*^For instance, IL Schnerb, ^’api4icatio& des d^ets de ventbse dans le district

de Thiers,” Annahs historiques de la RSvalution fraa^aise (tgag), VI, 33. C3nriotisly

enough, the indigent themselves were a bit distnistfut Many, according to M. Sebnerb,
Uiought the government wanted their names in order to transport them out of France.

^Speedi of Saint-Jnst, S Veatdae, year II, Momtear, XIX, 6S. The italics are mine.
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and kept, not by collective ownership of capital, not by government

regulation of industry, not even by progressive income taxes, but,

once the first lift of the Terror was given, by the force of republican

morality among a fit people.

All revolutions are risings of the have-nots against the haves, of

the under dog against the upper dog; but not all revolutions are

risings of proletarians against capitalists. Recent writers like M.
Gaxotte, who see in the Terror a rehearsal for the Commune of 1871

and the Russian Bolshevik Revolution are abusing mere superficial

analogies. However accurately the crude economic interpretation

of history may apply to the latter movements, it hardly applies at

all to the Terror of 1794. The simple fact, and one that needs re-

iterating in a time when economic problems seem to many the sole

problems, is that the men who made the Terror were not thinking

in terms of economics, were not even, incredible though it may seem,

lusting in terms of economics.

V. THE STRUGGLE OF THE FACTIONS

They were, of course, lusting partly in terms of power. The
actual give and take of daily political struggle cannot wholly be

neglected by one who is attempting to explain the Terror. If the

machinery of the revolutionary government was already pretty

well constructed by the autumn of 1793, the uses to which that

machinery would be put depended on who got control of it. Now
all political struggle is a struggle among human beings, creatures at

times capable of extraordinary consistency of purpose, whether de-

termined by ideas or by interests, but also at times subject to whims,

to inconsistencies, above all to the strangest and most inexplicable

feelings of attraction or repulsion towards certain of their fellows.

The grandest philosophy of history must make room for these per-

sonal emotions. The neatest theory of the Terror will fall flat if it

omits the crescendos of hatred—hatred of persons, not just hatred of

ideas—which accompanied the logical development towards a dic-

tatorship of the elect Marat, at least, having been raised to the

Pantheon by the dagger of Charlotte Corday, no longer complicates

the prdilem. Robespierre, however, undoubtedly felt a contemptu-

ous hatred for Danton, for HSxrt a somewhat milder scorn. Mere
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survival, perhaps, has set Robespierre up as the typical Jacobin, and

this survival was perhaps determined more by the deiiniteness and

intensity of his hatreds, and by the strength of his desire to stay in

power, than by his typicalness as a Jacobin. History has then read

into the ambitious sociological concept of the Jacobin religion what
is after all mere ambition and inexplicable individual spite. Such

a plight always faces history, and is perhaps less serious in the

French Revolution than at other times.

For on the whole its struggles are group struggles; and if the

group have any reality at all, that reality must be an objective thing,

not something hidden in the consciousness of an individual. It is

true that the conflicting groups of 1794 arc not great parties nation-

ally organized, but groups so restricted in numbers, so little asso-

ciated with general ideas and a program that they are commonly

called after their leaders—^Robespierrists, Dantonists, H^bertists. It is

true that since the Jacobin dictatorship had destroyed free speech

and the whole apparatus of democratic elections, the political strug-

gle was the peciiliarly intense and unabstract struggle of intimates.

Yet the eventual triumph of the group whose titular head was

Robespierre seems not wholly accidental, not wholly to be dissevered

from the curiously logical course which from May, 1789, had suc-

cessively sacrificed the court, the Constitutionnels, the Fcuillants and

the Girondins to a group ever smaller, more determined, and more
virtuous.

The late autumn of 1793, the winter and early spring of 1794

witness the final shaping of the revolutionary government and the

struggle for its control between groups never accurately delimited,

never i^tly organized, often split up into subgroups, but none the

less distinguishable. These may be described as the government,

centering in the two great committees (Robespierrists), the “In-

dulgents” or “citra-revolutionaries” (Dantonists), and the “ultra-

revolutionaries'* (HSxrtists).

Now the government had certain definite assets. It was already

in o£Bce^ had ccmtrol the invaluable Jacobin network of popular

societies, and was banning to build up its own provincial bureau-

ttacy. The menfl)ership of the two great committees included the

most distinguywd and capable leaders of the Mountain, and in the
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Incorruptible Robespierre the government possessed a leader o£

great popular prestige, a name which, before the Ninth Thermidor

completdy blackened it, enjoyed a power comparable to that later

given to names like Lloyd George and Clemenceau. Most important,

the government was for the most part composed of earnest Jacobins,

men genuinely convinced of their mission to realize a democratic

repubhc, to incorporate on this earth the aspirations of their century

of Enlightenment, determined men, religious men. Their rule was

brief, for their faith was brief, and without the consecration of a

tradition. But their triumph over other groups is at bottom a tri-

umph in public life of qualities which men have commonly re-

garded as virtues in private life—^honesty, conviction, hard work,

austerity.

The group loosely held together around Danton were a different

lot—political adventurers, journalists, bankers, contractors for army

supplies, men of affairs. Most of them perhaps were reasonably de-

cent men, sincerely attached, like Danton himself, to the France

of Rabelais if not to the France of Calvin, men of the kind who
later gave a characteristic tone to the nineteenth-century democ-

racies of Western Europe, and America, men of the world, which

they persist in finding not a bad world. But the Dantonist group

included influential men who were outright scoundrels, men who
proposed to use the machinery of the Terror to enrich themselves,

and these men involved the whole group in rtun. There can be no

doubt now that Chabot, Julien of Toulouse, Basire, Fabre d’Eglan-

tine—even Danton himself perhaps—were parliamentary corrup-

tionists, that an afiair like that of the Compagnie des Indes is com-

parable to the Panama scandals of the Third Republic, to the Teapert

Dome affair in the United States.®* The inevitable policy towards

which such men were drawn was a demand for the abatement of

the Terror. The Government was obviously usiii^ the Terror as a

means of social and political discipline which would make the kiml
• great work here wems tmaasailable. In tbo Etudes Rdbespierristest

I» La cormpHcn partemeniaire sous la Tsrreur (and edition, Paris, 19^7)1 II» La
conspiratum de Vitraager (Paris, 1918), and in Un proems de corruption sous la

Terreur, L*affa*re de la Compagnie des Tndes (Paris, igao), be has ^oved that many
of the Dantonists were guilty of fraud, forgery, larceny and similar crimes. The
nmst one can now do for Danton himself is to claim, as is sometimes claimed fw
Warren Harding, that he was an easyHP>ing man tnts^ hy his friends, Idind to their

misdeeds.
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of lives these men wished to lead impossible. 'With the founding of

Desmoulins’s Vieux CordeUer in December, 1793, they began an

organized campaign for a reign of clemency. Hesitandy the mod-
erates b^an to rally to their side. On the streets, in the caf^ even

in the Convention, men began to murmur against the dictatorship.

The group known as the H^rtists is even more disparate than

the previous group. Its nucleus, centering around H^rt, Ron-

sin, Momoro, Bouchotte was a rather crudely organized ward
machine in certain Paris sections which had a particular hold on the

war department, and threatened the government’s hold over the

Paris municipal government, the famous Commune. These men
were boisterous patriots, friends of the common man, violent ene-

mies of Christianity, expert mouthers of revolutionary slogans, but

astonishingly devoid of social or economic ideas. Many of them

were quite as corrupt in morals as any of the Indulgents. Hebert

himself, proprietor of the first of yellow journals, the foul-mouthed

Phe Duchesne, was an empty-headed but not empty-handed adven-

turer. Jaur» himself sums up the program of this friend of the

people as “incoherence et neant.”®* 'Working with the Hebertists, or

at least working against the government, was what was left of the

group known in 1793 as the Enrages. Led earlier by such men as

Varlet and Roux, this Parisian group had imposed the maximum
on an unwilling Mountain, had announced the overthrow of the

rich by the poor, had sketched briefly a program of proletarian

revolt much more in accordance with our modern notions of the

class struggle than the blusterings of H^rt. Roux himself fdl

victim to the Hebertist Chaumette, procureur of the Commune, but

some of the elements of the Enrag^ group seem to have made com-

mon cause with their former enemies in the early spring of 1794.

Finally, in this group of ultra-revolutionaries most be numbered a

misceUany of crairks, the lunatic fringe rej^esented by the Prus-

sian baron Cloms, the “Ambassador of the Human Race,” pos-

sibly, too, a cotain nund)er of agents provocateurs hired by imigrSs

and moderates to stir up revolutionary passions to the pitch of self-

destruction. Rc^pierre at least affeaed to believe that most of the

“ultras” were hired with Pitt’s gold to discredit the revolution by
Jftttr^, HUtvirf toctaliite, VIII, ^67.
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their extreme demands. The whole group was distasteful to the

government, first because the government was after all composed

of educated men never in real sympathy with the noisy proletariat^

second because the government was always a bit jealous of the Paris

Commune, and third because the government, keenly aware of the

religious situation in the country, feared the worst from the in-

transigent priest-baiting constantly carried on by the Hcbertists and

their allies among the representatives on mission. Many of the ab-

surdities of social life during the Terror—^absurdities to be encoun-

tered in the next chapter—are, it must be admitted, Hebertist in

origin rather than orthodoxly Jacobin.

^er these two groups the government triumphed in March and

April, 1794, by means of a very old political trick; they played one

off against the other. First they used Indulgent support to secure

from the Convention the indictment of the H^rtists before the

Revolutionary Tribunal—an indictment which meant death. Then,

within a few weeks, they appealed successfully to the frightened

Convention for the indictment and death of Danton and his friends.

Against the Hebertists they could rely on the latent but real distrust

of the provinces for Paris. The decisive weakness of the “ultras” was

their identification with the city of Paris. Against the Dantonists

they could and did prove a sufBcient number of criminal acts to send,

in those uncritical and excited times, the whole lot to the guillotine.

Modern democracies, their first fervor gone, no longer punish with

death such offenses as larceny, fraud, malfeasance in office; but even

modern democracies rarely make permanent heroes of those guilty

of such offenses, or keep them forever in office.

The destruction of the two great batches of condemned “ultras”

and condemned “citras” did not completely eliminate either of the

groups. Indeed, a coalition of what was left of the two groups, with

discontented members of the government itself, broke down the

whole revolutioitary system four months later. But in the mean-

while the opposition was thoroughly cowed. The government of die

great committees was supreme. The greatest of the revolution-

ary experiments was at its height The Republic of Virtue had come

at last



Chapter Six

THE REPUBLIC OF VIRTUE

I. THE UTILE THINGS

The Terror does not really seem extraordinary until it is seen to

touch ordinary men and common things. Even during years which,

like the early eighteenth century, seem in retrospect a bit dull, the

great and their associates lead varied and interesting lives. Court

intrigue, wars, private adventures furnish excitement and change,

and the politest society has a place for surprise. There never was a

true aristocracy of neophobes (the Spartan and the British aristoc-

racies were, in different ways, not quite true aristocracies). For com-

mon, nameless people—^the stuflE of social history—^life is, however,

repetitious and expected, its changes partaking so completely of

nature’s cycles as hardly to seem changes at all. Not so with the

French Revolution. To dbe humblest cobbler, to the remotest peasant

it brought inescapable modifications in the litde things which made
up their lives. The guillotine, prison. Jacobin clubs, political elec-

tions, even political riots—these might all be avoided, especially

by the obscure; but no one could altogether avoid clothes, theaters,

furniture, caf«, games, newspapers, streets, public ceremonies, birth,

death, and marriage. On all this, the Revolution, and especially the

Terror, left a mark. It broke in rudely on the accepted ways of

millions of humble people, turned their private lives inside out,

made them take part in a public life keyed to an amazing ptch

of collective activity. This ubiquity of the Terror made its continua-

tion impossible. Men will put up with a certain amount of blood-

shed and tyranny for a long time—sometimes for a very long time

—but modern men, at least, have hitherto been impatient of too

widespread interference with the petty details of their lives, with

their habits, vices, furniture, food, and drink.

Nowhere is the revolutionary passion for making this world into

die other world more apparent than in the minutiae of social his-

14a
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tory. Fashion, long powerful and capricious, and the relatively new
art of large-scale propaganda were both pressed into service. How
much of the result is reasonably spontaneous, how much attribut-

able to the shocking, because disguised, compulsion of propaganda,

cannot be decided. It is pretty clear, however, that the element of

spontaneity, fairly unmistakable in 1789, diminishes as time goes on,

and that under the Terror only the tiny nucleus of genuine Jacobins

had their hearts in the thing. And the Jacobins of the Terror were

victims, or beneficiaries, of religious auto-intoxication, and utterly

unable to distinguish the limitations of propaganda. If much of

what follows seems a mixture of absurdity, presumption and crudty,

the explanation lies surely neither in French racial characteristics

(which arc mosdy mythical) nor in French political inexperience

(which is greatly exaggerated), but in the fact that true religious

convictions embrace a universe well beyond what to the uninspired

is absurdity, presumption, and cruelty.

By no mere freak of history does one of the most effective catch-

words of the Revolution derive from an article of clothing. The
sans-cuhttes wore the honest, long trousers of the workingman, a

comfortable garment, and one that made all legs equal by conceal-

ment; they repudiated the knee-breeches of the aristocrat, symbol

of silken leisure, and no fit refuge for the spindly shank of the

counting house or the too sturdy leg of field and dit(^. The ardently

conformist Jacobin wore, at the height of the Terror, a shirt open at

the neck and without cravat, a short jacket (the carmagnole), trou-

sers, the red Phrygian bonnet or liberty cap, and, to save leather for

the boys at the front, wooden shoes. The whole was to be worn
jaimtily, a bit carelessly. Neatness and precision were to be avoided

as foppish, as unworthy of men whose thoughts were on higher

things than dress. The stuffs were woolen, linen, or cotton, and ran

to the more subdued shades that have ever since characterized male

costume, though an occasional patriot would display on his person a

fitting synthesis of the bright national tricolore—ted, wHt^ and

blue. This combination was also popular for ladies* dresses in the

earlier days of the movement, but it proved a somewhat exactii^

one, often failing to set off properly the subdued charms of its

patriotic wearers. In general Ae mode for women ran strongly to
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the antique to the flowing white robes of the virtuous females of

republican Rome. Both sexes abandoned the artificial distinction

acquired by wi^ or powdered hair, and made a point of dressing

their own hair simply and naturally. The men turned to mustaches,

which became a definite, though not universal, symbol of patriotism

and virility. Personal ornaments were frowned upon, unless, like

tricolor cockades, metal buttons stamped with the head of Brutus

or of Marat, pins and brooches in the form of fasces, they were

objects of the revolutionary cult. Mere jewelry was unworthy of

republican men and women; moreover, its sale to unbelieving

foreigners would help the finances of the republic. It was a maxim
of the time, repeated in a hundred Jacobin pulpits, that a woman
needs ik> other ornament than her virtue.

Not all Frenchmen adopted these forms of dress. Robespierre

himself was a model of neatness in his favorite light blue coat and

breeches, clean frilled shirt, and meticulously powdered hair. But the

earthly Robespierre was always the little lawyer from Arras, con-

forming to the habits of his class, and the heavenly Robespierre had

fashioned a world for himself where desire was sated not so much
in symbols like dress or ornament as in mere words. Many men of

temperate conviction were able to avoid the more extreme forms of

revolutionary costume. A leading Jacobin of Bourgoin refused to

wear the liberty cap on the groimd that it didn’t become him, and

after he had replied to critics that “patriotism does not consist in any

particular way of dress, that a true patriot is to be known only by

his actions,” he actually won from the local club a vote to the effect

that each individual was free to dress as he pleased.^ Yet it was

never safe to leave oflF the revolutionary cockade in public Women
who did so were frequently roughly treated by the patriots, and

carelessness with the cockade might well bring one to the list of

suspeos.

'The other decorative arts were soon enlisted in the cause. Revo-

lutionary bric4-brac ot all sorts sdll remains to adorn historical

exhibitions, thought most of it would be out of place in an art

exhibition. Stones from the Bastille were suitably inscribed and sold

as paper weights. Busts of ail sizes and materials brought Brutus,

Fiidiier^ Somtmn HHoriq^es 9%r Bowrgdm (Viemie^ tSSo), 476.
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Hampden, Sidney, Franklin, Wa^ngton, Voltaire Rousseau,

Mably, Mirabeau and Marat to patriotic homes. Pipes, vases, candle-

sticks, plates, and other objects of domestic use were covered with

revolutionary slogans like “Libert^ 6galit^, Fraternite ou la Mort!”,

decorated with the tricolor, stamped with the effigies of the new
saints, fashioned into goddesses of Reason, fasces, tables of laws.

Miniature guillotines were sold as souvenirs or toys. Playing cards

with kings, queens, and knaves could hardly suit a free people. New
packs with Liberties, Equalities, Fraternities, Virtues, Reasons,

Geniuses, were brought on the market by enterprising men of affairs,

one of whom was the future socialist Saint-Simon. The delicate, if

already somewhat severely classic, style of furniture known as Louis

Seize was judged too corrupting. Republican furniture was more
solid, patterned closely after Roman remains, upholstered in harsher

shades of brown and yellow. “Patriotic beds” appeared, standing

sturdily on legs decorated with fasces, posts capped with liberty

bonnets, coverlets embroidered with revolutionary sentiments.

“Unit4 indivisibility de la r^publique, liberte, fraternite ou la mort”

and similar texts, in painting or needlework, were hung in best

rooms as “Home, Sweet Home” used to be hung in American

homes. The obviously bosomed, alluringly petticoated ladies and

shepherdesses of Boucher, and Fragonard, even the lasciviously

innocent maidens of Greuze, went suddenly out of fashion. Painter^

led by David, devoted themselves to the two Brutuses, to Mucius

ScsEvola, the Horatii and other Roman heroes. The strumpet Color

gave place to Line and Form, always ladies of virtue.

A rage for renaming, such as has accompanied the Russian Revo-

lution, and has not been unknown in America, followed the fall of

the monarchy. Unfortunate Leroys, Lcvcques, Saint-Jeans, Saint-

Pierres changed their surnames to Laloy, Bonhomme, Laliberty,

dropped the compromising “Saint.” The Christian name of Louis

was especially accursed, and often gave place to Brutus, Gracchus,

Spartacus. Helpless infants were baptized—civically, not “fanati-

cdly”—with names as sincerely barbarous as any English Puritan

ever invented—^Libre Pytion, Constitution, Montagne, Mara^

Chalier. Place names all over France underwent transformations

that must have disrupted postal service for some time: Auteuil be*
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came Auteuil-saos<ulottes; Compi^gne, Marat-sur-Oise; Ermau)ii*

ville proudly took the name of its great hermit, J. J. Rousseau;

Saint-Maximin was transformed into Maximum; Lyons, recaptured

hrom the royalists, was born anew as Commune Aifranchie; Saint>

Pa-ay became Pa-ay-Vin-Blanc; and the litde town of Saint-Jean-

aux-Bois took the poetic, but one would think commercially dis>

couraging name of La Solitude. “Royal” was hastily scratch^ ofi

the shop signs of former purveyors to his majesty. Street names were

purged of corrupting associations by republican town councils, inn-

keepers obliged to alter their signs, ^metimes one detects a sardonic

humor in these changes, suspects a moderate avenging himself on a

mad world, as when at Breteuil the Rue au Loup b«:ame the Rue

Marat, or at Pierrcfonds the inn “cidevant nomm& L’Enfer” was

changed to “A La R^ublique.”’ So went this singular campaign

against what to common sense are mere names, culminating per-

haps in the attempt to change the reine aheille (queen bee) into the

abeille pondeuse (laying bee)—equality among the bees. Common
sense, however, may here be a bit shortsighted. Words have in this

imperfea world lives of their own, and to kiU a word is at least to

acquire some kind of tro{diy.

The theater was an institution too obviously social, too easily

accessiUe to the propagandist, to escape the revolutionary contagion.

The Constituent Assembly early abolished the various theatrical

monopolies, such as that held by the Th^tre Fran^ais over the

French dassics, and decreed complete freedom of compeddon.

Theatm sprang up all over Paris, ready to please the taste of the

crowd. Overproducdon brought its usual result in frandc comped-

don and lowered standards. Plays became mere spectacles, based on

the aesthedc capacides of the virtuous sans-adottes. Some of the

dder theaters strove to maintain standards, but siKxeeded only in

amassing an aristocratic clientele which broug)it them under sus-

{Mcbn. Moreover, as time went on the revolution became more and
more exacdng in its orthodoxy. In August, 1793, a mode^ con^dy
called Pamela, derived hrom Richardson throi^h Goldom, was put
*R. Aiic!icl» "Let Jacofnns de Bretenfl,” RHtofnHon (1013), LXV, 494;

M. Domnifttigetr et CSmskcb,** AimaUf hUtoriquts la frangai^t
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on at the Th^trc Fran^ais, still attempting to live up to its tra-

ditions. Patriots raised the objection that Pamela was represented

as a girl of noble blood. The author obligingly made her plebeian.

Even then, at the lines

Ah! les pers6cuteurs sont les seuls condamnables

Et les plus tol^rants sont les plus raisoimaUes . . .

one of the audience rose and shouted: “No political toleration. It’s

a crime.” He was roughly handled in an ensuing rio^ and the

upshot of the whole affair was the closing of the theater and the ar-

rest of the actors on suspicion of aristocracy. Henceforth the theater

was simply an instrument of republican propaganda.

Earlier in the Revolution the successful plays had all had a touch

of propaganda. M. J. Chenier’s Charles IX, a stiff tragedy dealing

with the crowned villain of St. Bartholomew’s Day had rallied

patriots, and won for itself the tide of “The School for Kings.”

Patriotic spectacles with much scenery, marching, music, tableaux

vivants, but litde dialogue or plot, were popular from the fall of

the Bastille onward. During the Terror, cities and sometimes

Jacobin clubs subsidized edifying performances opened gratis to the

public. The Convention itself on August 2, 1793, decreed that three

times a week at certain designated theaters of Paris should be played

“the tragedies of Brutus, Guillaume Tell, Caius Gracchus and odier

dramatic pieces retracing the glorious events of the Revolution and

the virtues of the defenders of liberty,” one of these performances

each week to be at the expense of the state.’ Selections from the list

of the |days presented in 1793 and 1794 give a perfeedy adequate

idea of the rcvoludonary theater: The Victims of the Ooisters, A
Day at the Vatican, or The Pope’s Marriage, The Republican’s

Widow, The Apotheosis of Marat and Lepeletier, Freedom for

Negroes, The Brigands of the Vendie, The Patriotic Family, The

True Friend of the Law* A strict censorship prevented t^ per-

formance of most of the classical repertory, inadequately republican,

trivial, or corrupt. Plays of Moliire, Racine, Marivaux, even Di<forot

•MamUnr. XVn, 308-
*S. and J. de CoiMoart, Hiitolrt d* la SacUU ffantaist paudata la RH/^atiaa (3rd

edidoo, Paris, 1864), 493-494.
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were forbidden permitted only after suitable alteration^ such as

diat required for lUdne’s coupltt

D&estables flatteurs, pr&ent le plus funeste

Que puisse faire aux rois la colire cScste.

Since no republican actor should soil his mouth with the words,

“aux rois” the official version substituted a non-commital “hilas!”

The newspaper press during the Revolution ran a course much
like that of ffie theater. In 1789 a sudden expansion under complete

freedom of the press, a few years of intense party conflicts, each

paper attached to some political interest, and finally, with the

Terror, a return to censorship, but to a censorship far more efficient

and far more narrow than that of the old regime. As a collection of

gossip, a bulletin of important events, or a literary and scientific

news-letter, the daily or weekly newspaper had existed for over a

century in Western Europe, but it was not yet a major factor in the

life of any people. Politically, the pamphlet was during the eight-

eenth century a far more important influence, and it is the pamphlet

that dominates the elections to the States-General. But the events of

the spring and summer of 1789 were too crowded for the pamphlet,

and the modern newspaper press came into its own. In these short

months hundreds of newspapers were founded in Paris—^heavy col-

lections of information, bright journals of criticism and discussion,

violently radical sheets, satirical weeklies, theatrical dailies, personal

iKwsfKipers, party organs, bawdy sheets, yellow jotirnals.”

Politically the most influential of these papers were tite Patriote

franfois of Brissot, a substantial daily, oriented from the start to-

ward a radical democratic revolution, the Courrier de Provence of

Mirabeau, written mostly by its editor’s underlings, but influential

and at first radical enough, the Revolutions de Paris of Loustalot

and Prudhomme, a serious rival of Brissot’s journal, ably edited,

revolutionary but not violent the Revolutions de France et de

Brabant of Camille Desmoulins, a witty and irresponsible weddy,

crud and puckidi at once, completely the expression of its editor,

*Xfi Part! alooe nearfr soo aepMtte titles appear tip to August, X7pt. M. Toorttenac,

Biblioffraphie de Vhieteire de Paris pendant la Riwdntum franfoise (Paris, 1890^4)^
XLf noa, ioz96«i0794. Provindal jotirfialisfii was somewhat later in its d^eloptaent,
mi never as Influential as tiiat of Paris. Papers printed In Paris were dlstrUmted all

over Franee.
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the Ami du Peufde of Marat, as cruel as Desmoulins’s paper, but

never witty, the watchdog of the Revolution, at times a mad watch-

dog, the Pire Duchesne of H^rt, especially addressed to the urban

proletariat, spiced liberally with now unprintable oaths, an avdc-

ward, tentative prototype of the modern yellow journal. To oppose

these the royalists had their Actes des Apdtres, a sort of peri^ical

pamphlet of irregular appearance, polished, clever, impotent, the

aristocratic wit of the eighteenth century perilously near already to

the self-pitying romantic irony of the nineteenth, the Ami du Roi,

as unbridled and bitter on its side as ever Marat on his, and die

Journal de la Cour et de la Ville. With the fall of the monarchy,

royalist newspapers ceased publication, and gradually political

proscripdons eliminated one leader after another from the list of

papers, until under the Terror only the Moniteur, circiunspect,

noncommittal register of parliamentary proceedings and foreign

dispatches, which stands in lieu of a Hansard hir historians of ^e
period, the Jacobin organ the Journal de la Montagne, and a few

other licensed sheets remained.

The total imfH-ession left by even a glance at this journalistic

output from 1789 to 1795 is one of familiarity. This world is almost

a contemporary world. It is true that the papers were small in

format, that many were mere four- or eight-page quarto size, that

they contained little or no advertising, that they obviously lacked die

service of press associations, that they had no skilled reportorial

staffs, no feature writing, no illustrations. Yet the essentials of a

modern newspaper are aU there: a definite political policy, affiliation

with a specific political party or bloc, coloration of news to accord

with political or moral purposes, a general tone, a corporate char-

acter determined partly by its owners and editors, even more, how-

ever, by what its owners and editors think the group among whom
it circulates want it to be. Most of the striking characteristics of

modern jownalism are here in embryo: the use of headlines, url^m

distribution by diouting newsboys, exploitation of public intoest in

sex-scandal—Marie Antoinettewas of great value here—stock market

quotations, theatrical inh>rmation and criticism, and other signs of

subdivision into q)ecial departments; finally an awareness of having

a minion, of being a Fourth Estate, a corporate ojmciousnms
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balanced between the world of affairs and the world of theory, a

proud, sometimes arrogant, spirit touched with envy and graced by

doubt. All in all, the step from the Journal des Savants or the Clef

du Cabinet des Princes de 1‘Europe to the Revolutions de Paris or

the Ami du Peuple is as big a step as any taken during the Revo-

lution.

In other fields, too, the arts were pressed into the service of the

Revolution. Patriotic poetry abounds in newspapers, in Jaa>bin pro-

ceedings, in separate printing, usually at the expense of the audtor.

Moral tales, republican catechisms, all sorts of books especially di-

rected towards producing young republicans were poured forth.

Music contributed the “Marseillaise,” the “Qa ira,” and many an-

other useful tune, of which only the “Marseillaise” has endured.

Even the dance was made to serve patriotism, and the carmagnole,

a lively round dance, and other simple democratic dances took the

j^bce of the aristocratic minuet, a dance difficult to learn, and not

calculated to further what the Jacobins called “epanchements.” All

this^ it need hardly be added, is propaganda rather than art, and

belongs fitly to the social history of the Revolution rather than to the

history of European culture. If one excepts the music of the “Mar-

seillaise” (the words themselves could move only a very patriotic

Frenchman) and perhaps some of the work of David, the only great

arti^ achievement of the period of the Revolution in France is the

bitterly anti-revolutionary poetry of Andre Chenier.

The culmination, in a sense, of revolutionary propaganda is its

new calendar. Almanacs had been from the beginning of the Revo-

lution a &vorite and successful method of spreading the word.

Collot dTlerbois himself had won, with his Almanack du Pire

Girard, a prize offered by the Paris Jacobins for a work to spread

the new ideas in simple bnguage. But for the Jacobins of 1794 it

was not enough to print go^ republican moral counsels, after the

manner of Franklin, at the appropriate dates and seasons. The whole

calendar must be made over. Tlie existing calendar perpetuated the

frauds of the Christian church (Jesus himself was prtffiably a good

sans-adotte', all the nonsense stemmed from Paul), and was highly

irrational and inconvenient. The new calendar, based on a report

of Fdbre d’l^lantinc, was adopted by the Convention in OctiA)er,
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1793. By it die year began on September 22 of the old caloidar,

and was divided into twelve months of thirty days each, leaving

five days (six in leap years) over at the end of the last montk
These five or six days were to be known as the Sans-ctdoUides, and

were to be a series of national holidays. Each month was divided into

three weeks, called dicades, the last day of each decode being set

aside as a day of rest corresponding to the old Sunday. The months

were grouped into four sets of three, by seasons, and given “natural”

names, some of which are rather attractive

—

vendimiaire, brumaire,

frimaire (autumn); nivdse, piuviSse, ventSse (winter); germinal,

flor^al, prairid (spring); messidor, thermidor, fructidor (summer).

The days of the ddcade were named arithmetically— duodi,

on to dicadi. In place of the old saints’ days, each day was dedicated

to a suitable fruit, vegetable, animal, agricultural implement The
Sans-culottides were dedicated, the first to Genius, the second to La-

bor, the third to Noble Actions, the fourth to Awards, and the fifth

to Opinion. This last was to be a sort of intellectual saturnalia, an

opportunity for all citizens to say and write what they liked about

any public man, without fear of the law of libel. The sixth Sans-

culottide of leap years was dedicated to the Revolution, and was to be

an especially solemn and grand afiair. The republican ara was to

date &om the declaration of the republic in September, 1792. When
the calendar came into use, the year 1 had therefore already elapsed.

In spite of its symmetry and its poetic months of budding and of

mist, the new cdendar was not a success, and Napoleon abandoned

it in the year XII (1804). Workingmen preferred one day’s rest in

seven to one in ten; its terminology, appropriate to the climate of

France, was singularly inappropriate to diat of the Southern Honi*

sphere; it embo^ed a new cult, and that cult, though it profiiundly

influenced Christians then and since, failed completely to supplant

Christian terminology. The calendar and its fate form in many
ways a neat summary of Jacobin history.

It. EDUCATION

The Revolution hardly achieved what more unexcited democracies

have failed to achieve, a distinction in practice between education

and propaganda. In spite of the eloquence of their master Rousseau,
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die Jacobins were quite unwilling to allow the child to find his own
way through trial and error. Their notion of education was pretty

dose to |nire indoctrination. When the Convention decreed that free

and compulsory education was the concern of the state, it passed

on to kx^ adininistrations the task of procuring suitable teachers

for the new elementary schools. The administrations in turn con-

sulted the “people” assembled in the Jacobin clubs. Many of the

resulting debates have survived in the papers of these clubs. Almost

universally, the first question as to a proposed candidate for a teach-

ing position was directed towards his political orthodoxy and

—

what was much the same-^s virtue. The opinion was commonly
exjH’essed that a good man could teach well even thou^ he were

ignorant. Only occasionally does a club admit that it “ought not to

pass lightly over the question of talents.”*

The Revolution had to the full the modern passion for education,

the modem faith that in education lies an earthly salvation. Most

modem beliefs centering on education originated in the eighteenth

century, and were first raised to the power of stereotypes by the

French Revolution. Almost rivaling Danton’s “de I’audace, encore

de I’audace, toujours de Taudacc” in the hearts of his countrymen

is his assertion that “after bread, the first need of the people is

education.” To any of its critics, the Revolution could always reply:

“Our difficulties arise from the het that we are forced to deal with

men and women brought up with bad habits, superstitious, ig-

norant, and too old to learn better; give us a generation, and we
will bring up the young as citizens of a democracy should be

brought up, and all will be weU.” The argument has since been

repeated.

The old bad education of monarchical France was destroyed as

OHupletely as possible. Education in old France had had aU the

diversity of die old i^me. IXune sdiools and charity schools

brought simile literacy, at least, within reach of some of the lower

dasses. Secondary education was wholly in the hands of the church,

and was limit»l m ncffiility and bourgeoisie. The curriculum was
striedy dassical, and pedagogical methods had not yet been seriously

affiected 1^ die woA <d Roimoiu. Indeed, die great intelleaoal

Bristotit Tk0 158.
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effort o£ the Age of Enlightenment lay almost wholly outnck teach-

ing circles, and penetrated rather late into the formal acadonic

world. By its confiscation of the property of the clergy and by its

dissolution of noonastic orders, the Constituent Asse^ly under-

mined the best part of primary and secondary education. The uni-

versities, headed by the ancient University of Paris, had undergone

in the eighteenth century a decline similar to that of the great Eng-

lidi universities in that same century, and their suppression by the

Revolution was probably no great loss. None of the revolutionary

assemblies succeeded in erecting a complete system of national edu-

cation to rcf^ace the unsystematic institutions demroyed by the Revo-

lution; none succeeded even in putting primary education on a

broader quantiutive basis than it had had during the old regime.

Indeed, with the abolition of the teaching orders, the general eco-

nomic crisis, the conservatism and timidity of the maiden ladies

who used to rrm small private schools, it was probably harder to get

a child taught his ABC’s in 1793*1795 than it had been in 1788.

Some practical improvement was made under the Directory, ai^ it

is but fair to add that the Convention itself laid down a platform

that has subsequently bmi realized in most modern nations: free

and compulsory primary education, and a system of state schools

wholly separat^ from any organized Christian sect.

In secondary and in higher education the revolution has a more

definite achievement. In place of the cMiges, the clerically con-

trolled secondary schools of the old r^ime, the Convention set up

in each department an icoie centrdle. These schools developed very

successfully until they were aboli^ed by the bureaucratic Napoleon.

Their curriculum gave full attention to the sciences and mathe-

matics, and to the so-called social sciences, as well as to the older

philosophical and rhetorical subjects. They had adequate libraries

and laboratories. Their ^dents were given considerable freedmn of

choice as to subjects studied, and what is more astonishing, adminis-

uative work was kept at a minimum, and done by the teaching

staff itself without politiod supervision. The cities whidi possessed

these schools were very fMoud of them, and contemporary opinioa

is almost universal in thdr praise.^

*P. SagiMc. In Lefebm, Gojwt. asd Sifiac, £• KtvobOivu frtmttdt*, S04.
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In the field of higher education the revolution established special

schools which were to have a distinguished career in the next

century. The “Jfecole des travaux publics” becanae the “Ecole poly-

technique” of today, one of the b«t technical schools in the world

TTic “£cole normale” of 1795 was hardly more than a series of

lectures given by the greatest scholars and scientists of France to

the more ambitious teachers of the new republic, but it contained

the germ of the “6cole normale supwicure” which was—surprising

as the fact will seem to an American—one of the important forces

in the making of modern France. Three medical schools were

founded—at Montpellier, at Strasbourg, and at Paris—which, in-

corporated in the higher education of the empire, became produc-

tive centers of medical research.

The true Jacobin, however, was always more interested in the

culture of the heart than in the culture of the head. With all his

devotion to the Enlightenment, he never trusted the free htiman

intellect. Mere dunking never kept a man straight. Virtue must be

sought in the communion of man with man. The republic has a

perpetual job of adult education far more important than the ABC’s.

Its citizens must feel the mystic identity of the general will. The
Terror was constandy preoccupied with a suitable cult, a suitable

ritual, fi>r the Republic of Virtue.

ni. THE REVOLUTIONARY COLTS

lake so much else in the Terror, the origins of its ritualistic

practices lie, modest but unmistakable, in the earliest days of the

revolution. The Temiis Court Oath, die Bastille, the Fourth of

August acquired symbolic values almi^ at once. This early sym-

bolism hardy went beyond the placid and unsacrificing memorial

spirit with which most modem nations celebrate their near past.

The first dub^ however, began to introduce ritualistic devitxs of

a|^>arent Masonic origin, to surround thenoselves with busts of

heroes, flags, emblems, framed copies of the Rights of Man and

the Citizen, to assemble with intent to edify themselves and others.

As the break between the Revolution and wganized Christianity

became inevitable, people consdously »et to work to build up a

visibk Revolutbn as a substitute for dw vbible Church, to devise a
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revolutionary ritual as a substitute for the old ritual The new ritual

may have been in part the work of a Machiavellian few, superior

and unbelieving themselves, but convinced of the necessity of re-

ligious practices for men in society. In part, too, it was the work of

thousands of sincere, well-intentioned men, cut off by the Civil Con-

stitution of the Clergy and its consequences from the normal solaces

of Christianity, and driven to the difficult task of building them-

selves a new Church, a new set of religious habits. There is in revo-

lutionary ritualistic devices more than a touch of that characteristic

impotence of the self-educated dabbler that was the despair of the

author of Bouvard et Picuchet. They smell of the lamp of En-

lightenment. They are too absurd to be dishonest. If they were

concocted by wotdd-bc Machiavellis as opium for the people, they

took revenge by dulling the wits of their own originators.

By the winter of 1793 the republican touch was on everything.

One could not, at least in the towns, avoid republican costume,

republican nomenclature. The old polite plural vous had given

place—as earlier with the religious sect of the Quakers—to the

singular tu. For monsieur and madame the use of citoyen and

citoyenne was obligatory. Even the old complimentary epistolary

formulas had given place to “salut et fraternit£” and other Stoic

phrases.^ In daily meetings of the Jacobin clubs, civic services every

dicadiy festivals to celebrate victories at the front, festivals decreed

by the Convention, festivals to honor the representative on mission

—in these and in many other ways the faithful were brought into

constant, indeed too constant, communion. The industry of local

historians has provided the student of revolutionary cults with even

more material than exists for the cahiers or the maximum. The
revolutionists may, here as elsewhere, have aimed at standardiza-

tion and centralization, but they certainly failed to achieve their

ends. The most ffintastic sort of divergencies may be seen in local

revolutionary ceremonies. By a process of abstraction, however, it

is possible to distingiii-sh four main sources of these ritualistic

practices.

The least important of such sources is immemorial—or at least

•Mme. de SoUnd eenclndc* a letter to Brinot, Jennerr 7. «79>. “Affien toot

{ewBe de Cetan ae •'•ante pnitt 4 t^re de« compUnmU 4 Bnttju.”
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pFC^pedan—{(^-custom. The Jacobins were alwa^ planting

“Liber^ trees,” which their counter-revolutionary enemies darkly

conspired to cut down, deface, or defile. Sometimes these trees had

to be i^otected from irresponsible animals and wicked men by

iron pickets. Sometimes, after a counter-revolutionary had defiled

the tree, the Jacobin club felt obliged to march in a body and

deanse the tree by a ritual of purification.” Around these trees,

espedaUy in spring, were hdd repubUcan dances, and in the public

squares and other open places rich and poor, young and old took

part in simple dvic meal% repasts meant to remind the participants

of the {Himitive iimocenre of an early society. Spring dances, liberty

tree, festival, all go back, indeed, like the maypole, to a Europe

far older than the French monarchy.

Classical antiquity, and the dassical spirit as interpreted by the

eighteenth century, formed an important ingredient in the revolu-

tionary cults. Plutarchian figures postured nobly on thousands of

platforms. The trainings of republican Rome, much of the

j^aseology of its politics (usually misunderstood) filled the pro-

ceedings of the Jacobin dubs. Stoic apothegms made the stuff of

many a republican sermon. From the long tradition of European

dassical cidture was derived a tendency—it became almost an ob-

session—towards the personification of abstract ideas, towards the

typification of human desires and habits. Goddesses of Reason sur-

rounded by handmaidens were borne on flbats in {vocessions, lighted

Tordies of Knowledge, set fire to Tissues of Error. At Lyons there

were ouried in a procession a carpenter’s plane to symbolize

equality, busts of great Frenchmen and of foreigners worthy of

b^g Frenchmen, a statue of lUierty, tables inscribe with the law^

jars and baskets of fixid for the communal feast which was to

mark the leo|^ of the celebration, and “other emblems of the

present cult oi Frenchmen.”*®

Many Jacobin religious forms seem to have a Protestant source,

ffiough it is fMxdialde that similarity of ethical aims betvreen Jacobin-

ism and Protettantism, rather than any actual borrowing, will

account for the resemblance. Espedaliy in the fermal sessions of

^La CB«suicoti), Jime 1793.

ripMkmn d* iB mnd aa Ventte, 11.
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the dubs is this resemblance marked. Like the Protestants, the

Jacobins sang hymns, read responsively in their sacred books (Rons'

seau, the Constitution), listened to interminable sermons, founded

Sunday schools, indulged themselves in ipuroAons curiously re*

sembling “experience meetings.” Like the Protestants, the Jacobins

in the end insist on salvation by faith alone. Good vtrorks may be

achieved by the hypocrite. The searching, if metaphysical, eye of

faith can never err.

Finally, as might be expected, the traces of that Catholic faith

in which most of the revolutionists were brought up are everywhere.

Sometimes the imitation of Catholic practice is so direct as to appear

either childish or knavish. In a Pratique des tons franfois, imitated

from old manuals of devotion, there appear: A republican invoca*

tion beginning “Chaste daughter of the heavens, O Liberty”; a

republican salutation, “I salute you. Sans culottides, revered name”;

a republican credo, “I believe in a Supreme Being, who has made
men free and equal”; and “republican Ten Commandments.” A
familiar engraving, the “Pilgrimage of St. Nicholas” was parodied

as “Pilgrimage of the patron of Liberty,” with a ginie capped with

the liberty Imnnet on a pedestal in place of the saint. Altars in

confiscate churches became altars of Marat, altars of Lepelmer.

In a little village near Beauvais there is acmally mention a

“patriotic holy water font.” A “patriotic sign of Ae cross” in the

name of Marat, Lepeletier, Liberty, or Death appears in several

provinces. Bertrand, agent nationai at Compiegne, told the faithful:

“The priests in other days used to say, any parishioner who fails

to come to mass three Sundays in a row risks occommunication.

Well, let us say, any citizen who fails to a>me to our civic festivals

will be denied employment, denied our friendship and confi-

dence.”^* The list of such practices is endless, reaching its hdgjit

perhaps at the “miracles” achieved by the “holy GuiUminc.”

The most fiuniliar of revolutionary religious festivals is the often-

described festival of the Supreme Being held at Paris on the 30

Prairial (June 8, 1794). RtAespierre in one of his most famous
and platitudinous speeches had dwelt on the neces»ty of belief in

“M. DoanMuiget, **1* dfchriitianiMtion k Amaola rMtiUottnabitt
«9ao), XH, 447.
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a Supreme Being if men were to be virtuous. “The idea of a

Suprane Being and of the immortality of the soul is a continual

reminder of justice, it is then social and republican.”^’ His elo-

quence had secured from the Convention a decree setting up a

whole series of national festivals, in one of which, “A la MatcrnitA”

tme secs the forenmner of the American “Mother’s Day.” On the

appointed day the Convention marched, carrying flowers and fruits

and led by their president, Robespierre, to the garden of the

Tuilcrics, where the people were already assembled. Robespierre

preached; the people sang a republican hymn; Robespierre set fire

to an artfully made cardboard Atheism, from the ashes of which

there arose a presumably unharmed Wisdom (actually a bit

scorched); Robesfnerre again delivered a brief sermon; and the

whole crowd then marched across the city to the Champ de Mars,

where the celdnation finally ended in hymns, cries, and artillery

salvcM.

Now the slightest acquaintance with this ceremonial aspect of

Jacobinism should be sufficient to show that here, at least, one of

the great nineteenth<entury generalizations about the Revolution is

utterly fiilse. The makers of the revolutionary creeds were neither

ignorant nor contemptuous of history. They suffered, indeed, from

rather an overdose of history. The great trouble with the revolu-

tbnary emits is that their syncretism is a syncretism based on too

uncritical an acceptance of the past. Even from this short survey

it should be clear that almost everything can be found in these revo-

lutionary religious practices. The great apparent failure of Jacobin-

ism as a religion was its inability to achieve a valid form, a sym-

bolism and ritualism binding to believers and attractive to proselytes.

Whetho: this ^ure depends on a more fundamental failure to

achieve a valid fpirit, to embody a new and effective theological

idea, is a que^bn that must be postponed to the conclusion of this

study.

IV. THE THEORY OF THE TEElunt

The Jacobin religion in its original form did not succeed in hold-

ing many people for a long time; but k did—ami this point is essen-

D4scomrs it Oi. VeUa/ (P^rbt 1908), $6u
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tial for an understanding of the Terror—hold an elect few briefly

in a psychopathic tension between this world and the next Evidence

is abundant that the ardent Jacobins were a minority, that riie

diosen were few. Figures are almost meaningless here; but die

total enrollment of the popular societies in 1794 seems to have been

about 500,000 in a population of 8,ooo!^xx) adult males.^‘ Only a

small proportion of the total membership seems to have had the

warmth of true republicans, to have lived always “at the height of

revolutionary circumstances.” TTiat the Terror was the work of an

infinitely small number of Frenchmen is an unquestionable fact.

Evidence is equally abundant that most of these terrorists talked,

felt, and acted according to a frame of reference which muA be

called theological. For the true believer the devotional practices out-

lined in the previous seaion of this chapter were not absurd forms,

but realities entering his life as inescapably as the weather. The
devotional language of the Jacobins, their frequent accesses of

collective emotion, their conviction of righteousness, their assurance

that their opponents are sinners, direct agents of the devil, dreir

intolerance, their desire for martyrdom, their total want of humor
—all these are unmistakable signs of the theological temperament

It is possible to build up from the scattered records of what these

Jacobins said and did a fairly systemadc scheme of values cast into

a form closely parallel to tradidonal Christianity. Mankind is di-

vided into the saved and the damned. Salvation is achieved by grace.

Grace is the free gift of a benign God. Though there are certain

signs of election by which the elect may know one another, these

signs are not the kind recognized in the world of law courts and

laboratories. The saved are at eternal war with the damned. The
regeneration of the race is ultimately possible, but can be achieved

only by the conversion of the damned, or what is much mote in

accord with Calvinistic and Robespierrean theology, by their ex-

termination.

In this theological background, the political theory of the Terror

becomes compr^ensible. Saint-Just, Couthon, Billaud-Varenne, and

above all Robespierre, fxrovide in their speeches and rqx»ts a con-

siderable body of theory in justification the Terror. Though &ere

BHstoflu Thi Jucobmr, 4J.
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aie certain divergencies in didr thought, and a great deal of taere

exhortative material in their speeches, they are in the main agreed

on dte single outlines of the theory. They start with the distinction

between constitutional govertunent and revolutionary government.

All the fine hopes of the Enlightenment, all the promises implied

in Liberty, Equity, Fraternity will be realized under constitutional

government. The free man under the constitution will do just what

he desires to do. But constitutional government can be attained only

tlirough revolutionary government The weaknesses and wicked-

nesses of corrupt men tnake this transitional stage necessary. Sur-

rounded by enemies from Pitt and Cobourg to the lurking moderate

and the treasonous ultra, the republic can defend itself only by an

apparent abandonment of the principles—notably that of individual

liberty—on which it is based. Such an abandonment is, however,

apparent, not real. For Citizen X is not really free when he com-

mits an unrepublican act, or thinks an unrepublican thought. Free-

dom consists, not in doing what one wanu to do, but in doing

what is right The general will of the republic is right The Com-
mittee of Public Safety knows what that general will is. To obey

the Committee therefore^ is to obey one’s better self, to be really

free. To disobey the Committee is to obey one’s worse self, to be a

dave. When the Committee intofrres with a citizen selfishly follow-

ing his particular and erring will it i^ in Rousseau’s word^ forcing

him to be free. When it cuts ofE the head of a very recalcitrant

citizen, it is {M-esumably also freeing him. Had not Bdlarmine

argued that it was a positive benefit to a heretic to kill him, because

the longer he lived the mmv damnation he acquired?

Mmeover, the use of fmee against the wick^ eten the use, as

lu^er the Terror, of force utterly unchecked by normal judicial

procedure is essential to protect the virtuous. The protection of

jmlidal fmxedure must be denied the wkked, net oidy for the

metafdiyrical reason tha^ as we have just seen, the wicked are not

really to be conskha’ed as l^al persons, but for the {uractical r^uon
diat the ud(^ed sue very clever and if given a chance will delude

and destroy the itmocent in no time. Ideally speaking, all men are

pcttentially fit frv true freedom. But in this present world thou-

sands and diousands of men thnply are vrideed, irredeemab^
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wicked. They corrupt good men as die rotten apples in a barrd

corrupt the sound ones. The only way you can keep your a^les

at all is to separate the good ones from the bad, and throw away tbe

bad. Surely the bad apple has no claim for other treatment? ^^en
one talks of the Rights of Man, one does not consider the bad man
a man at all. Danton, Hebert, Hcrault, Desmoulins—they were not

men. A paradox? Robespierre himself asserted that the revolution-

ary government was “the despotism of liberty against tyranny.”^^

Now the anti-intellectualism of the late nineteendi and early

twentieth centuries is doubdess right in maintaining that men do

not normally guide themselves by theories, are not pushed to action

by theoretical considerations. There was much jealousy, ambition,

cupidity, hunger, and lust among the leaders and the followers of

the Terror, more perhaps than this study has made clear. Yet it does

seem absurd to pile upon the reproaches of Burke and Taine, that

the Jacobins were led astray by a too simple devotion to abstract

reason, the final and devastating argument that the Jacobins were

not really following abstract reason at all, because such a pursuit is

impossible. The truth would seem to be that for a few brief months

the convinced Jacobins really were pursuing the ideal goal of their

somewhat heterogeneous faith. That they did so with cold intella:*

tual fervor is obviously fidse. The whole point is that their emotions

were centered upon an abstract system of value-juc^^ments, iu>t in

the tepid hope of vicarious sati^ction with which men usually

devote themsdves to such a system, but with a flaming, unreason-

able desire of coming to grips with the promises of abstract felicity,

with a passionate intention of acquiring virtue as other men acquire

wealth. The men who made the Terror were compeers of the first

Crusader^ of Savonarola, of Calvin.

Of course, the whole situation known as the Terror is more com-

plex than the motives of Rdiespierre and his followers, more a>m-

plex than any brief study can encompass. Analysis falsifies any

historical situation. Water chemically analyzed into hydrogen and

oxygen ceases to be water, but the separated element can be re-

united into water. To analyze a historical situation, however, is to

Robeipierre, IHscours rappofts, 33$. The two report* of $ NWae tod 18
Pliivi6se» XX« conttso tbe esseotiais of Robespierre** thougbt.
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take apart something that can never be put together again. All that

the historian can do ultimately is to mdce over a picture already a

thousand times recopied, adding a touch here, a shade there,

blurring over or omitdng a detail or so. Now the {^ure of the

Terror, dtanks to the work of Aulard and his followers, contains an

anphadc, indeed overwhelming, background of foreign and civil

war; thanks to Mathiez, it has been completed with a touch of the

class struggle. To drop the metaphor: into the historical situation

known as the Terror there went certainly the desperate necessities

facing men who wage a war in some measure not of their choice;

there went the hatred of the poor for the rich, of the failure for

the success; there went the relatively simple and eternal desire of

men to rule other men; there went the desire of overeducated and

inexperienced men to realize the paper Utopias of eighteenth*

century thought; and there went the religious fanaticism of men
borne in a frenzy of hope beyond the petty decencies of common
sense. All this, and much more, is in the Terror. But omit a single

one of these elements, and you no longer have the Terror. Modern
historiography, with its pseudo-scientific bias, has emphasized the

material circumstances, the economic motive, anything but the

deliberate volition of men whose interests, ambitions, and ideas

were in themselves varied and unpredictable compounds. The offi-

dal explanation of the Terror, in the hands of either Aulard or

Mathiez, is too naively mechanistic, too sure that men are reason*

ably sdfish or reason^ly altruistic, too unaware of the extent to

which men fMrefer the illusions of art to the illusions of logic and

the realities of the flesh. The conservative explanation of Taine or

Cochin, though it errs in overemphasidng the elements of plot and

idealistic conviedon so neglected by the official school, ms in a way
nowadays less fashionable and therefore less dangerous. The Terror,

like mudi milder and less interesting political situation^ is the

interaction between a social environmem and men consdously at*

nunpting to alter that environment. To oppose man and his environ*

ment, will and reality, ideas and intmsts, "pbt” and “circum*

ttances,” to start out with the Arm intention proving that one

dement only in each of these pairs determined events, is to falsify

everything. Wh^ you have is intoractiot:^ not of^)osition; redfu'ocal
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relationship, not a simple case of cause and e£kct. If diis is unsatis-

factory, if you still insist that either ideas made the Terror or the

Terror made ideas, then you may abandon history and choose your

favorite metaphysician. The dioice is still substantially between

Taine and Aulard.



Chapter Seven

EUROPE AND THE REVOLUTION: WAR

I. THE BORDER COUNTRIES

With the declaration of war, the French Revolution became a

crusade. Revolutionary principles were spread through most of

Europe by more or less well-organized minority groups, almost

wholly composed of natives of the country in which they worked,

and maintaining with revolutionary leaders in France relations the

exact nature of which will probably never be determined. In certain

countries bordering on France, however,—^the Low Countries, the

Rhineland, Savoy, Nice,—^the victorious republican armies brought

not only revolutionary propaganda, but revolutionary institutions.

The policy of the Convention was frankly annexationist All these

border countries came within the so-called “natural frontiers” of

France—Pyrenees, Alps, Rhine, Atlantic, and Mediterranean. All

contained at least the nucleus of a Francophil party anxious to pro-

mote amalgamation with the republic. The process was broadly the

same in Belgium, Mainz, Savoy, and Nice: occupation by French

troops was followed in the key cities by organization of Jacobin

dubs, composed of French officers and civil commissioners, and a

suitable r^esentation of trustworthy natives;*these clubs would
petition the Convention for annexation to France; natives of the

region in question domiciled in Paris, frequently organized in clubs

like the Savoyard Club des AUobroges, would make similar peti-

tions; armed with this evidence of a popular desire for annexation,

sometimes strengthened, as in the case of Savoy, by a request for

annexation from an assembly elected under French bayonets, the

Convention would incorporate the region in the French Republic;

organization into departments followed, and existing legisla-

tion in France, induding, of course, that which abolished the rem-

nants of feudalism, was applied to the newly acquired region. Save

for short intervals when French armies were driven back, this whole
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border country remained part of France until the &11 of Napol«>n.

The principle of nationality, as later understood, was, no doubt, vio-

lated in Belgium, in the Rhineland, and to a certain extent in Mce.
Yet, especially after the French Republic ceased to persecute the

Catholics, the annexed region seems to have been contented enough.

The social and legal changes introduced by the French were, in the

main, permanent

The process of annexation varied somewhat according to the na-

ture of the country aimexed, and the circumstances under which an-

nexation took place. Savoy was a small mountain country, almost

wholly French-speaking, quietly and ingloriously ruled by its

princes from Turin. The active French sympathizers—the AUo-

broges—were, as their fondness for the classical name of their native

land would show, mosdy educated merchants and professional men
filled with eighteenth-century misunderstanding of the classics. But

social conditions were not extremely different firom those in nearby

French Dauphine and if the actual annexation was the work of a

minority, the Savoyard peasant soon adapted himself to the new
regime. The glories and profits of the French Riviera* were hardly

to be predicted in 1792. The county of Nice was poor, inhabited

by a people of Italian stock, speaking a patois that was either

Italian or Provencal, but certainly not French. The Jacobin club of

Nice numbered very few Ni;ois, and was obliged to conduct in

Italian a popular educational campaign in revolutionary principles.^

But here again one need not assume the existence of a nineteenth-

century indignation over the violation of nineteenth-century no-

tions of nationality. Nice fitted quiedy into the French Republic.

In the Rhineland, French arms were not permanendy successful

undl 1797, and the final organizadon of the left bank into depart-

ments had to await the peace of Campoformio. But the very first

French invasion had seen the organizadon of a Jacobin dub at

Mainz, and the familiar prcxxss by which the Francophil minority

peddoned the Convendon for annexadon. The mincx'ity at Mainz

was a very disdnguished one, numbering the most prominent tasm-

bers of foe university faculty, and a good number of doctors,

^ J. Combet, La sociH4 popiMra de Kka (Nice, t9ix)* 40S«
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lawyer^ and successful merchants.* But it was a miimrity, and it

would seem that in the long run the French regime in the Rhine-

land rested largely on the peasantry, to whom the full ownership

of the land was given.

In ncme of these countries were the methods of the French

altogether in accordance with the benevolent notions of eighteenth-

century philosophy. Most of these conquests are explicable enough

in terms of human greed. But where the clement of proselyting

zeal enters, it is clear that the new god of the revolutionists is a

vengeful and intolerant god. The treatment of Belgium is an excel-

lent example of French methods in conquered countries at the

height dE the rqmblican Revolution. Leopold’s pacification the

Austrian Netherlands was apparendy succes^EuL The Belgian

patriots, or “statistes,” were ostensibly reconciled, and the real

revolutionists, the pro-French “Vonckists,” banished. A united

“revolutionary committee of Belgians and Li^geois” was formed in

Paris by these exiles, pamphlets were smuggled into Belgium, and

|dans made for organizing the country with French aid. lliese

Vonckists moved into Belgium with the victorious Dumouriez,

and under the general’s supervision, attempted to organize an inde-

pendent republic. But Dumouriez could control neither his army
iK)r the civil agents of the government at Paris. Many of the Vonck-

ists had learned wisdom from experience, were willing to com-
jnomise to some extent with their statiste opponents. But as the

French armies swept over Belgium clubs were founded everywhere,

filled with Frendi officers and a &w of the fierier Belgian Jacobins,

and began to govern their districts as if they were constituted au-

thorities. Their bitter attacks on the “despots with the cross and
miter” aroused tlw whole country against the FrencL’ Dumouriez,

deserted by his War Office, was obliged to live ofi the land
, and to

make payments in assignats. By its decree of December 15, 1792,

die Convention imminated four commissioners to supervise a new
organization of Belgium, to confiscate church and royal lands, to

impose taxes. Dumouriez might {protest that the French ought not

“to proclaim the sacred law of liberty and equality, like the Koran,

Bodietilietnier, Vie Maifteer Ktnbisien (Mainx, iS96)» 6o-<i.
*Plreft&e» Huteire de Belifiqme, VI,
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sword in hand,” but that is just what the Convention was doing.^

France had brought reli^ous discord, dvil disorders, confiscations,

billeting of soldiers. When Dumouriez was forced to retreat, most

Belgians greeted the allies as deliverers. But the French came back

victoriously into Belgium in 1794, and this time even less pretense

was made of consulting Belgian opinion. French agents had come
to feel that contonpt for the Belgians which has survived to this

day among French common people. “The Belgian,” wrote a French

commissioner, “understands only his mass and his money: the first

motive is even more important than the second.”'^ This time it was
decided to annex Belgium outright, and divide it into departments.

The thing was done in 1795 with a minimum of effort, a minimum
of speeches, pamphlets, persuasion. The republic had outgrown its

youthful truculence of conviction. Henceforth the phraseology of

the new gospel was hardly more than a habit or a disguise. Regener-

ated France was improving, practically if not morally, upon the

foreign policy of Louis XIV.

n. GREAT BRITAm

In parts of Europe untouched by French Invasion the French in-

fluence is none the less clearly discernible in various forms of radical

agitation. In the more despotically governed countries, like Hun-
gary and Sicily, these agitations took the form of conspiracies

among a chosen few. In England, they took a form not unlike that

which they had taken in France. But the London Corresponding

Society and its branches, unlike the Jacobin club, neva succeeded

in capturing even a town government. Parliament and the ministry

were unaffected by the radical organizations. The history of the

French Revolution in England is a history of die failure of native

English revoludonists, though spurred on by emuladon of their

French brothers, to affect the sligjitest diange in die structure of

Bridsh government

Fox and his friends were hardly revoludonists. Indeed, no group

in the Bridsh Parliament can be classified as having revolutionary

aims. Yet the French Revoludon had a profound effect on the

A. ChiiQtiet, Dumaurieg (1914), 156,

•Sorel, VBurtfpg gt ia Riv^uHon frtmfgisg. III, 474*
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balance of povwr in Parliament. Fox, timugh he regretted French

violence though he detested the Jacobin rule, could never bring

himself to abandon the hope that all would turn out well in the

end, and certainly could never be brought to feel that there was

sufBcient danger of Jacobin revolution in England to warrant repres*

idve measures against individual freedom and civil rights. Most of

the parliamentary Whigs, however, did not share Fox’s romantic

illusions on human freedom. They had, indeed, their own quite

tmromantic illusions, the illusions of fear. Whig brds, dty bankers,

solid borough members, all began to fear for their property and

their security. Burke’s rhetoric was beginning to take effect Then
came the execution of Louis XVI, the reemblance of whose fate

to that of Charles I probably heightened rather than lessened

Whiggish indignation, and England’s entrance into the war against

France. Social and political conservatism now became a patriotic

duty against revolutionary France. In July, 1794, after long waver-

ing, the Duke of Portland and the bulk of the Whig party in

Parliament deserted Fox and opposition, Portland and three others

accq>ting office in Pitt’s cabinet. Fox remained with a mere rump
of the old Whig party to form the sole opposition to the govern-

ment—an opposition so impotent that in 1797 he and his followers

“seceded” from a Parliament “that neither reason, experience, nor

duty” could influence to oppose the government.* The union of the

Portland Whigs and the 'Tories under the leadership of Pitt formed

the new Tory party, by which, save for a brief interval, England

was to be govenuff until 1830. This party could rely in the country

on a coalition of most of the propertied classes-^e old landed

gentry as well as the new moneyed classes, or in Colbett’s terms,

tl» Iwdlords as well as the “fundlords,” This coalition, so im-

pOTtant for English social stability and hence for English manufac-

turing, was not altt^ether a natural and inevitable one, a fH-oduct

of British common sense; it was to a very large extent produced by

a common fear of the French Revolution, regarded in England as

a poletarian movement aiming at the dmru^n of private prop*

erty.

The conversbn of the Portland Whigs had come at the end of a

J. Tool, Spmehes (Loodoiit xSis)* Vl» jdS*
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determinal campaign by Pitt against organized radical grouf^ and
was pardy ejected by the alarms incident to that campaign. The
London O>rresponding Society had spread over London in twelve

divisions, each of which met, discussed, and drew up revolutionary

programs, ate and drank at the Bell, the Unicorn, or another tav-

ern, and had affiliated societies in Sheffield, Manchester, Norwich,

Stockport, Glasgow, Edinburgh, and smaller cities. A society called

the “^uthwark Friends of the People” was founded in that bor-

ough, and soon branched out all over London south of the Thames.

The Stockport club was called the “Friends of Universal Peace and

the Rights of Man.” These clubs were composed mosdy of re-

spectable artisans, of small tradesmen, and a sprinkling of bright

but not too well-born young men like Coleridge’s friend Thelwall.

The Constitutional Society and the Whig Friends of the People

numbered many gentlemen, as well as richer members of the

trading classes. In some of the Scottish societies the French pattern

is perfeedy rejwoduced: the sociedes of the “Friends of the Consd-

tudon” of Glasgow and Edinburgh numbered gendemen like Mait-

land, brother of Lord Lauderdale, Lord Daer, Colonels Dalrymple

and MacLeod, as well as humbler artisans. Just as in France the

inhabitants of the English and Scotch country districts were quite

uninterested in political change. And again as in France, there is no
sign that the very poor ever pardcipated in the aedvides of these

dubs.

The clubs drculated plans for an English consdtudon—that is, a

real written ojnsdtudon,—they edebrated the Fall ctf the Bastille

bought with thdr Ubrary funds the pamphlets of Paine and his

imitators, and even the expensive volumes of Godwin’s Poliucd

Justice, corresponded freely and vagudy with the Paris Jacobins,

edebrated the triumph of “Gallic freedmen” at Valmy by demolish-

ing “with considerable spirit” an effigy of Brunswick and drilling

a “considerable number of excellent toasts.”'^ Some traces of French

ritualisdc praedees appear. Strikers at Alnwick erected a tree

Liberty in the market place. Members of the dubs called one an-

other “dtizen.” The card of admission to the sodety at Sheffidd was
engraved with a female figure holding in one arm a spear widi a

A. Brown, French Revointum in EnglUk History, 64.
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cap of liberty on its tip, her other arm resting on a pedestal carrying

three books marked Milton, Sidney, Harrington.^ The “British

Convention” in Edinburgh began some of its reports with “Vive la

Convention" and ended them with “Qa ira"\ they even proposed to

divide the country into departments.^ Their activities in general,

however, arc markedly peaceful and convivial. They always dis-

avowed any intention of using force, of attempting the violent

overthrow of the monarchy. With the declaration of war against

France the agitation loses its touch of conviviality. The clubs had

not been popular with the mass of the people in peace time. In time

of war, it was easy to persuade true Englishmen that the members

of these popular societies were traitors. A lawyer named Reeves

organized an “Association for Protecting Liberty and Property

against Republicans and Levellers” (note the coupling of liberty

and property) and began an active campaign against Jacobins all

over the country. The government itself had begun isolated prose-

cutions in 1792. Thomas Paine had been obliged to flee to France

to avoid arrest for the seditious libel of The Rights of Man. Safe in

France, he sent a letter to the Attorney General in which he asked

whether “Mr. Guelph, or any of his profligate sons, is necessary to

the government of a nation?” This shocking sentiment elevated his

crime from seditious libel to treason, and he was oudawed.“ In

August, 1793, Muir, a capable young lawyer and a leading figure

among the Scottish agitators, was brought to trial before Lord

Brazfield for sedition. His chief crime seems to have been promoting

the circulation of Paine’s pamphlet. He was sentenced to fourteen

years’ transportation. Similar treatment was given to another Sept,

the Reverend Thomas Palmer of Dundee. Braxfield’s conduct of

both cases was obviously {prejudiced; he held it against Muir that

the latter had just been in France, and remarked in his summing-up

“I never was an admirer of the French; but I can now only con-

sider them as monsters of human nature.” The “auld alliance” was
pretty well dissolved.^^

The war, the Braxfleld trials, the growing indignation of most

*R. Birley, The English Jacc^ins (London, 1934), 22,

•W. L. l^thieson. The Awakening of Scotland (Glasgow, 1910), 136.

M. D. Conway, Life of Thomas Paine (New York, 1909), I, 373.
s^HoweU, State Trials, XXIH, 331.
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Englishmen at these traitorous lovers of things French, all spurred

the English Jacobins into more determined action. A petition for

reform, presented by the societies, and sponsored in Parliament by

Francis and Grey, was turned down 282 to 41. The societies then

rashly decided to try a convention, which met in Edinburgh in

November, 1793, as the ‘‘British Convention of the Delegates of the

Friends of the People associated to obtain Universal Suffrage and

Annual Parliaments.” This conventionr-an ominous name in 1793,

when the great French Convention had already sat for a year—did

much talking, and passed a resolution that if such conventions were

in the future forbidden by act of Parliament, they would automati-

cally assemble at a given spot and assert their rights. The Scottish

authorities acted too quickly, however, and the leaders Skirving

and Callender, Scotchinen, Margarot and Gerrald, delegates from

London, were arrested and tried in 1794 by Judge Braxfield, from

whom they received sentences of fourteen years* transportation.

So far the chief work of repression had been done in Scotland, less

restricted in such matters by legal and historical tradition. Pitt,

however, had by 1794 become genuinely frightened himself or at

least had come to the conclusion that to simulate fright would

enable him to win over the Portland Whigs and give him power

for life, and a free hand against France.^ Whatever his motive, Pitt

acted. In May, 1794, Hardy, Thelwall, Horne Tooke, and ten other

members of the two chief London societies—^the Corresponding

Society and the Society for Promoting Constitutional Information—

were arrested and tried for treason. Another joint convention was

about to meet, in spite of the fate of the Edinburgh convention, and

government spies had produced reports of arming among the radi-

cals. The government apparently thought themselves justified in

bringing the charge of treason, but the courts thought differently.

Hardy, defended by the eloquent Erskine, was triumphandy ac-

quitted and drawn through the West End in a coach by his friends.

The other prisoners were shordy acquitted, and the State Trials of

V, T, Laprade. England imd the French Revolntion (Baltimore, ipop), 144-1 4S,

maintains the latter hjrpothesis. His position is criticized by P. A. Brown, French
Revolution in English History, 131. Since the problem rests ultimately on what went on
inside Pitt's mind, it is insoluble. Professor Laprade would seem to imply that be-

cause Pitt got a thing, he had wanted it and planned for it, which is too great

a compliment, even to a statesman.
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1794 ware over. Had Pitt brought a charge of seditious libd, he

might well have secured convictions. But treason, with its neces-

sary penalty of death, was too much for a London jury, even in

1794, to accept on government’s assurance. Evidence proved the

accused to have been active political reformers anxious to alter the

existing regime. But there was no proof that the accused meditated

violence, that they possessed arms enough to make revolt possible,

that they wished to overthrow the monarchy.

The State Trials of 1794 show that the notion of individual rights

had so far embedded itself in English law as to make it impossible

for a government to take English lives arbitrarily. The public

rejoicing at Hardy’s release, coupled with public rejoicing over the

burning of Paine in effigy, or the burning of Priesdey’s house in

reality, gives evidence that even in moments of high tension one

diaracteristic form of English freedom, that of mutual toleration

among manifesdng or celebrating groups, was still safe. It is un-

likely, even in England, that the same persons could feast Hardy
and burn Paine. But the years subsequent to 1794 naarked a steady

and successful encroachment by government on these sacred English

liberties, until by 1799 Pitt was in most respects as absolute a ruler

as anyone on the Ck)ntinent. The whole governmental campaign

against Jacobinism in Great Britain was pursued with a Machiavel-

lian realism not to be reconciled with our present notions of the

purity of British political life. Pitt was gready aided here by his

friend Dundas, who held the Home Office until July, 1794. Agents

provocateurs, spies, subsidies to newspapers, assiduous cultivation of

conservative clergymen, packing of juries—no possible means of

suppression and counter-propaganda were neglected. The atmos-

phere at times seems like a burlesque of the current melodrama in

France. Dundas and his nephew have actually been accused—^un-

jusdy, it would seem—of hiring a man named Watts as agent

provocateur^ and then abandoning him to be hanged for his provo-

cations. A spy, J. B., reported a speech at a radical conference: ^In

the name of Mutius Soevola, I^ius and Clodius, give me six

determined fellows who shall be nameless. Give me only six whom
I can confide in with daggers apiece, and the business is done!!!

. . . NcHhing is easier than access to the Chambers of the Ari^
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crats, when they are joyous over their cups, siu:feiting and intoxi-

eating at the expense of the blood and treasure of millions of

British and Frenchmen—^nothing is easier than access to them—^and

thus—^and thus—and thus!!!” (gives three dagger thrusts) “—the

death of such villains alarms the whole country. The sans<ulottes

gather and the business is done.”^*

In 1795 the king, on his way to open Parliament, was stopped and

almost dragged from his coach by a mob. A shot was fired and

cries of “No war! Bread!” were heard. Habeas corpus had already

been suspended at the time of the State Trials. In this session of

Parliament were passed the Two Acts of 1795-96, by which it

became possible to speak or write, as well as to act treason, and

which forbade all large public meetings without special permit, and

classed lecture rooms as disorderly houses. The Mutinies in the fleet

at the Nore and the Irish rebellion, both of which were to a certain

extent decked out with French ideas, further alarmed the govern-

ment. By this time English radicalism had had to confine itself to the

more curious and active of the working classes, had got itself mixed

up with freethinking and republicanism, was indeed laying the foun-

dation for that interesting and none too well studied group of

nineteenth<entury radicals, from Richard Carlile to Holyoake and

Bradlaugh, who relieve the respectability of Victorian England.
But Pitt would not tolerate even this slight menace to the ruling

classes. In 1799 the Two Acts were sup|demented so that secret asso-

ciations or federations, and even trade tmions, were forbidden, press

censorship provided for, and registration of printing presses re-

quired. llie England so admired by Montesquieu, Voltaire, and

other victims of Continental tyranny, was for the moment a very

effective tyranny herself.

The main influence of the French Revolution in England, as has

often been pointed out, was the hardening of all conservative ele-

ments into a rigid Toryism, and the postponement of reform of

Parliament for forty years. It is less often noted that the French

Revolution, together with Pitt’s repression, virtually laid the basis

for the intellectual life of the En^ish workingman, that it began

the education of these workingmen, that it made them, and helped

the {oregohig details, sec H. Furber, Htmy Dundas (Oxford, 193^)* 77-93-
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to keep them, dass conscious. Yet only a small part o£ the Ei^lish

'Working class-whether the “better” or the “worse” part is not for

the historian to judge—accepted the new ideology. Most English-

men were loyal subjects of the king, who was now old enough and

domemcally unfortunate enough to make an effective appeal to

English sentimentalism. The oppressed were, in the French diction

of the epoch, “proud their c^ns”; a London noob of common
peofde wrecked the house of the wealthy Lord Stanhope^ a well-

known champion of the rights of the common people. Now, though

Pitt’s government was extremely well-organized, and far better

equipped to repress disorder than the government of Louis XVI,

agiutkm for radical change in England was stopped so easily be-

cause that agitation had little effect on ordinary Englishmen, bemuse

in the words of Wilberforcc’s Yorkshire slogan of 1795 there were

“Twenty King’s Men to one Jacobin.”^* Yet there certainly were

not twenty well-fed and prosperous Englishmen to one under-

nourished and miserable Englishman at this turn of the century.

The war, of course, gave a focus on which to concentrate emotional

excitement and afiorded Englishmen a heightened satisfaction in

patricxism. Men in sheer want rarely revolt. The Englishmen who
proposed toasts like “May the Wings of Liberty never flourish till

they are washed in the blood of Despots” were suffering from imagi-

nations that could be cured by patriotism, but certainly not by food

and drink, of which latter they certainly had already had too much.

Many sober and respectable Frenchmen underwent the madness of

Jacc^inian. Ei^liffunen of a similar walk of life underwent the

minor, and perhaps less bloody, madness of patriotism. English heads

wo’e nctf turned by the Republic of Virtue in the last decade of the

eighteenth century. This is a stricdy historical statement, and is not

a sociological generalization to the effect that English heads are at

all times peculiarly safe from being turned by anything.

m. CENTRAL AND EASTRXN EUROPE

Tlte internal bi^ry of Prussia was but slig^dy affected

French Revcdution. Fretferick William had d^id^ to combat die

Enlightenment even before the Revolution broke out. The war,

^ Ifatliieaoii, BngUmd m
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and rumors of active French propaganda, simply caused a tighten-

ing of the censorship. A few rash men like the Alsatian Leuchsen-

ring, and the musician Reichardt, victim of some of the less heavy
couplets of the Xenien of Goethe and Schiller, did indeed get into

trouble with the Prussian police. There was no extensive “con-

spiracy” tmearthed, though in 1796 some younger Prussian ofBcials

of the sort who later ably seconded Stein were arrested at the insti-

gation of the grasping and reactionary governor of Silesia, Hoym,
and kept in prison until the accession of Frederick William III in

1798. These young men—^Zerboni, Leipsiger, Contessa—^had been

involved in a secret society, a “moral Vehmgericht” as they called

it, which had attempted to liberalize the Silesian administration, and
had attacked the evils of land-grabbing in newly acquired Polish

territory. This Vehmgericht had in turn sprung from an earlier

society called the “Euergctes,” planned along Masonic lines. It was
all very well-meant, very academic, very far from the Terror. Some
aaual trouble there was among the people, especially in this same
province of Silesia, where the peasants protested bitterly against

feudal restraints, and where the weavers struck, rioted, and were

fired upon by the troops. Hoym, the governor, detected the influ-

ence of “evil ideas arising from French propaganda”: agents re-

ported that people said “we only wish the French would comc.”^®

On the whole, however, Prussia remained quiet during the French

Revolution.

To some critics, indeed, Prussia was far too quiet The Frederician

state had great social and political weaknesses, and to leave this state

untouched was a very different thing from leaving the English state

untouched. Yet in 1794 Frederick William suRered the great Gjde;,

or Landrecht, initiated by his uncle, to be issued after long delay,

and only after the very timid reforms of its makers, Carmer and

Suarez, had been omitted. The proposed Landrecht had left feu-

dalism untoudied, had divided Prussians sharply into nolfles,

burghers, and peasants, had maintained the illegality of marriage

between a noble and a member of another class (the original code

provided for morganatic marriages, but this was stridk out by

Goldbeck, Carmer’s successor), had presupposed the whole fabric

»G. P. Goodly Germany and ^ Freftch RevoinHen (London, 1930), 375*37^*
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of Pruffiiaii autx>cracy. But it did try to protect the judges by making

diem removable only by the courts, not by the crown, and in other

minor ways attempted to put a legal limit on the king’s authority.

All this was destroyed by Frederick William, and the code as issued

had no reforming value whatever. What may be called the break*

down of the morale of the Prussian ruling classes continued through

the decade. The peace of Basel and the complicated intrigues of

Prince Henry and the Pro-French party further involved the court

of Berhn. The partitions of Poland brought to Prussia lands which

had to be assimilated. That process brought renewed corruption and

dissension. A royal order to Hoym can hardly be regarded as other

than an invitation to land-grabbing: “to direct your attention so

that in the new acquisitions good German landlords be maintained,

and the lands, conferred in hereditary noble right, may not come

again into possession of Polish owners.” A consortium was formed

by Hoym, Bischoifswerder, Rietz (the husband of the king’s chief

mistress), and others, and large profits made by resales of con-

fiscated estates.^*

In other parts of what is now Germany, the internal history of

the period is not unlike that of most decades of the century. Every-

thing depends on the local government, on the personality of the

princelet, on his mistresses, on his ministers. In general, the en-

lightened middle classes were interested in the French Revolution

and, tmtil the Terror, more or less sympathetic. But there was no

common German response to the Revolution, no threat of a serious

German rising. “Here and there one finds plots, uprisings, resist-

ance to magistrates or military officials; not the idea of ffie sover-

eignty of the people, however, but sheer hunger has produced

them.”^^ Just as in England, there was sufiering enough, oppression

enough) but no common revolutionary faith. The extreme subdivi-

sion of Germany, the social, economic^ and intellectual backward-

ness <A one of her greatest states, Austria, the prestige and real

powers of the Junker class in another great state, Prussia, the lack

of a social organization in which the new political ideas could be

^7. Hdiring, Zmt pnnsHchfn Ctsehidite vom UiiUtdUtr his Jsna (Berliii,

^86*387. Italics mint.
” K, T. Hdgel, Vsutseks GssehUhU, 306.
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propagated—all these factors contributed to prevent a revolution in

Germany. Just as in England, however, the new ideas did penetrate

into certain classes of society. But whereas in England French anti-

clerical radicalism of the Jacobin type influenced a genuine working-

class movement, in Germany only the milder liberalism of the

monarchical experiment, of Mirabeau and Lafayette, got a foothold,

and that among the prosperous merchants. Hamburg, as one might

expect, was devoted to the French cause and celebrated the first

anniversary of the fall of the Bastille in touching ibshion. The
merchants of the Senate could hardly be expected to approve the

“Kannibalregiment” of the Terror, but at no time was Hamburg
an active supporter of the imperial war on France, and indeed

hardly did more in that war than her legal minimum as a member
of the empire.^*

lu Austria the new emperor Francis II finally abandoned the

promising, if occasionally rash, experiments of Maria Theresa and

Joseph, and laid the foundations for the rule of MetternicL It is im-

possible to say how far the young ruler was influenced by fear of

the French Revolution to take up a stand that now appears, in

nineteenth-century terminology, reactionary. Francis was gready

influenced by his minister Thugut, who used to say of the Revolu-

tion “the axe alone can put out that fire.”^* Court society held the

Revolution in horror. Tlw emperor encouraged the activities of Alois

Hoffman, who tried to make his Wiener Zeitschrijt a major organ

of European opinion hostile to the Jacobins. By the end of the cen-

tury Vienna was pretty well established as the spiritual center of

the opposition to new ideas and new institutions. Now, though

much belligerendy liberal historical wriung has been obviously

unfair to Metternich and his immediate pr^ecessors, it is impos-

sible to deny that the Austria of Francis II proudly maintain^ a

privileged nobility, a strong Catholic Church, a peasantry in many
regions still enserfed, and, what is equally important, a sufliciendy

coordinated public opinion in support of these things so that men
could associate the two abstractions “Austria” and “reaction.” Prus-

sia under Frederick William II offered many a sight as horrifying

^A. Wohlwitl, Na^ete Geschickte der Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg insbesondere
von tjBg bis 1815 (Gotha, I9 i4)» » 3S»
^Quoted in Denit, La Boh^mot II, 17*
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to liberal eyes as anything in the Austria of the time. But die di-

versity of Prussian opinion, the survival of Fredcrician traditions

among the bureaucracy, the very scale of the personal intrigues of

the court of Berlin, all prevented men from personifying Prussia

as an enemy of things new.

Francis early b^an his policy of conformity with the wishes of

the ruling classes of his dominions. His father had indeed surren-

dered to his rebellious subjects, but never without trying to save as

many of Jose|di’s reforms as possible. Hardly a month after his

accession, Francis quiedy dropped Eger’s projected continuation of

peasant reforms. Where his father had shown much concern for

the Magyar middle classes, Francis gave in completely to the nobles,

cultivated them and flattered them, threw open to these Magyar

gendemen the holy of holies, high command in the Austrian army.

His government in Hungary was “a respectful, caressing oppres-

sion, founded on spying and secret influence, but which succeeded

only the more surely in making Hungary a province of Austria.”**

Francis, like Metternich after him, was obsessed with the fear of

secret societies, and blamed the revolutionary movement upon the

wicked ideas of philosophers and illuminati. The Austrian censor-

ship was among the most exacting and absurd in Europe. In 1795

Mozart’s Zatdierjlote was banned, not on the ground that its con-

fused libretto reflects the simple hopes of eighteenth-century Free-

masonry, but on the ground that it is speciflcally revolutionary

propaganda—^Pamina, for example^ being Liberty, Papageno Aristoc-

racy, the serpents the deficit, the priests of Sarastros the National

Assembly, and so on.®^

The Hapsburg lands really did imt afford very fruitful ground for

revolutionary propag^mda. Social and economic conditions would

seem to preclude any hope of sweeping reform, especially so soon

afier the failure of Jose^ II. Revolutionary faith, however, was
an enthusiasm imt always consciously linked by its holders with

social and economic conditions. Martinovics, Prandstatter, and theu:

fellows might perhaps have been restrained from their Jacobin

f^its by a knowlnlge of the economic interpretation of history.

Histoire dei Hongrots, 455.
»V. Bibl Der ZttfaU Oesterreichf : Kaiser Framg and sein Srbt (Vtennt, igaa), 8$.
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Such knowledge was far from common in 1794. These two major

plots do, however, show that French ideas had penetrated into Aus-

tria. They were, no doubt, much exaggerated, and possibly to no
small extent initiated and developed, by police spies. But they do
show that among the intellectuals, the more prosperous but not

commercially grasping bourgeoisie, there was already a nucleus for

what later came to be liberalism.

These Austrian and Hungarian conspirators were a small and
rather naive minority, not unlike the later Decembrists in Russia.

Their names and callings are highly respectable—in Vieima, Prand-

atatter, judge, von Hebenstreit, ofBcer, Baron von Riedel, professor,

Count Hohenwart; in Budapest, Martinovics, ex-Franciscan, learned,

trusted by Joseph II, thoroughly immersed in eighteenth-century

humanitarian schemes, Hajnoczy, son of a Protestant minister,

former official, Laczkovics, officer. Count Sigray, Szentmarjay, secre-

tary in a noble family. Among these men there wer^ no doubt,

some who opposed the old regime because they had been failures

hitherto, because their own society had rejected them. Laczkovics,

for instance, felt that he had been set aside from the straight line

of military promotion by the jealousy of his superiors.®* They

belonged to groups hardly well-organiz^ enough to be called Jaco-

bin clubs, but certainly formed to circulate revolutionary literature

to provide meeting places for kindred souls. The Vienna Jacobins

were accused of planting a tree of liberty in the Briihl, of singing

“a song, in the highest degree revolutionary, composed in the

spirit of liberty, provocative of plotting most dangerous to the state,

and especially directed to the lowest classes.” It is significant that

these lowest classes jeered at their revolutionary friends exposed in

the stocks.®’ A Hungarian Jacobin had translated the Marseillaise

into Magyar, an offense for which he |»id with his life. The trials

both in Vienna and in Budapest were remarkable for secrecy, for

the vagueness of the charge of conspiracy, and for the heavy penal-

ties meted out—death, sixty years in chain% thirty-five year% ex-

posure in the stocks, confiscation of property.

*• H. Marczali, *‘Dic Verschworung des Martinovics,” Ungariscke Jtevue (i88i), I,

15.

» Bibl, Zfrfa// Oesterreichs, 78; E. K. Blumml and G. Gugitz, Van Ltuten imd
ZHten im ttHen Wien (Vienna, 192a), 19a.
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If titt Haplnirg policy towards new ideas seems scandalous to

the modern liberd, Catherine’s policy will seem almost fantastic.

It is true that the higher Russian bureaucracy had quite recently

acquired, not unaided by Catherine, a smattering of the vocabulary

and stereotypes of the Edightenment. Mme. Swetchine was brought

up in the pdace at Moscow, where her father was on the empress’s

private secretarid staff. She tells how, then about seven years old,

she gave directions for illuminating her father’s apartment, and,

on the surp-ised officid’s return, exclaimed, "Oh, papal Surely we
must cdebrate the fall of the Bastille, and the release of the poor

French prisoners!”^ But Catherine had attained and kep her

pwer only by the complete surrender of pliticd arid economic

pwer to the s^-owning, landed nobility. Under Catherine Russian

serfdom was extended and crystallized into a fixed system. Her
very bureaucrats were gendemen, owners of souls. In spite of her

Legislative Commission and her correspndence with Diderot and

Grimm, she herself, and most of her servants, had litde under*

standing of the economic or the emotional aspcts of the philosophic

movement which helped to make the French Revolution. Many
Russian enthusiasts for the Enlightenment were like the landowner

Struiski of Penza, who set up his own press to pint his adaptations

of Voltaire and other French poets, and who judged his serfs in

strict, almost fanatical, accordance with European methods, himself

reading the act of indictment, and making the speech for the de>

fense. The questioning of the serf, however, was accompanied by

torture, and Struiski kep a full arsenal for this purpose.^

To Catherine the attack of the Bastille, and especially the shock*

ing lise-majesU of the march of the women to VersaiUes, were un*

forgivable crimes. She did her best to stir up a European crusade

against die French, wrote indignant and indelicate letters about the

^ure of the allies—"quelle cacade que ce due de Brunswick est all£

Hire en Champagne!’’—and flew into pictiuesque rages at Jacobin

successes.” But Cathmne was only morally concerned about a gen*

A Hisimry nf RnsAa, tnmrited hf C« J. Hoftrtb (London,

wO, V, 107.
* Kludieviky, Rnstia, V, 109,

**C^tlteniie to Grimm, Getob^ 31, 179** Puma Tmp0rairiUy Bkatmiay IX k, GHmmu
<f774-i79(»), ed. Grot ($t Petetubistg, sS/S).
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cral European order. Her practical interests lay in her own dcanin-

ions, and these she attempted to seal up completely against French

influences. All Frenchmen in Russia were obliged to subscribe to a

special oath devised by Catherine, solemnly damning the Revolu-

tion and all its works, French diplomatic agents were dismissed, the

ports closed to French sailors, no objects of French origin, books,

letters, goods, works of arts, allowed to enter Russia, no Russian sub-

ject permitted to go to France. Catherine could find little at home to

suppress. She did, however, dose down all Masonic lodges, most

of which were of the semi-mystic Martinist persuasion, and not very

earthly revolutionary, and brought to trial Novikov, of the Gazette

de Moscou, a mildly liberal journal with some four thousand sub-

scribers. Novikov was imprisoned in the Schlusselburg. Radishchev,

whose Voyage de St. Petersbourg d Moscou had been approved by

the censor in 1785, and published in 1790, was exiled for this sen-

tence: “It is not from the wisdom of the property-owners that one

may expect liberty, but from the very excess of slavery.”*^ Paul,

though he altered his mother’s foreign policy, maintained and en-

deavored to strengthen, her measures against things French. By
ukase he forbade the use of two perfectly good Russian words

{grazhdanin and otechestvo) because they translated citoyen and

patrie\ in 1800 he similarly forbade all importation of printed mat-

ter of any kind, including music.^

IV. SOUTHERN EUROPE

The full impact of the French Revolution in Italy followed Bona-

parte’s successful invasion of 1796. Italy in 1789 was still a mere

geographical expression, and, though some states, like Tuscany

under Leopold, were much better governed than others, the general

economic level of the country was lower than that of North-

western Europe. Most of Italy, however, was free from die feudal

abuses so annoying in France. “Save perhaps in Naples and Sicily,

feudalism was, if not dead, at least dying, and the bourgeoisie ^-

rcady in possession of political power.’’** Even more, pai^ps, than

*^ 0. L»Hviire, Catherine II et la Revolution froufoise (Pads, iSqs)* ao8.

''K. Walisxewaki, Paul I, English translation (London, 19x3), 109, ix$.

Nitti, in La vita italiana duranto la rivoluaione franceso 0 fimpoto CH0im»
19x5), a6S.
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in Germany, French was the language of the educated minority,

and French art and letters determined fashions. The first news of

the Revolution, here as elsewhere, was welcomed by the “enlight-

ened." Even Alficri, later one of the most excited, if not the most

profound, of the articulate enemies of the revolution, hailed its be-

giimings with an ode “Parigi sbastigliato” (Paris dis-Bastilled).

The more convinced proponents of revolutionary ideas soon or-

ganized themsdves into clubs. In Italy, as in Central Europe, these

clubs were forced by political conditions to organize secretly, and

to indulge in what their conservative opponents regarded as con-

spiracies. Such a club was founded at Turin in 1793 from three

smaller groups, which, as discussion groups or literary societies, may
have antedated the Revolution. This club founded affiliated clubs

—

always in secrecy—in small Piedmontese towns. The Piedmontese

Jacobins were betrayed to the police in May, 1794, by a faint-hearted

brother, forty-eight of them imprisoned and three condemned to

death. The French admiral Latouche had stopped at Naples with

his fleet in December, 1792, and demanded an apology for what the

French regarded as undue interference by the Neapolitan ambassa-

dor at Constantinople with a French mission to the sultan. The
very unheroic Neapolitan government gave the apology, but La-

touche’s stay had been long enough to encourage the radicals

of Naples to organize. A “S^etll degli amici della Libert^ et del

I’Eguaglianza” was founded in secrecy and plans were made for

modernizing the unenlightened kingdom. The group sjdit, quite in

die French fashbn, into a “Club Lomo,” so-called from its motto,

Liberth o Mortc, willing to maintain a liberal monarchy, and a

“Club Romo,” with a motto Repubblica o Morte, determined to go

the whole way to a republic. The Neapolitan Jacobins, like others

scattered through Europe, were not always quite up to date in their

knowledge of afiairs at the fountainhead of their faith. They sent

a complimentary address to Mackau, French ambassador in Naples

in 1793, likening him to Lafayette, by that time regarded by
French rqiublicans as a traitor.*® These Neapolitan societies were
elaborately organized to preserve secrecy. They were divided into

sections, and members of one section were unknown to members of
A. Prtticlictti, S^ria 4ai 1/^9 ^ ^799 (Milan, 1911), 87, 15^
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tlie others. Each section delegated certain members to a comnum
body, and that body elected a kind of directorate, which alone

knew the total membership of the society.®^

Just as in Central Europe, the striking thing about th^ Italian

revolutionists, at least to a twentieth century which considers revo-

lutionists not quite socially respectable, is their high standing in

their communities. The Jacobins of Milan numbered a duke, Serbel-

lone (described, it is true, as of “mediocre intelligence”), a cotmt,

Porro, a distinguished jurist, Sopransi, lawyers, doctors, men of

letters, professors.®® Among Sicilian Jacobins were Dr. Giuseppe

Ardizzone of Catania, “rich and popular,” a nobleman, Di Blasi,

who headed a conspiracy to seize the viceroy and proclaim an imie-

pendent, democratic Sicily, Dr. Luigi Leo of Castelvetrano, guilty

of possessing “heretical, magical, and erotic works,” such as, those

of Luther, Calvin, Rousseau, Montesquieu, and Barth^emy de

Saint-Hilaire.®®

As will be evident from the above detail, the police all over Italy

were zealous guardians of the established order, and all the govern-

ments, especially after August 10, 1791, attempted to prevent the

spread of French ideas. The censors at Naples ordered a play called

the Corsair of Marseilles to drop Marseilles from its tide, which

suggested the incendiary “Marseillaise,” to change “I am not free

to do so” to “I am not master of my person,” and to change “I am
going to breathe a moment in freedom" to “I am going to breathe

a moment.”®* Measures like these seem a trifle alarmist There was

little sign that the Italian people as a whole were affected by the

new ideas. Isolated troubles did break out attd occasionally the

cry of “Let us do as the French have done” was heard, but these

troubles, like the similar troubles in Silesia, have always a specific

origin in local grievances or economic distress. Bread riots may fur-

ther a revoludon already begun, but they do not in themselves con-

stitute a revolution. In Sardinia, indeed, there began in 1^3 a

serious rising directed against absentee government in Turin, and
^ B. Croce, La riv^uwionfi napotetana del 1799 ed. Bari, *9^*
••A. Franchetti, Stthria d*Italia, 346,
•• F. Scasdoac, “II giacobinismo in Sicilia," Archivio starico siciliano (x9ax-aa), XLIV»

*74 .

•• F. Hasard, La Rdvoluium franfoise $* le^ WtPre$ Uolieaekee (Paris, 19*0), ii.
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in &vor of the medieval StamenH, or Estates. But this revolt against

Piedmontese “foreigners” has no more to do with the French Revo-

lution than has the very similar rd>ellion of the Belgian estates

against Austria. Once the rebellion had broken out, the handful of

true Jacobins on the island were encouraged to come out in the

open, and by 1796 there is a Sardinian Jacobin party, headed by the

nobleman Giovan Maria Angioi, judge of the Royal Udienza.

Angioi, however, was even more powerless against the force of

trachtion than his Belgian parallel, Vonck, and Sardinia remained

a picturesque and isolated bit of old Italy.

The immediate effect of the French Revolution in Italy was to

{Momote Italian patriotism, and hence to encourage Italians to cling

to old customs and institutions as against French novelties. Long
French rule under Napoleon was to leave Italian patriotism and

hatred for the French stronger than ever, but it was also to force

upon Italy some, at least, of French institutions. Evidence of the

growth of Italian patriotism, characteristically accompanied by that

detesudon of France which seems to be an abiding part of Italian

patriotism, is abundant even before Bonaparte’s invasion. The Sar-

dinian peasants were worked up to a white fury against the French,

pictured in popular verse as destroying altars and violating women.
A dialect poem of 1793 says of the French:

Issos adorant idolos de oro

De attarzu et de ferru.

Finzas su babbu ipsoro hant istestada

Franzesos inalaitc»I

(They adore idols of gold, of st^i and iron. They have even killed

their own fother—Louis XVI—the cursed French!)”

In higher literary circles the same bitterness appears. The French

hegemony, so fotd to eighteenth-century ItaU^ literature, was

brokoi, and Italian men of letters b^n to lay die foundations for

the Risorgimento. Mond in his BassvUliana repudiated the work of

the philosophet and vindicated the Roman faith; Voltaire was
“costui di Foney I’emi^ e maligno Filosofante.”** Alfieri, in his

l>eled<!a, aotifimiioefl Is Sttifegna nd ticoto XVni»** iZiMla
iW). XXVIII, 45.
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Misogallo, after calling attention to Mirabeau’s Italian name, Ki-

quetti, adds “those who have been transplanted to France degen>

erate; but Frenchmen transplanted from France to any other land

never get any better.” The French language he declared to be

“mono-aspri-vili-sillabi nasalc.”®'^ Literature and simple peasant vir-

tue had already made their characteristic modern alliance in pa-

triotism. In Italy, perhaps, this patriotism involved at first rat^r

more hatred of France and the Enlightenment than love of the

Italian fatherland.

Spain was not a fruitful ground for revolutionary ideas, especially

when these ideas had a French origin. The French had in increasing

numbers peneuated into Spanish business life. There were nearly

14,000 French heads of families domiciled in Spain in 1791, almost

all engaged in commerce. To the good Spaniard, these French were

“money grubbers who had well-nigh monopolized the work in

their towns.”*® Many of the upper classes had been touched by the

Enlightenment. Charles IV was a benevolent eighteenth-century

monarch, and his first ministers, Floridablanca and Aranda, both

disposed towards moderate reform, the latter even Francophil. To
the common people, however, French ideas were simply incom-

prehensible, Frendimen themselves detestable atheists, destroyers of

throne and altar. Godoy, who succeeded Aranda in 1792, pro-

voked war with France by his clumsy efforts to buy the personal

safety of Louis XVI, cousin of the Spanish king. The war was

from the first extremely popular, though Spanish incfiSciency and

poverty made it a failure. G^oy by the peace of Basel succeeded in

saving the kingdom from invasion. Measures against spiritual inva-

sion had already been taken; a rigorous censorship had been estab-

lished by Aranda, and furthered by the Inquisition. These measures

were, of course, unsuccessful. The very few whom education, com-

mercial position, or personal idiosyncrasy inclined towards new
ideas were able to find out what was happening in France. There

were the customary secret societies, rumored and real. San Sebastian

was handed over to the French by Spanish Jacobins. There was a

radical group in Burgos. On the whole, however, Spain wa.s 1^
•^Misogallo, sonnet 9, note: sonnet 31.

I..aluei>te, Hiitoria genttiU d€ EtpgMa (BarceUma, 1889), XV, 185.
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afifeoed by Jacobinism than any other country of Europe, save

perhaps Russia. Even its reformers resisted the domination of

France. A pamphlet of 1796, Pan y Toros, attacks the S{»nish clergy

as corrupt and pagati, the people as ignorant, the government as in-

efficient, all in ^e bitterest language; but it advocates the rebuilding

of a iMw Spain without specid rderence to the French experiment.

V. CONCLUSION

Any study of the spread of the French Revolution in Europe must

ffice the problem of how far a definite French propaganda, paid

for and directed by the French government, really existed, ^n-
temporaries talked much of French gold, of French agents, of an

elaborate organization to subvert monarchical Europe. Sir John

Acton, Neapolitan minister, wrote in 1792 that “from amongst the

most refined scoundrels of the Jacobin Club in Paris three hundred

are to be chosen to be sent in disguise through foreign countries,

there to stir up the people and to obtain proselytes for their per-

nicious doctrine.”®* More extreme statements could be found. News-

papers like Hoffmann’s Wiener Zeitschrijt detected Jacobins behind

every bush. The situation, moreover, has again become familiar to

the modern world as a result of the Russian Revolution.

Of the more extreme and ridiculous of such reports it is sufficient

to say that they are interesting elements of a history of public opin-

ion, of a retrospective political psychology, but that they have noth-

ing to do with fact France had neither time, money, nor adequately

educated men to produce an effective secret organization of Euro-

pean scope. The men in particular were lacking, and the new re-

public was hard put to it to build up an adequate public foreign

service. Her new ambassadors, ministers, and consuls were, indeed,

charged—or charged themselves—with the furthering of French

interests through propaganda at their respective posts. There was

nothing in princi^de very startling in this, save for the relative

lack of subtlety with which these republican diplomats went about

their work. Where the French armies went, there went naturally

and easily enough a good deal of French propaganda which needed

no special organization. The Convention had issued a decree in-

ArcMvio storico AciHanto, XLXIX, apS soCe.
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viting the whole world to join the Revolution. The government,

the Jacobin dubs, the private newspapers did combine to send a lot

of printed material into surrounding countries.

On the other hand, it is pretty clear that, where social and intd-

lectual conditions favored it, the French Revolution propagated

itself. Rarely does one find traces of Frenchmen among the radicak

of the different countries; or when one does find a Margarot in

England, a Romey in Italy, they are Frenchmen already established

in these countries, not by any stretch of the imagination delegates

of the French government The prosecution in the Vienna and

Budapest plots claimed to have linked Martinovics with Thomas
Hardy, to have shown that the Ck}nvention had subsidized the

Vienna and Budapest clubs. Modern historians have never found

the links that were so clear in 1794.^ The effective propagandist of

the French Revolution was not the paid French agent; he was the

discontented, ambitious, educated native. There is plenty of evi-

dence that deliberate French propaganda, even in such favorable

ground as Germany, was of litde use in stirring up popular dis-

content. “Nothing more certain,” wrote Harmer in 1796, “than that

the internal situation in Bavaria is alarming; but this is not the

revolutionary spirit, it is in no way the product of French agents

who are operating there.”*^ Perhaps the best organized and most

determined effort made by the French to secure their ends by pure

propaganda was this effort of 1796, centering above all in the upper

Rhine valley. The energetic and well-financed campaign launched

by the ex-marquis Poterat in Baden was a complete failure and the

government of Baden remained in the hands of its Zahringen

rulers.^

With the war and the Terror, indeed, the gap between French

principles and French practice had become so much wider than the

comfortable gap between word and deed commonly admitted in

this world that not the most skillful propaganda could close it. Not
Liberty nw Fraternity, and only a rather grim Equality, had ruled

^Mftrczali, Vngariuhe Retme, t, X7«i8.
^ R. Du M« Eckart, **Bayerts^ Zustande tind die franadsische Propaganda im Jahre

1796/* FprsckuiHfen tur Kultur^ un4 Litterxiturgeschickte Bayems II, aix.

**K. Obser, "Poterat und die revolutioo&re Propaganda am Oberrhein," Ztiisekrift

fUr die GescMckie dee Oberrheins (iSpa).
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with tlie guillotine. Even mote strikingly to riie tat. of Europe

was the aggressively nationalistic France of 1794 not the cosmo-

politan Fran(X of ^xxl taste, good manners, and good intenrions,

the France where philosophy had made virtue attractive, attainable,

and common. Once long ago the National Assembly had renounced

conquests. It had annexed papal Avignon, but only on the repeated

petition of the inhabitants of this very French enclave. The Con-

vention on November 27, 1792, listen^ to a long report in which

Gregoire showed how advantageous to both j^rties the annexation

of Savoy by France would [HOve, how completely in accord with

the law of nations, nature, and God. An obscure moderate, P^ni^es,

rose to protest: ‘1 maintain that it is not necessary to amalgamate

two free peojJes in order to secure their true union (murmurs).

... In a litde republic, each citizen, having more influence, has

more interest in public affairs, takes part in them. In a big republic

his influence is almost nil, and he neglects the public interest, lets

himsdf be dominated . . .” (prolonged murmurs). P^niferes, whose

Rousseauistic orthodoxy is here irreproachable, was shouted down
and the aimexation voted by acclamation.^ The republic was fast

outgrowing Rousseau.

To the rest of Europe, at least, if not to Frenchmen, it was ap-

parent that France had deserted the principles of eighteenth-century

cosmopolitanian. Since France was higMy successful, the infer-

ence was pretty obvious that those principles were no longer true,

at any rate no longer useful Cosmopolitanmn must give way to

nationalism. The psychological realities behind the abstraction are

as old as Adam, but in its modern form nationalima was pretty

onnplaidy dressed up in the decade of the French Revolution.

Nature m which the French had been proving themselves truer

in thdr practice than in their theory, was on the side of diversity,

idiosyncrasy, variation [MCturesque and profitable. The Germans
should be very German, and exp^ the French, at least as a prelimi-

nary measure from German courts and kitchens, academies and
new^pers. Later they could be e:q)elled from German lands.

Many hatreds, many ambitions, many interests went to rouse Euro-

pean nationalities against the conquering France of the Revolution
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and Napoleon. By a singular irony, these diverse and very concrete

emotions centered themselves in the abstraa principle most cal-

culated to give the revolutionary principles of Liberty, Equality, and
Fraternity a chance to do effective work on this earth. For if it is

not being a Christian that matters, nor a gentleman, nor a com-

moner, nor even a man of virtue and feeling, but only being an
Englishman, a German, an Italian, then within each separate state

you have, indeed, a world as simple as the philosophes had imag-

ined. Men, unequal as to wealth, talent, strength, goodness, are

equal as to Englishness, Germanness, Frenchness. The earl and the

brewer arc brothers, if not yet, as was to be in nineteenth-century

England, one and the same man.



Chapter Eight

THE THERMIDOREANS

I. THE NINTH THERMIDOR

The Republic of Virtue, so happily established by the elimination

of the corrupt Dantonists and the traitorous Hebertists in the spring

of 1794, ran its course in four troubled months* It was soon clear

to the victorious Robespierre that there were still sinful men left

alive, and that the republic could not be secure save in their deaths.

No other explanation of the famous Law of 22 Prairial, drawn up
by Robespierre, makes sense. This law split the Revolutionary

Tribunal in four parts sitting simultaneously for greater speed of

action, defined in conveniently vague terms the “enemies of the

people’^ against whom it was directed, denied the accused right of

counsel, reduced the number of jurors necessary for conviction, and

gave to the Committees of Public Safety and General Security, and

to the prosecuting attorney of the Tribunal, the right to send any-

one, even a member of the Convention, before the Tribunal. Under

the seven weeks* operation of the law, the average daily number of

prisoners guillotined was increased tenfold. Now this law can

scarcely be said to have an economic motive. The decrees of Ven-

t6se did not need its help, having their own machinery for sorting

out the suspects. In the bread-and-butter world men are agreed in

calling normal, the Law of 22 Prairial simply has no place, is not

to be understood. It belongs to the insane world where the heroic

Robespierre could actually get things done. Granted that by a

mysdc intenrity of faith the clea may know the damned without

recourse to die unimportant, indeed often deceiving, realities of

customary legal procedure, there is no reason why the procedure of

the Tribunal should not be considered in the highest sense just.

Granted that the continued earthly existence of the damned is a

constant menace to the security of the republic, to put the damned

to death is the duty of the guardians of the repiblic. These last
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steps o£ Ac journey to Ae earthly paradise lie through Ae greatest

of dangers—^Ae desertion of Ac false friends who have hiAcrto

Allowed Ac road in Ae hope that Aey might tiurn Ac virtuous

from it One last effort, one final thrusting away of enciunbrances,

and Ae goal is reached.

This law destroyed Robespierre. The ferocity of its application

undoubtedly helped disgust, or raAcr tire, Ac ordinary man wiA
Ae revolution. Yet Ac actual fall of Robespierre was not directly

brought about by Ae action of public opinion. The events of Ae
Ninth Thermidor, even more Aan Aose of immediately preceding

“revolutionary days” arc matters of intrigue among Ae powerful

few. Only after the NinA Thermidor does public opinion assiune a

role, a role not altogether anticipated by Ae auAors of Ae “day.”

The chief effective opposition to Robespierre and his aides, Saint-

Just and Couthon—sometimes called the Triumvirate—lay in two
groups, one within Ae great committees, Ae oAer among Ae
representatives on mission. This opposition, in Ae face of Ae Law
of 22 Prairial voted by a supine Convention, could not be open and

parliamentary. It was organized and developed in secrecy, chiefly by

Fouch^.^ Fouchc was a man of great intelligence and no morals

—

as Aat word is commonly understood—and, of course, wholly in-

capable of losing himself in Ae Republic of Virtue. He had

abandoned an ecclesiastical career for more certain preferment under

Ae Revolution, and as representative on mission had been one of

Ac most ruthless of dechristianizers. Robespierre had ticketed him
with the HAertists, and Fouchc knew Aat he was marked for Ae
guillotine. Recalled in disgrace from his mission, he made himsdf

as obscure as possible, and set about cultivating a backstairs rela-

tionship wiA men he knew to be hostile to Ac existing govern-

ment
Some of Ae most important of Aese men were members of Ae

government WiAin Ac Committee of Public Safety, Colkit

d’Herbois and Billaud-Varcnnes, Acmselves Terrorists wiA a

bloody record, had quarreled wiA Robespierre for reasons more

^The seardi for ntaster-mitHfi behind such events as the do^fall of Itobespiew is

l^mietimes misleading. But it does seem that this is an authentic example of a political

intrigue tinall^r knotted together by one mam Fouchi’s role is very aWy established in

Madelin, FpucM (Paris, 1900).
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persojial than political. Other member^ like Carnot ai^ Cambon,

had never be^ true Jacobins in the religious sense, had never

r^arded the Terror as more than a government of national defense.

Meetings of the Committee grew more and more acrimonious, and

in June and July Robespierre practically withdrew from it, planning

eventually to purify it, with the aid of the majority he believed he

posseted in the (invention, and reassiune power. In one sense,

then, he did not guide the Terror during those last terrible weeks

—

the Terror in this phase was simply the automatic working out of

the Law of 22 Prairial. The Committee of General Security, jealous

of the predominance of the other Committee, with which it was

legally coequal, was, under the influence of Amar and Vadier, per-

sonal enemies of Robespierre, easily persuaded to join the plot

—

for plot it was, and no popular uprising. Finally, Fouch^ found at

hand a number of ex-representatives on mission, like himself Ter-

rorists identified with the dechristianizing movement so distasteful

to Robespierre, and like himself living in daily fear of a final

purification of the Republic of Virtue. Some of these, like Tallien

and Fr^on, had been guilty of financial extortions during their

l^oconsulships, and knew that their victims might testify against

them. Finally, the victories of the French armies served to assure

the nameless deputies of the Center, upon whom the ultimate action

of the Convention depended, that to attack the unity of the govern-

ment was no longer to menace the sacred union of Frenchmen
against the enemy.

Robeqiierre himself took the step that put the plot against him
into action. On 8 Thermidor (July 26, 1794) he appeared before

the Convention and ddivered a long speech on the state of the

ccaintry, filled with his usual moral aphorisms, but touching occa-

sionaUy and vaguely on another conspiracy of wicked men, and

demanding a final purification of the republic The Convention

listened with its usual docility, and voted that the q)eecb be fu-int^

and distributed to the communes. Fouch^ and his fellow con-

spirators were ready. Hardly had the approving vote for publica-

tion been passed when opposition broke out in the qxn. Robes-

perre’s threats had been so vague, his category of enemies of the

«^blic so extended—he had nmre than toted at the dissension
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within the Committees—that no one felt safe. Cambon rose and
accused Robespierre of attempting to tyrannize over the Convention.

Billaud'Varennes demanded that the speech be referred to the

Committees befca-e it was published. After a short debate, the Con-

vention rescinded its previous vote approving the publication of the

speech. Robespierre had lost his parliamentary majority.

That night Robespierre read his speech to the Jacobins, who gave

it thunderous approval. Encouraged, he evidendy hoped to recap-

ture his majority and the next day, the Ninth Thermidor, he re-

turned to the (invention, prepared to make specific accusations

against his enemies, and demand that they be sent before the Revo-

lutionary Tribunal. He never gave this speech. With the connivance

of the president of the Assembly, Collot d’Herbois, he was shouted

down, and his appeal to the “pure men” of the Center lost in the

tumult. After a long ^sion dramadc and disorderly even beyond

the usual standards of crucial debates in the Convention, the de-

cisive motion was made and carried. Robespierre, his brother Au-
gustin, Saint-Just, Couthon, Lebas, Dumas, president of the Revolu-

tionary Tribunal, and Hanriot, commander of the Parisian national

guard, were ant before the Revolutionary Tribunal.

The Jacobins and the Paris Conunune were still loyal to Robes-

pierre. The only salvation for the Robespierrists lay in an armed

insurrection of Ae Parisian populace—a step that hitherto had never

failed of success. This time it failed, and the Revolution had run its

course. Barras, appointed by the Convention to provide it with a

military defense, actually succeeded in raising troops from the

richer sections of the dty. Robespierre, remembering perhaps how
triiunphandy Marat had been acquitted when he was sent before

the Tribunal by his Girondin enemies, chose until the last to ronain

voluntarily under arrest—no Parisian jailer would have kept him

against his will—and in this crisis refused to lead the insmrection.

Without him the other leaders, released from prison by the men of

the Commune, attemj^ed to organize the uprising. The tocsin was

sounded, and the square in front of the Hdtcl de Ville was soon

filled vnth loyal Robespierrists from the poorer secdons. Hours

passed, and nothing was done. Robespierre finally left his prison,

and appeared at the Hdtel de Ville. His troops, discouraged by ladt
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o£ action—perhaps also by a downpour of rain, though diere is

actually some doubt as to whether it rained or not—were melting

away rapidly. About two o’clock in the morning a detachment of

troops ol the Convention led by one of the conspirators. Bourdon

de rOise, appeared, and aided by a knowledge of ^e password used

by the troops c^ the Commune, penetrated into the room where

Robespierre and his colleagues were deliberating. In a brief scuffle,

Robespierre was shot in the jaw and seized. Whether he attempted

to coimnit suicide, or was shot by a gendarme who later took great

credit fcM- this exploit, will never be known. Lebas killed himself,

Couthon was thrown down a staircase, and Augustin Robespierre

leaped from a window and broke his thigh. Saint-Just stoically sur-

rendered himself. The Convention, on learning of the insurrection,

had outlawed its leaders, and they could therefore be executed

without triaL Next day the maimed Robespierre and twenty-one

of his followers were guillotined, to be followed within two days

by most members of the Paris Cotiunune.

The insurrection had failed primarily for lack of leadership. No
doubt the Parisian populace had no longer the zeal for street-

fighting that had won the Basdlle, no doubt the more prosperous

actions were alarmed at the socialistic tendencies of the Robespier-

rists, no doubt, finally, that Barras did an excellent job in organiz-

ing the military defense of the Convention. Yet there was a nucleus

of determined Jacobins strong in the tradition of success, and the

immediate response to the tocsin was excellent. Hanriot, thdr

military leader, showed himself incompetent But so, too, faced with

the necessity for action, did Robespierre. One can only conclude

from the Ninth Thermidor, as from the other evidences of his

speeches and his policies, that Robespierre was a talker, and no
doer.*

n. THE BZACnON IN PUBUC OPINION

July 27, 1794—the Ninth Thermidor—4ias b«ome a focal date

in history, llie fall of Robespierre is the dramatic crisis of the

*It i» peftwps tieedteM to mj that the above account of tbc Ninth Tbermidor dllfora

frooi that o£ Hathiea^ In ij^ite ol the prcftlge of hia authority with all workers in ^
Mathis does accept the conspiracy of Fouch^, Tallten and their fellows, has indeed

done much to throw light on it Bttt he tefuses to admit that Robespierre failed In a
cruMa. For him, Robeaidenre ronains to the end the wise leader of a denuicracy, defeated
hr unscrupulous foes and by the apathy of a pitdetariat not ntdte ripe for revolution.

See Mathi^ La Ritfointion 111, saa-aaa.
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Revolution, the solution, in the high and primitive sense o£ the

phrase, of its intrigue. The French Repid)lic is not to be the Re-

public of Virtue. From now on somcdring lofty, inhuman, terrible

has gone out of the Revolution. Men have returned to their everyday

virtues and vices. Qimmon sense and common foolishness have

resumed sway. The Thermidorean reaction has be^n.
So at least the situation appears to the simplifying eye of hismry.

Few historians, indeed, have been able to describe the last months

of the Convention without betraying a let-down in their own emo-

tions, without indicating their disgust or disappointment at the

meanness of their subject. Needless to say that the spectators, and

even more the actors, of Thermidor were unaware that the moment
had become an epoch. “Days” had been the usual procedure of the

revolution, and there was at first nothing to difEerentiate the Ninth

Thermidor from the Second of June, or any other revolutionary

“day.” Certainly Tallien, Fouch^ Freron, and the other leaders who
had contrived the fall of Robespierre had not consciously aimed

at ending the Terror. Moved by fear of the guillotine for them-

selves, they were quite willing to continue using it for their enemies.

Themselves terrorists, anti-Christians, proconsuls with bloody rec-

ords in the provinces, they owed their prominence to the revolu-

tionary government, and could hardly conceive any other form of

the struggle for power than the one in which they had been so long

immersed. Barire on the 10 Thermidor told the Assembly there

must be no talk of “indulgence,” that “the strength of the revolu-

tionary government had centupled since power, remounting to its

source, had secured a more energetic spirit and purer organs.”*

For once, however, unorganized public opinion intervened di-

realy in public affairs. No propaganda, no pressure group pre-

pared the reaction against the Terror. All Paris behaved as the

metaphoric language of sociology and political theory usually in-

accurately describes social behavior: a>llective Paris folt an im-

mense relief. The strain of life under the Terror had been too great

for normal human beings. Those who were not cowed by rite

Jacobin dictatorriup were exhausted by it. Political indifferent^,

that mainstay of ^e modern state, had for months been impos-

sible. Robespierre had come to stand to ordinary peojde for die

XXI, S4S.
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guillotine, the maximum, bread line^ police spies, abolition of

prostitution and gambling, curtailment of luxury, persecution of

Christians, long, dull, pseudo-classic celebrations in honor of a

remote and unsympathetic deity, above all for the almost in-

describable tension of life in a society where neither dullness nor

triviabty is below suspicion. The end of Robespierre was to such

people the beginning of normal times. On the 14 Thermidor the

Paris police report notes, “People are asking for the total purification

of the members of the Revolutionary Tribunal, which they are now
calling the ‘bloody tribunal.’ ” The report four days later signifi-

cantly remarks, “Prostitutes are reappearing with their customary

audacity.”*

The political history of the Thcrmidorean reaction Is thus closely

tied up with its social history. Step by step the Convention was

forced by public opinion, now increasingly worked on by moderate

and even by royalist journalists, to undo the work of the last two

year^ to destroy the legal basis of the Jacobin commonwealth. Not
without conscious irony, the leaders of the reaction seized upon

much of the elaborate machinery by which the Jacobins had built

up their power, and turned it against them. Newspapers, now
again enjoying virtual freedom, attacked the “tigers thirsting for

human blood” and rejoiced at the death of Cromwell-Robespierre.

The theater became again the scene of political quarrels, where the

hilarious Thermidorean youth were usually victorious over the

glowering remnant of pure republicans, the “tail of Ri^spierre.”

Laharpe, just rdeased from prison, added a few appropriate lines

to his Virginie of 1788, and the piece was revived on the 25 Thermi-

dor. Wild enthusiasm greeted Talma’s reading the inserted lines

Un tyran dfmasquf n’est plus qu’un vO coupable;

n invoque la force, et la force I’accaUe.

La vengeance pubhque insulte i son tr^pas:

0 mourra dans la fange, on ne le j^ndta pas.*

Hays definitely directed against the Jacobins begin to appear in

Aulardy Paris j^mdant h riaciian tktrmidorietMr ri soms la Dirasiaira
»$98), I, 1$^ ao.

• A. Aular4 Paris sous ta rSatHam tkentddariatmi, I, $9.
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1795, TaiSrant, The Jacobin/ Supper, The Club-Mama, The
tagnards, in which the patriots of 1794 are ridiculed or treated as

viUains of melodrama. The troop of the Th^tre de la Nation,

released from the prison they had occupied since their unhaj^
performance of Pamela, became the heroes of a day. Actors who
had taken active part in the Revolution, however, had a diflFerent

time living down their past. Even Talma was accused of having

been a terrorist, and of intriguing to have the troop of the Th^tre

de la Nation guillotined, and was forced to recite the batde-hymn

of the reaction, the “Reveil du Peuple.”*

This “Reveil du Peuple,” with music by Gaveaux, ran through

Paris and the provinces as rapidly as had die “Marseillaise.” It was

the rallying-cry of the bands of youth organized by Freron and

other leaders to subdue the Jacobins by a judicious use of force.

Not only, then, did the Thermidoreans borrow Jacobin publicity

methods, but they also borrowed the Jacobin methods of direct

action. Armed with sticks these members of the Jeunesse dorie,

young men of wealth, not infrequendy sons of the newly-rich war
ointractors, would range the streets of Paris, pick quarrels with

ardculate Jacobins, invade well-known Jacobin cafa and theaters,

menace innocent bystanders whom nature or dress had made to

look too virtuously republican, shout the slogans of the new dis-

pensation.

Fashion, thus hastened by Thermidorean intent, went to almost

logical extremes. That children should repudiate the ways of their

parents is fit and proper enough, and history is full of the scenm

of one generadon for another. The French Revolution, however,

here as elsewhere carried normal social processes to a caricatural

intensity, quickened the almost imperceptible rhythm of change to

a dear staccato. Men and women were in 1795 as nearly as possible

all they had not been in 1794. To the puritan austerity of the Terror

sucxeeded a very public search for the simpler and lusher pleasures.

Theaters, caf&, and especially ballrooms, did a splendid business.

Ballrooms were opened everywhere, even in a former ametery,

and everything possible done to lend exdtcment to the dance, as in

the Bal des VicHmes in memory of the guillotined of 1794* ^>ood

*& iAmd, L» $Mtr* tt la JUvabaion (Parii, >909), 136.
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eating again became a French art, at least for those who could

aSmd it. For the simple costume of the sans-culottes, male and

female, were substituted clothes designed as successfully as ever

clothes were to display the tastes and sex of the wearer. France had

in the last few years run rapidly through Roman history, from

Tarquin to the Gracchi and to Brutus, and the direct imitation of

classical antiquity was natural enough for a France still republican

in spite of the isSl of Rchespierre. Mme. Tallien, called Our Lady

of Thermidor, launched the extremes of the fashion, appearing at

Randagh “dressed as Diana, bust half bare, shod with cothurns

and clad, if one can use that word, in a tunic which did not come

bdow her knees.”’ Conunonly, however, the robe reached the feet:

it was on the generous display of the breasts that Thcrmidorcan

fashion chiefly relied to emphasize the pleasing fact that men and

women are not anatomically identical. Classic influence was not

by any means supreme. To the undisciplined desires of the newly*

rich, to the jaded desires of the aristocratic survivors of the Terror,

anything striking was good, and there arose an anarchy of taste in

the minor arts of dress and decoration which gave earnest of the

mneteenth century to come. Turbans, shawls, hats, “spencers” were

imported from enemy England, and the Directory, in spite of the

war, witnessed a curious revival of Anglomania. Blond wigs be-

came a feminine feshion and Mme. Tallien had thirty such, hazel,

golden, ash, yellow, reddish, and all shades in between. The fashion

originated, it is claimed, in a way highly typical of Thermidorean

society. Payan, a violent Jacobin, had said during the Terror that

some shameless women had bought the hair of the aristocratic

blond victims, and were wearing on their own heads this “so dear

hair.” In 1795, a reminder of that speech was sufficient to set every*

one to wearing blond wigs—to the great benefit of the wigmaking
trade.® Uje more txcentric members of such a society were encour-

aged to indulge themselves to the full, and produced two types

much, but not very successfully, ridiculed in their own time, the

masculine incroya^ and the feminine merveUleuse. Both, in addi-

* Victor de Broglie* quoted la A. Kstliies, La riaeHoa tharmidorianna (PtHi, iqjq)*

*£. end J. Goncoiirt, HUtoiaa d$ la saieiHi ffomadia pandtm$ U (Perii*

t«d4)* 4od.
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don to eccentriddes of dress, culdvated a bored manna, a lisping

expiring speech in which all the consonants tended to soimd dike,

and an invindble distaste for the vulgarides of political democracy.

A hundred other details could be brought forward to show how
completdy the men of repudiated themselves of 1794—for, by
and large, the Thermidoreans had once been Jacobins. The ex'

tremists, the leaders, of both groups are, indeed, separate, dis>

tinguishable, consistent: the surviving “suspects” had escaped the

contagion of the Jacobin faith; and a few Jacobins were to escape

the contagion of Thermidorean pleasures. But the bulk of French-

men had simply changed their minds and their tastes, so suddenly

and so thoroughly that this change impressed even the politicians.

in. AMNESTY AND REPRESSION

Politically the Ninth Thermidor had been achieved by the union

of the hitherto timid Center, or Plain, with certain Montagnards

who had personal reasons for fearing Robespierre. Similar unions

had occurred before, and always the Plain had lapsed into timid ac-

quiescence with the violent proposals of the radical Montagnard

minority. After Thermidor the Plain did not miraculously acquire

courage and political skill. Rather, public opinion backed the nat-

urally moderate Plain so strongly as to supply it with courage. Some
of the anti-Robes{Merrist Montagnards, like Tallien and Fraon, were

quick to see what was happening, and became advocates of clem-

ency—for all save their recusant colleagues in terrorism. Step by

step during the next fifteen months this alliance of moderates and

repentant terrorists carried out the desires of the militant Thermi-

doreans, and laid the foundations for the bourgeois French state of

subsequent history. This liquidation of the Jacobin venture in

democratic republicanism was not accomplished without much
stress and strain, without serious struggles with the Jacobin remnant

and with the now frequently starving populace. The chronological

Uf» and downs of the contest are less enlightening than its broader

aspects.

First and most obvious among Thermidorean policies is that of

amnesty, clemency towards political opponents. Liberty, pet^le

began to say, aaually implies allowing a certain latitude of opinbn.
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Royally of course, could not be allowed liberty, but after all was

there any use keeping a man in prison because he had forgc^ten

to say “citoyen” for “monsieur,” or refused to wear a liberty cap

on die ground that it was not becoming to him? Moreover, arrest

had been so easy during the Terror that many purely private

grudges had helped to fill the pisons. Something like a jail delivery

took place in Paris and in the provincial cities during the first few

weeks after Thcrmidor. The great committees, now free from the

“tyrant” sanctioned in five days, from the i8 to the 23 Thermidor,

the release of 478 suspects at Paris * The Convention legalized these

measures by decreeing that all prisoners not clearly and formally

suspects under the law of September 17, 1793—

z

law milder than

the common practice of the Terror—^were to be released, and that

the revolutionary committees must furnish the evidence on which

the remaining suspects were to be held.

In the spring of 1795 amnesty was extended to the surviving

Girondins. Their case had cropped up in October previous as a

mere incident in the party struggle between the old Jacobins and

their opponents, but the friends of the imprisoned deputies refused

to let die matter die, and in January, after many debates and com-

mittee reports, the sixty-seven survivors of the seventy-two who had

secredy protested against the “day” of May 31, 1793 were released

and amid public rejoicing reassumed their seats in the Convention.

The Girondins were wdl on the way to their heroic apotheosis in the

pages of Lamartine. Finally, in March, those Girondins who had

actually taken arms against the republic and been oudawed were

recalled. The next day, significandy enough. May 31 was dropped

from the list of national holidays. The whole course of the hfrn-

ugnard dictatmship had been repudiated.

By this time die Convention was carried away with the idea of

(xunplete jxicification. Representatives, led by Ruelle, were sent to

the west to treat with the remaining Vend&ns and with the

Chouans, less systematically organized royalist guerrillas who had

begun to infest Brittany and its eastern borders. After direct negexia-

tions with Charette, Stc^et, and other rebel leaders, these represen-

tatives, entrusted with full power by the Convention, issued a series

La rSaeHm tkgrmidonenmi, $t note.
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of pardons in which everything was yidded to the rebels—religkNis

freedom, even for the non-juring clergy, return of property and full

civil rights to the rebels, even the payment of actual money to the

leading chiefs. In return, the rebels were to surrender their arms

and return peacefully home. This pacification was, however, a mere

truce, and the new government of the Directory found it^lf widi a

renewed civil war on its hands. The Thermidoreans had been too

confident in the strength of good intentions. The Vend&ns had not

fought to end the Terror, but to restore the church and the crown.

The Thermidoreans, most of whom were regicides, could hardly

recall the Bourbons.

They did, however, make some attempt to restore rcligiotts tolera-

tion. ^ncession of religious freedom to the Vend^ns meant that

a similar concession could hardly be withheld from loyal France.

By the decree of the 3 Ventfise, year III (February 21, 1795), a

grudging toleration was granted to the Catholic Church. All sorts

of restrictions were placed on the exercise of this freedom: the

churches continued to belong to the state, and were simply made
available to the Catholics when not needed by the munici|^ty;

priests were not allowed to appear in public in clerical costume;

all public religious processions were forbidden; the expenses of the

church must be met from voluntary contributions of the faithful

Boissy d’Anglas, in his speech in defense of the decree, made it

clear that the Convention had by no means turned Christian.

The Constituent Assembly, he said, had “made the mistake of

estimating too slighdy the strength of human enlightenment already

achieved,” and had not dared separate church and state. The result

had been schism, the strengthening of “fanaticism” by persau-

tion. “Religion thrives on martyrs, as love thrives on ot^dcs.”

Therefore, on purely pragmatic grounds, the Convention should

allow complete fre^om of belid, subject to the normal police

power, and trust to time to destroy Ae Catholic superstition.”

France in 1^5, tiiercfore, attained to separation of churdi and ttatc,

a condition under which numerous religious groups. Catholic, Con-

stitutional, Protestant, Jewish, and numerous variants of “dvic”

cults managed to exist in a promising diversity until Napoleon by

’•MtmiUur. XXIII, s<5-Sa6.
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the Concordat of 1801 reestablished the Roman Catholic Churdi in

France.

As anmesties were extended from suspects to Girondins, from

Girondins to Chouans, from Chouans to refractory Catholics all

over France, each successive amnestied group added weight to the

reaction. Concurrendy with the process of forgiving old enemies

to the Right dxerc went the process of proscribing old friends to

the Left. For the rest of the life of the Convention, measures in

favor of the conservatives may almost be said to alternate with

measures against the radicals. The latter are of two types: those

directed against the machinery of the revolutionary government,

those directed against the persons of the terrorists.

Bit by bit the machinery of the Terror was dismounted. First,

the two great committees were deprived of their dictatorial powers

by requiring one-quarter of dieir personnel to be renewed each

month, by restoring to the Convention the power of nominating

other committees, by annulling the control exercised by the great

committees over the executive commissions which had replaced

the ministries, by establishing direct reladons between each of the

twelve executive commissions and the corresponding committee of

the Convention, finally, by the raising of the conunittee on legisla-

tion to the level of the two great committees, so that henceforth the

government is called the “Thr« Committees.” The notorious law

of the 22 Prairial was prompdy repealed on the 14 Thermidor. The
Revolutionary Tribun^ was completely reorganized, and required

to adopt sennething like normal methods of examining witnesses. It

was h^dly used save against the terrorists, and was abolished in

May, 1795. Finally, by means of Thermidorean representatives sent

out on mission, the machinery as well as the personnel of provincial

administration was once again completely altered. Known terrorisu

were replaced by safe men, the dobs were filled with the new func-

tionaries, the revolutionary committees gradually eliminated alto-

gether. Briefly, it may be said that these changes handed the cemral

government over to a moderate majority in the Convention, a

majority pretty well controlled by a public sick ci terror and ex-

periment, and the actual administration to a nascent bureaucracy

which, on the whole, was taken over iKarly intaa by Napoleon.
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Not all the Jacobins had fallen with Robespierre and the Com*
mune of Paris; not all had the wisdom or the cowardice to ftdlow

Fouch^ and Tallien into the reaction. Against these remaining

Jacobins the Thermidoreans were to display at least as much vio-

lence, real and rhetorical, as the terrorists themselves had ever dis*

played. The White Terror was as barbarous as the R«i. Fr^ron in

his Orateur du Peuple, perhaps consistently enough consecrated by

its author to carrying out the work of Marat, led the cry for blood:

. . thou, Barire, who sowed the flowers of thy homicidal rhetoric

o’er the innocent bodies of thy fellow citizens! Ah! ’Tis in vain the

idea of Providence has been placed in men’s hearts, if so much blood

docs not one day come back upon thee and thy accomplices.”^^

The Convention had restored parliamentary iimnunity to its mem-
bers as part of its revolt against the dreaded committees. Now it

made no difliculty about revoking the parliamentary immunity of

Jacobin deputies. Carrier was therefore tried, made full confession,

convicted and executed in the winter of 1795. He has remained ever

since the most infamous of the proconsuls, and the noyades of

Nantes have become folk-history. Fouch^ indeed, whose mifrail-

lades of Lyons were quite as deadly, if not as picturesque as the

activities of Carrier, lived to become Duke of Otranto. The un-

fortunate Carrier was an earnest malefactor and an excellent scape-

goat. The Convention was unanimous in decreeing his triaL Fou-

quier-Tinville and Hermann, both associated with the most active

days of the Revolutionary Tribunal, soon followed Carrier. The
professional politicians who had helped to overthrow Robespierre

were more diflicult to dislodge. Baro*^ Billaud-Varenne, Collot

d’Herbois and the others of the Jacobin remnant had made the

Ninth Thermidor possible. The closing of the Jacobin dub in Paris

by order of the Convention, and the stufling of the provindal dubs

with moderate^ the prohibition of correspondence between dubs
and of petitions in a collective name had, indeed, cut these leaders

of the Left from their constituents, and they could hardly be oon-

udered a menace to public order. But the Thermidoreans still femed

Jacobinian, even when it was reduced to phrases. The events of

Germinal and Prairial, 1795, gave them an opportunity to rid thon-

Otaitnt du P§upUf Na lo, 9 Vend^osialre, year HI.
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selves dc the last of the rulers of ’94, save for Carnot, whose title of

“Organizer of Victory” saved him for the present.

To understand these abortive popular uprisings of the spring and

summer of 17^, it is necessary to consider the economic aspects of

the Thermidorean reaction. The victors of the Ninth Thermidor

were forced by public opinion to abandon the half-socialistic meas-

ures of their predecessors; the real victors of that “day” were the

business interests. The maximum was repealed in December, 1794.

Saint-Just’s decrees of Ventose, with their purpose of redistributing

the land to the rural poor, were abandoned, and what was left of

the confiscated lands sold frankly to the capitalist class, not without

considerable ccmiption and favoritism. Lands and other property of

the now innocent victims of the Revolutionary Tribunal were

restored to their families. The Bourse, or Stock Exchange, was

reopened, and speculation once more became legal. Private property

was again sacred. At the same time, more and more assignats were

printed. Deprived of the support of the maximum, they sank with

astonishing rapidity, and when the Convention was dissolved were

worth only three or four per cent of their face value. The crippling

sometimes even the destruction, of organized charity by govern-

ment confiscation of religious establishments completed the mis-

fortunes of the poor. The Convention had, indeed passed pious

decrees guaranteeing the right to relief to all citizens, suppressing

all private charities, and assuming poor relief as part of Ae state

budget “It is tnit,” wrote a historian very favorable to the Revolu-

tion, “that these decrees were hardly executed save for their nega-

tive provisions.”” The army supported many thousands of abie-

bodi^ males, and the demand for munitions, clothes, and food

insured ^ood business if not prosperity. Many an entrepreneur,

many a q)eculator flourished in these years, not all undeservedly. But

the extraordinary inflatmn, the breakdown of public and private

diarity, tiie disorders and uncertainties in a society stUl far from
stable, all contributed to the creation of a large class, in the cities at

Icas^ on the very edge d ttarvation. Nothing like predse sutistics

are avaibble, but it seems not unlikely that the condition of the

urban proletariat in the vdnter of 1794-95 was worse than at any time
*0. Parity, itmOn thiOoirt rimlatiemMire tt contrmporoiit* (Paris, 19S9), <$•
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during the century. Even though the maximum had been repealed, a

system of rationing by bread-cards had to be continued. The police

reports at Paris for weeks are full of complaints of scarcity: “Pierre

. . . saw numerous citizens who got no bread, others who got but

one loaf, though their cards called for three.”“

Twice these hungry poor of Paris, not unmindful of the more
literal meaning of equdity and fraternity, attempted insurrections

against the Convention. On the 12 Germinal, year III (April i, 1795),

a crowd of men, women, and children swarmed into the hall of the

Convention, crying for bread, attempting to make speeches at the

bar of the assembly, but in general abstaining from physical violence.

The manifesters were cleared from the hall by loyal troops. On the i

Prairial following (May 20), a more angry md) invaded the hall,

were driven out, surged in again, attacked members, and finally

assassinated an inconspicuous deputy, Feraud, under the impres-

sion that he was the turncoat Freron.^^ For hours the hall was filled

with a shouting, milling, drunken crowd, utterly without power

to do more than protest. Loyal—that is, conservative—^national

guards from the richer quarters finally came to the rescue, and

order was restored. The Convention had held firm. After each in-

vasion, however, it sacrificed some of its more active Jacobin mem-
bers, presumably to discourage the others. The last of the great

committees—Collot d’Herbois, Vadier, Billaud-Varennci and Bar^e
—^were deported to Guiana after the insurrection of Germinal. Six

more obscure deputies, members of the “Crest,” as the Mountain

was now called, were condemned to death without a real trial after

the insurrection of Prairial. The condemned six agreed to commit

suicide. Three succeeded in stabbing themselves to death; the other

three were guillotined after they had mutilated themselves. The
democratic party was destroyed. From this time on, the White

Terror had full sweep, especially in the valley of the Rhone. Every-

where the new Thermidorean proconsuls had arrested and im-

prisoned former terrorists. Now in Lyons, Aix, Nifties, Toulon,

Marseilles, Tarascon, in many smaller places, suspected terrorist

^Aulard^ Paru pendant la riacHtm iherwidorienne, I, 439*
^ A. C. Thibatadeau^ Mhnoirtt (Parts, 1844), I, 166. Firaud» ftronoonced in a tusmiht

would sound Mlof FrStan,
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were draped from prison by “companions of Jesus” and massacred,

quite in the manner of September, 1792.

The insurrections of Germinal and Prairial failed chiefly because

they were simply insurrections of the hungry and the suffering.

Some organization, indeed, they had, achieved under the more
obscure ward-heelers of the Dantons, Sergents, Pani% Momoros of

old, but there is no evidence that the Jacobin deputies in the Con-

tention, though they knew trouble was brewing, had shared in

plannii^ these risings. Quite the contrary, they had maintained a

timid and scrupulous legality up to the last minute. Lcaderless, the

Parisian workmen were incapable of anything more than fruidess

violence and disorder. Perhaps, as Mathiez maintained, the Jacobin

depudes, who were all educated, middle-class gentlemen, had no

rei understanding of the plight of the workmen, no real capacity

to lead them.^® At any rate, the popular risings of 1795 are addi-

tional evidence in favor of the thesis that successful revolutions are

not the product of physical suffering alone.

rtr. PEACE WITH PRUSSIA AND SPAIN

By the spring of 1795 French armies had attained the “natural

frontiers,” had beaten back their enemies on every front, and in-

vaded their lands. The republic had achieved what Louis XIV had

failed to achieve. Somewhat disdainfully, the Thermidorean lead-

ers, the Three Committees of the new government, looked about

for overtures of peace. The relaxation from victory had proved

mcve than the new armies of the amalgame could stand. As in

1793, after Jemappes, thousands of defenders of the fatherland

simply deserted and returned to the fatherland. Out of a paper

enrollment of 1,100,000 in all armies—the numbers have a modern

look, and would have amazed Frederick II—only some 454/x)0 were

actually under arms in March, 1795.^® Under these circumstances,

the Tb«rmidoreans were willing to make peace, provided they

found smneone even tame willing.

The Austn^Prussian alliance had never taken hold of the Goman
imagination. It is a little surprising nowadays to note how rarely,

La rSaciion tharmidarignnf, 258.
Fariset, La RivoimHan, 179^-1799* *« HisUtire da Ftanee caniamporatnat E.

X«avifie (ParU» i9«o), 067, Tbete were by so sii»sa all <m ^btisg Irosu*
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even in Germany, the war of i792'i^ was regarded as a united

German effort against the hereditary enemy, France. If ordinary

newspaper readers were indifferent, or perhaps a bit amazed, at this

alliance, in the official world of the rtilers it had never been really

popular. Many, perhaps most, Prussian gentlemen distrusted Aus-

tria on what is c^ed principle. After the second partition of Poland,

they had an additional motive for hating the Austrians, the hatred

of the cheater for his victim. The failure of 1792 had started q)iteful

rumors. The Austrians believed Brunswick had deliberately lost the

battle of Valmy as an accommodation to his brother Freonoason,

Dumouriez. The Austrian general Clerfayt did not dare start across

the Rhine on the campaign of 1795, for fear of being attacks! frcnn

the rear by the Prussians}’’ To diis depth had the gossip and back*

biting of tent and salon carried the allies of 1792.

Prussia, who was not responsible towards the empire for the left

bank of the Rhine, who had less at stake, whose finances were com-

pletely disordered, in whose government many important men, like

Frederick U’s brother Henry, had never believed in the war against

France, was the first of the great powers to treat for peace. Cessa-

tion of subsidies from England in the autumn of 1794 marked the

end of Prussian participation in the war. N^otiations begun at

Basel in the winter culminated in a treaty of peace arranged by

Hardenberg on the Prussian side and Barthflemy on the French,

and ratified by the Convention on April 14, 1795. Prussia’s decision

was, IK) doubt, hastened by the Polish situation. Russia and Austria

had secretly come to an agreement on January 3 for a final partition

of Poland, in which these two powers were to gain much more

important accessions than Prussia. News of this agreement filtered

into Prussian court circles easily enough, and was confirmed by the

reports of Tauenzien, Prussian ambassador at St. Peterdiurg. The
Prussian government lK>ped by concluding immediate peace with

France to participate in the third partition of Poland on an equal

basis with Austria and Russia. The peace of Basel publicly provided

for the cessation of lK>stilities between France and Prusria, per-

mitted France to occupy the left bank of the Rhine until a geii^
peace, and offered the services of the King of Prussia to princes and

11, ^9^
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states of the empire who might wish to conclude peace. By secret

l^ovisbos, the Prussian government agreed to consent to French

annexation of the left bank of the Rhine, in return for which

France promi^d to assure compensation to Prussia tor the actual

Prussian possessions lost in French expansion to the Rhine. The
diplomats who made the peace of Ba^ had obviously, in 1795,

little acquaintance with the principle of nationality, and, of course,

litde regard for the moral c^e of the Enlightenment

Spain was the second great power to beg off. The war along the

Pyrenees had not been altogedier without credit to Spanish arms,

but in 1794 the French began to push the Spanish back, and had

actually invaded northern Spain. Louis and his queen were dead,

and the Bourbon dynasty in France seemed hardly to be restored by

the Spanish Bourbons. The Spanish people were soon to show that

they could resist the attempt to Gallicize them, but they had little

heart in a crusade to reform their republican neighbors and restore

monarchy in France. Godoy himself had perhaps as much influence

as anyone on the Spanish side, and by 1795 he had decided to n^o-

tiate. The peace of July 4, 1795, also signed at Basel, was concluded

between BarthSemy and Yriarte. It provided for French evacuation

of Spanish territory and for the cession of the Spanish portion of

the island of Santo Domingo to France—in view of the disordered

state of that island, hardly a solid gain.

Tuscany, Saxony, Hanover, Hesse-Cassel were successfully de-

tached from the coalition at this time, either by French victories

or Frendi dipfomacy. An extraordinarily cold winter had frozen

the lower Rhine, and facilitated a French invasion of Holland from

a Bel^um already overrun, a campaign in which the French cav-

alry achieved the surprising feat of capturing some Dutch ships

frozen in the ice. The stadholder, cmnmitted to his Englirii and

Prusrian allies, flol before the invaders, and left the Dutch r^Hfo-

licans free to conclude a defensive and ofrenave alliance with the

French “liberators.” Of the major members of the First Coalition,

(Mily England and Austria ronrined, at the dose of the Conven-

tion, at war widi France. The Austrians, encouraged by the failure

of the French j^neral Pidiegru in the Rhine campaign of ^1
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had hopes of ultimate victory.^* England could apparendy still raise

subsidies for Continental allies, and as long as the French were

firmly established in the Low Countries, Pitt seemed to think these

subsidies worth while.

A badly judged English enterprise did, however, give the Conven-

tion an opportunity to begin another important pacification, drat

of the Vend&. The generous amnesty negotiated by Ruelle had

not been successful, and Vend^ns and Chouans were again acdve.

Royalist agents were everywhere. In conjunction with the English

navy a force of ^migris landed on the south coast of Brittany to

unite the scattered groups of western rdiels against the republicans.

The royalist army was botded up on the narrow peninsula of

Quiberon, and annihilated by the republicans imder Hoche in July,

1795. Charette in retaliation deliberately massacred some thousand

republican prisoners. Hoche set to work in earnest, and during the

winter of 1795-96 completed the task of subduing the Vend^

V. THE END OF THE CONVENTION

The Thermidorean Convendon had thus gone far towards a gen-

eral padficadon, both internal and external. France had done so

well in the scramble of nadonal rivalries that the ordinary French-

man might) be expected to feel grateful to the men who had ex-

tended the boundaries and the prestige of their country. Patriotism,

however, unlike more transcendental forms of faith, is rarely able

to overcome the simpler forms of physical deprivadon, such as cold

and hunger. The Convendon in its last month was as much de-

tested by the sovereign people, who had elected it three years

previously, as any of the numerous once-popular governments which
have had the misfortune to endure into times of economic de|»res-

sion. Throughout these months the Convention had been workii^
out a new consdtudon, for the paper consdtudon of 1^3 had not

been seriously considered by the victors of Thermidor. The con-

sdtudon was now ready. The Convendon had done its work.
But how solve Ac transidon to a new and legal government? At
any rate, Ae mistake made by Ae Nadonal Assembly in denying its

It it pretty cletr now that Pichegm was already meditating the rdle of Hcmk> and
he deliberately neglected thia campaign. G. Caudrillier, La trahistm de Picheffru

(rarii, 1908), pa. Fw a different view, ice A. Meynier, Les f&ups du dimtetoira
(Parii, i9a8).
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membm the right to be elected to the Leghlative Assembly must

not be repeated. Such was the state of public opinion in 1795, how>

ever, that hardly a member of the hated Convention coidd expect

to be elected again. There was always the danger that royalists

might “conspire”—that is, vote and influence voting—and choose

a t^y of men willing to recall the Bourbons. In fact, the royalist

danger in 1795 was probably a real one. There was much talk of

a possible restoration, from which the regicide Conventionnels

must fear the worst The dauphin, who had reigned as Louis XVII

only in the hearts of the faithful, had died in prison (stories of

escape and survival have no truth) and the new king, Louis XVIII,

brother of Louis XVI, issued from exile in Verona a proclamation

in which no concessions whatever were made to the Revolution.

This tacdess proclamation frightened many a conservative holder

of confiscated lands, and made the royalist task of gaining converts

in France much more difScult.

The Convention, however, alarmed by continued troubles in the

Vend^ and in Brittany, and by the recrudescence of royalist propa*

ganda, decided to protect itself as far as possible. It passed two addi-

tional decrees providing for the obligatory election of two-thirds of

the new legislative bodies from among the members of the Con-

vention, and for enforcing this provision even if the required two-

thirds were not chosen by the people. Many of the men who hdped

put these decrees through the Convention were vicious and corrupt,

ex-terrorists now profiteers, who feared for their positions if true

moderates gained control of the government; yet the committee in

which the decrees originated was composed of former Girondins,

most of whom were almost certain to be among the few Conven-

tionnels voluntarily chosen for the new legishuure.^’ In some meas-

ure, these decrees were a well-meant effort to avoid the mistake of

the National Assembly.

Whatever their motive;, the publication of the two deaees pro-

voked a thoroughly Parisian mixture of laughter and fury. The
reiH-esentatives of the people were christened “les PcrpAuels.” Fury,

however, proved stronger than laughter, and gave energy to die

ZItTs tS v^ndimiain i$9S), 109,
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organization of tbe last of the “days” die Convendon was obliged

to face. The new constitution was accepted after a half-hearted

plebiscite not wholly free from the presence of the bayonet, but

the additional decrees were actually voted down in Paris. Starting,

as had the organization leading to the “day” of August lo, in the

Paris rertlonr—this time, however, in die wealthier and more con-

servative jecftosr—an insurrection was carefully organized. Many
of the national guard were won to the movement, and die Qinven-

tion hastily rearmed some hardy old Jacobins of the slums of Saint-

Antoine, and decreed that a committee of defense should be chosen

to sit in permanence. Menou, commander of the troops in Paris,

went over to the insurrection.

Unlike the insurgents of Prairial, these were not an unruly rahble,

drunk with alcohol or Jacobinism. They were respectable bourgeois,

mostiy experienced national guards, mingled with some real royal-

ists and aristocrats, well equipped, but not well led. They made the

mistake of dividing their forces—some 25,000 all told—to attack

the Tuileries, seat of the government, from both tides. One column

was held on the left bank at the Pont-Neuf. The other advanced

down towards the Rue Saint-Honor^ from the north. Near the

church of Saint-Roch it was met, for the first time in street-fighting

of the Revolution, by a murderous artillery fir^ and scattered in

disorder. The Convention had entrusted its defense to Barras, and

Barras had entrusted himself to the regular army. The insurrec-

tionists outnumbered the troops loyal to the government by four to

one, but they had no cannon. History has dramatized the 13 Ven-

d6niair^ for Napoleon Bonaparte commanded the guns of the

Convention. Yet (^lyle’s almost too well-known phrase is mislead-

ing. TTie 13 Vend^niaire assured the Thermidorcan majority in tiie

Convention a continuance of power under the new constitution.

Not by the cannonade of Saint-Roch, however, was “the thing we
specifically call French Revolution . . . blown into spa<» . . . and

become a thing that was.”** K there was ever a specific French Revo-

lution, and if it was ever ended by a specific act, thoi tiie single

bullet that broke Robespierre’s jaw did more than Bonaparte’s

“whiff of grapeshot”

»Carlj^ Fr*nck RiwOuHott. Part III, hock Vm, di. IZ.



Chapter Nine

THE DIRECTORY

I. THE POLITICAL ASPECT

The govebnment of the Directory was overthrown by Bonaparte in

1799. For years historians—even the republican ones—^have con-

tinued to defend Bonaparte’s act with almost as much uncritical

earnestn^ as Bonaparte and his followers employed in 1799 to de-

fend themselves. By the nineteenth century’s favorite standard, the

survival of the fittest, moreover, the Directory stood condemned.

It had fallen because of its weakness, its corruption, its inept foreign

policy, its financial incapacity. Waterloo, indeed, rarely provoked

French historians to apply the standard of the survivsd of the

fittest with quite the same rigor as did the events of 1799; but

Napoleon, who was above $0 much else, was surely above Science ?

Twentieth<entury historians, however, if only to give themselves

something to do, have corrected their predecessor’s one-sided esti-

mate of the Directory.^ It is pretty clear now that the constitution

1795 was so molded by events and leaders that in 1799 the essen-

tial institutions of the Consulate and Empire were already in work-

ing order, and needed but slight alterations and additions to ac-

commodate themselves to the much-praised Napoleonic internal

stability. The fiinandal policy of the Directory, seen in the light of

modo'n experience of inflation, seems iu> longer a weak yielding to

forces which firmness and wisdom might have overcome. Nor, in

view of modern documentary studies, does the foreign policy of

the Directory seem, as it seemed to Sorel, an intransigent chauvin-

ism without regard for the realities of European politics.’

The basis of the government of the Directory was the consdtutioa

ot the year HI (1795), devised by the ThermidcH'ean Convention to

^ Tiieir wmIc i» wfSI ttmuncd np hj one of ihdf lciderf» ]£* Goyot. In G«
tL Giiyot» and P. Sognoe* La JUwiuHam framfoug (Ptrit, aSs*464*

•A. Sor^ VBaroPa a$ la RhfahHam, V, d»p. 1.
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insure the condnuance of middle-class rule, republican in form,

but equally distant from the democratic republic desired by the

Jacobins and the royalist restoration threatened by the imigris.

The suffrage once more, as in 1791, depended on a property quali-

fication—the possession of wealdi, landed or personal, subject to

direct tax. Soldiers who had fought for the republic might vote even

though they paid no direa tax. This provision excluded the urban

and rural proletariat, but left an electorate of some five millions,

instead of the six and a half or seven millions who would have

qualified under universal suffrage.’ Even allowing for the soldier

vote, these figures would indicate that by 1795 property in France

had been very greatly subdivided, that, though many peasants

doubdess held very little land, too litde to give them full support,

yet most of them owned some, and paid a direct tax. After the

year XII (1803-04) those attaining 21 years were to be registered

as voters only if they could read, write, and practice a trade, indus-

trial or agricultural, but this interesting anticipation of modern edu-

cational qualifications was never applied. For important offices,

election in two degrees was maintained. To qualify as member of

the assemblies which chose the national l^slature and the higher

local officials, it was necessary to own or lease land with an annual

value, locally determined, of from 100 to 200 days’ labor. The real

power of franchise was thus restricted to a small number of wealthy

men. The legislature was to follow American practice, and consist

of two houses: a Council of Elders (Anciens) composed 250 men
at least forty years of age and either married or widowers, and a

Council of Five Hundred, composed of 500 men at least thirty years

of age, who need not be married. The good—^and very likely mistaken

-folk-notion that age and marital condition are directly correlated

with political sobriety was thus formally incorporated in tiie con-

stitution. The AiKients were to be the conservative check. Each

council was to have one-third of its membership renewed annually.

The executive was placed in the hands of five Directors, at les^

forty years of age, chosen by the Ancients from a list submitted

the Five Hundred, and holding office for five years. One new Direc-

tor was to be chosen each year. The mimstries were reestablished,

*0. PaHaeif L« RMutwn, MfS,
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and the ministers made re^nsible to the Directors. In local gov-

ernmoit the districts were abolished, and the cantons made much
more important and given a municipal organization. The judicial

system was further reorganized to secure judges who, though

popularly elected, would prove satisfactory ^nctionaries. Central

control was maintained by continuing the national agents in the

form of departmental agents of the Directors. Finally, the famous

two decrees requiring the election of two-thirds of the new councils

from the members of the Convention were added. In spite of elec-

toral jockeying only 374 of the necessary 500 Convcntionnels were

chosen by the sovereign people; the Convention itself thereupon

chose the remainder.

The &ults of this constitution, quite apart from the two decrees,

are obvious. It separates the executive and the legislative so com-

pletely as to make rivalry between Directors and Councils inevitable

and cooperation almc^t impossible. Once again the doctrinaire

French failed to establish the parliamentary system and ministerial

responsibility as practiced in England. Yet this criticism is not quite

as valid nowadays as it was in the best days of parliamentary ortho-

doxy. The United States, with a most shocking separation of legis-

lative and executive, has hitherto survived the mild forebodings

of Bagehot and Bryce. The constitution of 1795 in actual practice

showed a surprising adaptability to the stresses and strains of French

politics, and was adjusted and altered in the four brief years of its

life in a way hr from doctrinaire or theoretical On the whole the

crucial political changes of these years, though they rightly bear

the name of coufv ar^ when compared to the great revolu-

tionary “days,” very little diffd-ent from normal political changes

in modern democratic states. The army, it is true, played an im-

portant part in the coup dOtat of the 18 Fructidor, and a decisive part

in that of the Eighteendi Brumaire. The politicians, however, were

learning and though their mohods were still somewhat crude,

tlu>ugh they thonsclves were often handicapped by a republican faith

still unduly pure for this world, though economic distress sharpened

the disexmtents of the working class, still the manipulation of the

dmions of the Yea' VI (1798) wa a wordjy forerunner of peaceful
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oineteeQth'Centuiy methods.^ There was nothing inevitable—save

in the perhaps inadequate sense in which anything that has hap*

pened may be said to have been inevitable—^in tlw intervention of

the army and the subsequent military dictatorship. The historian

must say that imder the conditions of 1795-1799 a bourgeois gov-

ernment and society of typical nineteenth<entury pattern, such as

for instance was later established under Louis Pfdlippe, might wdl
have emerged without benefit of Napoleon.

In tracing the political evolution of the France of the Directory,

the personalities of the Directors are of little importance. Of the

original five, four—Reubell, Larevellicre-Lepeaux, Carnot and Le
Tourneur—were respectable bourgeois and good republicans, hard

workers, desirous of establishing a middle-of-the-road government

to give France peace and stability. The other, Barras, was an ex-

noble, pleasure-loving, facile, plunged in the midst of that corrupt,

mannered, promiscuous, excited, and barren society which dates

from the Ninth Thermidor. Barras, not at all a typical republican,

owed his election to the prestige he had gained on the 13 VendiS-

miaire, when he had been charged by the Convention with its

defense. He alone retained his place as long as the government of

the Directory lasted. Sicyis, chosen Director in 1799, helped over-

throw a system which he was already known to hold in great

contempt.

The new government was early faced with what it regarded—or

wished the country to regard—as a serious danger from the radicals.

This was the “Conspiracy of the Equals,” led by Gracchus Babeuf,

now canonized by orthodox socialists as the first truly class-con-

scious leader of the modern European proletariat. The incident has

perhaps been given undue prominence because Babeufs ideas ^
proximate Marxian socialism more closely than those of any odier

revolutionary figure. He goes beyond the greengrocer’s paradise of

small [M^operty-owners proclaimed by Rob«pierre, and sets up as

the true goal of the Revolution a conununist society where private

property is unknown. His immediate end, however, was the “res-

toration” of the still-born Constitution of 1793, and his Analyse de
la doctrine de Babeuf, a manifesto in fifteen articles, does not go

Meynier^ Liti amps d% Dirset^rs^ 1I» 43.
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beyond the vague, economic equalitarianism the Jaed>ins. Babeuf

and his friend, organized as the Society of the Pantheon, clearly

planned an insurrection against the Directory. The plan was mys-

teriou^ melodramatic, and perfectly futile. There seem to have been

almost as many stool pigeons as genuine conspirators involved, and

the government had no trouble in arresting Babeuf and his fellow

conspirators in the spring of 1796. A radical attempt to persuade the

troops in the camp at Grendie, just outside Paris, to rise against the

government pxxiuced a convenient riot, and the Directory was able

to point out to France that there was clearly need for a strong

government. A military commission made wholesale condemnations

in the Crenelle afiair. Babeuf was tried and condemned to death.

Three so<alled coups d'/tor—they are hardly more than crude

experiments with the machinery of change in a modern democratic

state—sum up the subsequent political history of the Directory ade-

quatdy enough. The danger to the state had first come from the

Left, from Babeuf; now it was discerned from the Right, from the

royalists. On the 18 Fructidor, Year V (Scjwember 4, 1797), the

moderate republican group, led in the Directory by Reubell, La*

revellid'e and Barras, overcame a reactionary group led in the Direc-

tory by Carnot and the newly-elected Barthelemy, who had nego-

tiated the treaties of Basel in 1795. The reaaionaries were a

miscellaneous lot, ranging from Carnot, still at heart a republican, to

General Pichegru, was in the pay of Pitt and the Bourbons."

They were held together chidSy by a reactionary majority in the

two councils elected in the previous spring, partly out of popular

spite against the "perpetuals” of the Convention, partly by means of

an excellently or^mized clerical-royalist political machine di^uised

under the name 6t insists philanthropiques and spread through

most a£ France by returned priests." The conservatives were at last

learning the ways practical politics. Just how menacing this

movement to die Rigfrt was to the new republic, just how far the

victors of Fructidor were justified in their daim that they had

*A. lIMIet, coup dis fS frueddor,** Aiuuks Mstariquif i# J

francais0 VI* $$9,
* Fmr 131 example* ice CaudrUIier’f ittHljr of the Inatitute itk Bordeaiix* G. CatidHIIter,

Va$M9cMm royaUst^ d* PlnsHtut phikmthropiqut d BortUamx gi ta cotupiraHtm mgUM$
gm JPrmncg h dgusUmg (Faria* ipef)«
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8up{»«ssed a "n^ralist plot” can doubtless ncvar be deckled. Tlic

latest hismrian di the subject, a member of the official republiom

school, concludes that, though there were certainly great diffierences

of opinion between the new majority in the councils and the Direc-

tory, there was no important royalist plot. The movement to the

Right was a perfecdy constitutional one.^

The Directory, thanks to the aid of Augereau and his grenadiers,

got the upper hand peacefully enough, banished Barth^emy, Piche-

gru and many of their adherents to Guianar—Carnot had saved him-

self by flight—and annulled, in a rump session of the councils, the

election of 198 of their opponents. Special laws gave the Directory

arijitrary powers over the press, the clergy, the imiffris. Armed
with these powers, the government prepared the next year’s elec-

tions with great care, establishii^ official government lists of can-

didates, using to the full the power and knowledge of function-

aries, and controlling the press. The elections, much disputed—^in

some constituencies three separate lists of candidates claimed to

have been chosen—tended on the whole to be a bit too Jacobinical

for the government. True to its policy of the golden mean, the

Directory set up a commission of five members to straighten up the

eleaoral situation in accordance with the public welfare. The com-

mission excluded 106 newly elected deputies, replaced 53 of them
with opponents who had received fewer votes, and 1^ the rest

of the seats vacant. This harmless maneuver is dignified with the

name of the “co«p d’itat of Flor&J.” The Directory had practically

established a cooptative l^slature closely allied with the executive

—exacdy the systan of Napoleon’s Constate.

In the winter of 1798-99 the war turned badly against France. In

spite of va7 real financial and political reforms, France was still

subjea to recurrences of severe distress. The inflation of 1793-1796

was not easily lived down, and all etxtnomic services were irregular.

The elections of 1799 resulted in aimther defeat for the government
This time dtere was a recrudescence, under drcumstances of na-

tional danger similar to those of 1793, of a demand for a Jacolnn

dictatorship,* Once again the clubs were opened, once again “trea-

* A. Meniler» Ltt coapi d» IHrgetoirt (Faris, tw), I, i?>8.

Aulard* "Lea demiert Jacotdaa,** in Ida Ltgons (Farit, VII, $|«
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son,” ^suspect,” “Iev& en masse” became current coin of politics.

On 30 Prairial, Year VII (June 18, 1799), a parliamentary revolution

overthrew the dictatorial IMrectory issued from Fructidor, and set

up a new Directory composed of Barras, Si^y^, Gohier, Roger-

E^cos and Moulin. Once more the legislature, as on the Ninth

Thermidor, was victorious over an impopular executive. But the

victors of this coup d’itat of Prairial were far from united. Under

the impulsion of their Jacobin friends, old and new, the councils

passed two very radical measures—a forced loan on the rich, really

a cajHtal levy, and a law which permitted the authorities to take

hostages in ^e families of notorious hnigrh or suspects and hold

them as guaranties for the good behavior of these enemies of the

repubhc Moderate men in politics and out were shocked by this

af^arent revival of the Terror. The army had been taking an in-

creasing part in politics. Generals, retired, invalided, or simply off

duty, had been candidates for office. There had even emerge^ in

1798, a veterans’ interest, and thanks to the efforts of Generals

Marbot and Jourdan a very generous law was passed compensat-

ing the defenders of the fatherland for their efforts—a compensa-

tion deferred, however, until a general European peace. The mili-

tary interest, then, was strong and well-organized. It had developed

a hearty contempt for civilians, for lawyers and p^kjns. It was proud

its i^evements, self-confident, aware that it was a revolutionary

Creadon. Though, like all good armies, it was attached to order,

discipline, inequality, though, in other words, it was a conservative

force, it was quite hostile to royalism, r^arded itKif, ind^d, as the

mainstay of the republic. The army was ffius the obvious instrument

to set up the moderates again. All was ready for the Eighteenth

Brumaire.

n. THE mucmr and the organization of francs

TIm; l^end whidi (Ascribes Bonaparte as First Consul bestowing

a life-giving cuder on a state languidiing in incompetence is no

longo- tenable. “In spite of appearances, and the legend, half the

road at least will have been got over somehow or other when Bona-

parte takes the reins.”* In place of the doctrinaire economic lib-

* &. Giiyot^ in Lel<lmne» OtqpDt* mod Saymc, RHx^utioo frmfoiit, |iS*
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eralism of the Constituent Assembly, and the wild scramble of

Thermidorean speculative liberalism, the next four years saw the

gradual formation of a national economy, where laissez-faire was

tempered with state intervention. Requisition of foodstuffs for the

armies and the larger cities was maintained, and at times of crises

bread lines reappeared in Paris and elsewhere. The government

established a definite control over the foreign exchange and the

stock market, and sought to prevent shocking speculative excesses.

An unsuccessful attempt was made in 1796 to stabilize the paper

currency. The assignats had depreciated to from one-three-hun-

dredth to one-four-hundredth of their face value, and the govern-

ment had long since been obliged to refuse to accept them at par.

These assignats were now to be stabilized at one-thirtieth of their

face value and exchanged on that basis for a new paper money,

the mandats territoriaux. Holders of these mandats were to be given

the privilege of using them to buy remaining nationalized lands

—

including some rich lands in newly acquired Belgium—at a price

estimated by the government, without competitive bidding, first

come Erst served. The mandats almost inunediately depreciated to

ten per cent of their face value. Under these conations, the pur-

chase of nationalized lands was a marvelous bargain, and the ab-

sence of competitive bidding an excellent opportunity for political

graft. The b«t of the remaining lands were sold at ri^culoits

prices.*®

After this unfortunate experience, however, the Directory re-

turned to a metallic currency, and respectable French business men
could count on the benefits of sound money. Inflation had been

halted before it reached the extraordinary fibres attaint during

the German inflation of the 1920’s. The government continued in

Enandal difliculties, however, and only the supply of precious

metals obtained from victorious French armies in Holland, the

Germanies and Italy, in addition to that obuined from trade, en-

abled it to avoid further use of fiat money. The Directory main-

tained a high tariff policy which gradually developed by agreement

with dependent states and allies, into something very much like

wood in tlie G«rt, bought for 3,000 Hvr« (gold value), produced timber odd
once for as,000 1.; « large ball in Lyont, bought for ao,ooo 1., was rented two days after
for as,000 t M, Marion* HUtoir* III, 476.
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Napoleon’s Continental system, a Klf-Uockade of Europe against

English goods.^^ Although this policy was partly inspired by a

desire to injure England, and was ther^ore a war measure, there is

in it a strong element of protectionism, of desire to use the power

of the government to promote and protect the economic sdf-suffi*

dency of the nation<state. Finally, die Directory made a real at>

tempt to promote French industry by encouraging invention, the

use^ arts, scientific research. Especially under the initiative of

Francois de Neufchlteau, briefiy a Director, subsequently Minister

reduction was ditained partly by economies in the public smrices,

a useful, if not too paternalistic, government can render an enter*

prising community—^agricultural and industrial statistical bureaus,

effident poor relid, improvement of internal communications by

canals and roads, industrial planning of all sorts. Already there

appears in outline the bourgeois state of the nineteenth century, not

by any means as devoted to a hands-ofi policy in economic life as

certain economic theorists would have it.

Nor were the budgetary refiirms of the Directory the work of a

weak government. Ramel’s budget of 1797 cut government expendi-

tures from a thousand millions to some six hundred millions. This

reduction was obtained partly by economies in the public services,

but chiefly by a sweeping reduction in the interest charges of the

public debt. One-third of the debt was consolidated and ottered

on the Grand'Livre of the public debt as a sacred charge; the other

two-thirds simply ceased to receive interest, which was replaced

by cerdficates later repudiated by the honest Consulate. Direct taxes

were lowered, but a serious and not wholly unsuccessful attempt

was made to collect back taxes, sometimes unpaid for years. In 17^
an ifflpmtant law laid the basis for a national system of assosment

and colkcdon of taxes by trained civil servants, under supervision of

the Directory. Ute new system was a permanent improvement on

the lax and unjust system of the old r^ime, and on the haphazard

methods tA amateur local politicians set up in the early years the

Revcdutimi. Indeed, the whole Napc^nic biueauaacy exists as a

nucleus under the Directory. "The CommissbiKrs of ^e Directory

serving in municipal and cantonal adminirorations were really

Tht CaiOineiM System {OMiord, $6*
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anticipations of the prefects and subprefects, named bjr the central

government, and subject to recall by it.”“ Finally, the whole sy^m
of taxes, direct and indirect, was submitted to a careful revision and
codification. Indirect taxes, unjust in their unequal incidence on
rich and poor, but easy to collect, were increased. The failure of lie

campaign of 1798, the cutting off of revenues from conquered or

protected states (the practical distinction is slight), the revival of

party hatreds, all contributed to undermine some of this excellent

work by the summer of 1799. Yet economically and financially,

France seems further from breakdown on the eve of Eighteen^

Brumaire than on several previous occasions since 1789. The K-
rectory, without great courage or determination, had neverthdess

managed to do a litde better than simply keep things going; it had
begun to put France in order.

III. THE FOREIGN POUCY OF THE DIRECTORY

The Thermidorean Convention had made peace with all the im-

portant enemies of France, save Austria and England. The Direc-

tory made in the first two years of its existence several efforts to

conclude a general European peace, efforts which, in spite of the

great authority of Sorcl to the contrary, deserve to be considered

sincere and not unreasonable.^’ Reubell, Alsatian by birth and an

ardent advocate of French expansion in the Rhinebmd, was chiefly

responsible for the foreign policy of the Directory in its early years.

But he was limited by the opinions of various political circles, one

of which, numbering Talleyrand and his banking friends, was very

pro-English. Good children of the revolution, the Directors pro-

posed to retain its conquests, which hitherto had been limited to the

Gaul of antiquity. Moreover, they were bound by the Constitutmn

of 1795—though French constitutions of the time were hardly very

binding—to maintain intact French annexations in Belgium, Savey,

and Nice. They had allied themselves with Holland and with

Spain, so recently enemies of the republic, and they intended to

support these new allies. England had taken advantage of this situa-

tion to sme certain Dutch and Spanish colonies, the Cape of Good

X## d^Hai dm Dir^etoir*, HI, ia6,

X# DirHtoir^ #1 M pms d€ tMmropg (Furii, i$tt)s 3*
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Hope, Ceylon, Trinidad. In 1796, however, the twenty-scven-year-

old Bonaparte began his extraordinary campaign in Italy and events

in this r^ion soon altered the whole military and diplomatic

situation.

Napoleon Bonaparte has already appeared briefly in these pages

at the siege of Toulon and at the Church of Saint-Roch on the

13 VendAniaire. His rise to the rank of general at twenty-

seven was not altogether astonidiing in an age of revolution whi^
had seen Saint-Just a Jacobin dictator at twenty-five. He was bom at

Ajaccio on the island of Corsica, just barely come under French

rule, on August 15, 1769, the sox>nd son of a large family born to

Carlo Buonaparte, a not very active lawyer and a persistent noble.**

As the son of an impecunious nobleman, he was able to secure a

military education in France at the king’s expeme, and at sixteen

was onnmissioned a second lieutenant of artillery. Neither at

school nor in garrison was he happy. His pride suffered from the

contrast between his poverty and the wealth of his fellows, and from

the scorn which his Italian ways and looks brought upon him. In-

deed, the youthful Napoleon appears constandy as ^e romantic

soul in r^ellion, never, or rarely, as the calculating realist, as a

figure rather Byronic than Machiavellian. The Prometheus in him
was never wholly downed, even by the practical politician who
guided himself by what the gros paysan wotild think of his poli-

cies, and at the P^amids as at hfoscow and on St. Helena, he was

always bringing down the fire from heaven.

In these years Napoleon read, and even imitated, Rousseau, ab-

sorbed Raynal’s HiOoire des Indes and met its author in person,

and (so he claims) read Goethe’s Werther five times through. In

these years, too, he was an ardent Corsican patriot, hoping to follow

Paidi as a leader of his countrymen against the hated French. The
death of his father brot^t on a crisis in family affairs, and Napo-

Imn returned to Coruca to help his mother and his incompetent

elder brother Joseph reconstruct the fomily fortune. He seems to

have had hopes achieving this end literary success. The Revdiu*

i^Dottbt been out hy Jwag and others on this date, and sn attempt has been
made to set back Napoleon's btrib to the year ty6Bt in which case he was not bom a
frenchman* The literature is summed up in A* Fournier, Hapaktm J, nd. by U, O,
Bourne (New York, ipo|), 746*747*
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tion found him in ganrison again at Auxonne, with the Buomi|»]De

dan sdll insecurdy establish^.

The Revolution made Napoleon’s career possible. But his first

attempts to make use of the new opportunities met with af^tarent

failure. He chose Corsica as the scene of his activities (though al'

ways maintaining a precarious hold on his commission in the re^-
lar army). There, after many shifts of fortune, and after smne
valuable experience in politicd manipulation and in minor coups

d’itat, he was defeated by the moderate Paoli, back in triumph from

London, and with his whole family was banished from the idand

in 1793. But he left as a republican and a radical, and the new
republican war gave his talents a wider scope than Corsica could

ever have afforded. Politically he steered a careful course, avoiding

the greatest extremes of Jacobinism, but preserving his orthodoxy.

His brother Lucien, indeed, went the whole way, renamed hims^
“Brutus” Bonaparte, terrorized a little Provencal town, and after

Thermidor came very near compromising the whole family. Napo-

leon’s services at the siege of Toulon, however, had won him die

gratitude of his superiors, and the Buonapartes survived the Ter-

rors, both Red and White.

For Napoleon was an excellent officer of artillery. Even at school

his teachers had acknowledged his mastery of his profession, though

they regretted his pride, his temper, and his aloofness. Nor had

his reading and his daydreaming centered wholly around Saint-

Preux and Werther. He had mastered the chief strategist of his

century, Saxe, Guibert, Bourcet, and had fought many a campai^
in his mind. Bourcet, whose Principes de la Guerre de Montagues

was written about 1764 and circulated among trustworthy students

and officers for years (it was not officially printed until 1888), had a

very great influence upon Napoleon. The Italian campaign of

1796-97 illustrates several of the precepts of Bourcet, who advocated

offensive warfare whenever possible, great mobility and nudity,

division of forces (to mountainous country only) for such rapidity

of movement, sudden attacks to surprise and disconcert the enony.

From the siege of Toulon in 1793 to the triumphant appointment

as general in command of the army of Italy in 1796, Napcfleon’s

fortunes continued tt> vary quite according to romantic formula.
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A general in 1794, die fall of Robe^ierre deprived him of his am-
mission, and sent him briefly to prison as a terrorist. At this depth

in his career he claims to have contemplated offering his services as

an artillery expat to the reforming Turkish Sultan Selim III.

Acquaintance widi Bairas, and the good luck which Napoleon

gramily discerned as his “star,” gave him a chance to help save

the Ginvention on the 13 Vend^miaire. He had now joined the

ccHTUpt set of officeholders, profiteers, and adventurers who were

ruling a France quite skk of the Republic at Virtue. Marriage with

Josephine Beauharnais, a former mistress of the Director Barras,

seal^ that alliance, and is commonly conadered to have secured

Napoleon the command of the army of Italy. The main campaign

for 1796 was scheduled for the Germanies. Though Napoleon was

known to entertain grand {dans of offensive action, no one in au*

dutfity seems to have taken his appointment as earth-rending. The
campaign along the Riviera had slumbered peacefully in its lovely

setting fta years, and presumably would continue to do so.

The arrival of General Bonaparte (from now on the “u” is

dropped) in the French camp was the signal for one of the most

startling military campaigns in history. Within a few months

Napoleon succeeded in placing himself between the Sardinians and

the Austrians, beating them separately and driving them still farther

span, forcing an armistice on the Sardinians, crossing the Po where

Ite was not supposed to, and outflanking the Austrians, entering

Milan, and driving the Austrian army into the fortified town of

Mantua. Four attempts to relieve the fortress were beaten back in

a series of Inrilliant, if rather risky and uimrthodox maneuvers, and

on Fdnuary 2, 1797, the garrison surrendered. As a result of Bona-

paite’s camf»ign the numaous petty sutes cff Italy were availatde

to die IMre^ry as diplomatic stakes. Nmth of the Alps, the cam>

pa^ againM Aumria was a failure. Jourdan was beaten by the

Ar^uke Oiarles, who was even younger than Bonaparte, and
Mmeau, the od^ kader of what was to have bean a converging

French march on Vienna, was forced m roreat through the Bla^
Fcnest.

Bf die mmsmn ci 1796 the Direomy was not unwillii^ to nc^
date for peace. R^iiaiid, wk d the war, mfferii^ commercially
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frcMit the beginnings of die Qintinental blockade, her famous flem

in mutiny, her finances disordered by Pitt’s insistence on borrow-

ing to meet war expenses, was also willing to negotiate. Lin'd

Malmesbury, an able English diplomat, came to Paris in October,

authorized by Pitt to negotiate a separate peace with France. Lend

Grenville and the king, however, were able to «ercise their influ-

ence against a peace with regicide France, and Malmesbury was tied

down by rigid instructions not to allow Belgium to France. The
negotiations were abandoned in December. In the summ» of 1797,

Iwwever, there was opened at Lille a conference between an English

delegation headed by Malmesbury, and three representatives of the

Directory, one of whom was Maret, friend of Talleyrand and fu-

ture Didce of Bassano. The French claimed for themselves the

“natural frontiers”—their conquests in Belgium, the Rhineland,

Savoy, and Nice—and for their Spanish and Dutch allies the restitu-

tion by England of all colonial conquests. The English were ap-

parendy willing to concede a great deal, and peace might well have

been concluded. The breakdown of negotiations seems to have been

due less to directorial intransigeance than to complicated and unoffi-

cial intrigues between Maret and other agents of TaUeyrand and the

English, in which Maret deluded the English with false hopes, and

in which Talleyrand probably made a good deal of mon^ by

speculation on a stock exchange very sensitive to rumors of war and

peace. Of course, it is easy to point out that England could never

have tolerated a France permanendy installed in Belgium, and that

even had the peace been made, even had Napoleon never com^
England would sooner or later have gone to war to free die

Low Countries. Yet too much credence need not be given diis

assumption. That England will always go to war to keep a mafor

power out of the Low Countries has not yet taken on die validity

of a scientific law. The definite occasion of the abandonment

the conference was the coup d'itat of Eighteenth Frueddor, which

cast upon the ddfeated Carnot, Barthflony, and Pichegru the sus-

picion of being involved in an English plot, and gave the aggressive

Reubel a new strength in foreign affairs.

With Austria the Directory—or rather General Bonaparm—made
a kind peace. After the fall of Mantua, Bonaparte had made
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a yaj ridcy stab sttaight across the Julian Alps towu'ds Vienna, and

thanks partly to the weakness and apathy the army with which

the Arduiuke Charles opposed him, had penetrated to within

seventy'^ve miles of the Austrian capital. Here at Ledien, on Afuil

18, 18^, he signed, without consulting his government at Paris,

a preliminary peace, converted six months later, after much bicker-

ing and the custiMnary consideration of all sorts of plans of terri-

torial ‘‘compensations,” into the formal treaty of Campoformio.

Now, though the Directory wished above all to round out the

natural ftontiers France towards the Rhine, and regarded Italy

as just so much bargaining power, Bonaparte, Mediterranean by

CMrigin, romantic by age, temperament, and education, was already

kxdcing towards Turkey, Egypt, India. He had organized a Cis-

alpine Republic in Northern Italy, had evolved complicated plans

for the future of Italy, had talked about reviving in Grec(% the

memories of Sparta and Athens, had received a deputation of

Mainotes from the Morea and informed them that “the French

esteem the small, but brave Mainote people, who alone of anciem

Greece, have maintained their frecdom.”^*^

Tlie peace of Campoformio ftiiled, therefore, because it was nei-

ther a German peace nor an Italian peace, because it was an unsatis-

factory compromise between the ideas of the Directors and the

and>itions of Bonaparte. It was quite an orthodox eighteenth-century

peace, sacrificing^ neutral repid^lic of Venice to the principle

cmnpensation. Austria ceded ^gium to France, rect^iz^ die

iKW Cisalf^e Republic, and received Venetia in exchange. In snret

jMOviaons France was granted the left bank of the Rhine as far as

Andemach in return for Salzburg, and express {U’ovision was made

that Prmm should not be compensated on the right bank for

k»KS cm the left. France by secret provisbns made at Basel was

alitsuly fledged to Pnmia to secure her precisely this compensation.

Reascm of ttate is sordy a hi^er form of reason. Finally, provision

was m«fe for a Duigrew to be hdd at Rattadt to extend ^is peace

to the em{^ ami to set^ the complicated {rnddems involv^ by

the cession the left bank to Fraiux. The Congress was duly hdd,

and monly undufy faded. Campoforrob was a truce;, not a real

(Vuk, iSw), m, si*.
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pcaxe, and by the time the Congress of Rastadt had setded dovm to

work, the S^nd Coalition against France was fcmned, and ready

to b^in operations.

For the moment, however, France was at peace with all the wotM
save England and England’s perpetual ally, Portugal. There had, it

is true, been bad feelings over Jay’s treaty, whereby the United

States accepted British notions of their rdle as neutrals, in spite of

the sentimental ties which should have bound the new nation to its

French ally. The attempt of the Directory to enforce the Continen-

tal blockade against English goods brought actual conflict with

America, a sort of undeclared war limited mostly to {nivateers,

which lasted through most of Adams’s administration. The at-

tempt of Talleyrand to extort bribes from commissioners of dte

young, and still relatively virtuous republic—the episode, familiar

to readers of American history, of the “X Y Z papers”—^further

added to the bitterness on bodi sides. But the major war of 1798

was against England.

Now England usually got her Continental wars fought for her

by paid allies. The allies had dropped off one by one, and Portugal

alone remained of the famous First Coalition. On the other hand,

England, protected by the Channel, was wholly out of French reach.

An “Army of England” was formed, Bonaparte put at its head,

and much talk made of an invasion of England. The French navy

was incapable of protecting troops crossing the Channd, was not

indeed in any shape to risk concentration in the Atlantic. For the

navy, the Revolution had been a period of almost uninterrupted

decline. Rigorous discipline is even more necessary on sea than on

land, and the first days of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity had

injured the navy even more than the army. Moreover, ships are

expensive both to build and to maintain. Ships could not protect

Paris. Now, as a century earlier, the French were forced to choose

between land and sea. They could not posribly q)end men and

money equally on both. They chose (did they after all ha'W a
choice?) ^ land. Something ^d to be done, howeva; an unocco-

pkd no^tary genius simply ceases to be a genius. England, im-

pregnable at home, must be attacked in her empire.

^naparte’s tmnanric Egyptian expedirion stt sul hrom Todkm
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oo May 19, 1798, bearing some ^000 soldiers and some dozens of

e3q)erts and scholars about to found the ornamental »;ience o£

E^ptology. This expedition will always be a touchstone for the

estimation of Napoleon Bonaparte. To die caudous and the prosaic

(wise after the fact of the naval disaster of the Nile) it wiU seem

a reckless gamble, desdned from the start to failure. To writers of

a bolder disposidon it will seem a daring stroke of genius, almost

successful, and failing only by reason of unpredictable accidents.

In the wide sweep of history, the expcdidon is a part of the long

struggle between Europeans and non-Europeans in the Near East,

and a culminadon of French imperialist designs in that region dat-

ing in a sense from the Crusades, and quite precisely from the

reign of Louis XIV, when Leibnitz, hoping to draw his attendon

from the Rhine, suggested to that monarch the occupation of Egypt.

All through the eighteenth century the French were aedve in

Egypt, more aedve, indeed, than the English, who were not fully

awakened to the cridcal relation between India and Egypt until

Bonaparte’s expcdidon brought it inescapably to their attcndon.“

In the late ninedes various schemes were circulated in French

official circles, and a number of important people were occupied

with the quesdon of Egypt, notably Magallon, French consul gen-

eral in Egypt, and Talleyrand, whose influence with the Directory

may have proved decisive. Napoleon himself was full of Oriental

ambidons, nourished by youthful daydreaming over the pages of

Raynal’s Histoire des Indes, and when it became clear that an inva-

sion of England was impossible, he turned naturally enough to the

Egyptian scheme. The hated English enemy was always in the

background, even here; the army was told, just before embarcadon,

that it was still the army of England. Egypt, once in French hands,

would be a stepping stone to India, where Tippoo Sahib, in revolt

against the English tyrants, would extend a welcoming hand to

Frenchmen, and where there had actually been a Sociiti des Amis
de la Constitution de Siringapatam. Moreover, the Isthmus of Suez

^F. Charles-Koux, Ai$t<mr d*%ne route: VAngleterre, Visthme de Suee et FEgypto
au XVIlime sikcle (Paris, 19^2), 367. This book and the same author's Let origines do
PexpidiHon d*Bgypte (Paris, ipto) establish in detail the diplomatic and economic back*
irround of the expedition; see also H. L. Hoddns, British Routes to India (Nev York,

chap. III.
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was the key to the best trade route to the Far East, and a short

canal would make the owner of Egypt the mistress of world com-

merce. The prospects would have tempted a duller man than

Napoleon.

There was no power in Egypt itself that could long oppose a

good European army. Nominally a part o£ the Ottoman Empire,

Egypt was wholly beyond the rule of Constantinople. The Mame-
lukes, originally a military bodyguard of the caliphs, formed a

highly trained, and, as compared with the Janissaries in Turkey

itself, a relatively uncorrupted military ruling caste. Their leaders,

the beys, ruled as local lords, and exploited the helpless fellaheen

in a way to which several millenniums of exploitation had quite ac-

customed the Egyptian common people. The Mamelukes made up

a splendid body of cavalry, some 8,000 strong, but there was no

other mUitary force in Egypt, above aU no adequate artUlery, no

trained infantry. Napoleon, having successfully dodged the English

fleet, occupied Malta as a halfway station and took Alexandria on

July 2. His trained troops, outnumbering the Mamelukes four to

one, had litde trouble in winning the Battle of the Pyramids, famous

for one of Napoleon’s characteristic bits of rhetoric; “Soldiers, from

the summit of these pyramids forty centuries look down upon you!”

The Mamelukes could be beaten in separate encounters, but it was

difficult to crush them, since their mobiUty and skill enabled them

to reform after each defeat. Cairo and Alexandria were in Napo-

leon’s hands, however, and had all gone well at sea, the French

could no doubt in time have reduced the country.

Disaster struck upon the sea. The French admiral Brueys, unable

to get his biggest ships over the bar into Alexandria, and prevented

by Bonaparte from following the Directors* order to seek safety in

the Ionian Islands, drew up his fleet along the curving shore of

Aboukir Bay, in a position he seems to have regarded as safe. Here

on August 1, 1798, Nelson, who had played hide-and-seek with the

French all over the Mediterranean, at last found his enemy. The
French were not expecting the attack, and some of their crews

were ashore. The English, though they had fewer ships than the

French, accomplished the impossible by skillful and courageous

handling of their ships, and by the genius of their leada, and
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SKtually turned Brueys’s position so as to expose his ships separately

to a deadly cross-fire. The French fleet was annihilated, o^y four

ships escaping by %ht.
Cut ofi for good and all from France, the expedition could not

possibly succeed. Napoleon characteristically refused to admit de-

feat and led his army to the Holy Land in the vague hope, per-

haps, of carving out an independent principality for himself. Pic-

turesque details like the pesthouse of Jaffa, the massacre of the

Turkish prisoners, the siege of Acre were thereby added to the

Napoleonic legend, but of permanent gains to France there could

now be little hope. Back in Egypt, Napoleon decided that his star

led him to France, where a new war had broken out; so he quietly

departed on one of the two frigates still available. As commander-

in-chief of the expedition he no doubt had legal power to leave,

and furthermore the Directory had just sent for him (though it is

not certain that he had received the letter) Morally—at least to

tho% who dislike Napoleon—it will seem that he deserted.

The Egyptian expedition itself played no small part in preparing

for this new war of the Second Coalidon. Turkey, whose sultan was

legally suzerain of Egypt, was provoked into hostilities. French in-

terference in the Levant, initiated by Bonaparte’s seizure of the

Ionian Islands on his partitioning of the helpless republic of Venice,

was a direct defiance of Russia, whose new ruler, Paul, had reversed

his mother’s policy with respect to the Ottoman Empire, and was

setting himself up as protector, curiously enough, of Turkey in the

East, and Christianity in the West.^^ On both grounds, the English

found it easy to persuade him to join the new coalition. Nor had the

Directory been wholly pacific since the peace of Campoformio.

Though the great days of republican propaganda were over, the

Frendb government was committed, pardy through Bonaparte’s

initiative in Italy, to a policy of buffer republics in Holland and

Italy. The necessity of maintaining communication with Italy led

to interference in Switzerland, its conquest, and the formation of a

Helvetian republic. In Italy, a convenient street-riot at Rome re-

sulted in the death of the French general Duphot, come to wed

^G. PaHaet, La Rhfohttion» I792-I799» 39i.

de ^Paul I ct I’or^ dc Maltc,** Revae ^kUtoira moieme (1930), V, tda*
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D&ir^e Clary, sister-in-law of the French ambassador, Jose[^

Bonaparte, herself once engaged to Napoleon, and later consoled

with the hand of Bernadotte. The French, of course, interfered,

helped expel the pope and set up a Roman republic. Austria was
thoroughly alarmed by this continued French expansion into a

peninsula she had been led to hope would be an Austrian sphere of

influence, and was quite willing to listen to English proposals. By
the autumn of 1798, the Second Coalition, composed of England,

Austria, Russia, Naples, Portugal, and the Ottoman Porte, was

constituted against France. An Anglo-Russian army under the

Duke of York was to drive the French from the Low Countries,

the Austrians under the Archduke Charles were to drive them out

of Switzerland, and an Austro-Russian army under Suvorov was to

drive them out of Italy.

The first sally of the allies, a Neapolitan invasion of the Roman
republic, was a very sad failure. The Neapolitans were driven back

into their own coimtry, the king fled to Sicily, and under French

protection the last of the Italian republics, the Parthenopean, was

set up. The campaign of the Duke of York was disastrous, culmi-

nating in an English capitulation at Alkmaar. But in general the

armies of the Archduke Charles and of Suvorov were spectacularly

successful. In April, 1799, Suvorov’s victory at Cassano destroyed the

Cisalpine Republic, and made necessary the withdrawal of Frendi

troops from Naples, thus leaving the Parthenopean Republic on its

own inadequate resources. In the summer the French were beaten

north of the Alps at Zurich by the archduke, south of the Alps

at Novi by Suvorov. Before autumn—and before Bonaparte’s re-

turn—^Mass^na in Switzerland had succeeded in stopping the prog-

ress of the allies. Though Italy was lost to France, in October came

the news that the Duke of York had surrendered. Holland, Bel-

gium, the left bank of the Rhine were still secure. France was again

at war with all Europe, but in no sense was her position as dan-

gerous as it had beeil in 1792 and in 1793.

IV. EUROPE DinUNC THE RULE OF THE DIRECTORY

For most of Europe the years 1795 to 1799 brought no great

internal changes. England continued in the way marked out by
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Pitt in 1793-94, pursuing Ac war wiA France ardently enough, wiA
only a s%ht lapse in 1797, restraining her own radicals finnly,

gainings in spite of Ae strain of war and war finance, in wealA

and population. In Prussia, Ae deaA of Frederick William II and

Ae accession of Frederick William III in 1797 had no great imme-

Aate consequences. Wollner was indeed dismissed, the edict of

religion revoked, and Ac reign of ostentatious piety ended. But Ae
great reformation of Prussia was Ae work of Ae next decade.

The Hapsburg donmiions continued, tmder Francis II, to crystallize

into a society anti-revolutionary in Ae exact sense of that raAer

loose term—a society whose aims, ideas, institutions are all an as-

sertion of Ae opposite of Ae aims, ideas, institutions of revolution-

ary France. It is not Aat Austria remained, as Ae superior liberal

historians of Ae last century put it, “reactionary” or “backward.”

On Ae contrary, she developed, evolved, an organized synAesis

of traAtional elements—^feudal, Christian, dynastic, European

—

which, seen as a whole, seen, if you like, as Metternich’s “system,”

is new. At Ae extremes of Europe, Acre is noAing of importance,

from Ae point of European history, in Ae Spanish or Ae ScanA-

navian peninsulas.

In Holland, Switzerland, Italy, and Turkey Ae period of Ae
Directory is of great importance. In Ireland and in Russia occur

events which, Aough in a sense Aey are episodic, are yet so Aar-

acteristic of the development of Aese two countries Aat Aey attam

European importance.

The Convention finished by absorbing Ae “border countries”

—

Belgium, Ae Rhineland, Savoy, Nice. The EHrectory Ad not directly

annex Ae regions inunediately bordering Aeir newly enlarged

France, and into which, as if by a natural law of expansion, FrenA
armies poured. They adopted Ae policy of “buffer republics,”

French-^minated, puppet-governed states set up between Ae great

republic and its monarAic enemies. Holland, Switzerland, Italy

were carved out into a series of republics with appropriatdy unred
and ineffective classical names—Batavian, Helvetian, Cispadane,

Cisalpine, Ligurian, Roman, ParAenopean. None of Aese repub-

lics was wholly imposed from wiAout: in none of Aem was there

lackii^ a group of native citizens won to FrenA ideas or FrenA
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interests, and convinced that their new republic was a valid state.

In general, however, such men were in a striking minority. In all

the republics the majority remained indifferent, if not hostile to

the new regime. In all, the French constantly interfered in matters

foreign and domestic. From all the French took, with due regard

to their resources, money, works of art, and soldiers. In all the

French occupation was to leave permanent trace in the destruction

of what was left of feudalism, and in the accentuation, partly out

of hatred for the French, of national solidarity.

Many of the defeated anti-Orange, or Patriot, party had fled

from Holland to France in 1787, and since the outbreak of the

Revolution had absorbed more French ideas than ever, had organ-

ized a “Club des Bataves,” and had begun to circulate propaganda

by pamphlets and journals smuggled into their native land. A Dutch
legion accompanied the victorious French army in the invasion of

Holland in 1795, and after the flight of the stadholder to England,

these old “Patriots” formed a provisional government and negotiated

a peace with France—^for which they paid 100,000,000 florins, ceded

strips of territory on the south, accepted a French garrison of 25,000

troops, and agreed to take assignats as legal tender. The banished

Prince of Orange ordered colonial garrisons to receive British

troops, and in this way the Cape and Ceylon passed permanently

out of Dutch hands. Holland was obliged to join in ^e embargo

on British goods. Finally, the Ehitch navy, whose officers were al-

most wholly Orangist in sympathy, was beaten by the English at

Camperdown in October, 1797, and never again played an impor-

tant part in European history. In return for all this, the “Patriots”

received a neat constitution on the latest French model—a Directory

of five, a First Chamber of 64, a Second Chamber of 30, a neat sys-

tem of local government by departments and circles which did not

in the least coincide with the old provinces. All power was cen-

tralized in the national government. The historic federal Republic

of the United Netherlands had become a unitary state. In actual

political life, a series of coups </'Aar—again on the French model

—

altered the details of this system, and in 1798 Daendels, who had

led the exiled Batavians in Paris, contrived to bring the new re-

public under the control of the moderates. These moderates as-
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sumed a somewhat equivocal—or perhaps merely consistently mod-

erate—attitude during the Duke of York’s unsuccessful campaign

in North Holland, and were duly punished by Bonaparte, now
First Consul. Augereau was sent in 1800 to supervise the installation

of a very unified, undemocratic regime. The revolution in Holland

had hardly meant more than a change of masters. No profound so-

cial change accompanied it. The “unitarians” who supported the

Batavian Republic were not proletarians, and their triumphant

French supporters were no longer the crusading Jacobins of the

Republic of Virtue.

Swiss experience with the Revolution, though in some ways even

more painful than that of the Dutch, was' perhaps also more profit-

able. TTie aristocratic government at Berne maintained a precarious

neutrality until 1797, and preserved itself from revolutionary in-

fection. There was, of course, a “Club Helvctiquc” at Paris, formed

chiefly of exiles from Fribourg and from Geneva, where the aristo-

crats had triumphed in 1781 and 1782 respectively. Many famous

names arc among them—Clavicrc, Girondin financier, Etienne Du-

mont, friend of Mirabeau and translator of Bentham, de Laharpe,

liberal tutor of Alexander 1 . Yet their revolutionary propaganda had

litdc success at home in Switzerland, where there was no court

nobility, where privileged aristocrats and burghers perhaps out-

numbered unprivileged peasants. By the year 1797, however, the

Directory had been drawn by Bonaparte into an aggressive Italian

policy, and the Swiss passes—especially the Simplon, over which a

road was already projected—became necessary to France. Pretexts

for intervention were easily found in disturbances engineered by

French agents, an army was marched into Switzerland, rendered

totally unable to defend herself by a long period of peace and neu-

trality, and, with the aid of the two leading Swiss revolutionists,

dc I^harpc and Peter Ochs of Basel, a Helvetian Republic set up.

For the loose federal union of the cantons, a republic “one and inch-

visible” was, of course, established with a Directory and councils on
standard French lines. In the next five years, the new republic was

to enjoy six constitutions. The little cantons rd>clled at this uni-

fication and into certain remote upland valleys the French rule

hardly reached. The year 1799 saw disastrous fighting in Swiss
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territory between the Austro-Russian forces and the French, fight-

ing which left miles of the Swiss countryside in ruins. The Hel-

vetian Republic never took real roots in Switzerland, and Napoleon

by the Act of Mediation restored the old Confederation at least in

form. Yet the services of the French regime in making modern
Switzerland possible were very great. “It proclaimed the equality of

citizens before the law, equality of languages, freedom of thought

and faith; it created a Swiss citizenship, basis of our modern na-

tionality, and the separation of powers, of which the old regime

had no conception; it suppressed internal tariffs and other economic

restraints; it unified weights and measures, reformed civil and penal

law, authorized mixed marriages (between Catholics and Prot-

estants), suppressed torture and improved justice; it developed edu-

cation and public works.”^®

The Italian republics, the Cispadane, later enlarged into the Cisal-

pine, and the Ligurian, in the north, the Roman in the center, the

Parthenopean in the south were hardly more than instruments, of

French foreign policy, and their boundaries, governments, and po-

litical prospects were subject to constant change. Bonaparte, indeed,

talked much of Italian destiny from his almost regal court at

Mombello in 1797, and did apparently force a reluctant Directory

into extending the policy of founding buffer republics into Italy. He
did bully the pope into territorial concessions, and permitted the es-

tablishment of a Roman Republic at a captive pope’s expense. Only

to initiates of the Napoleonic faith, however, will it seem that Bona-

parte was an Italian patriot, that he really worked knowingly feu: a

free and united Italy. In general, the main outlines of Italian ex-

perience have been recounted in Holland and Switzerland—^French

armies, a unified republic modeled on the government of the Di-

rectorate, and installed by the French with the aid of a small group

of noisy but unrepresentative natives (they were commonly Masons,

anti-clericals, enlightened children of their century, well-organized

but definitely a minority), heavy indemnities in gold and works of

art handed over to the French, application to the new republic of

the social, legal, and political reforms achieved in France, alienation

of the bulk of the population and growth of national feeling based

Martin, HisUAre de la Suisse (Paris, i9a6), x87«i88«
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{tartly oa videni; hatitd of the French. The Francop^bils in parts

of Italy seem at times more than usually servile towards their mas-

ters. A Lombard school petitioned the Directory to be taught “the

lovely language of the heroes of the Seine” instead of musty Latin.®*

In the Cisalpine Republic trees of liberty were planted—and vil-

lainously cut down or “degraded” by anti-republicans—dvic festivals

were celebrated. Goddesses of Reason paraded through the streets,

and similar manifestations of the new republican faith so height-

ened by the virtue and numerical smallness of the manifesters that

the French Directory itself became alarmed, and interfered to sup-

press the “men of blood.” The Roman Republic was endowed with

a Constitution in whose terminology classicism ran wild—^five con-

suls, a Senate, a Tribunate, comitiae (electoral assemblies), prefects,

and aediles—but which was really simply another, and more au-

thoritarian, copy of the French Constitution of 1795. Bonaparte

appears to have had a hand in making this Roman constitution, and

he may well have obtained ideas, as he certainly did names, h>r

later use in France. s

In this unheroic exploitation of Italy by French armies and by

French stereotypes, the brief story of the Parthenopean Republic is

tragic and simple. Nor is the ra^er ardess spell which the Bay of

Naples has long exerted over the transalpine mind altogether re-

sponsible for this distinction. The Parthenopean republic was set

up, not without the aid of a French army, but certainly less palpably

imder French dictation than elsewhere. Its founders were singiilarly

respectable men and women, noblemen, officers, artists, students,

“idealists upon whose imaginations there smiled the promise of pure

happiness for the human race, and who, thinking to embrace this

cosmopolitan ab^acdon, ran up against the redity of Italy The
reality of Southern Italy in 1799 was, indeed, sufficient to discourage

all but the devotees of an immanent, if at present invisible. Nature
—^an ignorant and superstidous peasantry, an urban populadon in

which workmen looked like beggars, and beggars looked like work-

men, a powerful but hardly aedve clergy, an inefficient government

unable to restrain banditry in the interior, an expensive court ruled

*^A. Viflcotiti, **Tenden2e dtverie della cultura nel 1774 e X797>’* Archivio st^rico
hmbarda (1938), LV, 316.

**>B. Ctece, Staria del regno di Napoli (Bari, 193$), 3x9.
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by Queen M^ie Caroline, who inherited from her motha* Maria

Theresa the lust, but not the ability, to govern. When, a few monda
after the founding of the republic, the French troops under Mac*

donald were with^awn to face Suvorov in the north, the proletarian

royalist army gathered by Cardinal Ruffo, and known to itself as

the “armata cristianissima” succeeded after hard fighting in compd*
ling the republicans to surrender the city of Naples. Lord Nelson,

entrusted by the fugitive king, Ferdinand, with full powers, used the

English fleet to help in this overthrow, and did nothing to prevent—

his enemies claim he actually promoted—the cruel measures of re-

pression taken by the royalists. Eighty-four republicans were exe-

cuted, and over a thousand exiled. The return of the monarch was

celebrated by the death or exile of “prelates, gentlemen, generals,

admirals, men of letters, scientists, poets, philosophers, jurists, no-

blemen, all the intellectual and moral flower of the nation.”^ Ya
the very desperateness of this adventure in Utopia, the theatrical

contrasts in which it abounded, the ferocity with which it was sup-

pressed, gave it a symbolic after-life denied to the more prosaic

republics of Northern and Central Italy. Ferdinand had made the

gravest mistake of despots; he had created martyrs, had helped to

form a myth to be used against him and his order. The Partheno-

pean Republic was the first earnest of a new Italy, a more-than-lit-

erary source of the Risorgimento.

In the history of Turkey this decade fulfills with striking neat-

ness its apparent historic function as an age of transition. Now first

appear the characteristic signs of what will be nineteenth<entury

Turkey—^attempted reforms and continued abuses, internal dis-

orders and external weakness, much individual intelligence, good-

will, and courage pretty well wasted in a society and a state increas-

ingly conscious of being in decline. Many of the difficulties which

now appear in striking evidence had been long developing; but

the hanuner-blows of the Russian armies in Catherine’s two great

wars seem to have shattered whatever held Turkey together, and

to have brought out weaknesses hitherto not inescapably apparent.

In form an autocratic centralized monarchy, Turkey in 1789 was

in reality a congeries of despotisms, in which the sultan was almost

« B. Croce, St<fria di Napoli, 333.
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powcrlc^ before the complexity of the machinery of government

Egypt, Tripoli, Tunis, and Algiers were now only nominally a

part of the Ottoman Empire. In Anatolia and in Bosnia, and to a

certain extent throughout the empire the ultimate military and

financial power lay in the hands of a feudal fighting class, the

sipahi^ now much corrupted by opportunities for financial exploita-

tion and governmental intrigue. The old territorial subdivisions of

the central power had fallen into the hands of local lords, the

pashas^ recruited partly from the feudal landowners, pardy from

adventurers and politicians at Stambul and elsewhere. The pashas

were extraordinarily independent of the central power, to which

indeed they frequendy owed their installation, and exploited their

governments for what they were worth. Taxation, which was
pardy arbitrary, pardy determined by a financial board in Stambul,

was farmed out, and gave wide scope for quick enrichment and for

petty tyrannies. Even at Stambul the central government was poorly

organized, with a multiplicity of boards, and depended for co-

ordination largely on the personality of the grand vizier. That

officer was always in a position compared with which that of a

French or English minister was security itself, for his tenure was

at the mercy of harem plots, of the temper of the sultan, of the

intrigues of his rivals, and even of distant pashas, and, finally, of

the powerful military corps of the Janissaries.

TTie Janissaries play in the decline of Turkey a r61e inevitably

to be compared with that of the Praetorian Guard at Rome. Actually

the peculiar form taken on by the Janissaries in their final corrup-

tion is not quite like anything else in history, for in the end they

formed a special interest transversing Turkish society almost from

top to bottom, an impossible compound, if you will, of the Praeto-

rians and Tammany Hall. Earlier a chosen band of soldiers of

the sultan, taken in infancy from infidel families, brought up in

fanatical devotion to Islam, sworn to celibacy, and living in bar-

racks in strict military discipline, the Janissaries in 1789 were

hardly to be recognized in their original constitution. Membership,

and die emoluments of membership, had become, like offices under

the French monarchy, hereditary and venal. Celibacy and barracks

life were abandoned, and even the military requiranents were
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maintained only in skeleton form. A given barracks might be staflFed

with a couple of veterans, a color43Carer, a cook, and a few orderlies,

while a huge sum, allotted to maintain the equivalent of a Euro-

pean regiment, would go to the most varied collection of individ-

uals, even to tailors and other artisans.^® This strange band was held

together only by solidarity of interests and by its attachment to its

privileges. Naturally it was wholly coifeervative, and nicely or-

ganized by the accident of its historical accumulations to resist any

kind of reiEorm.

Turkish failure against Catherine was in itself a symptom of

decay. In the next decade or so, other symptoms appeared with

unmistakable clarity. Disbanded soldiers, oudaws, criminals, rest-

less men of all sorts banded together and pillaged whole r^ions.

These robber bands (mountain rebels, or simply mountaineers,

taghli, from their retreats) were especially strong in Macedonia, but

on a smaller scale they could be found almost everywhere. Worse

yet^ some of the leading pashas broke into open rebellion, like the

famous Ali Tepelen in Albania, or like many of the great Anatolian

lords, the dere beys^ defied governmental attempts at reform. The
most extraordinary of these men was really a robber baron whose

success forced the sultan to recognize him as pasha. This was

Pasvan Oglu, who seized Vidin on the Danube, beat off an army of

40,000 sent in 1796 to apprehend him, and another of 100,000 in

1798, and administered Vidin and its region not at all badly until

his death in 1807. Egypt fell to Napoleon in 1798, and French

troops invaded Syria. Early in the new century the heretic Wahabis

of central Arabia captured holy Mecca, a serious blow to Ottoman

prestige. Finally, the conquered Christian provinces were restless.

The great revival of Balkan nationalism, especially in Serbia, barely

began to stir in this decade. The Greek patriot Rhigas, however,

now organized the first hetairia (revolutionary fellowship), trans-

lated the ^‘Marseillaise” into modern Greek, and, distantly at least

under the influence of the French Revolution, the movement £or

Greek independence was fairly begun.

It must not be supposed that all Turkey stood by helpless before

•O. von ScMechta-Wssehrd, Die Revolutionen in C(mstantin(^pel in den Jakren i8oT
mnd iio8 (Vienna, i88a), ii.
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tliis disiQt^atbn. As a matter of fact, there came to the throne

in 1789 the first of the nu>dern reforming sultans. Selim III was, for

a prodttet of the seraglio, a surprisingly open-minded and well-

meaning young man. He lacked strength of character, however, was

too h)nd of parading his liberalism, and in the end the forces of

inertia proved too strong for him. His chief interest lay in military

and financial refiirm, and no doubt he righdy found there the chief

weakness of the Turkish state. He attempted to organize a new
model army, with definite enlistments and promotions, uniforms,

European arms (the bayonet instead of the scimitar, for instance),

an adequate artillery, European training and discipline and to pay

for this army by special taxes earmarkt^ for the purpose. The
Janissaries and their innumerable allies in the government pretty

effectively prevented his new army from attaining success. By 1799,

after four years of the reform, Selim could summon barely a bat-

talion of 1,600 men instead of the 12,000 he had planned, and these

were ill disciplined and ill equipped. The new taxes went rather to

favorites than to the army. Yet even this slight reform angered the

conservatives. Selim, moreover, like Joseph II, offended by his ex-

tremes the delicate susceptibilities of his countrymen. He was said

to have planned a school of European languages in Constantinople

(a shocking impiety to a true Mohammedan), he traveled on Fri-

days, and he had a portrait of himself engraved in London, in spite

of the Mohammedan law which forbade pictorial representation of

the human figure.^^ His enemies brought about his fall in 1807, and

postponed their difficulties for a while.

Both in Dublin and in Belfast—and the coupling is significant

—

the French Revolution was gretted with rejoicing. At the news

of July 14, 1789, "volunteers swept through the streets in trium-

phal {MTOcessions, while artillery discharged salvoes along the quays

and great thoroughfares. Banners were carried displayii^ portraits

of t^ French leaders and bearing such mottoes as ‘Our Gallic

brother was born 14th July 1789—alas! We are still in embryo!’

Uie Irish Parliament had secured legislative independence in 1782,

but as Catholics were excluded from the franchise by law, and the

•* 0 . von Sdifcchta-Wssehrd, Die Revotntionen in Constantinopel, 68.

HayeSf Ireland and Irishmen in the French Revolution (Lc^on, xgia>» u.
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Presbyterians by social custom, Ireland continued under the rule o£

a minority of Anglican landowners. The promise of freedom

brought by the French Revolution was eagerly accepted by Ulster

Presbyterians, who had given many good radicals to the American

republic, less eagerly by the mass of oppressed Catholics. Under

Wolf Tone, son of a coachmaker, Protestant, educated for the bar,

Protestant and Catholic were joined together in the Society of

United Irishmen, who, after the declaration of war between Eng-

land and France, committed themselves to complete secession from

England. The United Irishmen were a secret society organized to

spread propaganda and to attempt the political education of the

Irish peasant. Under the leadership of Lord Edward Fitzgerald,

second son of the Duke of Leinster, the society assumed a semi-

military form. At the same time there came sporadic outbreaks in

Ulster and northern Leinster between the militant Protestant “Peep

o’ Day Boys” and the Catholic “Defenders,” outbreaks symptomatic

of the profound and longstanding economic and cultural differences

between the North and the South. Though these forced evictions,

burnings and shootings were wholly contrary to the peace between

Catholic and Protestant which the United Irishmen wanted, they

did contribute to make Irish disorders evident to the English rulers.

In 1795, Lord Fitzwilliam was sent over to Ireland as lord lieutenant,

presumably to setde matters by granting to the Catholic gentry the

right to sit in Parliament, a concession without which the franchise

recently granted to Catholics would be useless. Fitzwilliam’s mission

has been the subject of endless dispute; it is quite possible that he

exceeded his instructions by dismissing important figures in the

Irish bureaucracy. At any rate he was recalled with the Catholics still

unemancipated, and Ireland was given over by Pitt to its garrison.

With Fitzwilliam’s recall the plan for an Irish rebellion gained

precision. Plans were made for a French descent in Munster to serve

as signal for an Irish rising. Hoche, a genuine republican, was given

command, and in December, 1796, set out from Brest with some

15,000 soldiers. Bad weather and poor seamanship held the fleet off

Bantry Bay, and separated Hoche wholly from his command. The
French sailed off without touching Irish soil. Next year the rebellion

began without French aid. The English government at Dublin acted
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quickly, however, arresting Thomas Emmet, Arthur O’Connor and

other civilian leaders, taking Lord Edward Fitzgerald in a street*

scuffle, and in general making use of their excellent spy and police

service to stop trouble before it could develop seriously. In spite of

these precautions, the Irish got temporary control of Wicklow and

Wexford, formed a mob into a semblance of military order, and

were only put down after a pitched battle at Vinegar Hill, June 21,

1798. Next year a French force of some 1,000 men under General

Humbert did succeed in landing at Killala in Mayo, and maintained

itself for a while against English troops much softened and undis-

ciplined by service against unorganized civilians. But the illiterate

peasants of Connaught hardly knew what Humbert was about, and

refused to support him, making his surrender inevitable. Tone was

caught on board a French ship attempting another raid in October,

J799, and hanged at once, adding another figure to the long and

miscellana)us Irish martyrology.

The Rebellion of 1798 failed largely because Presbyterians and

Catholics were not as united as the United Irishmen would have

them, because the English machinery of repression was most effec-

tively organized, because the bulk of Catholic peasants were unedu-

cated, poor, suffering from economic ills, insufficiently lighted by

hope of better days. It is probable that it failed also because the

Catholic clergy, the only leaders who could make themselves under-

stood to the poorer classes, were frightened by the attitude of the

French Revolution to the church, and felt even England and Pitt

less a menace to their faith than France and Tone. The rebellion is,

however, a crucial factor in the subsequent history of Ireland. For

the Rebellion, in Pitt’s mind, meant that the union of Ireland and

England was a necessary step; and the Union of 1801, forced upon an

unwilling Ireland by intrigue and corruption, meant that true union

would henceforth be impossible.

In Russia, the real importance of Paul I’s brief reign (1796-1801)

is usually overshadowed by the wealth of stories about his eccen-

tricities, and by the dramatic circumstances of his assassination.

Paul had been well educated, if not well brought up, had acquired

a great admiration of Frederick II, and a great dislike and fear of

hU mother. He was a bright young man, vain beyond the common.
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and certainly beyond most klng^ otremdy impatient^ whdly un-

restrained any discipline from above, afflicted, probably, with a

nervous instability always on the edge o£ insanity. Catherine seems

to have been on the point of arranging to pass over him and give the

throne to his son and her grandson, Alexander, when she died.®*

Paul in his brief reign did two very important things: he began the

extension of Russian power to the south by means of friendly rela-

dons with Turkey, by espousing the cause of the Knights of Malta

against France, by entering into the Second Coalition to defend the

Levant from French aggression; and he began the modern emanci-

pation of the Russian serf through imperial policy. Catherine’s reign

had seen the low point reached by the serf; in spite of her “enlight-

enment,” she had, for instance, permitted the extension of serfdom by

pripis\a, to bastards, orphans, and sons of minor officials, a process

which went on all through the century. Paul’s ukase of April 5, 1797,

made a modest beginning of reform, limiting the amount of labor

required from the serf to three days a week. Measures were taken

to limit the governmental action of Catherine’s nobility. Paul’s re-

forms—^and they extended to absurd details of army drill—^were met

by verbal acceptance and actual sabotage. His mental health, im-

paired at his accession, broke down under this subde resistance, and

he became the tsar of tradition. Kluchevsky has admirably summar-

ized his fate: “This participation of rancour and hysteria in the

Emperor’s policy caused the latter to become a policy pathological

rather than political, and to comprise passing, impulsive moods

rather than thought-out ideas and well-pondered aspiradons, and to

lead to the fact that the extensive reform program with which he

acceded gradually crumbled down to superficial, unimportant trifles,

and that the struggle with systems became mere persecution of indi-

viduals, and that the hostility to class privilege became merged into

suppression of elementary human rights, and that the notions of

equality and orderliness yielded to fits alternately of crudty and

kindliness, yielded to the political “scenes” which mosdy composed

his reign.”®^ On March 23, 1801, a palace revolution ended the life

“ K. Waliizewski, PatU I (London, 1913), 7J.
^ Kluchevsky, Russia^ V, 135,
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of this far from ordinary tyrant, and placed his handsome and appar*

cntly wholly normal young son Alexander I on the throne.

V. BRUMAIRE

Bonaparte, having deserted his army in Egypt, landed at Fr^jus

in the south of France on October 9, 1799. One month later he be-

came, as First Consul, titular head of the republic, in actual fact its

master. Now this sudden elevation lay in no simple ‘‘logic of history.”

The government of the Directory was not strikingly efficient, nor

popular, but it was neither corrupt nor incompetent. It was a pedes-

trian, unimaginative, moderate government, quite capable of holding

the new France together. French victories in Switzerland and in

Holland had relieved the pressure towards executive centralization

always attendant upon military defeat during this revolution. Power

was not thrust upon Bonaparte by necessity. He seized it by an act

of aggression. Many factors made that seizure possible. Moderates

all over France were worried by such measures as the law of hostages

and the forced loan, both put through by the new Jacobin thrust of

1799. The army, raised up by the Jacobin Carnot, had come to have

a loyalty of its own, had come to detest the “lawyers” of the councils,

to feel that the republic existed only through its fighting men.

Sicy^ who still retained a mysterious reputation for political wis-

dom, had been raised to the Directory; and Sieyes still felt the itch

for constitution-making. Coups d’itat had come to be the accepted

means of achieving political change, of redressing a balance bent

too heavily to Right or Left. The last coup had gone too far to the

Left Most of those who aided Bonaparte can hardly have thought

they were doing more than pushing the republic back again towards

the Right

Back in Paris—without any great popular acclaim—Bonaparte

began sounding out the politicians and the generals. After some
hesitations, he arranged a coalition with Sibyls. Two other Direc-

tors, Barras and Roger-Ducos, were won to the plot, thus making it

possible to issue legally the administrative decrees necessary to begin

the coup. On the pretext of danger from a Jacobin rising the coun-

cils were summoned to meet at Saint-Cloud, some miles outside

Paris and safe from its mob. The three Directors in the plot then
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resigned, and the other two were arrested. When the councils met
on the 19 Brumaire there was thus no Directory. Bonaparate had sim-

ply to appear before them, explain that the fatherland was in danger,

and ask from the legal government of France power to remake that

government. Just this sort of thing had already been successfully

done in the buffer republics, at Amsterdam and at Milan. Bonaparte,

whose talents were not parliamentarian, made a sad failure of his

appearance before the Five Hundred. Challenged to disclose the pre-

tended plot against the safety of the republic that made his proposed

measures necessary, he could make no satisfactory reply. Cries of

“Outlaw him” arose, and deputies swarmed towards tdm with out-

stretched daggers and flowing togas. Only the presence of mind of

his brother Lucien, then president of the council, enabled him to

escape in safety. All pretense of legality had now to be abandoned.

Bonaparte had provided himself with troops, and these he now sent

to clear the squabbling lawyers from the hall at the point of the

bayonet. The lawyers left in unheroic haste. Later a rump coimcil

composed of friends of the conspirators was assembled, and voted

to entrust power to these “temporary consuls,” Bonaparte, Sicy^s, and

Roger-Ducos. At last the forebodings of Burke had proved trueL

After the Eighteenth Brumaire a single man, a soldier, ruled over

twenty-five million free Frenchmen far more absolutely than Louis

XVI had ruled over his enslaved subjects.

Ma di dicembre, ma di brumaio

cruento i il fango, la nebbia h perfida:

non crescono arbusti a quell *aure,

o dan frutti di cenere e t6sco.^®

•G. Cardttcci, Odi Sarbare: Per la morte di Napoieone Eugenio*



Chapter Ten

THE ARTS AND SCIENCES IN REVOLUTIONARY
EUROPE

I. DEFINITIONS

You CANNOT crib your new historian within the exacting confines of

a chronology politically established. For social, economic, and in-

tellectual history do not always fit into the tipic-schemc of political

events. This is strikingly true of the period of the French Revolu-

tion. One cannot, following recent fashion, label the years from

1789 to 1799 the “purple decade,” or “the roaring nineties.” Good
Tories might argue for the “red decade,” but quite apart from the

fact that revolutionary violence has subsequently been at least as

intense and even more widespread, the epithet “red” is not aptly

applied to the paintings of David, the poetry of Chenier and Cowper,

or the music of Mozart and Haydn. Indeed, the simplest and hasti-

est of generalizations on the cultural achievements of these years of

revolution would be that they were almost wholly conservative, con-

ventional, mere patternings after earlier eighteenth-century models.

Such a generalization would certainly have the support of statistics.

A patient seeker after the Ph.D. in English Literature could no doubt

establish that during this decade more poetry was written in the tra-

ditional form of the heroic couplet than in all other forms combined.

Though Lyrical Ballads appeared in 1798, the poetry of Gifford was
undoubtedly more widely read at the moment than the poetry of

Wordsworth and Coleridge. In France, established canons of criti-

cism were not even threatened with a Fourteenth of July or Fourth

of August. In the widest sense, these changes go back to the begin-

nings of modern history in Renaissance and Reformation, They arc

stiU working themselves out in the contemporary world. One of

their focal points, however, one of the periods of their greatest in-

tensity as change, would appear to be the fifty years from 178a to

1830.
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The decade with which this study is concerned is a fart o£ die

transition between what historians of the arts have pretty well agreed

to call neo-classicism and what th^ unanimously call romanticism.

It is a transition singularly uneven in diderent countries and in

different arts, but by 1800 the romantic spirit was almost everywhere

well on the way to triumfdi, though the fact of that triumph was not

yet apparent to conservative admirers of things Augustan.

Now “romanticism” is a Protean word, and one that has long been

shutded back and forth by critics with a cause to defend and enemies

to slay. Perhaps it is impossible to give the word exact definition; or

rather, you may give it any exact definition you like, and you can

always dig up examples to fit your definition. Romanticism is con-

servative, even reactionary, in politics: there stand Burke, Chateau-

briand, Maistre, Scott, the converted Schlegels, the repentant Fichte.

Romanticism is liberal, even wildly radical in politics: there are

Shelley, Byron, Heine, the elder Hugo, and Lamartine. Romanticism

is philosophically realist (in the medieval sense)
:
you may line up

Hegel, Coleridge, Carlyle, Edgar Quinet. Romanticism is philo-

sophically nominalist: in proof thereof call up Godwin, Robert

Owen, 1^11, Comte. Romanticism is a wild chase after the blue

flower, and all romanticists are aflame with the desire of the moth
for the star: Blake, Novalis, Berlioz, Shelley were crazy enough.

Romanticism is pretty sensible after all: Scott and Hazlitt wrote

sensibly, Southey at least lived sensibly, Chateaubriand sobered down
and Byron was about to when he died, de Vigny remained a gende-

man, and even in Germany Goethe lived to be ashamed of Werther.

Perhaps the best definition of romanticism is the works of the

romantics, and an attempt will be made in the following pages to

bring some of the earliest of them briefly before the reader. But the

issue cannot wholly be dodged here. It would seem wise to give to

the word romanticism a meaning that might include some of the

opposites cited above, to stretch it to include the spirit of the age,

the climate of opinion of the early nineteenth century. Very different

men can manage to live in the same climate. In a real sense Carlyle

and Mill were brother romantics.

For in spite of its multanimity, in spite of its lack of a single

style or a single faith, the European world of the half-century or so
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foUowiag the French Revolution had at least one tenuous kind of

unity> one determining and constant factor in its climate of opinion:

change—change in manners, morals, institutions, business, art—^was

accepted as inevitable. Dispute might range from the desirability of

a particular change to the metaphysical reality of all change. Most

men came, indeed, to associate change with growth, with life. The
nineteenth century found it difficult to conceive a static society,

which is one reason why the idea of a Christian heaven had so little

hold even over Christians. Now any change is, though in the most

attenuate sense, a revolution of a sort. The nineteenth century was

built upon revolutions. There is an intellectual attitude bred by this

atmosphere of change, an intellectual attitude not quite like that of

Plato, or Aquinas, or even of the Augustans of the previous century.

This intellectual attitude is here called romantic. Without it, the

doctrine of evolution, which almost served as a faith for the next

century, could never have come into popular esteem.

The least ambiguous external manifestation of this inteUectual

attitude, the least confused with older habits of mind and with newer

material diversions, is afforded by the nineteenth<entury attitude

towards history. Tory, liberal, radical, Scott, Hallam, Cobbett (and

similarly in other countries), men of all shades of political opinion

turned for justification to history. What all of them saw in history

was a social process, a growing, which worked, and was working,

slowly and mysteriously in human beings, altering them and there-

fore ^eir mutual relations as life must alter any organism. History

was ao longer, as it had been to the eighteenth century, “philosophy

teaching by example,” a storehouse from which a past experience

could ^ ranoved to serve again, a collection of old tools which
might always prove handy. History became the living past, in the

sense that every nationalist, every reformer, every defender of a

pattern of values saw history as the birth and youth of his own par-

tietdar cause—a cause now, of course, fully ripened to maturity. .

The full implications of this attitude towards history—^which we
now sec to involve a {tfctty complete acceptance of flux, or relativity

—were not af^»eciated by the first generation of romanticism. Hegel,

for instance, after providing in his dialectic an excellent formally

and in-i^essionally philosopfocal translation of this romantic unrest,
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came to what he regarded as a safe stop in the Prussian state. Prussia,

apparently, was one synthesis that did not immediately beget its

antithesis. But Marx was to remedy that. This fate of the conserva-

tive Hegel may well serve as a type case. Romanticism was never

successfully conservative in the narrow sense of the word which

implies a refusal to accept any change whatever, and a study of die

romantic use of history does but confirm what was already apparent

in the romantic necessity for revolt. “But that intrinsically this

thought was progressive, and even revolutionary, was unconsciously

confessed by the parallelism in which Fichte, Hegel, and others with

them placed the two revolutions, that of the French, which was po-

litical, and contemporary with it, that of the Germans, which was

intellectual.”^ We are today still sufiSciendy good children of the

nineteenth century so that heredity seems an undeniable fact. So

when we see Hegel giving birth to Marx, Maistre to Qimte, Cole-

ridge to F. D. Maurice, we feel that the fathers of these radicals

must themselves have had some radicalism in their consritudons.

And rightly, for the Romandc Revolution was as real as the French

and the Industrial Revolutions, and complemented rather than

opposed them.

Romanticism is, no doubt, in part the rebellion of an educated but

uncultivated middle class against the formalized taste and rules of an

aristocracy. It is also in part the revulsion of human beings from a

life overintellectualized, overrationalized, at once overcomplicated

and oversimplified, towards a life more filled with the freshness, the

uncertainty, and the consolation of emotion. It is, if you like^ a return

to the animal in man. But above all it is the acceptance of the inade-

quacy of any formal set of values, the free acceptance of the perpetual

adventure which is the creation of values. Its logical end, perhaps, is

the modern doctrine of relativity. Yet many who are called romanti-

cists, and who do for certain great works deserve that name, sought

to fix their own value systems with as much rigor of absolutism as

did the Boilcaus, the Popes, and the Johnsons from whom they

rebdied. The great romantics were not quite Heraditeans, and

whirl was never king in early nineteenth-century Europe. Shall we
say, rather, a whole storm of little whirls?

^ B. Croce, Hiikny of ^trope in the Nineteonth Ceninry (New Yotdk, Z9a3>, j8&
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n. THB FINE ARTS

On the whole, the full accej^ance of romantic values had to await

the working-out of the French Revolution. There is no more strik-

ing example of the lag of one aspect of the human spirit behind an-

other than that provided by the fine arts in the decade 1789-1799.

Politically a period of experiment, artistically the decade, especially

in France itself, was marked by an almost pedantic patterning after

the antique. True, the rigor of classical standards, the insistence on

simplicity of form, the rejection of rococo ornament resulted in some-

thing new at least to contemporaries. The paintings of David do not

resemble the paintings of Watteau. Yet in ^chitecture and in the

making of furniture the trend towards neo-classical simplicity had

sd: in well before the outbreak of the Revolution. Architcaurally, in-

deed, the eighteenth century is far from a triumph of rococo.

Throughout its course are to be found buildings of an almost stark

simplicity, put together conscientiously, if not always happily, from

elements strictly classical. If the century saw the Zwinger at Dresden,

Sans-Souci at Potsdam, if it saw the south of Italy covered with

rococo churches, it also saw Santa Maria Maggiore at Rome, Saint-

Sulpicc at Paris, the royal palace at Berlin, and many other classic

fronts which would have satisfied the taste of the First French Em-
pire. Especially in England, Palladio was supreme during most of

the century and rococo architecture never got a foothold. French

furniture of the period of Louis XVI had already abandoned curves

for straight lines, fantasy for geometry, and sought in classical ar-

chaecdogy for its decoration. Its classicism was far from pedantic,

howevo*, and it succeeded in accommodating itself miraculously

enough to the current taste for Oriental and other novelties, to the

firagile, decadent grace of the last days of the court of Versailles.

Widi the French Revedution and the consequent return to a more-

than-Plutarchian virtue^ this tendency to imitation of the classic

style was intensified into a prd:ty servile aping of republican Rome
and Athens. Throughout the Western world die movement since

known as *‘nco-classic” spread, until upper New York was gro-

tesquely covered with Uticas and Syracuses, with Tullys, Scipios, and

Semproniuses, and Doric fronts adorn^ a thousand American bank
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buildings. The style pervaded all the minor arts of decoration, and
served well the purposes of republican propaganda. Its full bloom*

however, came in Ae days of Napoleon, when the historical em-
phasis was appropriately shifted from republican Rome to the Rome
of the Caesars. In painting, the work of David has survived fashion,

and his Mme. R&amier, his murdered Marat, his Rape of the Sabine

Women, his Coronation of Napoleon arc inevitable parts of a histor-

ical survey of the arts. Now that the contempt in which he was held

by the ardent romantic colorists of the early nineteenth century has

lost force, David’s reputation as one of the founders of modern paint-

ing seems secure. A careful, though not pedantic, draftsman, a master

of the art of grouping, a good observer, in his portraits frequendy a

notable realist, David is far from adequately summed up as a neo-

classicist. His famous sketch of Marie Antoinette on her way to the

guillotine fixes in a few strokes a painful rather than a tragic reaUty.

(Perhaps reality is never tragic.)

In architecture the age produced no great monument The sweep

of the Rue Royale at Paris, blocked at one end by the Madeleine,

an exact but somehow unfaithful enlargement of the Maison Carrcc

at Nimes, at the other by the Palais Bourbon, is a good and familiar

example of what neo-classic architecture could do. So, too, is the

heavy Brandenburger Tor at Berlin. Sculpture followed logically

the archaeological interests of the eighteenth century in classical

antiquity, retaining in the work of Canova a kind of softness and

sentimentality lacking in architecture, acquiring in the work of

Thorvaldsen a robust melancholy already a bit romantic. Neo-classic

furniture is known accurately enough as the Empire style, though

its beginnings date from the Revolution. Here everything is mas-

sive, simple, straight legged, upholstered in rather harsh yellows

and browns, consciously avoiding fantasy and the grace of the

boudoir, the grandeur that was Rome rather unhappily confined by

the cabinetmaker. The pundit of the neo-classic style is the German

archaeologist and art critic Winckelmann, now somewhat dry and

staled, but once capable of inspiring Goethe.

The vices of the style are apparent. Neo-classicism in the fine arts

was a pedantic revival of an epoch in time and space that had little

in common with the Northern and Western Europe of cold, damp
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winters, of Adam Smith and Cartwright, of a home-loving middle

class fond of comfort and ill at ease in palaces, longing to find in

fanta^, prettiness, and varied detail some solace for the dullness

of their daily routine of life. The newly-rich of 1800 were for a

time dazzled by the aristocratic prestige of the monumental and the

simple; but their true spiritual home was to be in the mechanical

finery of a revived and distorted Gothic. In the arts as in letters,

neo-classicism was a discipline that could not long bind energies too

great for it. Yet it was at least a style—^in the plastic arts perhaps

the last style the Western world has known, for the Victorian is less

a style than a medley and the style tnoderne is still a luxury, if not

an anarchy. For the last time in Europe and in America, cabinet-

maker, architect, engraver, painter, sculptor of the late eighteenth

and early nineteenth centuries still worked together in a harmonious

scheme.

Some signs of the coming storm of romanticism are to be distin-

guished in the work of the period. The English landscape painters

had already gone back to nature, not to the nature of the idyllic

cightccnth<cntury convention, but to the homely England of rocks,

trees, hedges and brooks from which Wordsworth leaped off into

infinity. The work of the Norwich school and of Constable revived

the landscape, and formed the basis for the frankly romantic work

of the Fontainebleau school in the next century. In France, David’s

contemporary Prud’hon never accepted the neo-classic restraint,

went back rather to an imaginary Greece than to a scholarly re-

constructed Rome. His work is poetic in the romantic sense of the

word,—^indeed, the only sense in which the word can be applied to

painting,—^his figures graceful and a bit drooping, his light too ca-

ressing for this world. Prud’hon’s Greece is the Greece of Longus,

not of Pericles. Even before 1789, the Gothic revival had begun.

Horace Walpole had built a supposedly medieval villa at Straw-

berry hill, and all through the 1790’s an Englishman named Carter

contributed to the Gentleman*s Magazine a series of letters on “The
Pursuits of Architectural Innovation,” in which he upbraided ir-

reverent restorers of England’s medieval buildings, and suggested

that, since the style was obviously English in origin, the uncom-

plimentary description ‘‘Gothic” be dropped in favor of the glorious
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adjective “English.” Self-conscious and aggressive nationalism, in

art almost an unknown thing in an eighteenth century whose taste

was formed after that of Versailles, was beginning to take its place

in the formation of the new romanticism.

Music is, of all the arts, the most diflScult to fit into a synthesis

at bottom sociological. Possibly music is above sociology. If the

work of composers like Schubert, Berlioz, and Chopin is evidendy

a part of the world of de Musset, Heine, and Byron, if then their

work is demonstrably romantic, the music of the decade from

1789 to 1799 is pretty clearly of another world. The French Revolu-

tion was not a revolution in music. Mozart is incomparably the

greatest composer of the period, and much of his best music was

written in this decade. Now, though Mozart was an experimen-

talist of genius, though often his harmony has a “modern” ring that

shocked the orthodox of his day, he can hardly be labeled a pre-

romantic, and, indeed, true romanticists to this day find him lack-

ing in soulful depths. Haydn, too, belongs to eighteenth-century

music. The Frenchmen—^all minor people, Gretry, Mehul, Gossec,

Gaveaux—^wrote operas and provided the music for the ^'chants

nationaux** of revolutionary propaganda, but always in the style of

their unrevolutionary predecessors. Beethoven, in whom if you wish

you may discern romanticism, did not ripen until the next decade.

Program music—the attempt to imitate in music the world of na-

ture, bird calls, moonlight, spring awakenings—^is sometimes taken

to be a specific sign of romanticism in music, and does indeed form

a part of that appeal from the salon to field and forest which helped

make the romantic movement. Unfortunately for those whose wish

to synchronize the arts exactly with other forms of human activity,

program music existed in the eighteenth century as well as in the

nineteenth. Beethoven’s cuckoo was not the first bird to sing in

European music.

m. LETTERS

Although the French Revolution profoundly affected all Euro-

pean literature, other and earlier forces were at work in the decade

from 1789 to 1799, and taken within its narrow chronological limits

the decade has no especial significance in the history of literature.
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If, however, the latter part of the eighteenth antury and the first

years of the nineteenth be taken as a transition between the Au-
gustan security of Boileau and Pope and the romantic restlessness

of Byron, de Musset, and Heine—a generalization in itself dan-

gerously simple—^then this decade is certainly an important element

in the transition, especially in England and in Germany. Cultivated

taste, the taste of the upper classes, still accepted Augustan standards.

In England and Germany as in France and Italy, gentlemen knew
their Latin if not their Greek. Addison and Pope, Boileau, Voltaire

the dramatist, and their German imitators were still in high honor.

Samuel Johnson the writer was still at least as important as Samuel

Johnson the man. The minor poets—an Abb^ Delille, for instance

—

still tried to write as Boileau had written or continued the insipidi-

ties of the Italian Arcadians, or turned, like the English Della-

Cruscans, to rococo conceits.

The eighteenth century is not simply the era of common sense

and good taste. Towards its end, however, even that sort of writing

which is most fittingly reckoned as anticipative of romanticism

—

briefly, its bourgeois as opposed to its noble literature—seem to have

reached an impotence almost as complete as that reached by neo-

classic forms, ^ntimental drama, a protest against the unities, and

what is more important, against the classic concept of tragic guilt

and punishment, reached in this decade with the plays of Kotzebue

and the Pizarro of Sheridan a lachrymose puerility that makes a

Delille or an Erasmus Darwin seem a well-rounded man. The novel

had wandered off into the horrors of Gothic romance, or had gone

beyond Rousseau and Richardson into a sentimentality one hopes is

far less “natural” than is Augustan decorum. "Sturm und Dran^’

had stormed itself out, and both Goethe and Schiller were recover-

ing from the excesses and the hopes of their youth. The essay form

of the Spectator had been exhausted by countless imitators of Addi-

son and Steele, and no new Defoe had risen to give life to middle-

dass prejudices. The generation of the Encyclopzdists had done

its work.

Yet the decade was not entirdy barren, and in the majcNT litera-

tures the perspective of time has singled out some few great works.

In France itself there is now litde left Frenchmen were forced to
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occupy themselves otherwise than with literature. Oratory and
journalism—^neither of which can often be included among the

highest flights of the human spirit—did, indeed, flourish. For the

rest, Andre Chenier alone has survived among the masters of French

literature. Born in Constantinople of a Greek mother and a French

father, Chenier had his Greek at first hand. He welcomed the

Revolution with a fine ode on the Jeu de Paume^ and entered po-

litical journalism on the side of the temperate revolutionaries. The
excesses of the Terror disgusted him, and he enlisted openly against

the Mountain. Arrested and tried as a suspect, he was guillotined in

1794 at the age of thirty-two. He has left some unforgettable poetry,

elegiacs in the best tradition of the Greek Anthology, and passion-

ate outbursts against the barbarians who were destroying his France.

There is in Chenier, as in the painter Prud’hon, a softness alien to

the deliberate Roman severity of neo-classic fashion, yet he cannot

justly be labeled a pre-romantic. His masterpiece, perhaps, is La
Jeune Captive^ an elegy of faultless structure, of unforced har-

monies, filled with a sadness quite pure of self-pity. Irony as well

as hatred runs through the anti-revolutionary poetry of his prison

days, but it is the controlled irony of a man sure of himself and of

his value judgments, never the anchorless irony of the true romantic.

In English letters the publication of Lyrical Ballads in 1798 marks

an epoch

—

z. mark quite unnoticed at the time. In this anonymous

joint publication, Wordsworth and Coleridge found themselves

after a youthful groping among Rousseauistic sentimentality, God-

winian perfectibility, and French revolutionary optimism. To
Lyrical Ballads Coleridge contributed the *‘Lay of the Ancient

Mariner,” dressed up in this edition with all sorts of obsolete spell-

ings to recapture a suitably superstitious past, and three minor

poems. Among Wordsworth’s nineteen contributions are to be

found many of his most quoted and most derided shorter poemsr—

“Goody Blake and Harry GiU,” “The Thorn,” “We Arc Seven,”

“Lines Written a Few Miles above Tintern Abbey.” The two vwriters

had little in common save a somewhat unstable friendship and a

very intransigent scorn for contemporary English poets. Bodi threw

over the heroic couplet, eightcen^-century diction, and common
sense. Coleridge in the “Ancient Mariner” put a mystic dissatisLu:*
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tion with the closed world of eighteenth-century rationalism into

the old ballad form and told in consciously picturesque verse a wild

tale bdonging evidently enough to the cycle of the Wandering Jew.

Coleridge later declared the moral purpose of the poem to be only

too apparent, but wisely refused to commit himself further.^ Words-

worth in the Lyrical Ballads exhibits most of his stock in trade:

simple, willfully prosaic diction, subjects drawn like Crabbe’s from

commonplace lives, but unlike Crabbe’s cast in a supernatural world

where pettiness is very close to God, an ability to so relate natural

objects to his own appetites as to make rocks and trees happy pro-

jections of William Wordsworth (pantheism is here an inadequate

word staled by the intellect), a conviction' that the kind of mental

effort expended by physical scientists and their imitators in other

fields is harmful, or at least useless. Wordsworth’s

One impulse from a vernal wood
May teach you more of man,

Of moral evil and of good,

Than all the sages can

may be put with Goethe’s Gefuhl ist dies as good bald assertions

of an anti-intellcctualism which has persisted in various forms to

the present day.

The Lyricd Bdlads^ as well as the early work of the other Lake

poet, Robert Southey, was not acceptable to the critics. Canning,

George Ellis, and other cultivated gentlemen mocked, in the Anti-

Jacobin^ at Wordsworth’s simplicities, Coleridge’s researches in an-

other world, and Southey’s humanitarian experiments, and lumped

the three very unfairly together with the Della-Cruscans and Eras-

mus Darwin. The Lake poets, however, save perhaps Southey, have

survived their parodists, and have attained in literary manuals the

proud position of founders of English nineteenth-century poetry.

There is no other great literary landmark in the decade. Burns had

by 1789 given full measure of his abilities. His love of tunefulness,

his egalitarian enthusiasms, his ready tears, his pleasing irresponsi-

bility, all helped make up the romantic notion of a lyric poet.

Blake’s most productive period lies in this decade. Blake to his con-

•TaMe Tafk, May 31, 1800.
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temporaries, However, was a madman and it remained for a later

generation to discern a higher sanity in his poetry. Pride and Preju-

dice, Sense and Sensibility, and Northanger Abbey were probably

in their original form composed in the 1790’s, but remained unpub-

lished for more than a decade. And, though Miss Austen is to many
the greatest English novelist, no one considers that she influenced

the romantic movement Crabbe, who continued through the decade

to compose his Dutch paintings in verse, is equally apart from the

movement.

In German letters the decade of the French Revolution is pe-

culiarly one of transition. At its beginning Goethe, fresh back from

the classical hypnotism of the Italian Journey, and Schiller, im-

mersed in the sobering study of Dutch history, were turning away

from the now nearly extinguished furies of Sturm und Drang, and

were beginning to feel that their own share in past eruptions had

been less than earth-shaking. At its end, Tieck, Wackenroder,

Novalis, Fichte, and the Schlegels were preparing to direct against

the treasonous complacency of the Weimar group the renewed ener-

gies of German romanticism. In the interval, Goethe was at his

most Protean intensity. The pigeonholer, even, indeed, the mode^
and well-meaning systematist, is helpless before the apparently con-

tradictory efforts of his restless genius. Torquato Tasso has a

background of pious devotion to the classicism of Renaissance Italy,

but its theme is the stock romantic one of poetic genius pittai

against the uncomprehending world. Der Gross-Cophta and Der
Biirgergeneral are satires directed by eighteenth-century common
sense against the wild aspirations of the French Revolution, and

to one not brought up in the Goethe legend, do not add to the poet’s

reputation. The Romische Elegien are most classical in form of all

Goethe’s work. Wilhelm Meiste/s Lehrjahre is a grab-bag novel.

Most of Goethe’s interests crop up in its pages and in those of its

sequel, Wilhelm Meiste/s Wanderjahre, but the romantic Mignon

and the harpist made a true German longing for an unreal Italy

the most influential element in the book. In Xenien Goethe and

Schiller tried the effect of epigrammatic wit against a miscellany of

critics, mostly decayed Augustans or retarded Sturmer und Drdnger

too sympathetic with Jacobinism. Classic art occupied Goedbe greatly
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in these years. He worked on an appreciation of Winckelmann and

his times, and ojllaborated with his friend Meyer in the publication

erf Die Propylaeny an art periodical devoted to the neo-classic cause.

He busied himself with science, attempting to refute Newton

through work in optics, and laying the basis for his work on the

metamorphosis of plants. Goethe, in spite of the claims of his idola-

ters, hardly belongs to the history of science. He objected to the

mechanistic assumptions of eighteenth-century science, and his scien-

tific writings have been influential chiefly because of the philo-

sophical assumptions—^vitalistic, they arc commonly labeled—con-

tained in them. Finally, though the first part of Faust was not

published until 1808, the subject was never wholly out of Goethe’s

mind during this decade^ and his greatest work was slowly ripening

from the Urfaust of his youtiu When one considers that Faust,

Mignon, Wilhelm Meister—^all romantic figures—^are the most abid-

ing of Goethe’s creations, that his philosophical influence has been

almost wholly on the side of intuition, or the higher apprehension,

and against eighteenth-century rationalism, that the expansive Ger-

many of the nineteenth century adopted him as its greatest man
of letters, one is obliged to conclude that, in spite of his devotion

to neo-classic art, in spite of the Olympian pose of his later years,

in spite of his dislike for the noisy young romanticists of the early

nineteenth century, he himself is one of the great founders of

European romanticism.

Schiller is a far simpler man than his friend. Made a professor at

Jena in 1789 on the strength of his work in Dutch history, he de-

voted himself quiedy to the history of the Thirty Years’ War and

to the philosophy of art. His Vber naive und sentimentdische

Dichtung is an attempt to make himself comfortable in a world of

changing moral and aesthetic standards. In it he opposes ‘‘ancient”

and “m^ern,” “classic” and “romantic,” “naive” and “sentimental”

in a way that has ever since been popular. Indeed, Spcnglcr’s oppo-

sition of Apollonian and Faustian is merely an embroidering of

the same fundamental theme. The German genius, concludes

Schiller, as later Spenglcr, is typically modern, romantic, and sen-

timental. The Schiller of the 1790’s, however, was too sober a moral-

ist, too safely established as a man, a Christian, and a citizen to
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venture into unplumbcd depths, and his last work is the work of a

satisfied sentimentalist—and a satisfied sentimentalist stxikini^y

resembles a satisfied humanist Schiller was led back to poetry

through the study of history, and the Wallenstein trilogy began

the series of historical dramas for which he is chiefly famous. To a

foreigner, at least, they soimd today a bit rhetorical, and their devo-

tion to liberty and to the fatherland seems a bit remote in a world

so much more complicated than the world of William Tell.

Neither Goethe nor Schiller, however, was young enough in the

1790’s to lead a thoroughgoing revolt against common sense. That

task fell to Tieck and his friends, and was not well under way until

the next decade. Wackenroder’s Herzenserpessungen eines }{unst^

liebenden Klostcrbruders is indeed an outpouring of a heart sick

of the dogmatic assurances of neo-classic art, and will do very well

as a starting point for the study of the German romantic school.

Such a study, however, lies wholly outside this decade. Soon the

search for the blue flower was on for fair, to lead to medieval Ca-

tholicism, to an Athens uncorrupted by Macedon and Rome, to

the murmuring forest depths of Teutonic Germany, to elfin hap-

piness and Titanic despair, to magic ecstasy and an opium Nirvana.

rV. PHILOSOPHY

To the imphilosophical mind, the history of philosophy seems

an almost perfect illustration of Talleyrand’s famous aphorism,

plus qa change, plus dest la mime chose. Metaphysics would

seem to have no other choice than an oscillation between the poles

known in medieval times as realism and nominalism and today,

by a confusing shift in terminology, as idealism and realism. Men
by nature addicted to each sort of metaphysics have probably existed

at all moments of European history, but the climate of opinion

may usually be discerned as tending towards one pole or another.

Now the climate of philosophical opinion in the eighteenth century

was clearly nominalist, in spite of the clever stroke by which

Berkeley converted Locke’s nominalism into a radical assertion of

the idealistic thesis that thought alone makes the world real. To-

wards its end, the skepticism of Hume began to disturb contempo-

raries. And the position of Hume is re^y an abandonment—

a
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rductaot one, but still an abandonment—of metaphysics. For him,

even that iron law of causation with which nominalist and idealist

alike boimd the world together was simply a trick of the human
memory. Hume never denied that the law of causation, that the

whole process of logic, was a useful and therefore necessary way for

men to make themselves comfortable in this world. What he did

deny was that this process was in any way absolute, in any way
outside and above the experience of the individual. In another way,

the French Revolution further unsettled men’s minds, and by its

apparent failure cast a doubt on the philosophical certainties of the

Encyclopaedists who appeared to have fathered the Revolution. But

doubt has never yet proved a satisfactory state of mind for large

numbers of men. Theology, metaphysics, or science has hitherto

always emerged victorious over skepticism and the despair with

which skepticism is apparently always accompanied.

To Kant is commonly given the credit for rescuing metaphysics

from its destroyer Hume, and for founding the modern idealistic

school. With two qualifications, the statement may stand. In the first

place, neither Hume nor the French Revolution wholly destroyed

eighteenth-century nominalism. In France, Kant was virtually un-

known until well into the nineteenth century, and the Directory

and the Consulate saw a flourishing school of ideologues who con-

tinued the work of the Encyclopedists. In England, Bentham kept

alive the traditions of Lockian empiricism. It is true that Bentham

indignandy repudiated the word “metaphysics” as he repudiated the

fdurase “natural rights.” He retained, however, the psychological

convictions behind both the word and the phrase, and certainly has

litde in common with Hume. Bentham, in fact, was an absolute

metaphysical nominalist, who thought he made his own position

more convincing by labeling his idealist opponents “metaphysi-

cians”—one of the favorite tricks of English philosophers. In the

second ^ace, Kant himself was not so much an idealist as the

starting point from which later idealists like Schelling and Hegd
began. I^nt always disliked mysticism and illuminism, which he

was fond of calling Schwarmerei. He had always a respect for

clarity and preciaon of thought—though to the uninitiate he seems

rarely to have attained them—and thoujg^t of himself as the savior
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rather than the destroyer of eighteenth-century thought. He had

none of the contempt for the natural sciences characteristic of many
of the romanticists. In ethics and politics he remained a child of

his age, a meliorist and an individu^st, very far from the Hegelian

surrender of the individual to the omnivorous state.

Kant, like his fellow coimtryman Goethe, is a complex, frequently

a contradictory, figure, and both men have proved rich mines for

subsequent commentators. Kant was, merely by avocation, a dis-

tinguished astronomer, who helped evolve the nebular hypothesis,

an anthropologist, and one of the first and most optimistic of

planners who schemed for international peace. Kant’s conclusion,

that if Europe were all republican it would all be peaceful, seems

today a rather pathetically characteristic fragment of the Enlight-

enment. In so brief a study as this, however, it is impossible to do

more than point out what seems to have been Kant’s chief influence

on European thought. That influence, on the whole, has been on the

side of romanticism. Kant was a kindly man, convinced that the

world can be made a much better place for htunan beings than it

actually is, a man who, like Adam Smith, represents the riper

wisdom of his century, the union of rationalism with sturdy middle-

class ethics, and with an imaginative sense of human interdepend-

ence. For such a man, a metaphysics was an essential. Skepticism

is never a kindly attitude, and your real skeptic has in him a touch

of cruelty. Nor is skepticism a satisfactory ground firom which to

start the reformation of mankind.

Kant had to seek certainty. He found it, at the end, in God, where

it is happily always to be found. But he was too good a child of his

age to start with God; the eighteenth century had to earn its Revela-

tion by earnest mental effort. Kant, therefore, starts with men, and

finds in human nature the way to the absolute. Men know by sensi-

bility (SintUichl^dt), understanding (Verstand), and reason (Ver-

nunfi). Now Hume was right to this extent: the kind of knowledge

we attain through sensibility and understanding alone is purely

tx)ntingent, is changing, uncertain, knowledge of phenomena. The
most thorough application of the understanding to the study of

physics, for instance, cannot give us absolute truths. But reason is

there to save us. Kant finds salvation in reason in two ways (at lea^
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they seem to be two ways to the uninitiate, though to the Kantian

they are one and the same). One way is clear and unavoidable, the

way of the Kriti\ der frak}ischen Vernunft. However bewildering

and imcertain the world revealed to us by the operations of the

understanding, however impossible of solution the problems of the

one and the many, subject and object, phenomenon and noumenon,

however relative the laws of natural science appear, when we turn

to ethics uncertainty and relativity vanish. The moral law is un-

changing, and duty no phenomenon, but an enduring and timeless

absolute. The categorical imperative is not dictated to us by our

sensibility or by our understanding, but by our reason. Reason rec-

onciles liberty and necessity (a task certainly beyond the powers of

logic). Kant’s ethics arc in specific content quite in accord with

traditional Protestant ethics, and the categorical imperative itself is

but a restatement of the Golden Rule. But truth had been saved for

metaphysics, and doubt banished to the more profitable fields of

natural science.

Kant’s second way of salvation through reason is somewhat less

dear. One can defend the position that the Kriti\ der reinen Ver-

nunft is as destructive of what ordinary men regard as sure knowl-

edge as anything Hume ever wrote. Yet Kant could not wholly give

up pure reason. Synthetic judgments a posteriori and synthetic

judgments a priori are somehow reconciled, logic is immaculately

conedved of reason, and this contingent world tied to eternity.*

For the average educated man, at least, this distinction between

understanding and reason was the great achievement of Kant. Rea-

son in the Kantian sense became a weapon to be used against the

narrow, stultifying reason of the philosophes. Now, whatever the

limitations of this latter type of reason (logic is probably a better

word for it than the Kantian understanding), however many the

fields of hiunan activity into which it cannot profitably go, this

kind of reason does, when properly employed, attain objectivity—

frequently so great a degree of objectivity, measured by common
•I apobffize for this irreverent trestment of Kant, and especially for the heretical

suggestion that he skirted with psychology. Kant himself wrote steadily on the level of
metaphysics, and I have perhaps erred in trying to write about him on a different level.

Yet if intellectual history is to differ at all from formal special histones of given dis-

ciplines, that difference must appear in the greater attention paid by intellectual history
to what the inexpert mahes of t^ expert.
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agreement of men, that to disagree with its results is to risk the

accusation of insanity. Kantian reason, though it may well be a

higher and more valuable kind of human awareness, must, judged

by its actual results, have a considerable degree of subjectivity.

However completely Kant made the subjective objective, his fol-

lowers, especially among laymen, were able to explain the v^dest

aberrations as ihe infallible dictates of Vernunft. The shocking

consequences of the killing of an albatross by the Ancient Mariner

may thus be fully in accord with Vernunft if not with common-
sense. To the romanticist, the higher court thus set up in Kantian

terminology was inevitably presided over by the romanticist him-

self, preferably in the form of his higher ego. To objectors who
might assert that this was a very private court, the reply could

always be made that Vernunft prefers privacy, that at any rate the

validity of its judgments is not to be decided by the mere number

of those who accept them. The Kantian philosophy does not merely

assert that men make non-logical judgments; it asserts that certain

of those judgments transcend logic, that they arc higher, better,

more universal. The word transcendental was seized upon by the

romanticists with delight, and became, especially in America, the

symbol of a philosophical mysticism Kant himself would hardly

have accepted.

The direct influence of the French Revolution is more discernible

in political philosophy than in metaphysics. The decade was full of

political discussion, not merely on the plane of personalities and

policies, but on the plane of principles. Political ideas arc to be

found even in the newspapers of the time. A brief outline of what

may be called Jacobin political theory has already been given.^

For the rest, there is little new in French political theory of the

time, Sicyes was an able pamphleteer, who focused the class con-

sciousness of the bourgeoisie in his Qu*estce que le Tiers Etca?

and produced for the Q>nsulate a paper constitution which

Napoleon converted into a first-class dictatorship. But Sicyhs was

hardly an original thinker, Condorcct is appropriately tagged the

last of the Encyclopaedists, and his Esquisse d*un tableau historique

des progris de Vesprit humain^ written in outlawry as a Girondin,

Sw above, pp. 158-163, Chap. VI, Section IV, “The Theory of the Terror.”
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is a tragic te^ament of eighteenth-century belief in human perfect-

ibility. Anti-revolutionary writing in France is, until Maistre,

mcrdy journalism. Joseph de Maistre’s Considiradons sur la

France is an earnest of his later work as the great theorist of the

ultramontane reaction, and however alien it may seem to prevailing

tendencies of modern thought, is a serious attempt to construct from

current events a system of political and theological values. Maistre

was a Savoyard civil servant of noble blood, who until the Revolu-

tion had lived quiedy and usefully in his native land, untouched

by the heresies of the new thought of the age. The invasion of Savoy

by the French drove him into exile and into philosophy. The rest

of his life was an attempt to reconstruct a world diat had been

pulled down about his head. He found the origin of the Revolution

in the Encyclopaedists’ theories of human perfectibility, in their ruth-

less undermining of established institutions, and especially the

church. But the actual course of the Revolution presented to Maistre

a striking contrast between the tragic greatness of events and the

pettiness of the actors in them, a contrast not to be explained by the

shallow logic of ordinary cause and e£fect. The Revolution was to

Maistre a miracle. It was the intervention of an avenging God in

the affairs of his erring children. The Christian doctrine of atone-

ment holds that sin can be wiped out only by suffering, and that

the innocent must suffer for the guilty. The generation of Voltaire

had heaped up a mountain of sin which could be leveled only by a

cataclysm. The guillotine avenged the sins of the fathers upon the

children. The very horrors of the Revolution are a proof of the exist-

ence of a living God, a sign to its survivors that they must return

to the Catholic Church.®

Though in Germany and Italy the intellectual ferment of the

Revolution produced much interesting political writing, though in

this decade such men as Gentz, Fichte, and Cuoco began their

work, it is in England that the debate over the French Revolution

attained its greatest importance for the historian of political thought.

The Revolution stirr^ Edmund Burke from party politics into

political philosophy. The question as to whether the Burke who

*Thi8 is almost exactly the position talwn by Berdyaev towards the recent Russian
Revoluti<»L
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had defended the American revolutionists was a different man from

the Burke who attacked the French revolutionists need not here be

ddjated, though to the sympathetic student of his career there is no

inconsistency between the younger and the older man. The Reflect

tions on the Revolution in France was published in 1790 and assumed

even in that year of optimism a determined opposition to the

political methods, aims, and ideas of the revolutionists, and pre-

dicted with uncanny accuracy the course of events which was to

lead through the Terror to Napoleon. Burke’s subsequent pam-

phlets, the Appeal from the New to the Old Wings and the Letters

on a Re^cide Peace added fury but little substance to his work.

Burke’s bitterness has alienated many mild liberals, and his polemi-

cal purpose did, indeed, obscure for him the incompetence of the

old regime against which the Revolution was directed. Yet Burke’s

writings on the French Revolution, once their prejudices and

hatreds have been discounted, provide perhaps the best statement

of the position of the enlightened conservative to be found in mod-

ern political writing. Burke’s fundamental ethical assumptions arc

at the opposite pole from those of his century. He fully accepts the

pessimistic Christian doctrine of original sin. Man, the animal man
of private sensations and emotions, is not, as Rousseau claimed,

good, but, as St Paul said, wicked. Left to themselves men are

stupid, selfish, cruel, overreaching. Yet somehow these wicked men
manage at times to live together on this earth without tearing each

other apart, and life, if not joyous, is at least not death. Men in

society are miraculously better than a knowledge of their attributes

as individual animals would lead one to expect. Civil society

—

church, state, family, law, custom, even, Burke adds in defiance of

a century which gave to the word a supremely dyslogistic sense,

even prejudices—save man from himself. Civil society is thus of di-

vine institutions, an essential part of God’s rule.

Now the individual is not tied to society by what the eighteenth

century called reason, but by habit, by emotions like patriotism and

loyalty, by the final achievement of faith. The institutions of any

given society—that is, the objective realizations of human habits,

emotions, faiths—can always be called in question by the faculty of

reason. Anyone can devise with words whole sets of institutions
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that sound much better than any existing ones. But if you say to

common men, give up your existing institutions, give up your

unreasonable allegiances, and adopt these excellent institutions our

reason shows to be perfect, you can, if you arc clever and insistent

enough, sometimes get them to turn against their institutions and

allegiances, but you will not get them to follow the schemes of

reason* On the contrary, stripped of what makes them men,—their
dumb, unreasoning loyalty to their leaders, their fixed allegiance to

old laws, their consoling certainty that their daily routine is a status

rather than a habit,-^cy will show themselves beasts. This is sub-

stantially what has happened in France. The philosophes have de-

stroyed the old regime, but anarchy, and no new regime, has fol-

lowed. Now anarchy cannot last, and a new regime will eventually

emerge in France. But it will be a r%ime established by force, a

dictatorship built up by the strongest, but not necessarily the best,

elements of society. Now Burke was an adopted Englishman, a

Protestant, and in some ways a good child of the century of com-

mon sense. He did not, therefore, carry out his authoritarianism

to the kind of logical extreme later reached by Maistre. He did not

regard even English civil society as perfect, though in a passion

against France he sometimes talked as though he did. Change is as

necessary to the Western man as permanence. But you must “re-

form in order to conserve.” You must proceed slowly, prepare men’s

minds for the change, attack but one problem at a time, and frame

your changes in accord with the whole past of human experience.

You must never stir men up to disloyalty, never persuade them to

a ferocious discontent against their rulers. Above all, you must

never expea impossible perfection, for perfection is inhuman.

Heaven is not for mortals, and on this earth men will never be

free, equal, and brothers. Burke seems to us modern devotees of

the economic interpretation of history to have exaggerated the influ-

ence of the philosophes in producing the French Revolution, to

have failed to realize that the irrational allegiances of Frenchmen

had b^n sapp^, not by words, but by facts. Yet his work is thor-

oughly modern in its insistence on the limitations of pure logic in

politics, and, save for orthodox republican Frenchmen who have

never forgiven him his intellectual leadership of the European
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crusade against the First Republic, is universally regarded as a

st(»’ehouse of political wisdom.

Burke’s pamphlets stirred up numerous replies, some of which

would, if space permitted, merit analysis. Mackintosh’s Vindicia

GdUca is a temperate defense of the Revolution from a point of

view much like that of later English liberalism. Mary WoUstonc-

craft not only replied to Burk^ but in her Rights of Woman went a

step beyond her century, and made one of the earliest contributions

to the feminist movement. Her husband, William Godwin, com-

posed his Political Justice with one eye to the refuting of Burke,

though the work is a full-hedged political philosophy in its own
right. Political Justice is important as the most uncompromisingly

logical development of eighteenth-century assumptions as to human
perfectibility—^and Godwin was no logic-ridden Frenchmen, but

an East Anglian, a member of a race supposedly devoted to common
sense in politics. Godwin carried to their natural conclusion in

philosophical anarchism the assumptions that the individual is by

nature virtuous and reasonable, that his private judgments are the

only possible form of successful human adaptation to a universe in

constant flux, and that evil is a maladjustment resulting from the

social and political compulsion which attempts to arrest this flux

by imposing laws and institutions on the individtial. Even the in-

voluntary compulsion of the orchestra following the leader’s baton

seemed to him beneath human dignity. State, church, and family

were, of course, swept away, education reduced to the removal of

inhibitions, and the individual left free to obey his unerring con-

science. Political Justice bore fruit in the Queen Mab of its author’s

son-in-law Shelley, a consequence which hardly redeems it from

sterility.

By far the most influential of the replies to Burke was the Rights

of Man of Thomas Paine. Paine’s book is hardly more than a re-

statement of the natural rights philosophy of his Girondin friends,

a philosophy untroubled by the paradoxes concerning the tyranny

of liberty over despotism which emerge from the theorists of the

Mountain. But it is a restatement so cannily eloquent, so adapted

to the hopes and fears of the common man, that it became one of

the bibles of nineteenth-century political radicalism in Europe and
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America. Paine^ a humble East Anglian of Quaker stock who had
knocked about on two continents, had what Burke had not, a first*

hand acquaintance with people for whom the Revolution was more
than a matter of words. He knew why tradesmen hated noblemen,

and knew that for them natural rights were no metaphysical ab-

stractions, but a concrete code for economic fsotection and domestic

security. The Bights of Man contains an inconsistency that was to

affict most nineteenth-century radicalism, and has not yet been

wholly cleared up by those who cling to eighteenth-century politi-

cal traditions. Paine’s work is based on the assumption that the

common man, given fi-eedom of opportunity and a proper educa-

tion, can work out his own salvation.* Paine distrusts authority,

asserts that that government is best which governs least, and most

cheaply. At the same time he distrusts the rich and powerful, and

notably in the second part of the Bights of Man looks to the govern-

ment to protect the common man by far-reaching schemes of a sort

which would now be called economic planning, even state socialism.

The dilemma is, intellectually at least, not insoluble. You may say

that government should intervene in order to equalize the condi-

tions of competition, in order to enforce the rules of the game.

But such an intervention will certainly cost money, will certainly

be an act of authority. Paine himself never carried the problem

even as far as this.

V. SCIENCE

As an attemj^ to discern the workings of a natural order not

direcdy affected by man’s desires, science ought not to be concerned

with value judgments, and the history of science, unlike the history

of art and letters, ought not to present such vague oscillations as

that between classicism and romanticism. To the non-scientist, it

may perhaps seem that science is not wholly free from the rule of

fasUon, that its diro:tives have some of the coloration of widely

held and not strictly scientific concepts. Thus eighteenth-century

science may be considered as mechanistic in its assumptions, and

nineteenth-century science as guided by the concept of organic

growth. However this may be, the decade from 1789 to 1799 does

not, in the hi^ry of science, mark any striking change in direc-
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tivcs. The decade was productive enough, but its achievements are

a straightforward continuation in the course of previous achieve^

ments. Its history need, therefore, involve nothing but a record of

work done. In chemistry, the decade is an extremely important

one, for it marks the definite establishment of the modern science.

The Englishman Priestley had already discovered the existence of a

gas necessary to animal respiration, which he called “dephlogisti-

cated air” but it remained for Lavoisier to realize the importance

of this discovery, and to fit into chemistry the Newtonian principle

that matter does not change in amount Lavoisier analyzed water

into two gases possessing the ordinary properties of matter, and

named them oxygen and hydrogen. Burning he explained as a rapid

oxidation, and thus freed diemistry from the concept of a ‘‘phlogis-

ton” with negative weight Chemistry was now ready for straight

mathematics and the atomic theory.

In the older mathematical sciences of physics and astronomy, the

decade capped the achievement of the century with a series of great

works of synthesis. Of these the most striking is the Systime du
Monde of Laplace, and its continuation the MScanique celeste.

Laplace filled out the Newtonian system into a rounded whole,

extended and completed the infinitesimal calculus, and, taking up

a suggestion thrown out by Kant, developed the nebular hypothesis,

according to which the solar system was evolved from a rotating

mass of incandescent gas. Beyond the nebulae he refused to go, and

a Creator is significantly absent from his work. Two other French-

men, Lagrange and Monge, made in the decade significant contri-

butions to mathematics. In the Traiti de giometrie descriptive

(1799) Monge invented a science at once practical and theoreticak

Lagrange’s differential equations reduced the theory of mechanics

to general formulas from which special formulas for particular

problems may be derived, and his work in physics forwarded the

study of kinetic energy. Two Italians, Galvani and Volta, made
possible the science of electrochemistry. Galvani in 1786 had dis-

covered that the leg of a frog contracted under the influence of a

discharge from an electrical machine, and later obtained the same

effect when a nerve and muscle were connected with two dis-

similar metals in contact. Volta in i8oo produced his pile, a primi*
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tive battoy composed a series of zinc and copper disks separated

by wet paper, and thus proved that Galvani’s effect could be pro*

duced without the use of an animal substance.

The origins of modern geology also lie in the late eighteenth

century. Buffon had already had trouble in reconciling his study of

natural history with the book of Genesis. William Hutton pubUshed

in 1785 his Theory of the Earth, in which he pointed out that

stratification of rocks and the embedding of fossils were processes

still at work, and that the existing face of the earth could be ex-

plained by the long-continued past action of such processes. His

work was continued by his countryman William Smith, who was

able to establish geological periods by noting the relative ages of

fossils in diflFcrent strata. TTie Frenchman Cuvier extended the

biological aspect of the science by comparing the structures of

existing animals with those of fossils, thus establishing the fact of

biological continuity. At the beginning of the next century, Lamarck

was dius in a position to unite the work of geologists and paleon-

tologists into a genuine theory of evolution. Lamarck’s basic hy-

pothesis, that organic variation is the result of the will of the

organism to adapt itself to its environment (there is the familiar

illustration of the lengthening of the giraffe’s neck by its desire to

reach up into trees for food), implies the inheritance of acquired

characteristics, and was discredited by the work of Darwin. Moral-

ists, at least, have refused to let Lamarck die, and in our own day

Mr. Shaw has cried loudly *‘Back to Lamarck.” Lamarck’s main

work, and indeed most of the synthesis of biological and geological

discoveries just analyzed, was not completed until the early nine-

teenth century. But the foundation was laid in the decade of the

French Revolution. Moreover, the year 1798 saw the publication of

a book which, though not the work of a biologist, had a major

place in the formation of the Darwinian theory. Malthus^s Essay on

Population is almost as important for the history of the biological

sciences as for the history of economic thought. Malthus’s main
diesis is a denial of eighteenth-century optimism as to the perfecti-

bility of man. Life on earth is a constant struggle for survival

among organisms which breed in geometric progression while their

means of subsistence tends to increase in simple arithmetic progres-
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sion. Man, as well as other organisms, is subject to this law of popu-

lation. The negative checks of war, pestilence, starvation, abortion

and infanticide, and the positive check of abstinence from sexual

intercourse operate to keep the human population at a subsistence

level. Any great improvement in man’s control over nature will

simply encourage breeding, and bring population back again to the

old level. Darwin was struck with the Malthusian concept of a

ceaseless struggle for the means of existence, and in the Essay on

Population found a starting point for his life work in the problem:

given this struggle, what determines the survival of one organism

rather than another? Finally, the decade is one of great importance,

not merely for genetics, but for the more descriptive studies of

botany, zoology and physiology, as well as for the study of medi-

cine. From the old Jardin du roi, transformed in the midst of the

Revolution into the MusSum d*histoire naturelle there came much
valuable work by Daubenton, Fourcroy, Lamarck, Geofiroy Saint-

Hilaire and others. The idiologues^ inspired by Condillac, devoted

themselves to physiology and medicine, and the work of Cabanis,

Bichat, as well as the German Haller is of great importance.

The social sciences—^not yet so christened—^are more properly

considered under the older label of political philosophy. Yet two

of these sciences, both with somewhat more claim to alliance with

the natural science than have history, law, and political theory,

made definite progress in this period. In economics, Malthus’s Essay

on Population formed one of the starting points of the economics of

scarcity which even today maintains itself as orthodox, and the

ideas of Adam Smith were given increasing circulation by a num-
ber of minor writers. In psychology, Cabanis, Pincl and Bichat

brought the resources of physiology to the study of human be-

havior, and sought to base their work striedy on experimental

methods. Notably in the clinical study of insanity they did much to

banish the older notions of demonic possession, and to substitute

gendeness and medical treatment for the harsh violences with which

the insane were customarily treated. These idiologuesy so scorned

by Napoleon, were among the founders of the modern study of

abnormal psychology, a study which has singularly increased our

understanding of Napoleon himself.
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VI. CULTURE AND THE FRENCH REVOLUTION

There still remains, as the heritage of the bitter polemical writing

which has made up so much of the historiography of the Revolu-

tion, the notion that the revolutionists themselves were cocksure

barbarians with a contempt for all that had gone before them, and

that in the realm of human culture they destroyed far more than

they built. The type anecdote is the one which relates how Lavoisier

was sent to the guillotine—^his income came from the hated institu-

tion of tax-farming—^with the remark that “the republic has no need

of savants.” Now the Terror, as this study has been at some pains

to establish, was a brief paroxysm of collective madness, in which

much that was precious perished. The Jacobin was a destroyer of

idols, even when the idols were works of art. Many a masterpiece

of medieval sculpture or architecture was broken up by the fanatic’s

hammer. Yet if one goes to the abundant literature of the Revolu-

tion in the provinces, one is struck by the fact that in almost every

town there were men who sought, more often successfully than not,

to protect works of art from the iconoclast. When one reflects that

the bulk of French ecclesiastical art was Gothic, and that the genera-

tion of 1789 had been taught that Gothic art was an inferior and

barbarous art, one is obliged to conclude that many of the revolu-

tionists had a real feeling of piety towards the past, that they wished

to preserve the continuity of human culture.

Moreover, the Terror is not the whole Revolution. The preceding

pages should give ample evidence that even in France the decade

from 1789 to 1799 is culturally far from sterile. The truth is that

the revolutionists had a rather pathetic faith in the possibilities of

cultural progress, and that they did much to further it by creating

institutions. Their achievement in education, if not in actual insti-

tutions quite up to their grand ideab, remains far from negligible.

For science they had a thoroughly modern reverence, and the great

Napoleonic achievement in this field is based on foundations laid

by the Revolution. The metric system, which has proved an indis-

pensable tool for modern science, was gradually elaborated through-

out the decade. A committee created by the Constituent Assembly

in 1790, composed of Borda, Lagrange, Laplace, Monge and Con-
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dorcet, was directed to consider die problem of weigjits and meas>

urcs and reported in 1791 that the basis of the new system should

be taken from the meridian of the earth. In 1800 the work wjb

capped by the final adoption of the meter and the kilogram through-

out the republic. The full extension of the decimal system was

accomplished only because the Revolution had given so complete

a shock to old ways. England, sheltered from revolutionary violence,

continues today the complicated bookkeeping of pounds, shillings,

and pence. Tbe scientific establishments of the Revolution have

almost all proved their worth by long survival; the Museum of

Natural History, already mentioned, the School of Public Works
(later the Polytechnique), the Institute for Sciences and Arts,

created by Bonaparte in 1798, are all revolutionary foundations.

In art, the earlier revolutionists were, theoretically at least, strongly

in favor of liberty, and the old privileged corporations—the Comedie

Franfaise, the Academy—were abolished. Yet these bodies were

soon revived, and the spirit which had abolished them was not a

spirit hostile to art itself. The accession to power of a new class, the

dispersal of a nobility of connoisseurs, brought to light many crudi-

ties of taste. But neither Jacobin intransigence nor Thermidorcan

exuberance could wholly destroy the traditions of good taste in

France. It is impossible to draw from a study of the French Revo-

lution the sweeping conclusion that periods of civil disturbance are

periods of cultural sterility. Politics, even in times of revolution,

never completely absorbs human energies, and the history of culture

is never wholly determined by political history. The decade of the

Revolution is not a great period in the history of French art and

letters, though in science it forms a part of one of the most produc-

tive eras in French thought. Its relative barreimess in the arts,

however, would seem to be the result rather of too close an adhesion

to old standards than of any anarchic pursuit of new standards.

These revolutionaries—the Russian Revolution would indicate that

the generalization cannot be extended to all political revolutionaries

—would almost seem to have compensated for tfreir radkalian in

politics by their conservatism in the arts.



Chapter Eleven

CONCLUSION

I. THE CHANGE IN INSTITUTIONS

It is not easy to distil from the pageantry of narrative history the

undramatic realities of change as they affected the lives of ordinary

men. The drama of the “days” of the Revolution has, if told with

any skill at all, something of the immediacy of experience. A sum-
mary of the “results” of the Revolution can hardly avoid generali-

ties which may hang together well enough, but which seem abstract

and unreal. Yet one cannot avoid the conclusion that Frenchmen,

and to a less degree all Europeans and Americans, led in 1799 lives

they could not have led in 1789, that the differences were concrete,

important, no mere matter of formulas. Some attempt must here be

made to seize that reality of change, to answer the question as to

what the decade of the French Revolution did to ordinary men.

Since the heart of the movement is, after all, French, the answer

must concern itself with Frenchmen. But it must not be forgotten

diat the French Revolution sooner or later came to influence all

Western civilization. Trench armies, even during this decade,

brought to parts of the Low Countries, Germany, and Italy many
of the institutional changes made in France itself, and neither

Burke nor Maistre was able to stop the spread of French ideas.

Finally, one of the most tangible kinds of change in modern history,

—the change sunomarized in the phra^ “Industrial Revolution”

—

though a good deal of it belongs to this decade, lies outside the field

of this study.

France in 1789 had no elected assembly. In 1799 she had had the

recent experience of four more or less representative assemblies,

and was about to try another. The Revolution had given France for

the first time, not a constitution—for to anyone but a most deter-

mined quibbler the France of the old regime had had a constitu-

Mnr-4>ut what can be loosely called parliamentary government.

274
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That government, reduced to mere form under Napoleon, was re-

vived under the Charte of 1814, and has persisted to the present day.

Now, though the electoral qualification has varied, did vary in

these ten years, between universal manhood suffrage and a more
or less high property qualification, the fact is that since 1789 the

ordinary French middle-class man has had the vote, that France has

been a political democracy in the nineteenth-century sense of the

term. Such a democracy has not achieved the Utopian results once

hoped for by earnest theorists, but it has been a very different thing

from the closed government of Versailles. Ultimate political de-

cisions have not been made by a small council of royal advisers, but

by the agreement of hundreds of thousands, even millions, of

Frenchmen. French democracy has not always behaved politically

the way Anglo-Saxon theorists thought their own democracy be-

haved, but only the very doctrinaire will deny that modern France

has a democratic tradition. The government of France since 1789

has been a government by discussion: and that has involved par-

liaments, parties, the press, political stereotypes, pressure groups,

mass contagions—^all the phenomena so familiar today, so unknown
to the Frenchman of 1788.

The regime begun in 1789 has proved a much more efBciendy

centralized governmental machine than the one it replaced. De
Tocqueville was perhaps the first important historian to point out

that the Revolution really achieved what the Capetians had striven

for in vain, the concentration of power in the central govermnent.

By the end of the Revolution the old conflicting political jurisdic-

tions, province, gSniralitS, baUlage, gouvemement, sinichaussie,

seigneurie, and many others, had given place to the unified hier-

archical system of commune, arrondissement, dipartement\ the

tangled jurisdictions of seigneurs, haute, moyenne, and Basse jus-

tice, parlements, prisidiaux, and the numerous special courts had

all bwn united into one system of justice, with a Cour de Cassa-

tion as supreme court of appeal; the special fiscal privileges of

nobles, priests, and corporations had b^ swept away; internal

tariffs, salt taxes, taille, capitation, vingUime, don gratuit, grosses

fermes, feudal dues—all the hodgepodge of taxation under the old

regime—had given place to a simple, unified financial system; the
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bewi!<&ring variety of weights and measures had been supplanted

by the metric system; the old customary law of the North and the

written law of the South had been united in a new code; the

medieval guilds had been abolished; and the church had been

stripped of the special privileges which had made it an imperium

in imperio. Even in 1799 the foundation had been laid for that

modem hierarchy of fonctionnaires (civil servants) which was

never to escape control from Paris as completely as the intendants

had escaped control from Versailles. Aided by modern transporta-

tion and by universal education, the new regime was able to reduce

French provincialism to a mere sentiment cultivated largely for the

tourist trade, to make France perhaps thte most completely unified

great nation in the world today.

Obviously, to the ordinary Frenchman these political changes

meant a great deal. They meant that he had acquired certain civil

rights—the right to trial by jury in many cases, in all to trial in a

court which recognized no social and political privileges; the right,

if he possessed a certain income, to vote; the right, whether he were

Catholic, Protestant, Jew, or Deist, to worship in public with his

fellows; the right, subject to property laws on the whole determined

in the interests of the landed classes, to pursue any occupation he

pleased—^and could afford; the right to hold a commission in army

or navy; the right, subject to a censorship never again quite as

arbitrary as, if sometimes even more effective than, the censorship

of the old regime, to form and discuss opinions in the press and on

the platform. Such rights, formulated in a hundred Bills of Rights

in Europe and America, have never in practice proved quite as

Absolute as they arc declared to be on paper. But their very formu-

lation leaves a tronendous gap between the world of Louis XIV
and the modern world.

Again, the new regime made certain kinds of economic activity

easier than they had been under the old regime. Here—as, indeed,

throughout this summary—the change must not be understood to

have been catastrophic. The Revolution matured, rather than initi-

ated, really important changes. The career of John Law had shown

diat money could be made with great rapidity—and lost also

—

under the old rSpme. But on the whok the France of 1799 was a
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very much more fevorable country for tlw business man than the

France of 1789 had been. Political changes, and especially the new
system of taxation, made the conduct of btisiness on a national scale

much easier. To take a very simple example: it was almost impos-

siUe under the old r^ime to manufacture and market bushel

measures from a single center when the definition of a bushel

varied from town to town; under the metric system, grain measures

could be made on a large scale and sold all over France. A single

code of commercial law was equally indispensable for modern
business, and the Revolution provided one. The abolition of guilds

gave the entrepreneur a freer labor market, and supplanted fixed

standards for goods with the modern adage of “caveat emptor.”

Complete laissez-faire was never to rule in France, but when the

government interfered with business, as in imposing tariffs on im-

ports, or in providing subsidies to certain manufacturers, or in

improving commercial or agricultural standards by education, re-

search, prizes, expositions, it usually interfered to the benefit of the

entrepreneur. Even more important, perhaps, than any specific insti-

tutional change was the social change which made business wholly

honorable, which set a premium upon the acquisition of wealth,

which accustomed men to innovation and the career open to talents.

In agricultural life, still the backbone of all French life, the Revo-

lution was decisive. The long process, begun in feudal times, of

making France a land of small independent peasant proprietors

and free tenants was virtually completed by the Revolution. After

1789, even where the peasant was a tenant, he held on a strictly

commercial basis, and exploited his holding as his own enterprise.

The Revolution did not so much eliminate an agricultural proletariat

as strengthen an agricultural middle class. Thus the agricultural

laborer cconmonly had rather the status of the American “hired

man” than that of the English agricultural laborer or thsA of the

Eastern European semi-seil. Great farms worked wholly by paid

labor hardly existed. The typical farm was owned by a peasant who
e]q>loited it with the aid of his family and, if the scale of the holding

permitted, a few hired men. Social distinctions between owner and

laborer were never very rigid, and in spite of the scarcity of land

the laborer might rise to ownership. The forbidding of entail and
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the odber restrictions on the £ree testamentary disposal of land

made by the revolutionary, or Napoleonic, code have further oper>

ated m maintain in France a class of small or middling peasants,

thrifty, industrious, fond of the land, and tmwilling to jeopardize

their economic position by bringing large families into the world.

(This last is particularly important, not only as explaining the mod-

ern French fear of more populous neighboring states, but as con-

tributing, by reducing the supply of mobile labor, to the failme of

France to become a nation of large-scale industry.) Both England

and Germany have in modern times become industrial nations de-

pendent on outside sources for food and markets. Post-war France

has undergone a certain industrial expansion, but on the whole she

remains the most self-sufficient of great European nations, save

semi-Asiatic Russia, almost able to feed herself, a land of relatively

small enterprises, of private ownership, a land incompletely “mod-

ernized.” What is important to note here is that this condition, and

especially the agricultural basis upon which it rests, was finally fixed

in institutions and ingrained in the French temperament by the

events of 1789^.
Paradoxically, then, the French Revolution, itself in so many

ways the product of the modern spirit of unrest and experiment,

helped to perpetuate in France a relatively stotionary and balanced

rural economy which is little more than the later manorial system

liberalized and adapted to a money economy. When in addition

one reflects on de Tocqueville’s conclusion that administratively the

Revolution did but perfect the work of the old r^;ime, one is tempted

U> the final paradox that, in spite of the melodramatic horrors of

events in France, the French Revolution has in the long run proved

even more revolutionary in its effects on other countries than in iu

effects on France. For ^road the ideas of 1789, adopted by a rising

middle class, helped remake Germany and Italy, helped reconcile

the new industrial England to the old England; adopted by the

working classes in the industrial countries and altered to suit their

needs, diese ideas helped stiffen their resisunce to what they con-

sidered ex|doitation by a new set of feudal overlords. In France the

tradition of the Revolution ronained, but only as a tradition and a

consolatk>n; the realities of French life, in spite of surface change
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so ridden with change as the last, relatively unchanging.

Again, the ordinary Frenchman of 1799 found himself in a world

the educational possibilities of which were far different from those

of 1789. Democracy had definitely set before itself the goal of uni-

versal education. Illiteracy had become a stigma instead of an ordi-

nary accompaniment of humble life. And what is more, education

had ceased to be the monopoly of religious orders, and was acquir-

ing more and more of a secular cast. Universal education, like Bills

of Rights, has not yet, and certainly had not in 1799, quite lived up
to its paper promises. But the lad who passes through the discipline

of the litde schools so touchingly inscribed with the revolutionary

trinity of “Liberty, Equality, Fraternity” is a very different lad from

the illiterate peasant of the old regime, or even from the more
privileged lad who had learned to read, write, and obey God and

king in dame schools and church schools.

Another revolutionary institution which by 1799 had become in-

escapably a part of the life of the ordinary Frenchman was universal

military service—an institution which during the next century

spread to most parts of the civilized world. Universal military serv-

ice has not had in manuals of democratic historians quite the atten-

tion given universal suffrage, universal education, and other benign

universalities, but the origins and development of them all are

inescapably the same. Neither in medieval nor in early modern

times was fighting the occupation of the common man. In the

Middle Ages a military caste, in early modern times mercenary

armies officered by gentlemen, fought pretty continuously, but on a

rather small scale. Since the famous mobilization of French men
and money in 1793, modern wars have been somewhat more dis-

continuous, but they have direedy touched every citizen.

The social structure of France was no less direedy affected by the

Revolution than the political structure. Broadly spring, one may
say that in spite of the ups and downs of Empire and Restoration,

France has been since the great Revolution almost as fully a social

democracy as the United States. A common background of eight-

eenth-century political philosophy has perhaps done more to furnish

a similar social background in the two republics than devotees of
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the TuriKT school of American uniqueness have been willing to

admit. For the French Revolution really did destroy the old French

aristocracy, and only its shadow was ever revived—and that chiefly

for the benefit of newly enriched bourgeois with marriageable chil-

dren. In England and in Germany there is still distinguishable

among the lower classes a certain deference towards their superiors.

In France and in America that feeling is dead. One may take as a

symj^om of much else (the social historian must rely mainly on

such ^mptoms) the fact that in France and in the United States

polic^en are conunonly regarded as potential tyrants not quite

amicably ridiculous, and that in England policemen are commonly

liked and respected. Englishmen easily acquire a feeling for social

gradations which in an American seems forced, and in a Frenchman
a pose. The distinction is subde, but the question of social equality

in a society based on physical and economic inequalities is inevitably

a question dealing with imponderable self-valuations made by ordi-

nary men. The vague notion that somehow one man is as good

as aiu>ther may or may not be a desirable thing, may or may not be,

in the face of the fact of economic and other inequalities, an im-

portant thing, but it is a concrete inheritance of the revolutionary

movements of the late eighteenth century.

n. THE CHANGE IN IDEAS

The exact relationship between ideas and institutions is certainly

a matter of
.
debate, but fortunately it is a debate which can be dis-

regarded here. Whether changes in ideas produce changes in insti-

tutions, or whether the reverse is true, at any given moment the

two exist together and interact one upon the other. Not even an

economic institution is independent of the thoughts and emotions

of the human beings who live under it. Some eighteenth-century

thinkers undoubtedly underestimated the place of emotion, preju-

dice, habit, faith in^ relation between the individual and society,

but that is a fault that can hardly be committed in the twentie^

century. Now just as the Frenchman of 1799 lived in a society

institutionally quite different from that of 1789, so he lived in a

society cemented by quite different ideas and emotions from that of

One fact stands out quite clearly, and mu^ form the basis of
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any discussion of the reality of the change in ideas effected by the

French Revolution.

Burke was right, and his worst fears have been realized. The
French Revolution did destroy, as completely as it can be destroyed,

the nexus of loyalties which had once made the old regime an au-

thority. It might be more accurate to say that the French Revolu-

tion merely made evident to all a work of destruction begun long

before, but the fact of that destruction was undeniable in 1799.

Frenchmen had ceased to feel the authority—and a true authority

must be felt, that is, emotionally incorporated as a projection of the

individual’s personality—of the God of St. Paul, St. Louis, and even

Louis XIV. We have all of us today been so much affected by this

abandoiunent of the Christian God, we are all of us such good chil-

dren of the eighteenth century, that only by a difficult leap of the

imagination can we live again even for a moment in the old world

of ideas. But in this old world men really did believe that a concrete

hell and a concrete heaven were a part of sense-experience, that life

on this earth is a fleeting transition to eternity, that such a life is

inevitably one of misery, that, however, there are rigid rules of con-

duct for such a life, conformity with which will be rewarded with

eternal bliss, disobedience of which will be punished by eternal

damnation. Remnants of such ideas still exist among us, but recog-

nizably as remnants, not as parts of a completely unified system.

Furthermore, these remnants have been forced to accommodate

themselves to a more general frame of reference which is, for the

modern world, new and revolutionary. (The old Greeks would have

found it in some respects familiar.) To describe in detail this frame

of reference, this new nexus of loyalties, would involve the impos-

sible task of analyzing the whole of contemporary civilization. But

its essential characteristic may be not unfairly stated as an assertion

of the possibility of the harmonious satisfaction here on earth (ff

what are assumed to be normal human appetites. Men may fairly

expect good bodily health, adequate and pleasing food and drink,

comfortable shelter, congenial and not excessive work, a satisfactory

sex-life, an opportunity fcH* recreation and aesthetic pleasures. In

achieving this life, men are to find a guide, or if you prefer, an

authority, nc* in any supernatural being constitute of dements
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wh(^y diHerent from the elements which make up the world of

their appetites, but, at bottom, in those appetites themselves as they

have h^e fruit in science, art, and common sense.

Now the French Revolution, though it helped in the process of

destroying the authority of organized Christianity—a process begun

fong before—^was by no means destructive of authority in generaL

No one new authority grew up to take the place of Christianity,

but several competing authorities gained strength from the Revolu-

tion. Heaven was not successfully brought to earth, but a good deal

of the earth was brought to the newer ideas of heaven. Since every

man could not attain his desires directly, most men were obliged

to attain theirs vicariously by submitting themselves to some tran-

scendental authority, be its transcendence of ordinary sense-experi-

ence ever so slight Men’s value-patterns tended, indeed, to con-

siderable diversity, the wilder romanticists professing to believe that

their own were unique, unshared and unsharable. Actually the

diversity of these value-patterns, or authorities, or faiths (the three

phrases merely describe the same thing from difrerent approaches),

has been much exaggerated by critics who see the modern world

about to disintegrate for lack of a single authority. Most Europeans

arrived at a working compromise between new aspirations and old

beliefs. It is quite possible to describe briefly a value-pattern held

by most Frenchmen after 1799, to show what modifications the

French Revolution made in vulgar notions of teleology. To ordinary

Frenchmen, the new heaven took a form perhaps most easily

analyzed in that revolutionary trinity which replaced the Christian

trinity. The French Revolution simply did not make possible for

all men the good life of the senses. It was forced to atone for the

inadequacies of the sense-life of its followers by providing them with

the consolations of another life. “Liberty, Equality, Fraternity” came

to stand to Frcndimcn—and in somewhat different forms to most

Europeans and Americans—for the new heaven.

Liberty soon ceased to mean—if, indeed, it had ever meant—{hat a

man might do at any given moment exactly what he pleased. It meant,

as it had meant to Rousseau, that a man must do at any given

moment what he ought to do, what the higher part of his nature which

hdped make up the General Will told him to do, that to be truly
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free was to obey, not a human master, but a master miraculou^y

evolved from common human experience. In practice, no doubt, this

meant that liberty consisted in doing what the majority of his fel-

lows were doing, and Rousseau’s General Will, descending from

metaphysics to the world of politics, has meant to the common man
that the majority is always right. But this is no more than the usual

process by which abstractions do their work among men.

Equality, too, was early lifted into another world—^if, indeed, it

had ever belonged in this one. To the middle-class Frenchman who
had chiefly benefited by the revolution, equality did not by any

means imply that men are physically, intellectually, or in any con-

crete way identical. Notably, it did not mean that men should pos-

sess even roughly equal shares of wealth. It meant that the noble

and priestly privileges of the old regime should no longer be recog-

nized in law, nor in society. It meant above all what has since been

called equality of opportunity, that any one man should find no

artificial barriers in the way to developing his own talents, espe-

cially when those talents lay towards the acquisition of wealth. It

meant also, perhaps, that, however much Frenchmen might differ

in strength, beauty, intelligence, or wealth, they were, as Frenchmen,

equals, sharing alike in a common wealth.

In this last sense, the notions of liberty and equality were fused

with that of fraternity to form the religion of la patrU in which are

centered so many of the vicarious satisfactions of modern French-

men. Fraternity had meant to the hopeful eighteenth century the

outpouring of its favorite virtue, benevolence, upon all human be-

ings, and more especially upon the downtrodden and the distant-

on peasants, Chinamen, and South Sea Islanders. The Revolution

started by preaching fraternity among peoples, and a common
crusade against wicked governments. (This distinction between a

people and its government has often proved very convenient)

It ended, however, by confining true fraternity to Frenchmen and

French subjects. This new brotherhood of Frenchmen was, even

more than the brotherhood of Christians, a purely spiritual mattor.

One shared one’s exaltation, but not one’s goods, among the breth-

ren. The religion of nationalism has not as yet produced a St

Francis. Yet it is undeniable that modern nationalism—and here
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France is merely a pattern for other nations—has most of the at-

tributts of a religion, and that notably it provides the patriot with

an extension of his personality into a mystic world where no desire

is ever thwarted (or realized either, from the point of view of the

unbdiever).

That strange force which gives life to mere words has today

pretty well gone from “Liberty, Equality, Fraternity.” Yet once

they commanded the passion of devout followers; once they were

mixed with the awareness men have of food and drink, of clothes,

women, music, money, and peace. If men on this earth might be

sorted into just and unjust, and if their emotional responses to

“Liberty, Equality, Fraternity” could be registered by some subde

statistical method, then perhaps it might be found, after all, that the

just oumumbered the unjust among the followers of the revolu-

tionary trinity. Surely there is no use now in repeating attacks,

An^o-Saxon or French, on the sins of the terrorists against liberty,

or against fraternity, or in damning the French Revolution as a

wicked piece of authoritarian leveling. The moral aspirations be-

hind the phrase “Liberty, Equality, Fraternity” are not greatly dif-

ferent from the moral aspirations of Buddha, of Christ, of Socrates.

Nor is the moral failure of the French Revolution more dismal

than the numerous moral failures to which the race should by now
be accustomed. At any rate, the realities of the French Revolution

lay deeper than its slogans. Its real aspirations were perhaps not

altogether moral ones.

What has become of hell? The fact is that the idea of hell has

become extremely attenuate in most modern faiths. Presumably all

that the most ardent French nationalist can say is that not to be a

good Frenchman is hell. That is, hell has become again, as it was

for the Greeks, a mere negative, a not-sharing in the delights of the

elect. This attenuation of the idea of hell has not necesstuily brought

with it a greater sf^it of toleration among men of didering value-

pattearns (faidis). On the contrary, it may seem to the pessimist that

tlte modern man, and particularly the more bitter nationalist, since

he is not cotain that his enemy will suffer in another world, is es-

pedaUy eager to inflict as much suffering as possible upon him in

this. Cd course what really exjdains the absence of hell from modern
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Mths is the persistence, through all the shocks of the Revcdution, dE

the eighteenth-century belief in the natural goodness of man. Belief

in a Christian hell implies belief in the doctrine of original sin, and

both beliefs call for a considerable expenditure of the mystic imagina-

tion. The limited mystic capacities of the modern men have been

almost wholly exhausted upon the idea of Progress.

The real changes in ideas marked by the French Revolution are

not quite what the textbooks of the Third Republic make them

out to be. The Revolution did not bring freedom of thought—^the

philosophes had long enjoyed an inefficient censorship far more

favorable to the dispersal of ideas than an indifferent freedom. The
Revolution did not immediately encourage political experimentation

—^its general European influence lay precisely in the odier direction,

and put a stop to a good deal of the work of the enlightened despots.

The Revolution was no burgeoning of the human spirit, dellghtol

with its emancipation, into the heights of artistic achievement—^in

general, it was a period of artistic conformity. The real significance of

the Revolution for intellectual history is that it made necessary a

new series of value-judgments to orientate the triumphant bourgeois

among the ruins left by the philosophes. Some attempt has been

made above to describe the theological aspect of these new value-

judgments. To go much further would be to trespass on later

volumes in this series. But it must be pointed out that even in 1799,

the outlines of nineteenth-century intellectual—or if you prefer,

spiritual—values are pretty well blocked out. The typical nineteenth-

century conformist built his safe universe pardy with the aid of the

French Revolution. This universe still exists, diough it seems now
a trifle unsafe. Briefly, the “higher” life of the nineteenth-cemury

middle-class Etiropean comprised more or less active participation

in the religious life of some Christian sect, and a complete mis-

understanding of traditional Christianity; patriotism, not infre-

quently allied with Christian reminiscences, so that God, who had

once l^n Jehovah, became especially and exclusively disposed in

favor of Englishmen, or Frenchmen, or Germans, according to

need; a mord code in its more general passages dose enougji to die

traditional code of European Christianity, but with an emphads on
thrift, labor, solvency, solid rather than luxurious living, sobriety.
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and fonale chastity which stems from Protestant capitalism as well

as frmn the French Revolution; a set of abstractions varying »»ne>

what according to the nationality and social portion of their owner,

but all involving some equivalent of “progress,” and nearly all some

equivalent of “Liberty, Equality, Fraternity”; a robust faith in

economic individualism, an absolute assurance that government in*

terference in business will always prove harmful; adherence to some

form of parliamentary government, assumed to be the sole reason-

able form of govenunent, and transcending the old-fashioned divi-

sions of monarchy, aristocracy, democracy; aesthetic standards tend-

ing generally towards the picturesque jthe violent, the imprdiable

the pathetie the unattainably perfett—in short, towards the roman-

tic; a conviction that, however much order is necessary in moral and

political life anarchy is the natural condition of aesthetic life. This

the compromise made by the nineteenth-century with the Utopian

hopes of 1789.

The French Revolution was, however, an act of rebellion. If by

1799 there had begun to emerge from it the somewhat troubled

bourgeois synthesis typical of the nineteenth century, there was also

formed in this decade a tradition of rd)ellion which has sometimes

adapted itself to certain aspects of bourgeois order, but which is none

the los a pretty clear tradition in its own right. You may call it, if

you like, foe tradition of ’93, as opposed to the tradition of In

its purest form it inspire} Continental radicals throughout foe

century, and is even discernible in England in men like Charles

Bradlaugh. Certain elements of it were taken over by the working-

class movement, and helped to make up the socialist tradition.

Bofo these forms must be briefly analyzed.

The pure radical tradition is a pretty faithful reproduction of

foe aims of Robespierre. This Jacobin legend sets up a republican

form of government^ based upon universal manhood suffrage (but

usually hostile to female sufoage, fearing clerical influence); uni-

versal compulsory education wholly in foe hands of lay authmity;

themroical rdigious freedom, bas^ upon a firm conviction that

religious freedom vrill mean foe end of the Roman Catholic Church;

in practice, certain restrictive measures such as dissolution of reli-

gkms orders smd ck)sing of church sdKwls, calculated to batten foe
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extinction of superstition; an economic order based on private prt^
erty and private enterprise, but so regulated by taxation and od^
forms of state action as to prevent the accumulation of large for-

tunes; a unified nation-state impatient of regional differences within

itself, regulating its relations with other independent nation-states

by open diplomacy based on the universal principles of morality;

a patriotism in theory tolerant of other patriotisms, in practice quite

easily converted into an aggressive nationalism; an industrious pop-

ulation untempted by luxury, virtuous, its artistic life untouch^

by aristocratic decadence; in short, the greengrocer’s paradise of

Robespierre.

The socialists took over from the Jacobins their hostility to the

Roman Catholic Church, or to the more privileged Protestant

churches like the Anglican and the Lutheran, their republicanism,

and, what is more important, their tradition of direct action. Ja-

cobin political tactics—the organization of pressure groups, ceaseless

propaganda, street manifestations and other forms of violence use

of ritual and other religious practices to maintain the cohesion of

the group, belief in the necessity of a temporary “dictatorship” of

the dect—all this was a valuable school for European socialism. It

is significant that Marx, Jaur^ and other socialist leaders were care-

ful students of the first French Revolution. In Babeuf and his con-

spiracy of the Equals—^which at the time hardly played a conspicu-

ous part in French politics—later sodalists discerned a full-fledged

proletarian revolt, and Babeuf was incorporated in socialist myth-

ology. From pine Jacobinism sodalism difiered above all in its

complete repudiation of private property, and in its thoroughgoing

espousal of the concept of a class struggle. But the debt of modern

socialism to the French Revolution is inunense. In the simplest

sense—and simjdidty has its hold over the ordinary manr-the one

is the direct heir of the mher. For the French Revolution promised

men equality—not equality before God, but equality on earth. If

the prosperous bourgeois was able easily enou^ to gloss over the

principle of equality with a consoling metaphysics, for die poor man
equality continued to mean what it seemed to mean to cxnnmon

sense-Ahat all men should have an equal share of this wcaid’s

goods. In iM'^dce the French Revolution destroyed a social and
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political hierarchy buttressed by the Christian tradition (as an eco>

nomic hierarchy this older hierarchy had already been undermined,

which, briefly, is why the French Revolution was a succ^). In

|flace of the older hierarchy it set up a new middle-class one, hastily

buttressed by the curious amalgamation of old traditions and new
ambitions which served the nineteenth century as an authority. But

this buttress was weak in a fundamental point: it necessarily incor-

porated the egahtarian ideas with which the bourgeoisie had ap-

pealed to the lower classes for aid. It asserted in outright print the

“self-evident truth” that all men are created equal. It was founded

on the romantic faith in indefinite progress, in a “natural” order

hostile to fixed hierarchies, in the virtues of rebellion and unrest. Its

very faith in universal education made inevitable the spread of

these ideas to the very lowest classes. Hitherto, at least, this process

has not stopped, and through socialism the French Revolution is

still at work in the modern world.

III. SUMMAKY

The temptation to explain the whole subsequent history of France

by the great Revolution is thus not easily to be resisted. French poli-

ticians and French historians—^thc two terms are not quite synony-

mous—are even now still moved by the principles of 1789. Else-

where save perhaps in that other prc^uct of the eighteenth century,

the United States, politics employs a vocabulary less archaic. Even

the Jacobin dictatorship seems today, among the varied contempo-

rary dictatorships, a bit old-fashioned, and rather deceptively heroic.

So many competing myths have grown up in recent years that

^ myth of the French Revolution has been crowded out. Other

promises seem to us more golden than “Liberty, Equality, Fra-

ternity,” other threats more menacii^ than the guillotine of the

Terror.

Even in France the political conflicts of the nineteenth century

were not mere rq>etitions of tiw great Revolution. No sensible man
would now maintain mth Taiiw that the Constituent Assembly was

responsible for Sedan. Socialism, Utopian and Marxian, the unpre-

dict^ile fact and legend of Napoleon, the almost equally unpredict-

able hurt of Bismarck, and a hundred other novel elonents went to
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produce the France of 1870, The struggle between bourgeois and

proletariat is, no doubt, dimly outlined in the opposition betwom
Girondins and Montagnards. Certain portions of the machinery of

nineteenth-century French government—the bloc system, the tradi-

tion of a unicameral legislature, the problem of scrutin de liste or

scrutin d*arrondmement^ governmental manipulation of elections,

and so on—arc in part inheritances of the great Revolution. The bit-

ter hatred between clericals and anti-clericals is an earlier inheritance

made fatal by the Revolution. Yet the realities of social and ca>

nomic life, even the realities of bureaucratic administration, arc

deeper than the startling changes of coups d'etat and political revo-

lutions, and it is now clear that, however unstable France as a gop*

ernment has been since 1789, France as a society has, in so restless

a century as the last, been singularly stable.

The French Revolution must not, then, be regarded as a emn-

pletc key to modern history, cither in France or in the Western

world. Its abiding significance is twofold: as drama and as faith.

As drama, the French Revolution is to be seen as unique in space

and time, as a not ignoble struggle among men bearing the fulh

complex burdens we call human nature, and comparatively unsup-

ported, for the moment, by the stays we call (as we are optimists

or pessimists) convention or tradition. In this drama we shall not

find laws, but we may find meaning, and we shall certainly find

ourselves. As faith, the French Revolution becomes comprehensible

to the sociologist, to the seeker after laws.

For Jacobinism is one of the three major movements of modem
times which have the essential characteristics of a fully-developed

active religion among Western peoples: a rigid but alluring escha-

tology, a comforting determinism, a proselyting zeal undisturbed

by the logical difficulty of reconciling free will and determinism,

an uncompromising intolerance, a willingness to kill, a rigorous

moral code, a lack of conunon sense (as well, of course, as of other

supports of daily life, such as cowardice, laziness, avarice, and the

like). Now an active religion is—or at least always has been—short-
lived. No considerable body of men has had the physical and moral

resources necessary to maintain life at such an extraordinary tension.

All active religions tend to become inactive within a generation at
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tnost The wise, cxpmenccd, and consistently inactive reUgious in-

stitution known as the Roman Catholic Church has always been

threatened by outbreaks of active religion. Until Luther, at least,

such oud>rcaks were tamed, strait-jacketed with laws and institu-

tions, made harmless. St. Francis, perhaps the most radical of all

these rd>el leaders, lived to see his own Order well on the way to

respectability, learning, and wealth. Since the Reformation, the great

outbreaks of active religion have taken place outside the Church of

Rome. Of these the earliest, Calvinism, has long since been sobered

into partial conformity with a world not to be permanently tran-

scended or denied. The second. Jacobinism, has in the Third Re-

public made its compromise with the'flesl^ has, indeed, so thor-

oughly absorbed the lessons of experience that, especially to its

devotees, it seems hardly a faith at all, gives, indeed, few of the

routine consolations even an inactive religion should provide. The
third, Marxism, would appear to the outsider to be entering the

inactive stage, at least in Russia; but prophecy ought not, perhaps,

to be added to the other burdens—^and privileges—of the historian.
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A NOTE ON HISTORIOGRAPHY

The foundation of the Third Republic brought a new impetus

to the study of its origins in the great Revolution. The first fruits

of this study were, however, hardly favorable to the revolutionary

tradition. Indeed, from the publication of its first volume in 1878

Taine’s famous Origines de la France Contemporaine has remained

a focus for anti-revolutionary opinion. Embittered by the disasters

of the Franco-Prussian War, Taine, by training and temperament

a historian of literature and of ideas, set himself to explain those

disasters—or rather, to find someone to blame for them. The origins

of his tragic contemporary France he found clearly in the France of

Louis XVI. No orthodox republican has painted a darker picture

of the old regime than did Taine. All the old cliche are there—the

peasant who paid four-fifths of his income in taxes and feudal

dues, the unbelieving bishop wasting the revenues of his diocese in

worldly splendor, the starving parish priest, the great nobleman

intriguing his way through the artificialities and parasitic ambitions

of Versailles, the well-meaning king imprisoned in a round of

empty etiquette. The old regime was thus to Taine a thoroughly

unsatisfactory society, a society that had to be reformed. But the

reformers who prepared the way for the Revolution were themselves

the products of this corrupt regime, were formed intellectually in

a perverse and faulty philosophy at least as old as Descartes. The
heart of Taine’s work lies in the discussion of what he called Vesprit
dassique. His argument is at bottom almost identical with Burke^s.

The French philosophes tinned from the difficult realities of politic

cal life to a cloudland of right reason. Inheriting from the dasd^c

art of Racine and his peers (but not, since Taine had the full nine*

tccnth-century reverence for natural science, not from the science

of Galileo and Newton) a tendency to pursue the abstract, the

«93
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typical, die universal, and to neglect die individual, die concrete, die

particular, they built up a system o£ “natural rights” utterly unreal

in this condngent world. Once the financial incompetence the

old government gave them an opportunity, the disciples of the

phUosophes tried to embody these abstractions in concrete institu-

tions. The result was the “spontaneous anarchy” of 1789-1793, an

anarchy from which France was only temporarily rescued by the

Jacobin dictatorship of 1793-94. Since this dictatorship was based

wholly on forc^ was, indeed, an attempt to realize the abstract Uto-

pia of the philosophes by methods quite un-Utopian, it had to give

way .to the more mundane, but still unduly rigid and unnatural, dic-

tatorship of Napoleon. Taine’s actual narrative is very full, and is

based on considerable research among the archives. He paid much
attention to what was going on in the provinces, and definitely

freed himself from reliance on the Monitettr and similar officid

sources. Aulard, of course, thought his documentation faulty, and

devoted a book, Tainc, historien de la RSvolution franfoisc, to

pointing out his errors. Aulard’s criticisms arc mostly of a rather

piddling sort, and are far from undermining Taine’s work. At most,

one can say that Taine was deliberately on the hunt for instances

of Jacobin violence, and that if in a given region he found a single

atrocity in a long period of comparative quiet, he noted the atroc-

ity and forgot the quiet. Taine was quite clear as to what was wrong

with his contemporary France, but he was not at all clear as to

how to right it—did not, perhaps, intend to embody in his work a

positive program. The historian of English literature had a great

admiration for English practical political sense, and the reader of

the Origines gathers that he felt the salvation of France to lie in an

abandonment of revolutionary ideology, and in an acceptance of a

bourgeois society governed by successful men of affairs, reverential

towards the past, and distrustful of philosophers and lawyers.

Aulard is also a product of 1870, but of the hopeful and aspiring

dements in the new republic. He was early established in the first

chair of History of the Revolution at the &rbonnc, and from that

poim of vantage founded the official school of professional academic

historians which has ever since been identified with French higher

state education. He was a child of the age when history was con-
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sciously setting itself up as a scientific discipline with its own special

technique for the criticism and use of sources, and to the end of his

long life maintained that he and his disciples had a monopoly on
the scientific, objective history of the Revolution. To an outsider,

his starting point appears to have been at least as much a passionate

desire to defend the Revolution against Taine as a disinterested de-

votion to scientific truth. Aulard founded and edited till his death in

1927 the RSvohaion franfaise, a learned journal devoted to the

monographic study of the subject In addition to a vast amount of

research embodied in articles and monographs, he found time to

produce a general history of the Revolution, the Histoire politique de

la RStrolution fran^aise. Aulard wrote good dull French, but he had

a contempt for literary skill, which he did not possess, and which he

apparently regarded as more damaging to historical objectivity than

partisan zeal, of which he possessed a great deal. The book is clear,

but hard to read with sustained interest. It is, as the title indicates,

stricdy political history, and is based on “official” sources—the

speeches, reports, and newspaper accounts composed by the revolu-

tionists themselves. Aulard had the distrust of memoirs common to

most historians of his time—especially the memoirs of men hostile

to the Revolution, like Gouverneur Morris, upon whom Taine had

greatly relied. He disavowed general ideas smacking of the “philos-

ophy of history,” a pursuit still much in discredit among professional

historians, yet his Histoire politique is based on a broad generaliza-

tion which seeks to explain the Terror in terms of what Cochin has

called the “thesis of circumstances.” According to Aulard, the Terror

was simply a government of national defense, a dictatorship forced

on the Mountain by pressure of foreign and civil war. He attempts

to trace a sort of graph in which the high points of intense terror-

ism—the SeptembCT Massacres, the great Terror of 1793-94—coin-

cide exacdy with the high points of success for the enemies of revo-

ludonary France—-the Prussian invasion of 1792, the Vend&n revolt,

the treason of Dumouriez. There is, however, one serious discrep-

ancy whidi even Aulard cannot neglect. The greatest danger to

France has been met by December, 1793, and the spring of 1794 is

a triumph for republican arms at home and abroad. Yet the greatest

activity erf the guillotine is in the late sjH’ing and early siunmer
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1794. There is a six months’ lag o£ Terror behind victory which

cannot easily be explained by the thesis of circumstances.

Aulard’s ^lest pupil, Albert Mathiez, broke with his master

early in the present century, and founded his own review, the

Annales rSvduuonnmresy now the Annales fustoriques de la Rivo-

luuon fran^mse. Mathiez, too, was a professional historian of rigor-

ous training, and he accomplished an immense amount of mono-

graphic research chiefly in ecclesiastical and economic history. Just

after the late war he did, however, set himself to write a brief

popular account of the Revolution, which he had carried down to

the beginning of the Directory when he died suddenly in 1932.

The quarrel with Aulard, which continued with great bitterness

until die latter’s death, was superficially centered on the personali-

ties of Danton and Robespierre. Both historians felt that modern

France needed a revolutionary hero and, of course, a villain. Aulard

found the hero in Danton, robust patriot and man of common sense,

the villain in Robespierre, vain, pedantic, empty idealist who
sacrificed the revolution to his hierophantic ambitions. Mathiez

found the hero in Robespierre, farseeing democrat and practical so-

cial reformer, the villain in Danton, corrupt and sensual schemer,

ready to betray the Revolution to line his own pockets. Actually

Danton and Robespierre were merely symbols of a difference which

went far deeper than personalities. Aulard saw the world—and

therefore the Revolution—^with the desires and emotions, the value-

scheme, of a good republican bourgeois, anti-clerical, intensely pa-

triotic, in economics and in ethics an individualist of the old schooL

He sought in the Revolution for a myth which would serve the

bourgeois Third Republic as our own myth of the American Revo-

lution has served us. Mathiez, of humble Franche-Comtois peasant

stock, saw the world and the Revolution with class-conscious pro-

letarian desires and emotions. As anti-Catholic as his master, he

doubted the adequacy of the individualistic, tibical-society principles

of Aulard, and felt the need of a more imaginative popular faitL

Nationalism in its modern form he distrusted. Though he always

denied that he was a party socialist, he accepted the economic inter-

pretation of history pretty straight from the cruder Marxians and

was a bitter critic of economic Uasuz-faire. Mathiez accepted Au-
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lard’s explanation of the Terror as the product of foreign and dvd
war, but he added to that explanation an element which quite

transformed it. Briefly, that element is the class struggle. The (Ucta-

torship of the Terror was not only a government of national defense

it was also a premature dictatorship of the proletariat. Ctf the two
elements which supported this dictatorship, bourgeois patriotism

and proletarian solidarity, the first was, in a France still imtouchol

by the Industrial Revolution, infinitely the stronger. With the vic-

tories of 1794, the need for a government of national defense ceased,

and in the spring and early siunmer of 1794 the Terror was used by

Robespierre, Saint-Just, and their colleagues wholly as a dictatorship

of the proletariat—^witness the decrees of Ventose. Selfish bourgeois

interests proved too strong for the democratic republic, and with

Robespierre fell this first and incomplete experiment in socialism.

Mathiez, it will be seen, has at least given an explanation of the

six months’ lag of Terror behind victory, and he has given the

Terror positive aims. Mathiez was preceded in the economic iitter-

pretation of the Revolution by the socialist political leader Jean

Jaures, who, in the leisures of parliamentary life, composed an H/V-

iotrfi socitdiste de la RSvolution fran^aise in the early years of the

present century. Jaur^’s book abounds in new materials for social

history, and breaks new ground in such special subjects as price-

fixing and the agrarian program of the Robespierrists. It is not a

well-proportioned study, and not good reading. The best of Jaur^’s

work has been absorbed into the work of Mathiez and his disdples.

The official school of historians of the revolution:—mosdy pro-

fessors in universities and continue divided in allegiance

between Aulard and Mathiez. Broadly speaking, the division follows

the division in French party politics between the radicaux-sociaUstes

(who are not socialists at aU) and the socialists and communists.

Each party has its learned review, continuing the Revolution fran-

fttise of Aulard and the Annedes historiques de la Revolution

franfoise of Mathiez. Each numbers faithful workers who are con-

stantly uiKarthing new material, eqjedally in the field provincial

history. Traces of a rapprochement between the two r^mblican

wings are discernible. Notably the quarrel between Rol»spierri^

and Dantonists is dying out, and some of the younger prof^ionid
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historiaJis—M. Gaston Martin or M. Georges Lefcbvre, for instance

—may yet provide us with a synthesis of the work of Aulard and

Mathiez.^

As Aulard was the founder of the official republican school, so

Taine was the founder of what may be called the royalist, or at

least anti-revolutionary, school. Its ablest representative was Au-
gustin Cochin, whose early death in the late war cut short a most

promising career. Cochin never wrote a complete history of the

Revolution, but his brief SociSUs de pensie, published just before

the war, is at least a complete philosophy of the Revolution. Cochin

analyzes in the work of Taine, and modifies as the basis of his own
work, what he called the “thesis of plot (comfdot)” The word
“plot” is unfortunate, since it suggests thetaelodramatic conspiracies

so dear to unbalanced conservative historians from the Abbe Bar-

ruel to Mrs. Nesta Webster. Neither Taine nor Cochin really means

anything much stronger than “plan” or “the conscious social pur-

pose of a determined minority.” Briefly, Cochin opposes to the

“circumstances” thesis of Aulard an explanation of the Terror as

the dictatorship of a pressure group inspired by the work of the

phdosophes to attempt the realization of heaven on earth. The Jaco-

bin, casting aside the traditional values on which human conduct is

based, and especially the Catholic tradition, sought to make men
act according to a pattern of behavior he had worked out from his

reading and discussion in the *’sociitis de pensie" When it became

evident that men would not so act, he was obliged to try and force

them so to act—hence, the Terror. Cochin’s originality lay above

all in the care with which he traced the rise of this revolutionary

group, the formulation of its aims in the period preceding 1789, its

manipulation of the elections to the States-General, its growth into a

political party. Cochin, a good Catholic bourgeois, contrasted the

"petite vdl^’ of the Jacobins with the "grande viUe" which was Cath-

olic France rooted in historical tradition. He grants that the "grande

viU/' was somewhat disorganized in 1789, that the old regime was

maladju^ed to a growing society. But he insists that the Revolution

was at bottom t^ triumph of the “petite vUle" over the "grande

^For evidence of this rapprochement lee M. Lefebvre*s article on ^'Robespierre**,

Mneydopmdia of the Social Sciences, Xlll, 4x3 (New York, 1934)*
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ville^ o£ a determined, unscrupulous minority over a pocM*ly organ-

ized, politically innocent majority, that the Terror therefore was no

mere government of national defense, not even a popular “tyranny”

in the Greek sense, but the attempted and necessarily violent rule of

a disciplined group of fanatics over sensible men caught unawares

by the thoroughly modern political tactics of the Jacobins. The
Terror was not accidental, but planned.

Cochin clearly regarded the old regime less unfavorably than had

Taine. There remained, however, for the anti-revolutionary histo-

rians the further step of discovering, not only that the Revolution

was bad, but that it was unnecessary. That step was taken most

conspicuously in 1928 by M. Pierre Gaxotte, whose Revolution

jrangcUse has had a phenomenal sale in discontented post-war

France. As for the Revolution itself, Gaxotte accepts the “plot” thesis

of Taine and Cochin, decking it out in the latest historical and

political fashions. With extraordinary cleverness, he has laid hold

of the patient labors of Mathiez, and turned them against the repub-

licans. The “plot” was inspired not only by the writings of the

philosopheSy but by the communistic ambitions of the proletariat.

Well-meaning bourgeois radicals accepted in 1793 as they accepted

in 1924 the dangerous slogan “no enemies to the Left,” and France

was drawn into the communistic experiments of the maximum, the

decrees of Ventose, the cult of dScadu The experiment was, of

course, a failure, which should be adequate warning against similar

experiments today. Gaxotte’s account of the Revolution, though

clear and sprightly, is not markedly original. He is avowedly not a

research historian, but a popularizer. His apology for the old r^;ime

is newer. That the old regime was really a pretty good society has

long been a tenet of avowed royalists, and the diesis was recendy

given a reasonably scholarly cast in the Anden rSgime of M. Funck-

Brentano* Gaxotte gives the government of Louis XVI almost a

clean bill of health. France was economically prosperous, growing

richer throughout the eighteenth century. The lack of standardiza-

tion under the old regime insured a healthy regional independence,

and left the individu^ much freer than he can be under the cm-
tralized modern r%ime. The pretended abuses arc seen on further

analysis to be largely myths invented by the revolutionists to justify
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themselves. The feudal dues were very li^t, and die woght taxa-

tion certainly no heavier than under the war-burdened T^d Repub-

lic. The famous lettres de cachet were almost wholly used as means

of enforcing family discipline in the uf^ier classes. Ilie censordi^i

thought certainly did imt prevent the extraordinary outburst of the

Enlightenment. Indeed, the old regime was too easy-going, too

tolerant of its enemies. The Revolution was not the rising of an

oppressed majority against intolerable misery, but the regrettable

victory of a small group of narrow, grasping, envious, unchristian

upstarts over a society decently organized In a hierarchy humane,

Christian, and French.

After nearly one hundred and fifty years, then, French historians

are still in the midst of their great Revolution. Nor are foreign

historians of the subject much nearer agreement, though they rarely

display quite as much bitterness as the French. English historians

are likely to be just a Uttle shocked at French doings, and German
historians are peculiarly race conscious when they study things

French. Scholarly history, indeed, is now on an international basis.

The Russians and the Americans, however, seem recently to have

shown greater interest in the French Revolution than have other

nationalities. In Russia the French Revolution has especially at-

tracted agrarian historians, whose attention was caught by the pos-

sible lessons for post-emancipation Russia in the breakdown of serf-

dom in France. Our kiK>wl^ge of peasant proprietorship in France,

and of the effect of the sale of confiscated lands of clergy and

nobles owes much to the work of Loutchisky, Kovalewsky and

Kareiev. American interest in the French Revolution has dways
been great, though none of the literary historians of the era of

Parkman, Prescott, and Motley were attracted to the subject Pro-

fessional academic historians in America have, on the whole, at-

tached themselves to one or another of the reigning sdiools in

France, and the sum total of their researches has gone to swell the

immense amount of factual knowledge ttf the Revolution accumii-

lated above all since 1870. As might be expected, American histo-

rians have been prcdific in the fnoduction of textbooks, many of

whidi set a hig^ standard. As might also be expected, historians

bred in republican America have shown themselves generally favor-

able to the ideas of 17891, and adequately dKxked at the perversion
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of those ideas during the Terror, The royalist, or anti-revolutionary;

school has had few followers in this country. Mathiez, however, has
active disciples among the younger American historians and the
economic interpretation of the Terror is nowadays the last word on
this side of the Atlantic.

That it will prove the last, last word anywhere is to be doubted.

From this brief survey of the historiography of the French Revolu**

tion, only one sure conclusion emerges. Though the range of dis-

putable facts has gready narrowed, the range of disputable interpre-

tations has widened with each new fashion in historical writing

—

has widened especially as history has come into ever closer relations

with her sister social sciences. The French Revoludon has been
studied with passion first of all because its political and ethical

ideology lies at the base of Western society. But even if by a sur-

prising, though not impossible, turn of events fascism, communism,
or some other system of society which completely throws over the

ideas of 1776 and 1789 should establish itself in the Western world,
even if the French Revoludon should, therefore, cease to be a focus

of aedve polidcal faiths, then one would still expect historians of
the subject to disagree. The Roman Empire is now remote enough,
yet historians still answer differendy die old quesdon as to the

reasons for its fall. When the French Revoludon is equally remote
from human loves and hates, there is no reason to suppose that his-

torians will not sdll be concerned with the problem of its origins,

will not still give different answers to the eternal “Why?” Up to the
present, their answers may be very broadly ranged in two opposing
classes, still best symbolized in the work of Taine and of Aulard.
Either with Taine they seek to explain the outbreak and course of
the Revoludon primarily as a consequence of the polidcal ideas of
the philosopheSf or with Aulard they seek such an explanadon in
social, political, and economic condidons. Neither explanadon usu-
ally quite excludes the other, and certainly need not do so. Yet the
school of Taine has been logically driven to the conclusion that

actual condidons were really not so bad after all; and the school

of Aulard has been logically driven to the conclusion that the
ideology of the revolutionists was relatively unimportant. This last

conclusion is not a very comfortable one for a good French rejnib-

lican, who has been brought up in reverence for Voltaire, Rousseau,
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and other Fathers of the Revedution. There is discernible in the

work, for instance, of M. Rotistan and of M. Gaston Martin, a

tendency to take up the position—emotionally more comfortable, if

logically even less so—diat though concrete grievance and not

ideas, “caused” the Revolution, ideas remain our most precious in-

heritance from the Revolution and arc somehow, after all, its

essence.

And yet, no one has written more wisely about the French Revo-

lution dian an Athenian who lived several thousand years before

Robespierre: “And revolution brought upon the cities of Hellas

many terrible calamities, such as have b^n and always will be

while human nature remains the same. • • • When troubles had

once begun in the cities, those who followed carried the revolution-

ary spirit further and further, and determined to outdo the report

of all who had preceded them by the ingenuity of their enterprises

and the atrocity of their revenges. The meaning of words had no

longer the same relation to things, but was changed by them as

they thought proper. Reckless daring was thought to be loyal

courage; prudent delay was the excuse of a coward; moderation

was the disguise o£ unmanly weakness; to know everything was to

do nothing. Frantic energy was the true quality of a man. . , .

The lover of violence was always trusted, and his opponent sus-

pected. He who succeeded in a plot was deemed knowing, but a

still greater master in craft was he who deteaed one. On the other

hand, he who plotted from the first to have nothing to do with

plots was a breaker-up of parties and a poltroon who was afraid

of the enemy. . . Historical time does not gready alter the

pathology of revolutions, nor yet provide a satisfactory prophylaxis.

n
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work in this field. Work of the last decade or so is more fully listed,

partly because it cannot be found in volume VIII the easily accessible

Cambridge Modern History (New York, 1904) and similar bibliogra{^

ical aids, partly because only with time can one be certain as to what
portion of recent work is of permanent usefulness. There are more
recent bibliographies in the textbooks of Gershoy and Gottschalk listed

below, and in C. D. Hazen, The Trench Revolution (New York, 193a),

II, 1025-1045. Especially for intellectual history the bibliographical notes

for each section of G. Lefebvre, R. Guyot, and P. Sagnac, La Revolution

franfoise (Paris, 1930) arc very valuable. Since these aids are all easily

available, the present bibliography does not, save for Part III, “The Dis-

semination of the Revolution in Europe and America,” aim at anything

like inclusiveness. There is however, no single guide to the study of

Jacobinism as an international movement, and Part III therefore does

attempt, not to be a complete, but at least to be a working, bibliography.

Part V, again, is very brief, since a bibliography of intellectual history in

its narrower sense is conveniendy given in the recent wwk of Lefebvre,

Guyot, and Sagnac; in its broader sense intellectual history implies so

much that an attempted bibliography would expand into a book.

I. REVOLUTIONARY EUROPE

/. General:

The temptation to write about France rather than about Europe dur-

ing this decade is so strong that only the cooperative works have been

able to overcome it; and even here the emphasis must naturally fall on
events in France. The two familiar cooperative works are on the whde
fully up to their standard on this period: E, Lavisse and A. Ram-
baud, Histoire ginirale: VIII, (Paris, 1906); Cambridge Mod-
em History: VIII, The French Revolution (New York, 1904). A new,

authoritative book on a European scale is G. Lcfdbvrc, R, Guyot, and

P. Sagnac, Peufdes et Civilisations: XIII, La Revolution fran^aise (Paris,

1930). The Propylaen Weltgeschichte: VII, Die franzosische Revolution,

Napoleon und die Restauration (Breslau, 1929), is superbly illustrated;

the written pordon on the Revolution, by A. Stern, is conscientious and

accurate but not inspired.

2. Textbooks:

Most of the textbooks, too, arc really histories of France, 1789-1815.

Of recent texts, the most European in scope is L. R, Gottschalk, The

Era of the French Revolution (Boston, 1929), which incorporates very

successfully the latest work of hfothiez and his school. Two older bodes
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p^j {mpoitionaQy much greater attentiim to events outside France:

H* E. Bourne, TAe Revoltoionary Period in Europe (New York, I9i4)>

an excelient survey much influenced by Aulard, and H« M* Stephens,

Europe, (New York, 1893), ^ ^ interpreta-

tion, but cramm^ with &cts«

j, Difdomatic History:

Two great classics study the impact of the Revolution on European

international relations; both are diplomatic histories in the grand man-
ner, not mere pricis of negotiations: H. von Sybel, Geschichte der Revo-

Itoionszeit, Rev. ed., 10 vols. (Stuttgart, 1897-1900), English trans. 4
vols. (London, 1867-1879); A. Sorel, VEurope et la Rivolution jranqmse,

8 vols. (Paris, 1895-1904). Von Sybcl is bitterly prejudiced against the

French, but without his spade-work Sorel’s b<X)k y;rould have been much
harder to write. Sorel himself was a gendeman, a Frenchman, and a

cultivated moderate of the late nineteenth century. The Revolution

shocked him, but he could not quite bring himself to attack its great

principles. The most striking of the many scholarly researches which

have modified the conclusions of Sorel is R. Guyot, he directoire et la

p(ux de VEurope (Paris, 1911), which shows French foreign policy

under Reubell in a much more favorable light. From the mass of mod-

em monographic writings the following may be mentioned: J. H.

Clapham, The Causes of the War of iyg2 (London, 1899); G. Michon,

‘^Robespierre et la Guerre,” Annales rivolutionnaires (1920), XII, 265-

311; E. D. Adams, The Influence of Grenville on PitVs Foreign Policy

(Washington, 1904); C. Ballot, Les Negotiations de Lille (Paris, 1910);

K. Heidrich, Preussen im Kampfe gegen die franzdsische Revolution

(&uttgart, 1908); P. Gatfarcl, Bonaparte et les rSpubliques italiennes,

1796-1799 (Paris, 1895); E. Driault, NapoUon en Italie (Paris, 1906),

one of the author’s series of contributions to the worship of Napoleon;

E. W. Lyon, Louisiana in French Diplomacy, iy§^i8o4 (Norman,

Okla., 1934) >
Gerhard, England und der Aufstieg Russlands (Mu-

nich, 1933). An excellent summary of the European situation in this

decade is A. Wahl, Geschichte des europaischen Staatensystems, ij8q-

x8z^ (Munich, 1912). For the b^innings of economic methods of

waging war, eaiiier portions of E. J. Heckscher, The Continental System

(Oxford, 1922), are valuable. In the cooperative Cambridge History of

British Foreign Policy^ 3 vols. (Cambridge, 1922-23), the first volume

deals very thoroughly and completely with the period as seen through

&}glish eyes. H* Oncken, Die historische Rheinpoliti\ der Franzosen
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(Gotha, X922), though chronologically it extends far beyond this par^

ticular period, is essential to a modern understanding of the subject

Foreign relations are also treated in many of the works listed in Part

IV of this biUiography.

II. THE REVOLUTION IN FRANCE

/. Bibliographical material and printed sources:

An indispensable introduction for the student who wishes to do work
on the graduate level is P. Caron, Manuel pratique pour Vitude de la

Rivolution fran^aise (Paris, 1912), which affords a guide to the principal

bibliographies. An important new special bibliography is B. F. Hyslop,

Repertoire critique des cahiers de doleances pour les Etats gSnSraux de

jy8q (Paris, 1932), a useful guide, even though its failure to include

every existing scrap of material has brought upon Miss Hyslop the scorn

of French scholars, a strange race gifted with inhuman patience at im-

necessary research, and with quite human pride. There is a great deal

of printed source-material easily available in large American libraries.

Parliamentary proceedings are covered in the RSimpression de Vancien

Moniteur^ 31 vols. (Paris, 1843-1845); the Archives parlementaires, ed,

J. Mavidal E. Laurent and others, Series i, 1787-1799, 82 vols. (Paris,

1879-1913), an attempt to piece together from various sources (not

acknowledged in the earlier volumes) the debates of the revolutionary

assemblies, and at present stopping at January 4, 1794; P* B. Buchez

and P. C. Roux, Histoire parlementaire, 40 vols. (Paris,. 1834-1838), a

still convenient miscellany. The workings of the governmental machin-

ery are illustrated in A. Aulard, Recueil des actes du comitS de sdut

public, 26 vols. (Paris, 1889-1925); A. Debidour, Recueil des actes du
directoire exScutif, 4 vols. (Paris, 1910-1917), extending to February 3,

1797; A. Cochin and C. Charpenticr, Les actes du gouvemement rivolu-

tionnaire, 22 aoAt 1793-27 juillet 1794 (Paris, 1920); P. Mantouchet, Le
gouvernement rivolutionnenre, 10 aodt 1792-4 brumdre an IV (Paris,

1912), with an excellent introduction. The Paris Commune, which has

national rather than local importance, is represented by E. S. Lacroix

and R. Farge, Actes de la Commune de Paris pendant la Rivoludon,

2 series, 16 vols. (1894-1914), also incomplete, stopping with Fdiruary

24, 1792. The actual inner workings of politics may be studied in A.

Aulard, La sociiti des Jacobins, 6 vols. (Paris, 1889-1897), a recon-

struction of the lost minutes of the club from newspaper and odier

sources, the minutes of various provincial clubs listed in C. Brintcm,

The Jacobins (New York, 1930), and A. Challamel, Les dubs contre-
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rftH^Iudmnaires (Paris, 1895). Fi^ economic history there is the gttsx

Ccllecum ie documents inidits sur Vhistoire iconomique de la Rioolu-

tion fran^aise, of which neariy 100 volumes have appeared, dealing with

the cahierSy the sale of confiscated lands, food supplies, price-fixing,

poor relief, etc. For social history there are, in addition to the news-

papers: W. A. Schmidt, Tableaux de la RivoluUon frangaise, 3 vols.

(Leipzig, 1867-1871); P. Caron, Paris pendant la terreur, 2 vols. (Paris,

1910-1914); A. Aulard, Paris pendant la riaction thermidorienne et sous

le directoire, 5 vols. (Paris, 1898-1902); and L. G. W. Legg, Sdect

documents illustrative of the History of the French Revolution, 2 vols.

(Oxford, 1905). The student can keep abreast of current work through

the two rival learned journals, the Revolution frangaise (founded by

Aulard) and the Annales historiques dc la Revolution frangmse

(founded by Mathiez).

2. General:

F. Mignet, History of the French Revolution, English trans. (London,

1913), first published in 1824 by a young Orleanist, the first and in many
ways still the best brief, detached account; L. A. Thiers, History of the

French Revolution, English trans. 5 vol. (London, 1895), long a “classic”

of the subject, now somewhat old-fashioned: the point of view is that

of moderate constitutionalism; T. Carlyle, The French Revolution, ed.

by C. R. L. Fletcher, 3 vol. (New York, 1912) a grand sermon, with

vivid bits of narrative writing, and on the whole remarkably accurate

within the limits of its sources, chiefly memoirs; J. Michdet, Histoire

de la Revolution frangmse, rev. cd., 9 vol. (Paris, 1883-1887), com-

parable only to Carlyle, a Gallic rhaps^y to balance a Scotch sermon,

Michele’s sacrifice to his mystic God the Pcoj^e, lyrically written,

with striking flashes of common sense; L« Blanc, Histoire de la Revolu^

tion frangaise, 12 vol. (Paris, 1847-1862), the first socialist history, re-

habilitating Rdbespierre and em^diasizing economic factors, detailed and

substantial, still useful; H. M. Stephens, History of the French Revolu-

tion, 2 vol. (New York, 1886-1891), completed only to 1793, a good

sound uninspired British history, from the liberal point of view; H. A.

Taine, tjes origines de la France contemporaine, rev. ed., 12 vol. (Paris,

r899-x9i4) (where no critical remarks are made, see the previous “Note

on Historiography”); A. Aulard, The French Revolution, a PoUtietd

History, English trans. 4 vol. (New York, 1910); J. Jaur^, Histoire

cialiste de la Revolution frangaise, ed. A. Mathiez, 8 vol. (Paris, 1922-

1924); Lord Acton, Lectures on the French Revolution, new ed. (Ixm-
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doa, 1925)9 not the best of Acton, but typical of his ottraordinary

mixture Liberalism, Catholicism, and scimdfic devotion; A. Mathkz,
The French Revolution; The Thermidorean Reaction^ English trans*

2 vols, (New York, 1928-1931); A. Cochin, Les sociStis de pensei et la

dimocratie (Paris, 1920); P. Gaxc^te, The French Revolution, Engli^i

trans. (New York, 1932); C. D. Hazen, The French Revolution, 2 vols,

(New York, 1932), a dear, readable narrative, the product of ripe

scholarship, employing but not fully assimilating the work of Mathicz.

Two short histories written from avowed biases are worth mentioning:

P. Kropotkin, The Great French Revolution, English trans. (London,

2909), by the Russian anarchist, a book of much interest for the skill

and liveliness with which it narrates the great revolutionary “days,”

and with much material on social and economic history not elsewhere

so attractively presented; N. Webster, The French Revolution (London,

1919), an extreme examfde of high-Tory history which sees the whole

Revolution as a series of interlocking conspiracies among a rdativdy

few villains, Orleanists, Freemasons, illuminati, philosophes, etc*

3* Textbooks:

The best available in English is L. Gcrshoy, The French Revolution

and 'Napoleon (New York, 1933), fully abreast of modern research and

dearly written. L. Madelin's The French Revolution, English trans.

(New York, 1916) is often used as a textbook, but it is very allusive,

overliterary, and of Bonapartist party prejudice. Good straightfor-

ward narratives, largdy politied, arc E. D. Bradby, The French Revolu^

tion (Oxford, 1926), and S. Matthews, The French Revolution, rev, cd.

(New York, 1923). The standard manual for work at the graduate

level is E. Lavisse ed., Histoire de France contemporaine: I, La Rivolti^

tion, jy89‘ty92, by P. Sagnac; II, La Rivolution, ly^a-jygg, by G. Pariset

(Paris, 1921).

4* Historiography:

The best modem, comiiete account of the historiography of the sub-

ject is, unfortunatdy, available only in the original Russian: N. Kardev,

Istori^J Frantsuzl^pt RevoUutsii (The Historians of the French Revalue

tion), 3 vols. (Leningrad, 1924). G. P. Gooch, History and Historians

in the Nineteenth Century, yd impression (New York, 1920), is exodr

lent within its scope. P. Janet, Philosophie de la Rivolution fran^aise,

4th ed. (Paris, 1892), is badly misnam^, for it is really historiography,

and not of the host.
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SpeiM stfidics, pnmarily polmcd:

G. Saiveminiy La nv<duzione franctse, 5th cd* (Florence,1925)

^ deals with the transition from propaganda to organized political

action* A. Cochin, Les soditis de pensie en Bretagne, jy88-zj8^, 2 vols.

(Paris, 1926), though limited to a single province, is a very significant

contribution to the study of this same transition from ideas to action, as

seen by a writer definitely hostile to the Revolution. G. Martin, La franc-

maqonnerie franqdse et la priparauon de la RivduUon, 2nd ed. (Paris,

1926)

, is an extremely fair-minded treatment of a difficult and important

subject* One of the central jM’oblems of the revolution is handled from

the point of view of political ideas as well as from that of political

machinery in H. Hinze, Staatseinheit und Foderdismus im dten Franl{^-

retch und in der Revolution (Stuttgart, 1928), the most significant con-

tribution to the historiography of the subiect made by a German since

von Sybcl.

G. Lefebvrc, La grande peur de iy8y (Paris, 1932), fills a long-felt

need fcff monographic treatment of this subject. The consequences of Au-

gust 4th are best studied in S. Herbert, The Fall of Feuddism in France

(London, 1921), an able summary of the work of Aulard and of P. Sag-

nac’s dassic, La ligislation civile de la Revolution fran^aise (Paris, 1898).

Two new contributions to the complex question of the personal role

of the crown and court arc J. Arnaud-Bouteloup, Le rdle politique de

Marie Antoinette (Paris, 1924), and J. M. Thompson, “The Fersen

Papers and their Editors,” English Historied Review (1932), XLVII, 73,

Marquis de Ferriires, Correspondance inidite, ed. by H. Czrri (Paris,

1932), is useful, not only for the Versailles intrigues of 1789, but as a

very living picture of a wdl-meaning provincial noble in the Revolution.

C* Du Bus, Stanislas de Clermont-Tonnerre et Vichec de la Revolution

monarchique (Paris, 1931), is the best study of the Anglophil Con-

stitutionnds*

L. B* Pfeiffer, The Uprising of June 20, lygz (Lincoln, Neb., 1913) is

an adequate monograph. Though without scholarly trappings, A.

Mathiez, Le dix aoAt (Paris, 1931), has the authority of a monograph,

and is cme of Mathiez’s most readable books. F. Braesch, La commune
du dix-aodt (Paris, 1911), though in some ways the uninspired doctoral

dissertation at its worst—lengthy, shapeless, dull—^is an indispensable

source of information. The final disorders of 1792 arc conveniently

summed up in G. Walter, Les massacres de septembre (Paris, 1932),

unfortunately without footnotes, but remarkably even-tempered.
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L. Moftimcr-Tcmaux, Histoire de la terreur, 8 vols. (Paris, 1863*

1881), must not be omitted as the first study of the sul^cct macte frma

the archives. It is bitterly hostile to the Jacobins, and paints a very

black picture indeed. From an opposite political bias, Mathiez ap-

proached the Terror, and also consulted the archives. W. B. Kerr, Hhe
Reign of the Terror (Toronto, 1927), is an excellent summary of

Mathiez’s work by a disciple. The master himself made some of his

most important contributions in the realistic (if not quite “objective**)

study of the Terror, notably: La conspiration de VStranger (Paris,

1918); Un prods de corruption sous la terreur; JJa^aire de la com^

pagnie des Indes (Paris, 1920); La corruption parlementaire sous la

terreur, 2nd ed. (Paris, 1927). Mathiez*s Protean labors are completely

recorded, moreover, in the handy “Bibliografia de A. Mathicz” by R.

Caillet-Bois in the BolcHn del Instituto de Investigaciones Histdricas

(Buenos Aires, 1932), 268.

On the machinery of the Terror the dear survey of P. Mantouchet,

Le Gouvemement rivoluUonnaire (Paris, 1912), is essential. H. Wal-

lon, Histoire du tribunal rivolutionnaire, 6 vols. (Paris, 1880-1882),

based on the archives, is in point of view and in historiographical im-

portance much like the work of Mortimer-Ternaux. E. Seligman, La
justice en France pendant la Rivolution (Paris, 1901), is still the classic

treatment of the subject. Important recent studies in this field are: G.

Bdloni, Le comiti de sHreti ginerde de la Convention (Paris, 1924),

praised by Aulard, damned by Mathiez; A. Ording, Le bureau de police

du comiti de sdut public (Oslo, 1930), by a pupil of Mathiez, white-

washing the Robespierrists of dictatorial aims; C. Richard, Le comiti

de sdut public et le fabrications de guerre (Paris, 1921); P. Robin,

Le siquestre des biens ennemis sous la Rivolution (Paris, 1929); G.

Lcn6tre, The Guillotine and its Servants, English trans. (London, 1927),

the work of a conservative antiquarian much disliked by “ofiBcial” his-

torians. On the r61e of the Jacobin clubs there arc two recent mono-

graphs: L. de Cardcnal, La province pendant la Rivolution; histoire

des clubs jacobins (Paris, 1929); C. Brinton, The Jacobins (New York,

1930). The great “day” that ended the Terror is well recoimted in

L. Barthou, Le neuf thermidor (Paris, 1926).

The political disturbances of the next five years may be studied in

G. Javogues, “L'affaire du camp de Grenclle,” Anndes historiques de la

Rivolution fran^dse (1925), II, 23; E. B. Bax, The Last Episode of the

French Revolution (London, 1911), a mildly journalistic study of

Babeuf and his conspiracy, incorporating the best French Work on the
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$ub|ect; and in the impCMtant, scholarly series of monographs recently

published by A. Meynier, Les coups d'hat du Directoire, 3 vols^ new
cd. (Paris, 1932),

Of the great literature on the imigrisy the Vendee and similar move-

ments we need here mention only the fc^owing, which sum up most

early work, and include bibliographies: L. Dubrcuil, Histoire des in-

surrections de VOuest, 2 vols. (Paris, 1924-25), schdarly, and for the

work of one of the “official” school very fair-minded indeed (the most

graceful account of the Vcnd& is still to be found in the Catholic

Histoire religieuse de la Rivolution of the late Pierre de la Gorcc);

C* Le G<^c, La Chouannerie (Paris, 1930), especially gocxl on the mili-

tary side, but covering the whole subject; E. Gabory, LAngleterre et la

VendSe, 2 vols. (Paris, 1930-31), thoroughly sound, and refreshingly

fair towards the English, especially in vidv of the noticeable Anglo-

phobia of such recent historians as L. Madelin; E. Vingtrinicr, Histoire

de la contre-rivolution, 2 vols. (Paris, 1924-25). Together with F. Bal-

densperger, Le mouvement des idies dans TSmigration fran^aise, 2 vols.

(Paris, 1925), this last makes a pretty satisfactory history of the emi-

gration, and supersedes the work of E. Daudet.

No ojc« has gready added to the work of A. Vandal, Vavinement de

Bonaparte (Paris, 1903), I, on the situation in 1799.

The constitutional history of the period is sunmiarized and related

with other aspects of the revolution in so broad a way as almost to bdic

its tide in M. Deslandrcs, Histoire constitutionnelle de la France de

/7S9 i i8i§ (Paris, 1932).

For the Revoludon in the French colonies, the literature is listed, and
earlier work incorporated, in J. Saintoyant, La colonisation franfoise

pendant la Rivolution, 2 vols. (Paris, 1930), a sober, if thoroughly

patriotic, study. The monographs of E. Rusch, Die Revolution von St.

Domingue (Hamburg, 1930), and C. L. Lokke, France and the Colonial

Question, jj6j-i8oi (New York, 1932), may also be mentioned.

6. Religious history:

The great wcHrk here is P. de la Gorcc, Histoire religieuse de la

RSvdution franfmse, 5 vols. (Paris, 1909-1923), vmtten by a Catholic, in-

<feed, but gendy written, without unacknowledged p-ejudiced, scholarly,

and never dull. L. Sciout^ Le dergi de France pendant la Rivolution,

2 vob. (Paris, 1912-1927), also by a Catholic is more succinct than the

{uevious, but rmt as attractively written. Mathiez was in younger days

g religious historian and his la thiophilanthropie et le ctdte dicaddre
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(Paris, 1904), aiid Rome et le dergS fran^ms sous la eansdtu^^
(Paris, 1911), have the virtues and vices of all his vsrork. They arc

ablest ccmtributions to the subject by an anti-dcrical, Aulard*s Chris-

tianity and the French Revolution^ English trans. (London, 1927),

one of the master’s greater lapses, putting forward seriously the thesis

that with a litdc more determination Christianity might have been

rooted out of France in 1793. A slight but interesting article is G.
Rouannet, ^*La religiosity des Girondins,” Annales historiques de la

Rivolution fran^aise (1928), V, 97, The religious-mindedness of the

revolutionists is well brought out in P* Feenstra, De Godsdienst en de

Fransche Revolutie (Haarlem, 1929).

7. Military History:

This is probably the most unsatisfactory part of the historiograj^iy

of the French Revolution, full of hero-worship, patriotism, myths, and

notions war as essentially orderly. There has been much praise of

A. Chuquet, Les guerres de la Rivolution, ii vols. (Paris, 1886-1896),

each volume of which has a separate tide, La premiire invasion prus-

sienne, Valmy, etc. But the work is tmcritical, sentimentally patriotic,

and deficient in technical knowledge. The best available single work,

at least in English, is R. W. Phipps, The Armies of the First French

Republic, 3 vols. (Oxford, 1926-1929), conscientiously compiled frcHn

secondary sources, a bit conservative, and thoroughly English. Perhaps

the most sensible writing on the subject is to be found in two clear,

brief essays by S. Wilkinson: The French Army before Napoleon (Ox-

ford, 1915); The Rise of General Bonaparte (Oxford, 1930). From the

side of the opponents of France two works may be especially dis-

tinguished: J. W. Fortcscue, History of the British Army, IV, 1789-

1801, 2 parts (London, 1906), and the cooperative work of various

Austrian military historians called Krieg gegen die Franzosische Revo-

lution, 1792-1797, 2 vols. (Vienna, 1905). An important monograph on

a special phase of military history is G. Michon, La justice miUtaire

sous la Rivolution (Paris, 1922). On naval history A. T. Mahan, Infiu^

ence of Sea Power upon the French Revolution and Empire, 1793-

1812, loth cd. (New YcMrk, 1898), remains the best.

8. Special studies primarily dealing with commercial and economic

matters:

On striedy commercial history there is litde. In many respects die

work of F. L. Nussbaum, Commercid policy in the French Revolution,
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a Study of the Career of G. /. A. Ducher (Washington, 1923), broke

new ground. Rcont studies in this field are: G. Lefebvrc, “Le com-

merce cxt&ricure cn Tan II,” Rivolution fran^aise (1925), LXXVIII,

133 and following; E. Pollio, “Le conunerce maritime pendant la Revo-

lution,” Rfpolution franfoise (1931), LXXXIV, 289 and following;

C. Poisson, Les foumisseurs aux armies sous la Revolution (Paris,

1932). Many of Mathiez’s articles in Annales rSpolutionnaires and its

successor, Annales historiques de la Revolution frangaise, deal with the

business world.

Earlier writers of financial history have been supplanted by the long,

heavy work of M. Marion, Histoire financihre de la France depuis 171$,

5 vds. (Paris, 1914-1932), of which volumes III and IV are germane

here. Authoritative as the book is, it suffers from the author’s weakness

as a monetary theorist, and from his violent rentier prejudice against

paper money. For this period, the admirable monograph of S. E. Har-

ris, The Assignats (Cambridge, Mass., 1930), is all that the student

could desire.

The kind of economic history which concerns itself with standards

of living, class struggles, etc., is best rejnresented by what many regard

as Mathiez’s masterpiece, La vie chire et le mouvement socide sous la

terreur (Paris, 1927). An interesting fragment on a subject not usually

favoured by royalist historians is A. Cochin, ”Sur la pditique &o-

nomique du gouverncment r^volutionnaire,” Revue des questions A/r-

toriques (1933), CXVIII, 267. G. Pariset, itudes d*histoire revolution-

noire (Paris, 1929), is composed mostly of valuable material on eco-

nomic history omitted (from lack of space presumably) from his vcA-

ume in the Lavisse series. An older but not yet superseded book is E.

Levasseur, Histoire des classes ouvriires et de fIndustrie en France

depuis 1789, 2 vols. (Paris, 1903). On poor relief there is no wholly

satisfrictory work, though L. Lallemand, La Revolution et les p/mvres

(Paris, 1898), is useful.

On the urban jM-oletariat there is G. M. Jaffe, Le mouvement ouvrier

d Paris pendant la Revolution (Paris, 1924), which is concerned vrith

the di&22lties in applying the loi le Chapelier under the Constituent

A^cniJy; A. Mathicz, ”La Revolution et les proletaircs,” Annales

historiques de la Revolution franfoise (1931), VIII, 479, his last word
on the subject; J. de la Monneraye, La crise du logement h Paris pen-

dant la Revolution (Paris, 1928); E. Soreau, "Les ouvriers cn Tan VII,”

Anndes historiques de la Revdution fran^aise (1931), VIII, 117.

The ablest historian of the period to concern himself with agrarian
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matters ts M. G, Lcfcbvre, now of the University of StraAourg. Hb
impressive doctoral dissertation, Les paysans du Nord pendant ia

Rivolution (Lille, 1924), far transcends local history in importance, and
points the way to further work. His recent Questions agraires au temps

de la terreur (Strasbourg, 1932), though mainly a coUection of docu-

ments, has useful critical introductions, and sets in a more reasonable

light the famous decrees of Ventdse. Two of M. Lefebvre’s articles

are admirable summings-up of our knowledge: “Recherches relatives 4

la vente des biens nationaux,” Revue d*histoire moderne (1928), III,

188, and *‘La place de la Revolution dans Thistoire agraire de la

France,” Annales d'histoire iconomique et sociale (1929), I, 506. There

are also reliable articles by E. Soreau, “La Revolution fran^aise et le

proletariat rurale,” Annales historiques de la Rivolution frangedse

(1932), IX, 28 and following.

On the class struggle as such, see H. J. Laski, “The Socialist Tradi-

tion in the French Revolution,” in his volume of Studies in Law and

Politics (London, 1932), and W. B. Kerr, “Le parti modere et le conflit

des classes 4 la Convention,” Annales historiques de la Rivolution fran*

gaise (1932), IX, 412.

9. Social History:

The most useful collection of information for the student of social

history is still the volumes of the brothers Goncourt, E. and J. de Gon-

court, Histoire de la sociiti frangaise pendant la Rivolution; Histoire

de la sociiti frangaise pendant le Directoire, 3rd ed. (Paris, 1864). Most

of such history is, of course, fragmentary. The following seem to be of

the greats significance: J. Tiersot, Les fites et les chants de la Rivo^

lution frangaise (Paris, 1908); M. Dommanget, Le symbolisme et le

prosilytisme rivdutionnaires h Beauvais et dans VOise (Beauvais,

1931), a work raised above local history by its wide use of a general

knowledge of revolutionary symbolism; G. G. Andrews, “Making the

Revolutionary Calendar,” American Historical Review (1931), XXXVI,

515; P. Mantouchet, “La vie 4 Paris sous la Terreur,” Rivolution fran^

gaise (1930), LXXXIII, 203 and fcJlowing; G. Lefebvre, “Foules r^vo-

lutionnaires,” Annales historiques de la Rivolution frangdse (1934),

XI, I, an interesting attempt to complete the now outmoded G. Lebonu

Two popular books dwelling on the luxuries and scandals of the Di-

rectory are L. Maddin, La France du Directoire (Paris, 1933), and

M. Minnigerode, The Magnificent Comedy (New York, 1931). Bm fesr

what social history ought to do, that is, stamp upon the reader an
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imagiAative impccsskm^ the extemak of a period, the b€$t single book

is Anatxde France’s faithful revolutionary tale, Les dieux ont soif (nu**

merous editions),

10. Biography:

The number of biogntf^es is overwhelming. Here only a few can be

singled out, and those chiefly concerned with the greater figures: J,

Ehrenbourg, La Vie de Gracchus Babeuf (Paris, 1929); E. D. Bradley,

Ufe of Bamape, 2 vols. (Oxford, 1915), an important study, careful,

balaiK:ed in judgment; E. Ellery, Brissot de Warville (Boston, 1905),

has stood up as the best life; H. Delsaux, Condorcet joumaliste (Paris,

1931), excellent, and deals with Condorcet the active revolutionist;

H, Wendel, Danton (Berlin, 1930), a bit highly colored, but most

biographers of Dant(m are tempted into rhetoric; L. Barthou, Danton

(Paris, 1932), in praise of the great statesman, and proving condu*

sively (if only by its existence) that Mathicz has labored pardy in vain;

Mathiez’s own writings on Danton, bitterly hostile, are extensive

—

perhaps Danton et la pmx (Paris, 1919) and Autour de Danton (Paris,

1926) will do as sarnies; the most balanced life of Danton is still H,
Belloc, Danton (New York, 18^); R, Arnaud, La pie turbulente de

Camille Desmoulins (Paris, 1928), not quite austere, perhaps, but less

offensive to modem readers than the peculiarly French sentimentalism

of J. Claretie’s Camille Desmoulins (Paris, 1875); G. Girard, Vie de

Lazare Hoche (Paris, 1926), still another biographie romancie^ with

eagles constantly in flight, but about all we have; H. R. Sedgwick, La
Fayette (Indianapolis, 1928)—^but there is no adequate life of Lafayette,

and the curious student is referred to S. W. Jackson, Lafayette, a

bibliography (New York, 1930), which will guide him through printed

material; L. Jacob. /. Le Bon (Paris, 1933) L. R. Gottschalk, fean Paul

Marat (New York, 1927), certainly one of the most interesting books

written by an American on the subject of the French Revolution, an ex-

{danation of Marat radier than a whitewashing, though to Tory critics

it will seem to be the latter; G. Walter, Marat (Paris, 1933); H. Belloc,

Marie Antoinette, 2 ed. (New Yorit, 1924), an excellent book—Belloc is

alwa]^ at his very best on French Revdutionary subjects, reladvdy free

from his political and social eccentricities, and his literary talents fully

turned on; L. de Lomenie and son, Les Mirabeau, 5 vols. (Paris, 1879-

1891), the classic treatment; L« Barthou, Mirabeau (Paris, 1914), the

tribiue of a fellow politician; D. Walthcr, Goupemeur Morris, temoin de

deux rfpolutions (Lausanne, 1932), English trans. (New York, 1934),
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a tantribution to iotelluctuai as well as to political history; E. Haxiai^

Histoire de Ropespierre, 3 vols. (Paris, 1865-1867), long and cariwst*

very prejudiced in favor of Robespierre, not very accurate, but still the

only detailed life; Mathiez failed to write a life of Robespierre, but aH
his work is a defense of the man; H. B6raud, Mon ami Robespterrd^

(Paris, 1927), in spite of its absurd tide and its sometimes crude use of

the technique of ^‘new” biography, leaves a good impression, for M,
B6raud has an instinctive understanding of the French petty bourgeoisie

who made Robespierre a hero; here again, H. Belloc, Robespierre, new
ed. (New York, 1927), is the best in the field, making Robespierre

neither a bloodthirsty villain nor a wise statesman, but a rather pathetic

pedant; M. Clemcnceau-Jacqucment, Vie de Mme. Roland, 2 vols. (Paris,

1929), is adequate, but the way to approach Mme. Roland is through her

own Memoirs; G. Bruun, St, Just (Boston, 1932), an admirable life,

felicitously brief and wholly free from hero-worship or its opposite; J. H.
Clapham, The Abbi Siiyis (London, 1912); G. G. Van Deusen,

Siiyh: His Life and his nationalism (New York, 1932); G. Lacour-

Gayet, Talleyrand, 1754-1799 (Paris, 1928), not quite up to its subject,

but by far the best life available; L. Lentilhac, Vergniaud (Paris, 1920).

The memoirs of the period are especially useful and interesting, but

the bibliographies in the Cambridge Modem History^ VIII, arc quite

adequate here.

III. THB DISSEMINATION OF THE REVOLUTION IN EUROPE AND AMERICA

The following is a working more than a critical bibliography, for the

subject, especially as a whole, is relatively ill explored. Critical comments

have, therefore, been kept at a minimum. Much of the work of von

Sybcl and of Sorcl is, of course, pertinent here, as arc some of the

works listed in the following section under “Nadonal Histories.”

I. The Border Countries:

P. Verhaegen, Ut Belgique sous la domination fran^mse, 2 vols.

(Brussels, 1923-24), hostile to the revolution in its principles, very de-

tailed; S, Tassicr, Les dimocrates beiges de iy8g (Brussels, 1930), an

excellent study of the Vonckists; and its continuation, Histoire de la

Belgique sous Voccupation franfoise en 1792 et jygj (Brussds, 1934);

F, van Kalkcn, “Les origincs du sentiment anti-r6volutionnairc dans les

Payes-Bays autrichens en 1789,” Revue d'histoire modeme (1927), 11,

161; C. Pergameni, “Les fStes r6volutionnaires et Tesprit public bruxd-

lois au d6but du regime franjais,” Anrudes de la Sociiti archiologique
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de Bmx^$ (1913), XXVn, 5; T, K, Gorman, America and Bd^um
(New York, 1925), a ^dy of the American influence on the Belgian

United States of 1789^0.

L. I^grand, La Rdvclution jran^mse en Holtande (Paris, 1895); H. T.

Colenbrandcr, De Bataafsche f^publie^ (Amsterdam, 1908), nicely

illustrated.

H. Bikhi, Vorgeschichte der Hdpetischen Revolution, I, 1789-1798

(Solothurn, 1925); A. Stern, “Der Klub der schweizer Patrioten in

Paris, 1790-1791,” Abhandlungen und Aktenstuc\e zur Geschichte der

Schwdz (Aam, 1926); A. Rufer, /. von Midlers Bericht fiber seine

Mission nach der Schweiz im Jakre 1797 (Berne, 1933); J- L. Rieser,

Les relations franco-hilveuques sous la Convention (Dijon, 1927);

A. Rufer, Pestdozzi, die jranzosische Involution und die Helvetil^

(Berne, 1929).

K. Bockenheimer, Die Mainzer Klubisten (Mainz, 1896), a mono-
graph on the local Jacobins; L. Vezin, Die Politil^^ des Mainzer Kur-

fiirsten F. K, von Erthal, (Dilligen, 1932); P. Sagnac, Le Rhin

frangais pendant le Revolution et VEmfnre (Paris, 1917); A. Rambaud,
Les frangais sur le Rhin, 1792-1804, 2nd ed. (Paris, i888)»

2. Great Britain:

W. T. Laprade, England and the French Revolution (Baltimore,

1909), maintaining the thesis that Pitt encouraged agitation to keep his

puUic excited; W. P. Hall, British Radicalism, /79/-1797 (London,

1912); P. A. Brown, The French Revolution in England (London,

1918); R. Birley, The English Jacobins (Oxford 1924), brief, but

founded on original research—the best short study of the subject; J. G.

Alger, Englishmen in the French Revolution, 2 vols. (London, 1889),

an unreliaUe book, but may be used with caution; V. C. Miller, Joel

Barlow, revolutionist (Hamburg, 1932), a doctoral dissertation; C. Max-

well, The English Traveller in France, 1698-181^ (London, 1932), with

a good bibliography; P. W. Pullister, The Irish Rebellion of 1798 (Lon-

don, 1898); R. Hayes, Ireland and Irishmen in the French Revolution

(London, 1932); H« W» Meikl^ Scotland and the French Revolution

(Glasgow, 1912).

3. The Germanics:

W. Wenck, Deutschland vor hundert Jahren, 2 vols* (Leipsig, 1887-

1890), an old book, but charmingly written and still very useful; G. P.

Gooch, Germany and the French Revolution (London, 1920), an invalu-

able compilatton, covering the subject beautifully; A. Stern, Der Einfluss
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franzdsischen Revolution auf das deutsche Geistesleben (Stuttgat^

1927), mostly on the literary side; J, Dresch, "L’AUemagne et la Revolu-

tion frangaise,” Vie des peuples (1920), II, 235, a brief, hopeful account;

KL Lessing, Rehberg und die franzosische Revolution (Freiburg i. B,,

1910); H. Ullmann, “Die Aiddage des Jacobinismus in Preussen im
Jahrc 1815,” Historische Zeitschrift (1905), XCV, 435; E. Saur, Die
franzosische Revolution von iy8g in zeitgenossischen deutschen Flug-

schriften und Dichtungen (Weimar, 1913); K. Kersten, Bin europdr

ischer Revolutiondr, Georg Forster (Berlin, 1921); M. Lehmann, “Die

preussische Reform von 1808 und die franzosische Revolution,” Freus*

sische Jahrbucher (1908), CXXXII, 211; H. Marczali, “Die Vcrschwdr-

ung Martinovics,” Ungarische Revue (1881), I, ii; E. Malyusz, Sdndor

Up6t foherceg nddor iratai (The writings of the Palatine Archdu\e
Alexander Leopold) (Budapest, 1926), documents mostly in French
German, or Latin and useful in view of the lack of material in Western

languages on the period in Hungary. J. Jaur^’s Histoire socialiste is

especially good on the spread of the revolutionary movement into the

Germanies.

4* Italy:

P. Gaflarel, Bonaparte et les ripubliques itdiennes, 1769-/799 (Paris,

1895); A. Pingaud, La domination jranqaise dans ITtcdie du Nord
iyq6-i8o$, 2 vols. (Paris, 1914); P. Hazard, La Revolution franqaise et les

lettres itdiennes (Paris, 1910), less purely literary than the tide would

im{^y; C, Lombroso and others. La vita itdiana durante la Rivoluzione

francese, 6th ed, (Milan, 1915); A. Ferrari, Vesplosione rivolumonaria del

Risorgimento itdiano, iy8^i8i$ (Milan, 1925); G. Lumbroso, / moti

popolari contro i francesi alia fine del secolo XVIII (Florence, 1932);

G. Sforza, Uindennith ai giacobini piemontese (Turin, 1909); C.

Morandi, Idee e formazioni politiche in Lombardia, iy48-i8i4 (Pavia,

1927); A. Luzio, Francesi e giacobini a Mantova (Mantua, 1890); L.

Rava, La Romagna nel ly^ (Modena, 1933); E. A. Brigidi, Giacobini

e redisti o il Viva Maria (Siena, 1882); A. Pivano, Albori constitutiondi

dTtaiUa (Turin, 1913); F. Masson, Les dipiomates de la Revolution:

Hugou de BassviUe i Rome (Paris, 1882); A. Dufourcq, Le regime

jacobin en ItaUe. ttude sur la republique romdne (Paris, 1900); B.

Croce, La rivoluzione napdetana dd 1799, 4th ed. rev. (Bari, 1925),

written widi all the author’s literary skill, and less of his philosophy than

in later works; A. Simioni, Le ori^ni del risorgimento poktico ddf

lUtUa meridiondi, 2 vols. (Messina, 1925-1929); L. Scandone, **0 gia-
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cobiiiisa:^ in Skilia,” Arckitno siorico dcSkmo (192Z), Xmi, 279 and

fdlowii]^.

5. Odier European Countries:

A, Tratchcvsky, “L’Espagnc I T^poque de la Revolution franjaisc

Revue hisMique (1886), XXXI, i; G. de Grandmaison, Vambassade

fran^aise en Espagne pendant la Rivolution (Paris, 1892); A. Sodcr-

hjdm, Sverige och den Frans\a Revolution, 2 vols. (Stockholm, 1920;

Helsingfors, 1924), with many quotations in the original French; R.

Petiet, Gustave IV Adolphe et la Rivolution fran^mse (Paris, 19x4)9

mosdy diplomatic history; C. de Lariviere, Catherine II et la Rivolution

franfoise (Paris, i895),

6. America:

C. D. Hazen, American Opinion of the French Revolution (Bald*

more, 1897); D. Malcme, The Public Life of Thomas Cooper (New
Havei^ 1926), showing French influence on the practical organization of

politics; C. Warren, Jacobin and Junto (Cambridge, Mass., 1931), on
the situation in New England; M. Mirmigerode, Jefferson, Friend of

France, The Career of C. C. Genit (New York, 1928), with btUiog-

ra|^y, useful though its conclusions are not wholly acceptable; G. Chin-

Jefferson et les Idiologues (Baltimore, 1925); B, Fay, Uesprit rivo*

Umonmdre en France et aux Etats-Unis i la fin du i8me siicle (Paris,

1925); and his The Two Franklins (Boston, 1933), which promises

more infc^madon about American radicalism in the 1790’s than it

actually gives; J. Rydjord, *Thc French Revolution and Mexico,” His-

panic American Historied Review (1929), DC, 60; L. A. de Herrera, La
revolucidn francesa y S$sd-America (Paris, 1910), not a history at all,

but a somewhat chaotic collection of generalizations on pdlitical ideas;

C. A« Villanueva, Napoledn y la independencia de AmMca (Paris,

1912), of which the earlier chapters deal with the period of the French

^voluticm; W. S. Rd^ertson, Francesco de Miranda and the Revolution-

izing of Spanish America (Washington, 1907) (in the Annual Report of

the American Historical Association), a monograj^, with full bibliog-

ra|diy, on the Smith Amoican figure mmt intimately connected widi the

French Revdution; C. Parra-P6:ez, Miranda et Ut Rivolution franfoise

(Pari^ X925)> mosdy military history.

IV. NATIONAL HISTORISS

Ihe decade 1789-1799 has litde precise meaning in the history of any

crnxmry but Prance. Hare, tl^n, it wiU be possiUe only to indicate tht
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msLjor works whidi deal with the whole or widbi port of thb decade m
each important country.

H. Pirennc, Histoire de la Belgique, 6 vols. (Brussels, 1900-1926), dE

which volumes V and VI are germane hcrc--a work already dassical;

P. J. Blok, History of the People of the Netherlands, Eng^h trans., 5
vols. (New York, 1898-1912), V, dull but accurate and substantial;

H. W. Van Loon, Fall of the Dutch Republic, 2nd ed. (Boston, 1924),

and Rise of the Dutch Kingdom (New York, 1915), much livelier than

the work of Blok, and on the whole sound and scholarly; W. Oechsli,

History of Switzerland, 1499-19x4 (Cambridge, 1922), certainly the best

in English; W. E. H. Lecky, History of England in the Eighteenth Cen-

fury, new cd., 7 vols. (New York, 1892), VI, VII, very full in this revo-

lutionary decade, a history reflecting Victorian stability and confidence;

W. Hunt and R. L. Poole, The Political History of England, 12 vds.

(New York, 1905-1910), X, the standard modem professional history;

J. H. Rose, Life of William Pitt, 2 vols. in i (New York, 1924), tte

best available, very readable, thorough, and with easily discountable

patriotic attachments for Pitt; W. L. Mathieson, The Awakening of

Scotland, 1747-1797 (Glasgow, 1910), excellent; for Ireland there is still

only Lecky; A. E. Richardson, Georgian England, and D. Hardey and

M. M. Elliott, life and Wor\ of the People of England, The Eighteenth

Century, 2 vols. (London, 1931), both good examples of the use of

illustrations and careful details in social history; J. B. Williams, A gmde
to the Printed Materials for English Social and Economic History, 17

iS$o (New York, 1926), in which the reader can pursue an important

subject beyond the scope of this volume; K. Biedermann, Deutschland

im XVIIIten Jahrhundert, 4 vols. (Lcipsig, 1880), the work of a senti-

mental liberal, still very interesting, and still best for Kulturgeschichtey

K. T. von Heigel, Deutsche Geschichte vom Tode Friederichs des

Grossen bis zur Aufiosung des alien Reichs, 2 vols. (Stuttgart, 1899-

X9X1), one of the very best of such histories, modern, professional, never

chea^y popular, but never dull; V. Bibl, Der Zerfall Oesterreichs:

Franz und sein Erbe (Vienna, 1922), violently partisan against the old

regime, not to be used without caution, but containing a good deal of

new materid; G. S. Ford, Hanover and Prussia, 179^180^ (New Ycark,

1903); F. Meinecke, Das Zeitalter der deuUchen Erhebung, 17^^181$,

and ed. (Bielefeld, 1913), fully up to the high standard erf his other

work; E. Denis, La Bourne depuis la Montagne Blanche, new cd., a

vols. (Paris, 1921), sound and w^ established; R. J. Kerner, Bohemia in

the Eighteenth Century (New York, 1932), a very important mono-

S^aph, cemcred on the years 1790-1792, and using sources some of whidb
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have siiicsc bcea destroyed by fire in Vienna; E. Sayous, Histoire gSnirdc

dcs Hongrois, a ed. (Paris, 1900), still the best reasonably detailed ac-

count in a Western tongtie; F. Eckhart, Short History of the Hungarian

Peo^e (London, 1931); R. H. Lord, The Second Partition of Poland

(Cambridge, Mass., 1915), a beautifully neat monograph which disposes

of the whole subject; K. Waliszcwski, Romance of an Empress (New
Yewrk, 1894), Story of a Throne, 2 vols. (London, 1895), Paul I of

Russia (London, 1913), constituting a consecutive history of Russia in

some detail, and still the best available in English for political and

diplomatic history; V. O. Kliuchevsky, History of Russia, English trans.,

5 vols. (New York, 1911-1931), IV, V, a somewhat personal interpre-

tation, but well backed up, and essential for the student of economic

and social history; R. N. Bain, Gustavus III and his contemporaries, 2

vols. (London, 1894), with many defects of presentation, but based on
original sources; A. Franchetti, Storia d^ltdia ded lySg d zygg (Milan,

1907), good detailed account, by no means yet outmoded; C. Tivaroni,

Storia critica del risorgimento italiano 9 vols. (Turin, 1888-

1897), of which vedume 11 deals with this period, still best as Kultur*

geschichte\ A. Ballesteros y Beretta, Historia de Espana y su influencia

en la historia universd, in course of publication (Barcelona, 1918- ),

of which the recendy published sixth volume deals with this period—on

excellent history; N. Jorga, Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches, 5 vols.

(Gotha, 1908-1913), V; F. ScheviU, History of the Bd\an peninsula

from the earliest times to the present day (New York, 1922), though not

so much a history as a survey, will through its bibliography introduce

the reader to a subject not in itself very important for this particular

decade.

V. INTELLECTUAL HISTORY

It is envious diat in so brief a bibliography no attempt can be made to

cover so vast a field as the phrase '^intellectual history^ assumes. The
student is referred to adequate bibliographies of the special disciplines

or arts in which he may be interested. Here we can but point out certain

recent books which attempt to deal more or less comfdetdy with the

"dimate cA opinion’* generated by the French Revolution*

/. The Rights of Man:

Encyclopedia of the Socid Sciences (New York, 1930—) artid^

''Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen,” with bibliogtaphy;

O. Vosskr, "Suidien zur Erklarung der Menschenrechte,” Historische
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Ztitsckrift (1930), CXLII, 516; B. Shickhardt, Die Er\laTung der Men*
$chen*und*Burgerrecht von /7S9-/79J in den Dehatten der Nationd*
versammlung (Berlin, 1931).

a. The influence of the Revolution:

A. Espinas, La philosophic socide du i8me siicle et la RSvoluuon
(Paris, 1898); G. dc Ruggiero, History of European Liberalism, En^^isli

trans. (Oxford, 1927); G. Elton, The Revolutionary Idea in France, 178^
1871, and ed. (London, 1931); F. Meinecke, Weltbugertum und Natio*

nalstaat, 7A ed. (Munich, 1928); B. Mirkine-Guetzevitch, Vinfluence de
la Rivetution fran^aise sur le diveloppement du droit intemationed dans

tEurope orientale (Paris, 1929); J. Maras, Ursprung und Entwic^lung

des Begrifls der Zivilisation in Franl^reich, i7$6-i8^o (Hamburg, 1930);

A. Mathiez, “La Revolution fran^aise ct la th&rie de la dictaturc,”

Revue historique (1929), CLXI, 304 and following; A. Cochin, Les so*

ciitSs de pensSe et la dimocratie (Paris, 1920); A. Favre, Les orig^nes

du systime metrique (Paris, 1931).

3. Political Theory:

J. Mwlcy, Edmund Bur\e, a historical study (London, 1867); A.

Cobban. Edmund Burl^e and the Revolt against the 18th Century (Lon-

don, 1929); F. von Oppenheimer, Montaigne, Bur^e and die franzo*

sische Revolution, Bacon: Drei Essays (Vienna, 1928); F. J. C. Heam-
shaw, ed., The social and political ideas of some representative thin\ers

of the revolutionary era (London, 1931); P. R. Rohden, Joseph de

Maistre als politischer Theoreti\er (Munich, 1929), with some valuaHe

reflections in chapter I on the distinction between “romanticism” and

“traditionalism”; V. Basch, Les doctrines politiques des philosophes

dassiques de rAllemagne (Paris, 1927); M. D. Conway, Life of Thomas
Paine, 2 vols. (New York, 1892), very much of a whitewashing, but the

best book available.

4. Romanticism:

A. Viatte, Les sources occultes du Romantisme, lUuminisme, Thioso*

phie, 2 veds. (Paris, 1928); A. Monglond, Le priromantisme franqm

(Grenoble, 1930); I. Babbitt, Rousseau and Romanticism (Boston, 1919),

with full bibliography; P. Lasserre, Le romantisme franfois (Paris,

X907); E. Seillire, Le md romanuque, essd sur fimpiridisme irra*

tionnd (1908), and several dozen other volumes on essentially the same

subjects; G. Brandes, Mdn Currents in 19th Century Uterame, 6 vols.
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(London^ 190X-1923), still the lustiest defense of pdidcally liberal ro-

manticism; £. Dowden, The French Reeoltaion and English Literature

(New York, 1897); C, Ccstre, La Rivolution et les poites envois (Paris,

1906); C. Brinton, Political Ideas of the English Romanticists (Oxford,

1926); C. Schmitt, Poliusche Romanti\, 2nd ed. (Munich, 1925). G. A.

^rgese, article on “Romanticism,” Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences,

Kill, 43^ (New York, 1934) with a fiir$t*rate bibliography.

5. Intellectual History as a Whole:

The only attempt to write an intellectual history of the French Revolu-

tion is the contribution of P. Sagnac to Lefebvre, Guyot, and Sagnac, La
Ripolmion fran^aise (Paris, 1930), “La Revolution frangaise et la civi-

lisation europeoine,” 465-547. Here are to be foimd excellent biblio-

graphical notes, and a good summary of the scientific, artistic, and edu-

cational efforts of the First Republic. M. Sagnac’s attempt at synthesis,

however, seems shallow and oversimple, a contrast between “rational-

ism” and “empiricism” affording him a basis for some relatively timid

generalizations. The point of view throughout is that of the official

republican school, self-conscious heirs of the great Revolution.
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